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1.

Hov it all Began
B. Goldschmidt, Former Director of Chemistry at Montreal and CRNL,
1942-1946, Former Director, Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique,
France, and Former Chairman, Board of Governors, IAEA

2.

Personal Reminiscences and Observations
L. Cook, Consultant on Energy, Science & Technology, U.S.A., and
Former Director, Chemistry and Metallurgy Division, CRNL

3.

Fission and Physics in Canada
G. Hanna, Former Director of Research, CRNL and Former Chairman,
Physics and Astronomy Committee, NSIDRC

4.

The Development of Nuclear Power
J. Foster, Chairman of the International Executive Council of the
World Energy Conference

5.

The Second Nuclear Era
A. Weinberg, Director, Institute for Energy Analysis, Oak Ridge and
Former Director, Oak Ridge National Lab., U.S.A.

"HOW IT ALL BEGAN"
Bertrand Goldschmidt
(From the discovery of fission to the Anglo-Canadian
project and its French roots)
1934-1938 The Uranium puzzle - 1939 The leading Paris work of Joliot,
Halban, Kowarski - 1940 The French acquisition of the Norwegian worldvide
stock of heavy water. Its transfer from France to England ahead of the
German invasion. Halban and Kowarski's Cambridge experiment proving the
feasibility of the D20-U chain reaction - 1941 The British proposal to
transfer Halban's team to the USA - 1942 The American refusal leading to
the creation in Montreal of an Anglo-Canadian enterprise under Halban to
study the D20-U system - 1943 The difficult start of this project
confronted by a lengthy interruption of the indispensable American
collaboration - 1944 The renewal of this collaboration with the decision
to build ZEEP (under Kowarski's leadership) and NRX but without any
exchange of plutonium technology.

"LES TOUT DÉBUTS"
Bertrand Goldschmidt
(De la découverte de la fission jusqu'au projet
anglo-canadien et ses racines françaises)
1934-1938 Le casse-tête de l'uranium - 1939 En tête de file, les
travaux de Joliot, Halban et Kowarski à Paris - 1940 La France
met la main sur le stock d'eau lourde détenu par la Norvège dans
le monde entier. Ce stock est transféré de France en Angleterre
avant l'invasion allemande. L'expérience de Halban et Kowarski à
Cambridge prouve la faisabilité de la réaction en chaîne du D2O-U
- 1941 Les __ Britanniques proposent de transférer l'équipe de
Halban aux États-Unis - 1942 Le refus des États-Unis amène la
création à Montréal d'une entreprise anglo-canadienne dirigée par
Halban, qui a pour but d'étudier le système D2O-U - 1943 Les
débuts difficiles de ce projet qui doit être longuement interrompu en raison de l'absence de la collaboration indispensable
des États-Unis - 1944 Reprise de cette collaboration et décision
de construire le réacteur ZEEP (sous la direction de Kowarski) et
le NRX, mais sans aucun échange de la technologie du plutonium.

Personal Reminiscences and Observations
Leslie Cook
Dr. Cook will briefly review aspects of the discovery of uranium fission
in Europe in the late 1930's from the perspective of one who was in Otto
Hahn's lab at the time. He will show a little known earlier Canadian
connection through the tenure of Rutherford at McGill University at the
beginning of the Century. Dr. Cook's talk will then take up the story of
the growth of nuclear chemistry research in Canada subsequent to the
discovery of fission with the development of the NRX reactor, its early
uses in producing plutonium and other radioactive materials, and the
related metallurgical research. A brief listing will be given of the
distinguished chemists that have emerged from the early research
activities in Canada.

Observations et souvenirs personnels
Leslie Cook

M. Cook examinera brièvement certains aspects relatifs à la découverte de la
fission de l'uranium en Europe à la fin des années 30, époque à laquelle il
travaillait dans le laboratoire d'Otto Hahn. Il parlera aussi du poste occupé
antérieurement par Rutherford à l'université McGill au début du siècle,
événement fort peu connu au Canada. Il fera ensuite l'historique de la
recherche en chimie nucléaire au Canada qui a suivi la découverte de la
fission et la mise au point du réacteur NRX, ses premières applications dans
la production de plutonium et d'autres matières radioactives et la recherche
métallurgique dans ce domaine. Enfin, il énumérera quelques-uns des éminents
chimistes qui ont participé aux premières recherches au Canada.

Fission and Physics in Canada

- Dr. Geoffrey Hanna

The discovery of fission had, initially, little impact on physics
research in Canada.
Its main effects date from the successful implementation
of the Chalk River project, with the NRX and NRU reactors as the centrepiece,
and the funding by the AECB of nuclear installations in Canadian universities
which were generally much larger than existing university research facilities.
Subsequent developments at Chalk River and the universities have profited from
close interaction between the two research communities.
The effects of the
discovery of fission on Canadian physics are still very apparent, even after
fifty' years, notably with the heavy ion accelerator at Chalk River, and the
two' largest sinsle-Droject science proposals currently before the Canadian
Government, the KAON Factory for TRIUMF and the Solar Neutrino Observatory for
Sudburv.

La fission et la physique au Canada
Geoffrey Hanna
La découverte de la fission ny a eu au départ que très peu de
répercussions sur la recherche en physique au Canada.
Les
principales incidences de cette découverte datent de la mise en
oeuvre fructueuse du projet de Chalk River axée autour des
réacteurs
NR'et ÎIRU, et
du
financement
par
la
CCEA
d'installatioi
nucléaires dans les universités canadiennes qui
étaient
en
général
beaucoup
plus
importantes
que
les
installations de recherche existantes dans les universités. Les
travaux entrepris ultérieurement à Chalk River et aux universités
ont bénéficié des liens étroits qu'il y avait entre les deux
milieux de recherche. Les effets de la découverte de la fission
sur la physique au Canada sont encore très évidents, même après
cinquante ans; mentionnons, pour s'en convaincre, l'accélérateur
à ions lourds à Chalk River et les deux plus importants projets
scientifiques
distincts
actuellement
à
l'étude
par
le
gouvernement
du
Canada,
l'usine
KAON
pour
TRIUMF
et
l'observatoire à neutrinos pour Sudbury.

The Development of Nuclear Power
John S. Foster
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L'exploitation de l'énergie nucléaire
John S. Foster
La première étape vers l'utilisation de la fission - cette
recherche en vue de connaître les possibilités et de mettre au
point les premiers dispositifs pratiques - a été dictée par les
impératifs du moment, c'est-à-dire les applications militaires.
Toutefois, c'est vers le début des années 50 qu'on a commencé à
exploiter sérieusement des utilisations pacifiques de la fission,
notamment la production d'électricité. Ayant lui-même participé
aux premiers travaux techniques sur les réacteurs à eau lourde
CANDU et géré des projets de réacteurs, M. Foster expliquera ce
deuxième stade dans l'utilisation de la fission - la mise au
point et l'application généralisée des réacteurs de puissance
reposant sur des cycles simples de combustion.

The Second Nuclear Era
Alvin Weinberg

Though Che f i r s t f i f t y years of nuclear f i s s i o n has in many ways been
a remarkable success, f i s s i o n power is now rejected by many of the open
l i b e r a l democracies.

With carbon dioxide emerging as an ominous e n v i r o n -

mental t h r e a t , nuclear energy seems to be even more necessary in the
than i t was in the past-

future

For nuclear energy to c o n t r i b u t e s u b s t a n t i a l l y

to

a diminution of the atmosphere's CO?, thousands of large r e a c t o r s w i l l have
to be deployed worldwide during the next 50 y e a r s .

For such l a r g e deploy-

ment to be accepted, the core melt p r o b a b i l i t y per reactor w i l l have to be
much l e s s than lO - ^ per r e a c t o r per year.

Reactors that meet t h i s

cri-

t e r i o n , including even r e a c t o r s that are inherently s a f e , are being
developed throughout the r e a c t o r community.

La deuxième époque nucléaire
Alvin Weinberg
Les cinquante premières années qui ont suivi la découverte de la
fission nucléaire ont, à bien des égards, connu un succès
remarquable.
Cependant de nombreuses démocraties l i b é r a l e s
ouvertes refusent actuellement la puissance de la f i s s i o n . Étant
donné que l e monoxyde de carbone apparaît comme une menace,
environnementale s i n i s t r e , l ' é n e r g i e nucléaire semble encore plus
nécessaire dans l ' a v e n i r q u ' e l l e ne l ' é t a i t dans l e passé. Pour
que l ' é n e r g i e nucléaire puisse contribuer à f a i r e diminuer
sensiblement la concentration de CO2 dans l'atmosphère, i l faudra
mettre en service des m i l l i e r s de gros réacteurs dans l e monde
e n t i e r au cours des 50 prochaines années. Pour accepter un t e l
déploiement à grande échelle, i l sera nécessaire que la
p r o b a b i l i t é de fonte
du noyau dans l e réacteur s o i t t r è s
inférieure à 10" 4 par réacteur par année.
Partout dans l e
milieu, des chercheurs mettent actuellement au point des
réacteurs qui répondent à ce c r i t è r e , et même des réacteurs à
sûreté inhérente.

CNA Session 2
Energy Options and Sustainable Development
Round Table: The relationship between Canada's energy options and
sustainable economic development from various perspectives.
Chairman:

P. Scholfield, General Electric Canada
Moderator:

T. Paterson

Panelists:
T. Kierans, Scotia McLeod Inc.,
A. Bruneau, Newfoundland Light and Power,
R. Slater, Environment Canada, and
I. Stewart, formerly Energy, Mines and Resources

ENERGY OPTIONS AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Recent international and national events and increasing public
concerns have raised the of awareness of environmental issues and
their interrelationship with the economy under the general rubric of
sustainable development. These events include the Brundtland World
Commission on Environment and Development, and its April 1987 report
Our Common Future ; the International protocol on ozone depletion
signed in Montreal in 1987; and the Economic Summit and the Conference
on the Changing Atmosphere, both held in June 1988 in Toronto.
What is sustainable development? What are its implications for
Canada's economic future? And more particularly, what are its
implications for Canada's future energy options? Each of the
panelists will approach the interface between energy options and
sustainable development from one of four perspectives. Tom Kierans
will address the economic implications including the role of markets
and investment. Robert Slater will describe Canada's contribution to
the development of the concept of environmentally sustainable
development. Angus Bruneau will explore how to get the science and
technology of sustainable development and energy options right. And
Ian Stewart will address the involvement of a broad spectrum of public
stakeholders in the relevant decision-making process.
Under the knowledgeable Chairmanship of Tony Patterson, the issues
•will be presented and challenged in panel discussion and through
interaction with the audience.

OPTIONS ÉNERGÉTIQUES ET DÉVELOPPEMENT DURABLE

Les récents événements internationaux et nationaux de même que
l'intensification des préoccupations du public ont fait prendre
une conscience plus vive des questions environnementales et de
leurs interrelations avec l'économie sous la rubrique générale du
développement durable. Ces événements comprennent la Commission
mondiale Brundtland sur l'environnement et le développement, et
son rapport d'avril 1987 Notre avenir à tous, le Protocole
international sur l'appauvrissement de la couche d'ozone, signé à
Montréal en 1987 ainsi que le Sommet économique et la Conférence
sur l'atmosphère en évolution, qui ont tous deux eu lieu à
Toronto en juin 1988.
Qu'est-ce que le développement durable? Quelles sont ses*
conséquences pour l'avenir économique du Canada? Et, plrs
particulièrement, quelles sont ses conséquences pour les options
énergétiques futures du Canada? Chacun des quatre participants à
ia table ronde abordera l'interface entre les options énergétiques et le développement durable dans une optique distincte.
Tom Kierans traitera des incidences économiques, y compris le
rôle des marchés et de l'investissement. Robert Slater décrira
la contribution du Canada à la définition du concept du développement durable du point de vue de l'environnement. Angus Bruneau
explorera comment bien comprendre la science et la technologie du
développement durable et les options énergétiques. Enfin,
Ian Stewart parlera de la participation d'un large éventail
d ' intervenants publics dans le processus pertinent ùe pci.se de
déc: s ions.
Sous l'habile présidence de Tony Patterson, les questions seront
présentées et débattues en table ronde et par interaction avec
1'auditoire.

CNA/CNS Session - Breaking the Public Information Barrier
Chairman:
Moderator:

N. O'Brien, Denison Mines Ltd.

F. Kelly, Fraser Kelly Corpworld Group Inc.

Media and Public Relations of Nuclear Energy: is it Worth the
Hassle?
C M . Goldstein, U.S. Council for Energy Awareness
The Situation of Anti-Nuclear Movements and the Concept for
Development of Public Acceptance Strategy in Japan.
M. Sasaki, Tokyo Electric Power Company
Guided Tours - The Media and the Message
P. Haller, Service de la Production Thermique, Electricité de France
Is Advertising an Effective Tool to Reach the Public on Nuclear
Matters?
R. Dionne-Marsolais, Canadian Nuclear Association

MEDIA AND PUBLIC RELATIONS OF NUCLEAR ENERGY:
IS IT WORTH THE HASSLE?
Carl M. Goldstein
Vice President - Media & Public Relations
U.S. Council for Energy Awareness
The presence of a national clearinghouse for media and public information
on nuclear energy is not an option; it is a necessity. In the early
phases of the nuclear debate in the U.S., the Atomic Energy Commission,
even more so than any industrial institution, fulfilled this function, and
did it well. When the AEC was dismembered and reorganized, public
information became a political casualty at just about the time when
nuclear energy was falling from grace.
In the private sector, the sudden emergence of the environmental movement
caught the industry off guard. It's hard to believe that members of the
Atomic Industrial Forum in 1970 thought $100,000 per annum was sufficient
to shield the industry from its critics.
The industry's commitment to public information improved in the Seventies,
and AIF acquired a solid reputation for its alert, candid interaction with
the news media and its quality information tools for members. Media
relations, especially, bear fruit only grudgingly and with great patience,
but the payoff comes during crises like the Three Mile Island accident; at
such times the reservoir of good will built up over the years is critical.
A national public-relations presence is important, also, for what might be
described as optical reasons. The nuclear power industry lacks a focal
point and cuts across many lines of business, yet it constitutes a
$100-billion commitment. A national association gives a face and a
presence to these disparate industrial interests. Especially if it is
active and visible, a national trade group demonstrates that this is a
vibrant, optimistic industry.
In recent years, as the U.S. nuclear program has matured, nuclear public
information has had to shed some traditional techniques and messages. A
program that promoted nuclear power largely on its own merits gave way to
a broader context—America's growing need for electricity. This changing
context was one factor in the reorganization of the industry's Washington
associations, and the emergence of the U.S. Council for Energy Awareness
as the primary communications arm.
This reorganization gave rise to a new array of PR and communications
techniques. One of USCEA's more innovative programs centers on the
involvement of knowledgeable, media-wise third-party specialists-engineers, scientists, radiologists and economists. The reorganization
also, for the first time, gave the U.S. nuclear industry the benefits of a
national advertising program.
The nuclear industry is not alone in applying more sophisticated and
cosmopolitan techniques to its PR effort. We tend to forget that the
critics are every bit as institutionalized as the industry. They have a
very dedicated, effective worldwide information effort. Their resources
are not negligible. They know how to exploit nuclear accidents globally,
and they have been especially adroit in attempting to link the peaceful
atom to is warlike cousin.

Ultimately, is media and public relations worth the hassle? Absolutely.
The pendulum on nuclear energy is shifting away from emotion and
obstruction toward rational acceptance. The words of the critics are
being discounted, and the industry has gained credibility.

LES RELATIONS AVEC LES MÉDIAS ET LE PUBLIC SUR L'ÉNERGIE
NUCLÉAIRE : SONT-ELLES VRAIMENT UTILES?

Cari M. Goldstein
Vice-président, Relations avec les médias et le public
U.S. Council for Energy Awareness
Un bureau central qui se charge de 1'information des médias et du
public sur le nucléaire à l'échelle nationale n'est pas seulement
une bonne idée, c'est une nécessité. Aux premiers stades du
débat sur le nucléaire aux États-Unis, la Commission de l'Énergie
Atomique, plus que que tout organisme industriel, a rempli cette
fonction. Malgré son efficacité et son habileté dans ce rôle, la
Commission a subi des démembrements et des restructurations
organisationnelles, qui ont conduit à l'abandon du programme
d'information du public pour des raisons de politique, au moment
même où l'énergie nucléaire tombait en disgrâce.
Dans le secteur privé, l'émergence soudaine d'un mouvement
écologique a pris l'industrie au dépourvu. On comprend
difficilement comment les membres de 1'Atomic Industrial Forum
ont pu penser, en 1970, qu'un montant de 100 000 $ par année
serait suffisant pour protéger 1'industrie contre les détracteurs
du nucléaire.
L'engagement de l'industrie à l'information publique a augmenté
au cours des années 70, et l'AIF a acquis une solide réputation
pour ses échanges vifs et francs avec les médias et pour les
outils d'information de qualité qu'il mettait à la disposition de
ses membres. Les relations avec les médias, en particulier,
demandent de grands efforts et beaucoup de patience, mais dans
des situations critiques comme l'accident de Three Mile Island,
elles portent leurs fruits; c'est à ces moments-là que le climat
de bienveillance que l'on aura travaillé d'arrache-pied au cours
des années à bâtir devient critique.
La présence d'un bureau national des relations publiques est
importante pour d'autres raisons aussi que l'on pourrait appeler
des raisons d'optique. Il manque "un foyer" à l'industrie
nucléaire, les activités de celle-ci touchant à différents
domaines commerciaux et représentant un engagement financier de
100 milliards de dollars. Une association à l'échelle nationale
donne à ces intérêts industriels disparates une figure et une
présence. Particulièrement s'il est actif et visible, un groupe
de commerce national montre que 1'industrie est énergique et
optimiste.

- 2 Au cours des dernières années, alors que le programme nucléaire
des É.-U- a évolué, on a dû se défaire de certaines techniques et
de certains messages traditionnels dans l'information du public
sur le nucléaire. Un programme qui faisait la promotion de
l'énergie nucléaire en en soulignant en toute objectivité les
bienfaits en est venu à en parler dans un contexte plus large, à
savoir le besoin croissant d'électricité en Amérique. ce nouveau
contexte est l'un des facteurs ayant contribué à la
réorganisation des associations de l'industrie à Washington et à
l'émergence de l'U.S. Council for Energy Awareness comme
instrument de communication de première ligne.
Cette réorganisation a donné naissance à un nouvel ensemble de
techniques de relations publiques et de communications. Un des
programmes innovateurs de l'USCEA vise la participation de
spécialistes bien informés qui ont l'habitude des médias et qui
ne sont pas affiliés à l'association, à savoir des ingénieurs,
des scientifiques, des radiologistes et des économistes. La
réorganisation a également apporté à 1'industrie nucléaire
américaine, pour la première fois, les avantages d'un programme
national de publicité.
L'industrie nucléaire n'est pas seule à appliquer des techniques
plus sophistiquées et plus universelles à ses relations
publiques. On a tendance à oublier que les détracteurs sont tout
aussi organisés que l'industrie. Ils ont des groupes très
dévoués et très efficaces pour diffuser leurs informations à
l'échelle mondiale. Leurs ressources ne sont pas négligeables.
Ils savent exploiter les accidents nucléaires pris globalement et
ont été spécialement adroits dans leur tentative pour associer
les utilisations pacifiques de l'atome aux applications
militaires.
En fin de compte, tous ces efforts pour se concilier les médias
et le public en valent-ils la peine? Absolument. On constate un
revirement de l'opinion sur le nucléaire qui passe de l'émotion
et de l'obstruction à l'acceptation rationnelle. Le discours des
adversaires a perdu de sa crédibilité alors que l'industrie
nucléaire, elle, en a gagné.

THE SITUATION OF ANTI-NUCLEAR MOVEMENTS AND THE CONCEPT
FOR DEVELOPMENT OF PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE STRATEGY IN JAPAN

M. Sasaki
Tokyo Electric Power Company

1.

Recent Growth of Anti-Nuclear Movements in Japan

The disastrous accident at Chernobyl in 1986 no doubt struck as a
tremendous shock to the world. Since immediately after the accident, we
in the electric utility industry have publicized not only the special
circumstances of Chernobyl reactor, but also how devoted we are to
ensuring safety in the design of every stage of nuclear plants in Japan,
and how all possible safety precautions are followed to maintain high
standards of safety. And we seemed superfically to have succeeded in
acquiring public understanding. However, early last year, a sudden
agitation burst out calling a load following operation tests as bearing a
potential to result in an accident likened to the case of the deadly
Chernobyl accident. And this triggered a quick spread of the anti-nuclear
movement all over Japan.

2.

The Characteristics of Anti-Nuclear Movements

The points which the anti-nuclear people tend to stress can be categorized
into the next A points.
1. A big doubt on safety of nuclear power generation aroused frcs the
Chernobyl accident.
2. A fear of their life being threatened by contaminated imported foods.
3. A sense of incoherence stemmed from promoting uneasy and not exactly
economical generation by nuclear energy.
4. Mistrust in utility companies who do not provide the available
information to the public.
For one, over 15 years has passed since the oil crisis, and an air of
threat in excessive dependence on imported oil has slackened. The
situation of price and supply/demand of oil added to such tendency.
Secondly, Japan has gone through a significant sociological transition
with more people placing emphasis on quality of life and safety rather
than economics and efficiency. Such tendency is widely seen among women
whose values in housekeeping have shifted to prioritizing quality and
safety.
Thirdly, because people can not forsee the future influence of science and
technology which have helped to improve their quality of life, there seems
to be a feeling deep inside of uncertainty and doubt towards advanced
technologies and the mega-technologies.
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And fourthly, utilities system of public information on nuclear energy
need to be improved. As far as public information system on nuclear
energy is concerned, we have been working at it as an important theme.
However, from the context of providing public with easy to understand, on
points that most people have uneasiness about, there are more points to be
reconsidered.

3. The Concept of Future PA Activities and F'^ategv for its
Implementation
It goes without saying that the first step to take is to secure evermore
safe and stable operation, but it is also essential to provide easy-tocomprehend information as if one can actually realize such state of stable
operation and the event of a trouble.
We are now in the process of improving this method of public
announcements. In order to obtain public's understanding, we have been
promoting various activities such as enhancing the selection of easy-tounderstand pamphlets, videos, and books, and sending periodical
information to the opinion leaders.
The next task to undertake is how to take measures to incorporate visual
effects in creating "visible nuclear" and "visible radioactivity".
It is a feature in our service area that the great energy consuming
districts are distanced far from the nuclear power plants. In fact, we
have been working towards encouraging opinion leaders and the general
public to take plant tours to inside of the reactor buildings in order to
gain their confidence.
Thirdly, there a task of confronting the problem we face with the mass
media. We have been striving towards supplying accurate information as
quickly as possible to the mass media and worked actively in trying to
correct misguided information and argument that have no coherence with the
scientific evidence.
The fourth task is how to go about coping with the anti-nuclear activists
group. We are now placing efforts to approach these opponents by holding
conferences to obtain their understanding.
And last, which may be the most important, it our task to improve the
public image and trust toward our enterprise.

Émergence récente de mouvements antinucléaires au Japon
Le monde entier a sans doute été frappé d'horreur par la
nouvelle de 1'accident terrible survenu à Tchernobyl en
1986.
Depuis ce jour-là, les compagnies d'électricité du Japon ont
fait connaître les circonstances particulières entourant
l'accident de Tchernobyl et ont insisté sur tout le soin
qu'elles apportaient à tous les stades de la conception de
leurs centrales nucléaires pour s'assurer de la sûreté de
celles-ci, et sur toutes les mesures de sécurité qu'elles
prenaient pour maintenir des normes de sûreté rigoureuses.
Elles semblaient, en apparence, être parvenues à se faire
comprendre du public.
Toutefois, au début de l'année dernière, une agitation
soudaine a éclaté. La population voyait dans un essai do
fonctionnement en suivi de charge le danger d'un accident
comparable à celui de Tchernobyl. Cela a déclenché la
propagation rapide du mouvement antinucléaire dans tout le
Japon.
Caractéristiques des mouvements antinucléaires
L'argumentation de ceux qui s'opposent au nucléaire porte
sur quatre points :
No 1. -

De grandes inquiétudes sur la sûreté des centrales
nucléaires suite à l'accident de Tchernobyl.

No 2. -

La crainte que leur vie ne soit menacée par des
aliments importés contaminés.

No 3. -

Le manque de cohérence perçu dans 1'idée de
promouvoir des moyens de production d'énergie
d'origine nucléaire qui ne sont pas très simples
ni très économiques.

No 4. -

La méfiance envers les compagnies d'électricité
qui n'offrent pas au public toute l'information
disponible.

En premier lieu, quinze années se sont écoulées depuis la
crise du pétrole, et la crainte d'une dépendance excessive
du pétrole semble s'être amoindrie. La situation du prix du
pétrole ainsi que des approvisionnements et de la demande de
pétrole a contribué à cette tendance.

- 2 Deuxièmement, les Japonais ont dû vivre une transition
sociologique importante au cours de laquelle l'accent a été
mis de plus en plus sur la qualité de vie et la sécurité
plutôt que sur la rentabilité et l'efficacité. Cette
tendance est très répandue chez les femmes, pour qui, en
tant que ménagères, la qualité et la sécurité comptent
maintenant plus que tout.
Troisièmement, comme il est difficile de prévoir
1'importance pour 1 * avenir des sciences et techniques qui
ont contribué à améliorer leur qualité de vie, les japonais
semblent s'inquiéter profondément au sujet des techniques
évoluées et des grandes technologies, et même les redouter.
Finalement, les compagnies d'électricité auraient besoin
d'améliorer leur programme d'information publique sur
l'énergie nucléaire. De gros efforts ont déjà été faits en
ce sens. Cependant, avant que l'on puisse offrir au public
des informations qu'il pourra comprendre facilement sur des
questions qu'il trouve troublantes, on doit réexaminer
certains points.
3.

Programme des activités d'information publique futures et
stratégie pour son exécution
Il va sans dire que la première étape consiste à assurer une
exploitation toujours plus sûre et plus stable, mais il est
tout aussi important d'offrir de l'information facile à
comprendre montrant que 1•on peut effectivement assurer une
exploitation stable et prévoir toutes les situations qui
pourraient se présenter.
Nous travaillons actuellement à améliorer notre méthode
d'information du public.
En vue d'obtenir l'acceptation du nucléaire par le public,
nous avons mis de l'avant diverses activités telles que
l'offre d'un grand choix de brochures, de bandes vidéo et de
livres faciles à comprendre, et l'envoi périodique
d'informations à ceux qui guident l'opinion.
L'étape suivante consiste à prendre des mesures pour rendre
le nucléaire et les rayonnements ionisants plus visibles et
manifestes pour le public.
Dans le secteur que nous desservons, les points de grande
consommation d'énergie se trouvent loin des centrales
nucléaires.

- 3 De fait, nous avons fait tous
ceux qui forment l'opinion et
visiter nos centrales et voir
réacteur, afin de gagner leur

les efforts pour encourager
le grand public à venir
l'intérieur d'un bâtiment
confiance.

Ensuite, nous devons faire face au problème des
communications de masse avec lequel nous sommes aux prises.
Nous nous sommes évertués à donner une information exacte le
plus rapidement possible aux médias et nous sommes donné la
peine de corriger les informations erronées et les arguments
qui n'étaient pas appuyés par une documentation
scientifique.
La quatrième étape consiste à découvrir la manière de s'y
prendre avec les activistes qui s'opposent au nucléaire.
Nous faisons des efforts pour nous rapprocher de ces
adversaires du nucléaire en donnant des conférences qui nous
permettront de les informer.
La dernière étape, peut-être la plus importante, vise
l'amélioration de l'image publique et la crédibilité de
notre entreprise.

Guided Tours - The Medium and the Message

Pierre Haller
Electricité de France
Service de la Production Thermique
92060 Paris La Défense - Cedex 57
France

The strategy adopted by the French authorities and Electricité
de France to promote acceptance of nuclear energy involves action
at a number of levels:
action aimed at national, regional and
local authorities, action aimed at opinion leaders, action aimed
at local communities and industries, and, most important of all,
action aimed at the general public.

In the current operational phase, we must be prepared to reply
t.o questions from the public and the media when incidents occur,
ana at the same time continue our work of providing the public with
basic background information which began with the inauguration of
the nuclear program.

Guided tours of nuclear power plants are a fundamental
of communications. Kith 31)0,000 visitors each year, these
are toured more than any other industrial facility, and :t
estimated that 5 million peopie have visited nuclear power
over the past 15 years -- nearly 10 per cent of the
population of France.

method
plants
nay be
plants
total

These tours are qualitatively different from other channels
uf communications. More vivid than any theoretical discussion or
demonstration, a tour is a concrete experience, which allows direct
contact with the reality of the nuclear industry and with the men
and women who work there. It is the kind of experience which can
correct misunderstandings about the dangers of nuclear energy and
can calm fears of the unknown.
In this way, tours mav be considered a real-life medium of
communication, and the message presented must be made as effective
as possible.
It must be a high quality, four-star message. The
four stars are:
hospitality, openness, responsiveness, and
information. These four values must underlie all arguments and the
whole organization of the tours. They are explicit and implicit
in the behaviour of tour staff.

Electricité de France have a message, to tell about the
advantages of nuclear facilities at both the national and local
levels.
The men and «omen have a message, to show the human face of
nuclear facilities.
The words have a message. Words are not neutral .ind must be
carefully chosen to give the desired connotation. The language to
be used in dealing with the public must be weighed carefully.
The facilities toured have a message. Space and layout are
determining factors in the total tour experience, shaping the
impressions the visitor will take home with him.
Electricité de France is presently reviewing its more than 15
years of experience with tours of its nuclear facilities.
This
review should lead to improved utilization of tine, space and
information and contribute to the more effective communication of
our message.

La visite est un média
Pierre

Haller

Electricité de France
Service de la Production Thermique
92060 Paris La Défense - Cedex 57
France

La stratégie mise en place par ies autorités françaises et
Electricité de France pour promouvoir l'acceptation du nucléaire revêt
des aspects multiples: actions vers les autorités nationales, régionales
et locales, actions vers les leaders d'opinions, actions vers les
collectivités et les industries locales et enfin et surtout actions vers
le grand public.
Dans la phase de développement du programme
nuciéairedes quinze dernières années, il importait surtout d'agir sur le
cadre institutionnel de la nation pour mettre en place ies installations
industrielles. Au niveau local, il s'agissait notamment de faire accepter
l'implatation de populations et d'usines nouvelles en démontrant leur
intérêt économique.
Dans la phase actuelle d'exploitation des centrales
nucléaires, il convient
d'une part d'être prêt à repondre en cas
d'événement aux interrogations du pubiic et des médias et d'autre part
de poursuivre le travail de fond entamé avec le public dès l'aube du
programme nucléaire.
La visite des centrales nucléaires est un acte de
communication essentiel. Avec 300 000 visiteurs par an. ces centrales
sont les installations industrielles les plus visitées. Au cours des 15
dernières années, on peut estimer que 5 millions de personnes ont visité
une centrale nucléaire,
ce qui est proche de 10% de ia population
française.

Quaiuativemen: a visite cccuoe également j n e place
srivn'égiée.
Mieux que tout discours ou démonstration théorique, ia
visite représente une expérience concrète, un contact direct avec la
réalité nucléaire, avec les femmes et les hommes au travail dans ces
installations. L' expérience de cette réalité est ae rature à atténuer
^'imaginaire autour du fait nucléaire et à apaiser la crainte vis à vis de
l'inconnu.
On peut donc considérer la visite comme un réel média, aont il convient
d'améliorer ia paroie proférée pour la rendre la plus efficace possible.
Cette parole doit être de qualité, une parole quatre étoiles. Ces quatre
étoiles ce sont: l'accueil,
la
transparence,
l'écoute,
l'information.
Ces quatre valeurs doivent sous-tendre ie discours et
toute l'organisation de la visite. Elles sont présentes explicitement et
implicitement dans ia manière d'être du personnel d'accueil.
La parole est à l'Entreprise Electricité de France.Cette paroie
porte le message sur l'intérêt nationai et iocai des installations
nucléaire.
La parole est aux femmes et aux hommes. Il convient de donner
une image humaine des installations nucléaires,
La parole est aux m r î s . Le choix des mots n'est pas neutre pour
désigner une chose. Une réflexion s'impose sur ie langage à utiliser vis à
vis du public.
La parole est aux lieux visités. L'espace est totalement partie
prenante dans l'expérience de la visite. Cet espace est porteur des
signes qui façonneront la reorésentation mentale que >e visiteur
emportera.
Electricité de France mène actuellement une réflexion basée sur plus de
quinze ans de visites de ses installations nucléaires. Celle-ci doit
déboucher sur l'amélioration de la qualité de cette communication au
cours de la visite: ia gestion du temps, l'aménagement de l'espace,
l'appropriation de l'information.

Is Advertising an Effective Tool to Reach the Public on Nuclear Matters?
Rita Dionne-Marsolais
Vice-President, Information, CNA
The objective worldwide in the nuclear industry is to improve the
climate of public opinion in favour of nuclear energy.
Once we
establish this objective in each of our respective countries, we
identify specific objectives and strategies to meet that general
objective.
In Canada, we have identified three sub-objectives that must be met
in order to improve the climate of public opinion in Canada in
favour of nuclear energy. They are:
(1) establish credibility and trust in our industry;
(2) establish acceptance and confidence in our products and in our
people; and,
(3) increase the level of public support for the nuclear industry.
We have also identified a specific target group:
Men and women
leaders of opinion of this country and 18 years old +.
A lot of research has been conducted in order to identify how the
Canadian public reacts to our products, our people and our industry
overall.
Review of this research has guided us in establishing
four major strategies that over a time period of 3 to 5 years could
help us achieve our general objective.
All these strategies are organized in a program where each element
is designed to emphasize our effort and increase our chances of
success.
This program is spread out over a three-phase period
which will run at least three years, and if need be, five years.
Advertising is only one of the tools of this program.
is part of our modern Canadian society, and also a part
of communication.
It is a tool that is available
everyone else and it is a tool that we should use with
knowledge and efficiency.

Advertising
of this era
to us like
discretion,

I believe public confidence and acceptance can be won by
advertising.
Such an approach is essential in todays world of
instant communication.
We provide Canadians with facts using
advertising to bring these facts to their attention. This is our
right as an industry. Because of the actual energy dependency of
our country, where Canada ranks second in the world in electricity
consumption per capita, and because Canada can no longer, as it has
traditionally relied to a great degree on damming large rivers to
produce electricity ( for most of our economic sites have been
harnessed). It is our duty to provide information on our industry
to the Canadian public in order for them to know all the facts when
they are asked to choose between different forms of energy to
produce electricity. In our country, electricity production is a
provincial concern.
Many elements are taken into consideration
when a choice to go ahead with one electricity production source
is taken. What we provide with our advertising is knowledge, to
help Canadians make more enlightened decisions. Our industry has
a duty to provide that information.

Rita Dionne-Marsolais
Vice-présidente, Information, ANC
L'objectif de l'industrie nucléaire dans le monde entier est
d'influencer l'opinion et de créer un climat favorable à
l'énergie nucléaire. Une fois cet objectif établi dans chacun de
nos pays respectifs, nous fixons des buts à atteindre et des
stratégies précises permettant de remplir cet objectif général.
Au Canada, on a fixé trois buts à atteindre pour gagner davantage
la faveur de l'opinion canadienne à l'égard de l'énergie
nucléaire. Ce sont :
(1)
(2)
(3)

établir la crédibilité de notre industrie et gagner la
confiance du public;
obtenir du public l'acceptation de nos produits et de
1'industrie, et
augmenter le soutien du public à l'industrie nucléaire.

Un groupe cible particulier a été retenu : les hommes et les
femmes qui forment ou guident l'opinion dans notre pays et les
personnes de dix-huit ans et plus.
On a effectué beaucoup de recherches pour connaître la réaction
du public canadien à nos produits, à nos gens et à notre
industrie en général. En se basant sur ces recherches, on a pu
établir quatre grandes stratégies qui, sur une période de trois à
cinq ans, pourraient permettre de remplir l'objectif général.
Ces stratégies sont mises en oeuvre dans un programme dont chaque
élément doit maximiser les résultats de nos efforts et augmenter
nos chances de succès. Ce programme sera réalisé en trois étapes
sur une période de trois à cinq ans.
La publicité est un des outils de ce programme. La publicité
fait partie de notre culture au Canada en cette ère de
l'information et des communications. C'est un outil qui est à la
disposition de l'industrie, comme de tout le monde, et que
l'industrie se doit d'utiliser avec discernement, intelligence et
efficacité.
Je pense que la confiance et l'acceptation du public peuvent être
gagnées par la publicité. C'est là un outil indispensable dans
notre monde des communications instantanées. On attire
l'attention des Canadiens sur les faits, par le moyen de la
publicité. L'industrie a ce droit. Dans le contexte de la
dépendance énergétique actuelle de notre pays, alors que le
Canada se classe au second rang mondial pour la consommation
d'électricité par personne, et vu que le Canada ne peut plus,
comme il l'a fait traditionnellement, compter largement sur le
barrage de ses grandes rivières pour produire de 1'électricité -
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la plupart de celles-ci sont déjà exploitées - il est du devoir
de l'industrie de transmettre au public canadien tous les faits
de sorte que celui-ci soit bien informé quand viendra le temps de
choisir entre les différentes formes d'énergie pour produire de
l'électricité. Dans notre pays, la production de l'électricité
est du ressort des provinces. On doit prendre un grand nombre de
points en considération quand on choisit une source de production
d'électricité. Ce que l'industrie offre au public par sa
publicité, c'est la connaissance des faits. Elle pourra ainsi
aider les Canadiens à prendre des décisions plus éclairées.
L'industrie a le devoir d'offrir cette information.
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Future Directions in Nuclear Medicine
A.A. Wilkinson, MA,MB,BChir,MSc,FRCPC
President,
Canadian Association of Nuclear Medicine Inc.
Nuclear Medicine is one of the most rapidly developing specialties in
medicine. This presentation will address the current stage of
development of the discipline, identifying problems which have so far
only yielded partial (albeit eminently practical) solutions. The future
will be discussed in this context. The emphasis will be on the potential
contribution of basic and clinical sciences to advancing diagnosis and
treatment of disease.

L'orientation future de la médecine nucléaire
A.A. Wilkinson, MA, MB, B Chir, M Se,
membre de l'Ordre des médecins
président,
L'Association canadienne de médecine nucléaire
La médecine nucléaire est l'une des spécialités de la médecine
qui évoluent le plus rapidement.
Le présent exposé portera sur
le stade actuel de développement de la discipline, en indiquant
les problèmes pour lesquels on n'a trouvé jusqu'ici que des solutions partielles (quoique éminemment pratiques).
L'avenir sera
discuté dans ce contexte. L'accent sera mis sur la contribution
possible des sciences fondamentales et cliniques à l'avancement
du diagnostic et du traitement de la maladie.

PRICING AND PRIVATIZATION:
CAN CAMECO MEET THE CHALLENGES.By William A. Gatenby
Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer
Caraeco - A Canadian Mining & Energy Corporation
=1550, 410 - 22nd Street East
Saskatoon, Sask. C7K 5TC
Cameco was created on October 5, 1988 from the merger of two
crown corporations: the provincially owned Saskatchewan Mining
Development Corporation and the federally owned Eldorado Nuclear
Limited. The merger created one of the world's largest uranium
companies. This new company has assets of $1.5 billion, employs
almost 1,000 people directly, has various levels of ownership in
three Saskatchewan uranium mines, and has uranium refining and
conversion
facilities
in Ontario. It is also
involved
in
exploration and mining of other minerals, such as gold. Cameco is
currently owned by the Government of Canada and the Province of
Saskatchewan but over the next seven years, it will be privatized
though a series of share offerings.
Because of Cameco's large size and its corresponding place in the
uranium industry, the company can be seen as a microcosm of the
industry as a whole. Whatever happens to Cameco is bound to be
repeated to some extent throughout the world's uranium industry.
There are two very important forces at work which will determine
how Cameco performs in the next few years. The first is the spot
market price for uranium, which has been declining steadily for
three years. Discussion will continue about nuclear energy, public
perceptions, safety, mining technology and environmental impacts
but unless North American uranium companies receive more for their
product than what it costs to produce, the uranium industry will
have serious problems.
The second factor is privatization. The effect of the privatization
initiative being undertaken in many parts of the world is
pervasive. It is shaking many political foundations, and forcing
Canadians -- and citizens around the world -- to reassess their
economic assumptions. Privatization is particularly significant in
a province like Saskatchewan where public corporations have
enjoyed, for the most part, a relatively high degree of support in
the past.
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Cameco's management sees privatization as a very
important
political policy which will allow our corporation to achieve, its
tuli potential. For Caneco, there is great promise. However, majorinitiatives in the direction of privatizing will be greatly
influenced by the market and the price of uranium.
Cameco 1 s role in the uranium industry will be addressed with these
two factors — pricing and privatization -- in mind.
The presentation will include a discussion of the recent marketdriven reorganization announcements at Cameco, including layoffs
and streamlining; will take a closer look at privatization and its
role in society; and will deal with the future of the uranium
industry from a market perspective. Specifically, with regard to
the latter, Mr. Gatenby will present Cameco 1 s view of the
supply/demand situation, talk briefly about the competition in
energy sources and then consider potential consequences of the
continuing decline of the uranium spot price.

FIXATION DES PRIX ET PRIVATISATION :
CAMECO PEUT-ELLE ÊTRE À LA HAUTEUR DE LA TÂCHE?
Par William A. Gatenby,
président du Conseil d'administration, président-directeur
général
Cameco - Société canadienne d'énergie et d'exploitation minière
410, 22 e rue est
Bureau 1550
Saskatoon (Sask.) S7K 5T6
Cameco a été créée le 5 octobre 19 88 par la fusion de deux
sociétés d'État : la Saskatchewan Mining Development Corporation,
appartenant à la province de la Saskatchewan, et l'Eldorado
Nucléaire Limitée, appartenant au gouvernement fédéral.
Cette
fusion a donné lieu à l'une des plus importantes sociétés
d'uranium au monde. La nouvelle entreprise possède un actif de
1,5 milliard de dollars, emploie directement près de 1 000
personnes, détient une participation dans trois mines d'uranium
de Saskatchewan et enfin possède des installations de raffinage
et de transformation de l'uranium en Ontario.
L'entreprise
procède également à 6es travaux d'exploration et d'exploitation
minière d'autres minéraux comme l'or. Cameco est actuellement la
propriété du gouvernement du Canada et de la province de
Saskatchewan, mais elle sera privatisée au cours des sept
prochaines années par l'intermédiaire d'une série d'émissions
d'actions.
En raison de sa taille importante et de la place correspondante
qu'elle occupe dans l'industrie de l'uranium, Cameco peut être
considérée comme un microcosme dans l'industrie.
Tout ce qui
arrive à Cameco a des chances de se répéter dans une certaine
mesure dans l'industrie mondiale de l'uranium.
Il y a deux grandes forces en jeu qui détermineront la
performance de Cameco au cours des années à venir. La première
est le prix au comptant de l'uranium, qui régresse constamment
depuis trois ans.
Les débats se poursuivront au sujet de
l'énergie nucléaire, de sa perception par le public, de la
sécurité, de la technologie d'exploitation minière et des
répercussions sur l'environnement, mais à moins que les sociétés
d'uranium d'Amérique du Nord ne reçoivent pour leur produit un
prix supérieur aux coûts de production, l'industrie de l'uranium
éprouvera de graves problèmes.
Le deuxième facteur est la privatisation.
Le phénomène de la
privatisation qui survient actuellement dans beaucoup de régions
du monde se généralise.
Il ébranle de nombreux fondements
politiques et oblige les Canadiens — et des citoyens de partout
dans le monde -- à réévaluer leurs hypothèses économiques. La
privatisation prend une place particulièrement importante dans
une province comme la Saskatchewan où les sociétés d'État ont
bénéficié, pour la plupart, d'une aide assez élevée dans le
passé.
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politique très important qui permettra à l'entreprise d'atteindre
son plein potentiel.
L'avenir est plein de promesses pour
Cameco. Cependant, ce sont le marché et le prix de l'uranium qui
influenceront largement les grands projets de privatisation.
C'est en tenant compte de ces deux facteurs -- la fixation des
prix et la privatisation — que l'on pourra aborder le rôle de
Cameco dans l'industrie de l'uranium.
La présentation permettra d'expliquer les récentes annonces de
restructuration qui ont eu lieu à Cameco en raison des facteurs
du marché, notamment les mises à pied et la rationalisation des
tâches; il examinera de plus près la privatisation et son rôle
dans la société; il traitera enfin de l'avenir de l'industrie de
l'uranium au niveau des marchés.
Plus particulièrement, en ce
qui concerne ce dernier point, M. Gatenby exposera la perception
de Cameco au sujet de l'offre et de la demande, il dira quelques
mots sur la concurrence qui s'exerce entre les sources d'énergie
puis il examinera les conséquences possibles que pourrait
entraîner une diminution soutenue du prix au comptant de
1'uranium.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT REVIEW OF THE CONCEPT OF
DISPOSAL OF NUCLEAR FUEL WASTES IN CANADA
R.G. Connelly
Senior Regional Director
FEARO
13th Floor, Fontaine Bldg.
Hull, Quebec
K1A 0H3

The subject of long-term disposal of nuclear fuel wastes is an issue of
interest to Canadians. For this reason, a public review is being
undertaken to provide opportunities for discussion and examination. The
review is being conducted under the federal Environmental Assessment and
Review Process. It is expected to span a period of four to five years.
In 1978, the governments of Canada and Ontario began a program of research
and development to assess the concept of disposing of nuclear fuel waste
in intrusive igneous rock. Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) has
been researching the immobilization and disposal of nuclear fuel waste.
Ontario Hydro has supported this work and has pursued studies on interim
storage and transportation of used fuel. In the autumn of 1989, it was
considered appropriate to initiate a public review of the concept. The
Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources requested the Minister of the
Environment to form an Environmental Assessment Panel to undertake the
review. It will examine AECL's proposed concept along with a broad range
of nuclear fuel management issues.
In its review the panel will examine various management approaches
including long-term storage with a capability for continuing intervention
in the form of monitoring, retrieval and remedial action, and the
transition from storage to permanent disposal. In addition, the impact of
transportation to a generic site will also be examined. Site selection
will not take place until a disposal concept has been considered safe and
acceptable. However, the panel will provide advice to governments on
criteria for site selection and on a future site selection process.
To facilitate the evaluation of scientific and technical matters, a
Scientific Review Group is being established by the panel to conduct
exminations of the safety and scientific acceptability of the concept.
Its findings will be reported to the panel for input into the public
review process.
The panel will convene series of public scoping workshops to identify
issues which require further study. Following these meetings, the panel
will publish guidelines outlining the requirements for the review. The
resulting documentation will be reviewed by the panel and the public.
Public hearings will be held to review the environmental, safety, health
and socio-economic implications of the concept. The panel will prepare a
final report with its recommendations to the Ministers of the Environment
and Energy, Mines and Resources. The panel will address whether AECL's
concept for the disposal of nuclear fuel wastes is safe and acceptable or
should be modified and the future steps to be taken in the management of
nuclear fuel wastes in Canada.

EXAMEN D'ÉVALUATION ENVIRONNEMENTALE DE
L'ÉLIMINATION DES DÉCHETS DE COMBUSTIBLES NUCLÉAIRES
AU CANADA
R.G. Connelly,
directeur régional principal
BFEEE
13 e étage, Immeuble Fontaine
Hull (Québec)
K1A 0H3
L'élimination à long terme des déchets de combustibles
nucléaires est un sujet qui préoccupe les Canadiens. Pour cette
raison, un examen public aura lieu pour débattre cette question.
Cet examen se fera dans le cadre du Processus
fédéral
d'évaluation et d'examen en matière d'environnement et devrait
s'étendre sur une période de quatre à cinq ans.
En 197 8, les gouvernements du Canada et de l'Ontario
mettaient sur pied un programme de recherche et de développement
pour
analyser
la
possibilité
d'éliminer
des
déchets
de
combustibles nucléaires dans les roches ignées intrusives.
Énergie atomique du Canada limitée (EACL) a effectué des
recherches sur l'immobilisation et l'élimination des déchets de
combustibles nucléaires. Ontario Hydro a appuyé ces travaux et a
étudié l'entreposage provisoire et le transport des combustibles
irradiés.
À l'automne de 1989, on jugeait bon d'instaurer un
débat public de la question. Le Ministre de l'Énergie, des Mines
et des Ressources a demandé au Ministre de l'Environnement de
créer une commission d'évaluation environnementale à cette fin.
Son mandat consistera à examiner la proposition de 1'EACL de même
qu'un vaste éventail de questions relatives à la gestion des
combustibles nucléaires.
Dans son examen, la commission examinera diverses méthodes
de gestion, notamment l'entreposage à long terme avec capacité
d'intervention
continuelle sous forme de surveillance, de
recherche et de mesures correctives, de même que la transition
entre l'entreposage et l'élimination permanente. De plus, elle
analysera les répercussions du transport à un site général. La
sélection des sites n'aura pas lieu tant qu'une méthode
d'élimination sûre et acceptable ne soit approuvée. Cependant,
la commission proposera aux gouvernements des critères de
sélection des sites et les conseillera sur le processus de
sélection des sites à venir.
Pour faciliter l'évaluation des questions scientifiques et
techniques, la commission a créé un groupe d'examen scientifique
qui étudiera la sécurité et l'acceptabilité scientifique du
concept. La commission sera saisie des conclusions du groupe et
les intégrera au processus d'examen public.
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La commission organisera une série d'ateliers d'intérêt
public afin de dégager les questions qui méritent d'être
approfondies. À la suite de ces réunions, la commission publiera
des lignes directrices décrivant les renseignements qui seront
nécessaires aux fins de l'examen.
La documentation qui en
découlera sera examinée par la commission et le public.
Des audiences publiques auront lieu pour examiner les
répercussions du concept au niveau socio-économique et sur le
plan de l'environnement, de la sécurité et de la santé.
La
commission présentera dans un rapport final ses recommandations
aux ministres de l'Environnement et de l'Énergie, des Mines et
des Ressources.
La commission examinera
si le concept
d'élimination des déchets de combustibles nucléaires, proposé par
l'EACL, est sûr et acceptable ou s'il doit faire l'objet de
modifications et proposera les mesures qu'il conviendra de
prendre dans la gestion des déchets de combustibles nucléaires au
Canada.
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"LA FUSION A FROID" - ETAT DE LA. QUESTION
David P. Jackson

Le printemps de 1989 a été marqué par le concept de la "fusion à
froid". La présente communication entend faire le point sur
cette question.

CNA Session 5 - Nuclear Energy:
Chairman:

The Next Fifty Years

J.M. Campbell, Donlee Precision

The Future for Nuclear Power in Europe
J.-C. Charrault, Commission of European Communities
Passive Reactor Development in the United States
E. Stahlkopf and J.C. Devine, Jr., Electric Power Research Institute
The Risk Transition and Nuclear Power: Evidence from Asia
K.R. Smith, East-West Center, Hawaii
Canada's Nuclear Future
O.J.C. Runnalls, University of Toronto

The Future for Nuclear Power in Europe
J-C. Charrault
The nuclear future in Europe is divided into three periods.
The first of these - from now to the end of the century - will probably
be the most crucial one. While it can be characterised as the "lean
years" because of the very limited number of new reactors that will be
coming on line, it could be regarded as one of consolidation after the
rapid expansion of recent years and will, in fact, be one of expansion in
most other areas of the fuel cycle. But most importantly, it will be a
period in which many major, fundamental decisions will have to be taken
which could have tremendous impacts on the future of nuclear power. Not
least of the decisions will be those concerning harmonization of
standards for the nuclear industry and the overall structure of the
industry itself.
The second period covers the first ten or so years of the next century.
Given the long lead times for construction of power plants the utilities
must already be planning to meet likely electricity demands during this
period. The size of this demand is very uncertain. It is also very
uncertain as what means the utilities will meet this demand. If low
fossil fuel prices continue to erode the economic advantage of nuclear
power while increasing concerns about the environment creates pressure to
move away from carbon-based fuels the choice becomes very delicately
balanced and a number of possible scenarios are possible. In the
meantime, we see the fast breeder reactor reaching the stage when
decisions could be taken about its commercial introduction.
It would be expected that, given the uncertainties in the next 20 years,
the post 2010 period would be almost impossible to predict. However, it
is likely that our decisions over the next few years could very firmly
decide our long term directions. We see, for Europe, a future of
increasing use of clean safe nuclear power - mainly, but not exclusively,
through greater electrification. We see the fast reactor playing an ever
more important role in this respect. The alternative - of relying more
and more on imported carbon-based fuels - is too frightening to imagine.

L'avenir de l'énergie nucléaire en Europe

L'avenir de l'énergie
périodes.

nucléaire en Europe

se divise en trois

La première - qui va du moment présent jusqu'à la fin du siècle sera sans doute la plus importante. Bien qu'on puisse qualifier
cette époque d'années difficiles en raison du nombre très
restreint de nouveaux réacteurs qui seront mis en service, on
pourra la considérer comme une période de consolidation après
l'expansion rapide des dernières années; do fait, elle sera une
période d'expansion dans la plupart des autres domaines du cycle
du combustible. Plus important encore, sans doute, cette période
se caractérisera par de nombreuses décisions fondamentales qui
pourront avoir des répercussions énormes sur l'avenir de
l'énergie nucléaire. Non les moindres parmi ces décisions seront
celles qui toucheront l'harmonisation des normes de l'industrie
nucléaire et la structure générale de l'industrie elle-même.
La deuxième période^porte sur les quelque dix premières années du
siècle prochain.
Étant donné que la construction de centrales
nucléaires nécessite de longs préparatifs, les services publics
devront déjà avoir commencé à planifier les moyens qu'ils
prendront pour répondre aux demandes probables d'électricité au
cours de cette période.
L'ampleur de cette demande est très
incertaine tout comme d'ailleurs les mesures que mettront de
l'avant les services publics pour la satisfaire. Si les prix peu
élevés des combustibles fossiles continuent d'éroder l'avantage
économique de l'énergie nucléaire et que les inquiétudes
croissantes au sujet de l'environnement créent des pressions pour
délaisser les combustibles à base de carbone, le choix à faire
devient très délicat puisque de nombreux scénarios possibles
s'offrent à nous. Entre-temps, la mise au point du surgénérateur
rapide arrivera à un stade où nous pourrons décider de son
introduction sur le marché.
Étant donné les incertitudes que nous connaîtrons au cours des
vingt prochaines années, on s'attendrait à ce que la période
postérieure à 2010 soit presque impossible à prédire. Toutefois,
il est tout probable que les décisions que nous prendrons au
cours des prochaines années établiront fermement nos orientations
à long terme. Pour l'Europe, nous prévoyons dans l'avenir une
utilisation plus intense d'une énergie nucléaire sûre et propre
provenant en grande partie, mais non exclusivement, d'une
electrification accrue.
Nous prévoyons aussi que le réacteur
rapide jouera un rôle de plus en plus important à cet égard.
L'autre solution - c'est-à-dire une dépendance accrue vis-à-vis
des combustibles fossiles importés - est trop terrifiante pour
qu'on l'imagine.

Passive Reactor Development in the United States*
K.E. Stahlkopf/John C. Devine Jr.
Electric Power Research Institute
Palo Alto, CA, USA
For several years the U.S. utility industry through the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) has been sponsoring, jointly with the
Department of Energy, a major program to develop design concepts for the
next generation light water reactor. This effort has become known as the
United States Advanced Light Water Reactor (ALUR) Program.
This paper will project the utilities' vision of the ALUR, a generating
plant they feel will play a key role in the energy future of this nation.
In particular, preliminary program conclusions regarding the viability of
simple, passive safety systems will be addressed. In short, the passive
safety concept appears to have great promise as a means of achieving
safe, reliable, and economical designs for tomorrow's nuclear plants.

*To be delivered by John C

Devine Jr.

Sécurité passive des réacteurs aux États-Unis
K.E. Stahlkopf/John C. Devine Jr
Electric Power Research Institute
Palo Alto, CA (É.-U.)
Résumé
Depuis
plusieurs
années, de concert __ avec le ministère de
l'énergie, les services publics aux États-Unis financent un
programme important mis de l'avant par 1'Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) afin de concevoir des modèles pour la prochaine
génération de réacteurs à eau ordinaire.
Cet effort est connu
depuis comme le programme avancé de réacteurs à eau ordinaire des
États-Unis.
Notre communication fera une projection de la vision que les
services publics ont du réacteur à eau ordinaire, c'est-à-dire
une centrale de production qui, selon eux, jouera un rôle clé
dans l'avenir énergétique de ce pays.
Plus particulièrement,
nous aborderons les premières conclusions du programme au sujet
de la viabilité de systèmes simples à sécurité passive. Bref, le
concept de sécurité passive semble être un moyen fort prometteur
de créer des modèles sûrs, fiables et économiques dans les
centrales nucléaires de demain.

THE RISK TRANSITION AND NUCLEAR POVER:

EVIDENCE FROM ASIA

Kirk R. Smith
Environment and Policy Institute, East-Vest Center, Honolulu, 96848

:onomic development implies transition of several kinds. Well
icumented, for example, are the demographic transition (changes in birth
id death rates) and the energy transition (changes from non-commercial to
immercial fuels), both of which signal profound societal transformations,
iss-vell understood, but also of considerable importance, is the risk
•ansition, which marks a shift in the relative significance of different
izards for human well-being. As shown in the figure, at low levels of
;onomic development human health risk is dominated by what might be
illed "traditional" risks, of which poor rural environmental conditions
.ay an important role. The health outcomes from these risks prominantly
ivolve epidemic, infectious, and intestinal diseases. Although this set
: risks tends to decrease during economic development, it still dominates
'erall risk patterns in the developing world. During development,
>wever, these risks are gradually replaced by "modern" risks, which
>pear to rise with development. These are characterized by chronic
seases and cancers and are associated with environmental hazards related
) agricultural modernization and industrialization.
lis framework assists in understanding a number of aspects of societal
îhaviour related to risk, including providing plausible explanations for
nue of the "paradoxes of risk" that have perplexed many observers. For
istance, there is a paradox seen in societies at point B in the figure
îat is often stated as follows: "Why have the richest and healthiest
)cieties in human history become so worried about what, in global and
^storical terms, are extremely small individual and societal risks from
>dern technologies." With reference to the figure, however, this can be
:plained by reasoning that people intuitively consider the risk-lowering
; well as the risk-raising aspects of new technologies when making
ldgments. Even though formal risk assessment procedures are only well
jveloped for determining gross risk raising, it may be the perception of
;t risk (the difference between risk raising r.nd lowering) that actually
rives human judgment. Thus, before reaching the level of economic
îvelopment represented by point B, societies may have been willing to
jlerate incremental increases in modern risk because they perceived that
ïjor reductions in traditional risks were still occurring. At point B,
)wever, even relatively small increases in modern risks have become
lacceptable because little additional traditional risk lowering seems
jssible.
le risk transition framework is particularly useful for explaining and
redicting shifts in societal behaviour and perception during economic
jvelopment in relation to such high-technology systems as nuclear power.
ie purpose of this presentation is to use the framework to evaluate the
Lstory and present role of nuclear power in countries spanning a range of
:onomic levels. Asia provides a good location for this task, having,
nong countries with nuclear power, the world's poorest, Pakistan and
idia, one of the world's richest, Japan, and the fastest growing, Taiwan
id Korea. The intention is to draw lessons from this inquiry that might
2lp in predicting the future role of nuclear power in this dynamic part
E the world.
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This generic illustration of the Risk Transition shows the decline of
traditional and the rise of modern risks. The patterned area represents
the period of risk overlap when there may be important interactions
between traditional and modern risks. Point A marks the position of a
typical developing country contemplating a nuclear power program, while
Point B marks the risk pattern in a developed country.

CANADA'S NUCLEAR FUTURE
O.J.C. Runnalls
Chairman, Centre for Nuclear Engineering
and
Professor of Energy Studies
University of Toronto
Toronto, Ontario
Canada's installed electrical generating capacity has grown by more than
ten-fold since 1950 when 91% of all sources were hydroelectric. Since
then, conventional thermal and nuclear stations have been built in
growing numbers so that by 1988 hydro plants made up only 57% of the 101
GUe total. The balance was distributed between coal, oil, and gas-fired
facilities, 18, 8 and 5% respectively, and nuclear generating stations,
12%.
The growth in Canadian electricity consumption during the past six years
averaged 5.0% per year, more than double that predicted by utilities and
governments alike. Forecasters continue to be cautious in predicting
future growth. Forecasts of increases in installed capacity during the
period 1987 through 2005 by Canadian utilities, the National Energy
Board, and Energy, Mines and Resources range from 1.4 to 2.3% per year.
Thus, electrical generating capacity is expected to reach 129-151 GWe in
2005. If growth near the high end of the range occurs, three new nuclear
stations beyond Darlington, totalling about 10 GUe, would be required by
2005.
Over the longer term, if one were to assume an annual growth rate of 1.8%
from 2005-2050, installed electrical capacity in Canada could increase to
some 300 GUe. In provinces such as British Columbia, Manitoba, and
Newfoundland, undeveloped hydroelectric resources are large enough to
accommodate most of the anticipated growth. However, the seven remaining
provinces must develop other sources, principally conventional thermal
and nuclear generating plants.
Societal pressures in opposition to the burning of fossil fuels can be
expected to increase because of escalating concerns over the evolution of
acid gases, particulate contamination of the atmosphere, and carbon
dioxide emissions which exacerbate the "greenhouse" effect. Nuclear
power plants, on the other hand, will become much more acceptable because
of their relatively small impact on the environment, and their economic
and technical advantages.
A conservative estimate indicates that at' least 70 GUe of additional
nuclear generating capacity would be required in Canada by 2050. This
capacity in the form of uranium-fuelled CANDU reactors would be installed
in many of those provinces where hydroelectric resources already are or
soon will be fully exploited. The future picture seems clear - a nuclear
renaissance is about to begin in Canada.

L'AVENIR NUCLÉAIRE DU CANADA

par
O.J.C. Runnalls,
président. Centre for Nuclear Engineering
et
professeur en études énergétiques
université de Toronto
Toronto (Ontario)

Depuis 1950, époque à laquelle 91 % de toutes nos sources
d'énergie provenaient de 1'hydro-électricité, la capacité de
production d'électricité installée au Canada est devenue dix fois
plus importante. Depuis cette époque, on a construit de plus en
plus de centrales thermiques et nucléaires classiques si bien
qu'en 19 88, les centrales hydro-électriques intervenaient pour
seulement 57 % de la production totale évaluée à 101 GWe.
Le
reste se répartissait entre les installations alimentées au
charbon, au mazout et au gaz, dans des proportions respectives de
18 %, 8 % et 5 %, et les centrales nucléaires (12 % ) .
La consommation d'électricité au Canada depuis six ans a augmenté
à un taux moyen de 5 % par année, ce qui est plus du double que
ce qu'avaient prévu les services publics et les gouvernements.
Les conjoncturistes continuent d'établir des prévisions prudentes
en ce qui concerne^1'avenir. L'Office national de l'énergie et
le ministère de l'Énergie, des Mines et des Ressources prévoient
une augmentation s ' échelonnant entre 1,4 % et 2,3 % par année
pour ce qui est de la capacité installée par les services publics
canadiens au cours de la période 1987-2005. Par conséquent, la
capacité de production électrique devrait atteindre entre 129 et
151 GWe' en 2005.
Si la croissance atteint l'extrémité de
l'échelle prévue, il faudra installer d'ici 2005 trois nouvelles
centrales nucléaires d'une capacité totale d'environ 10 GWe,
outre celles de Darlington.
À plus long terme, si l'on suppose un taux de croissance annuel
de 1,8 % entre 2005 et 2050, la capacité installée de production
électrique au Canada pourrait passer à quelque 300 GWe. Dans les
provinces
comme
la
Colombie-Britannique,
le
Manitoba
et
Terre-neuve, il y a suffisamment de ressources hydro-électriques
sous-exploitées pour répondre à la plus grande partie de la
croissance prévue. Cependant, les sept autres provinces devront
mettre en place d'autres sources, principalement des centrales
thermiques et nucléaires classiques.
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L'opposition publique à l'utilisation des combustibles fossiles
devrait s'accroître en raison des préoccupations de plus en plus
aiguës que suscitent les gaz acides, la contamination de
l'atmosphère par les particules et les émissions de monoxyde de
carbone qui aggravent l'effet de serre.
En revanche, les
centrales nucléaires deviendront beaucoup plus acceptables en
raison
de
leurs
répercussions
relativement
infimes
sur
l'environnement ainsi que de leurs avantages économiques et
techniques.
Selon une estimation prudente, le Canada aura besoin d'une
capacité supplémentaire de production nucléaire d'au moins 70 GWe
d'ici à l'an 2050.
Cette capacité, qui pourra être atteinte
grâce à des réacteurs CANDU alimentés à l'uranium, sera installée
dans bon nombre des provinces où les ressources hydro-électriques
sont déjà pleinement exploitées ou seraient sur le point de
l'être.
L'avenir nous apparaît clair : la renaissance de
l'énergie nucléaire devrait se produire bientôt au Canada.
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Future Prospects for CANDU Advanced Fuel Cycles

J.B. Slater

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

Abstract not received-

The ïfe^ «f Advanced Fuel Cycles in CANDU Plant Optimization

J.R. Hardman, A.C. Mao, A.R. Dastur

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
CANDU Operations

Abstract not received.

THE R&D PROGRAM IN SUPPORT OF ADVANCED CYCLES FOR CANDU
E.O. Moeck. F.N. McDonnell and J. Griffiths
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Research Company, Chalk River, Ontario.
Advanced Fuel Cycles for CANDU reactors are well on their way to being implemented. The first
step in this progression is slightly enriched uranium (SEU) which is economical today. A new fuel
bundle, CANFLEX. is secrf as "the vehicle for SEU and other fuels in CANDU. *CANDU fuel
fabricated from uranium recovered during the reprocessing of fuel discharged from Light Water
Reactor (REU) is also economical today and thought to be readily achievable technically. Future
fuel cycles would utilize plutonium recovered from Light Water Reactors or CANDUs and
eventually thorium. R&D in support of these cycles is driven by the marketplace and focuses on
those topics that require a high degree of confidence in their implementation such as fuel
fabrication, defect-free fuel performance to high burnup under realistic fuel-management conditions,
and licensability. Fuel fabrication experience is needed for REU fuels due to the presence of
additional uranium isotopes and traces of fission products. Reactor physics codes and nuclear data
for advanced fuel cycles will be validated against experiments performed in the zero power reactor
ZED-2 located at the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories.

LE PROGRAMME RD À L'APPUI DES CYCLES DES COMBUSTIBLES AVANCÉS DES
RÉACTEURS CANDU - E.O. Moeck, F.N. McDonnell et J. Griffiths, Énergie
atomique du Canada limitée, Société de Recherche, Chalk River, Ontario

Les cycles des combustibles avancés des réacteurs CANDU sont bien en
passe de mise en application. La première phase de cette progression est
l'uranium légèrement enrichi (ULE) qui est économique aujourd'hui. On
considère une grappe de combustible nouvelle, CANFLEX, comme le moyen
d'utiliser l'ULE et d'autres combustibles dans les réacteurs CANDU. Le
combustible de réacteurs CANDU, fabriqué à partir de l'uranium récupéré
au cours du retraitement du combustible déchargé du Réacteur à Eau
Ordinaire (REO), est également économique aujourd'hui et on pense qu'il
est facilement réalisable techniquement. Pour les cycles futurs des
combustibles, on se servirait du plutonium récupéré des réacteurs à eau
ordinaire ou CANDU et, par la suite, du thorium. La RD effectuée à
l'appui de ces cycles est poussée par le marché et est centrée sur les
sujets demandant un haut degré de confiance en leur mise en application,
à savoir: la fabrication des combustibles, le comportement des
combustibles sans défauts à une combustion élevée dans des conditions
réalistes de gestion et l'autorisabilité de fabrication. L'expérience de
fabrication des combustibles est nécessaire dans le cas du REO en raison
de la présence d'autres isotopes d'uranium et de traces de produits de
fission. On validera les programmes de calcul de physique des réacteurs
et les données sur les cycles des combustibles avancés en fonction des
essais effectués dans le réacteur à puissance nulle, ZED-2, des
Laboratoires nucléaires de Chalk River.

The Role of the New CANFLEX Fuel Bundle in Advanced
Fuel Cycles for CANDU Reactors

A.D. Lane, J. Griffiths, I.J. Hastings

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

Abstract not received.

Reactor Physics Measurements in Support of Advanced Fuel Cycles in CANDU
Reactors, R.T. Jones, J. Griffiths, A. Okazaki and A. Celli, Atomic Energy
of Canada
Reactor physics data and calculational methods can be checked against
integral measurements performed in "zero-energy" critical facilities such
as the ZED-2 reactor at CRNL. This has been done for been done for several
advanced fuels: (Pu,U)02, (Pu,Th)02 and (U 2 3 3 ,Th)0 2 , that are of interest
in proposed fuel cycles in the CANDU reactor. Since insufficient
quantities of these fuels were available to assemble critical cores
containing only the fuel of interest, methods of measurement and analysis
for mixed fuel cores have had to be devised. The measurements reported
here were made with the (Pu,U)02 fuel and include both reactivity worths
and reaction rate distributions. Comparisons with calculations using the
cell code WIMS-AECL and the reactor core code CONIFERS are generally
satisfactory.

Mesures de physique des réacteurs à l'appui des cycles des combustibles
avancés des réacteurs CANDU - R.T.Jones, J. Griffiths, A. Okazaki et A.
Celli, Énergie atomique du Canada

On peut vérifier les résultats des mesures de physique des réacteurs
ainsi que les méthodes de calcul par rapport aux mesures intégrales
exécutées dans des installations critiques à "énergie nulle" telles que
le réacteur ZED-2 des LNCR. On l'a fait pour plusieurs combustibles
avancés: (Pu,U)02, (Pu,Th)Û2 et (U 233 ,Th)0 2 , qui présentent de l'intérêt
dans les cycles proposés des combustibles du réacteur CANDU. Du fait
qu'on disposait de quantités insuffisantes de ces combustibles pour
assembler des coeurs critiques ne comportant que le combustible qui nous
intéresse, on a dû concevoir des méthodes de mesure et d'analyse de
coeurs à combustibles mixtes. On a effectué les mesures signalées ici
avec le combustible (Pu,U)025 celles-ci comprennent les valeurs de
réactivité et distributions de taux de réaction. Les comparaisons avec
les résutats des calculs à l'aide du programme de calcul des cellules,
WIMS-AECL, et le programme de calcul du coeur, CONIFERS, sont en général
satisfaisantes.

Equilibrium Fuel Management Simulations for 1.2% SEU in a CANDU 6.
M.H. Younis and P.G. Boczar, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited.

Fuel management simulations have been performed for 1.2% SEU fuel in CANDU 6
reactor at equilibrium. Three fuel management options were considered:
1)
2)
3)

axial shuffling,
a regular 2-bundle shift, and
a regular 2-bundle shift with the adjuster rods removed from the core.

Both time-average and time-dependent simulations were performed, from which
the physics characteristics of the cores at equilibrium were estimated.
Axial shuffling results in an excellent axial power distribution in the
vicinity of the adjuster rods. When the CANFLEX bundle is used, the ratings
of most elements in the core are below 40 kw/rn, with significant safety and
operational benefits. A regular 2-bundle shift fuelling scheme is also
excellent in the peripheral channels, or throughout the core in the absence of
the adjuster rods. There is good axial flattening, and fuel sees a declining
power history with burnup. The use of a regular 2-bundle shift fuelling
scheme in the vicinity of the adjuster rods results in an asymmetric double
humped axial power distribution. However, it is judged that the resultant
power history is acceptable with the CANFLEX bundle.

Simulations de gestion du combustible à l'équilibre, pour de l'ULE
(1,2%), dans un réacteur CANDU 6. M.H. Younis et P.G. Boczar, Énergie
atomique du Canada limitée.

On a simulé la gestion du combustible à l'équilibre, pour de l'ULE
(Uranium Légèrement Enrichi) (1,2%), dans un réacteur CANDU 6. On a
considéré trois possibilités de gestion du combustible, à savoir:
1)
2)
3)

interversion (permutation) axiale,
déplacement normal de 2 grappes et
déplacement normal de 2 grappes, barres de compensation (réglage)
étant retirées du coeur.

Les simulations se sont faites en temps moyen et en fonction du temps et on
a calculé les caractéristiques de la physique des coeurs à l'équilibre à
partir de celles-ci. L'interversion axiale produit une excellente distribution de puissance axiale à proximité des barres de compensation. Lorsque
la grappe CANFLEX est en service, la puissance linéique de la plupart des
éléments du coeur est inférieure à 40 kW/m, les avantages quant à la sûreté
et l'exploitation étant grands- Un plan de chargement de combustible par
déplacement normal de 2 grappes est également excellent dans les canaux
périphériques ou dans tout le coeur, sans les barres de compensation.
L'aplatissement axial est bon et le combustible connait une évolution
décroissante de puissance dans le temps avec la combustion. L'emploi d'un
plan de chargement de combustible par déplacement normal de 2 grappes à
proximité des barres de compensation entraîne une distribution de puissance
axiale dissymétrique à deux bosses. Toutefois, on juge que l'évolution
consécutive de i/Uïssance dans le temps est acceptable avec la grappe
CANFLEX.

The Pressurized Light-Water Reactor A Well Optimized Marine Propulsion
Power Source. P. Gumley*, F.N. McDonnell* and H.A. Robitaille**,
^Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, **Department of National Defence

Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs) originally developed for the U.S. submarine program have achieved a high level of maturity and proven
capability both as a marine power source and in civilian power
generation applications. Versions of the PWR system are being offered
for the proposed Canadian nuclear submarine program. Compact design,
excellent inherent load following and core lifetimes that challenge
conventional machinery refit/refurbishment cycles are features that
combine to make the PWR system so attractive.
Requirements for a marine propulsion power source are identified and
some of the relevant characteristics of a typical marine PWR system are
described. The paper concludes with a comparison of PWRs with the
CANDU* reactor system currently in use in commercial power generation in
Canada. Some of the features that make CANDU1 inappropriate as a marine
power source are explored.
1

CANDU CANadian Deuterium Uranium

Les réacteurs à eau ordinaire pressurisée: une source d'énergie de
propulsion de navires bien optimalisée - P. Gumley*, F.N. McDonnell* et
H.A. Robitaille**, *Énergie atomique du Canada limitée, **Ministère de
la défense nationale
Les réacteurs à eau pressurisée (PWR) qui ont été mis au point au départ
pour le programme américain de construction de sous-marins, ont atteint
un haut degré de maturité et de capacité démontrée comme source
d'énergie de propulsion de navires et pour les applications civiles de
production d'énergie. On présente des versions de la filière PWR pour le
programme canadien proposé de construction de sous-marins atomiques. Le
type compact, l'excellent soutien de charge inhérent et la durée de vie
du coeur surpassant les cycles classiques de remise en état de
l'appareillage sont des caractéristiques concourant à rendre la filière
PWR des plus intéressante.
On identifie les besoins d'une source d'énergie de propulsion de navires
et décrit certaines des caractéristiques afférentes d'une filière
typique de PWR de production d'énergie à cette fin. La communication se
termine par une comparaison des PWR avec la filière CANDU servant
actuellement à la production d'énergie industrielle au Canada. On
examine certaines des caractéristiques rendant CANDU* inapproprié comme
source d'énergie de propulsion de navires.
ICANDU: CANadian Deuterium Uranium

AMPS 1000: Un concept avancé de réacteur pour propulsion marine. A.F.
Cliva, ECS-Power Systems Inc.
Le développement de AMPS vise à fournir une source de puissance
indépendante de 1'atmposphère possédant avec une très longue endurance.
Cette source de puissance pourrait être installée dans une large gamme
de sous-marins civils ou militaires.
La technologie AMPS adapte à
1'environnement des sous-marins plusieurs principes de conception
avancée, basés sur la sûreté passive du réacteur.
Ceci permet une
grande simplification de la machinerie et une dépendance minimum envers
les actions des opérateurs afin d'assurer le fonctionnement sûr et
efficace du réacteur.
La version AMPS 1000 est conçue spécialement
pour être intégrée dans une gamme de sous-marins navals modernes, de
type diesel-électrique et de classe 2000 tonnes. La puissance projetée
de la machinerie pourra fournir au moins 1000 kWe aux batteries du
sous-marin.
Ceci est suffisant pour propulser celui-ci jusqu'à une
vitesse de 12 noeuds tout en alimentant toutes les autres charges du
navire. Les caractéristiques de la machinerie sont décrites en mettant
l'emphase sur les conditions d'intégration dans un sous-marin.
Les
tests pleine échelle des composants clés de la technologie AMPS, en
plus de raffinements et d'optimisations continuelles, vont contribuer à
démontrer la possibilité d'une technologie nucléaire de propulsion
marine à la fois sûre, relativement simple et abordable.

The AMPS 1000: An Advanced Reactor Design For Marine Propulsion
A.F. OLIVA, ECS-Power Systems Inc.
The Autonomous Marine Power Source (AMPS) is being developed for
installation in a wide range of submarines, both civilian and military,
to provide atmosphere independent power with very long endurance. The
AMPS technology adapts advanced design principles of process-intrinsic
reactor safety to the submarine environment. This permits significant
plant simplification and minimum reliance on operator action for safe
and effective operation. The AMPS 1000 version is designed expressly
for integration in a range of modern 2000-tonne class diesel electric
naval submarines. The plant is rated to supply in excess of 1000 kWe
to the submarine batteries to propel the submarine at speeds of up to
12 knots while supplying all ship service loads. Plant design features
are described with emphasis on submarine integration considerations.
Full-scale testing of key components of the AMPS technology, together
with ongoing refinement and optimization of the AMPS 1000 design will
contribute to the demonstration of safe, relatively simple and
affordable nuclear technology for marine propulsion.

The Nuclear Battery Program: Progress and Future Possibilities
K.S. Kozier, J.V. Donnelly and W.G. Mathers, Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.
The Nuclear Battery is an advanced small reactor being developed by Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited to produce electricity and/or high-temperature
steam heat in locations remote from utility grids or natural gas pipelines.
It features a novel passive primary heat transport system based on liquidmetal heat pipes and extraordinary passive safety based on the use of
coated-particle fuel and burnable neutron poisons in solid graphite
moderator. The reference design is capable of producing about 600 kW of
electricity or about 2400 kV of steam heat in a base-load mode for 15 fullpower years without refuelling. This paper reviews the technical progress,
present activities and future goals of the Nuclear Battery R&D support
program. Also, some of the alternate design approaches to increase the
thermal power output from the Nuclear Battery and, hence, to further reduce
its unit energy cost are briefly outlined and compared.

Le programme de réalisation de la Batterie Nucléaire: progrès et possibilités futures. K.S. Kozier, J.V. Donnelly et W.G. Mathers, Énergie
atomique du Canada limitée.

La Batterie nucléaire est un petit réacteur avancé réalisé par l'Energie
atomique du Canada limitée (EACL) pour produire de l'électricité et/ou de
la chaleur vapeur à haute température dans des endroits éloignés des
réseaux d'électricité et conduits de gaz naturel de compagnies de gaz et
d'électricité. Il est équipé d'un système caloporteur primaire passif
nouveau à caloducs à métal liquide et sûreté passive extraordinaire provenant de l'utilisation de combustible à particules enrobées et poisons
neutroniques combustibles dans un modérateur solide en graphite. L'installation de référence peut produire environ 600 kW d'électricité ou environ
2400 kW de chaleur vapeur en mode de charge de base pendant 15 ans de
service à pleine puissance sans rechargement de combustible. Dans cette
communication, on examine le progrès technique, les activités actuelles et
les buts futurs du programme de soutien de RD de la Batterie Nucléaire. En
outre, on y décrit sommairement et comnare certaines des autres possibilités de conception visant à augmenter la puissance thermique débitée par
la Batterie Nucléaire et, ainsi, de réduire d'avantage le coût de l'unité
d'énergie.

RA-6 plus project
0. Calzetta Larrieu, C. Gho, H. Blaumann, G. Gennuso, F. Giust and
F. Lezczynsky
Centro Atômico Bariloche, Comisiôn Nacional de Energia Atômica
8400 Bariloche, Argentina
In the present work we show the modifications which we plan to implement
in tne kA-6 reactor at Centre Atômico Bariloche.
These modifications
fulfill a double purpose, namely:
a) Transformation of present core from high enrichment uranium (HEU)
to low enrichment uranium (LEU).
b) Power upgrading from 500kW to 5MW, substantially increasing also
the 0
/Power ratio at the reflector.As a starting philosophy
for the new design we impose the restriction that some elements of the
present installation should not be modified, namely: reactor vessel,
reactor shielding, all piping system presently within the concrete
shielding, and core's grid. As a general rule we are to use technologies
already developed or currently used in our country. In the present work
we show in detail: the design of the fuel elements made with high density
silide, the configurations of the light water cooled core, and the
reflector which is made up of a heavy water vessel cooled through natural
convection with the main reactor vessel.
A detail is also given of
relevant neutronic and thermohydraulic calculations used for the new
design and the comparison of these theorethical results with experimental
data from known medium and high flux operating reactors.

Projet RA-6 Plus
0. Calzetta Larrieu, C. Gho, H. Blaumann, G. Gennuso, F. Giust and
F. Lezczynsky
Centro Atômico Bariloche, Comisiôn Nacional de Energia Atômica
8400 Bariloche, Argentina
Dans le présent travail, nous montrons les modifications que nous pensons
apporter au réacteur RA-B du Centre Atomique Bariloche. Ces modifications
remplissent un double dessein:
a) Transformation du coeur actuel d'uranium hautement enrichi (HEU)
en uranium faiblement enrichi (LEU)
b) Augmentation de puissance de 500 KW à 5 Mw, majorant aussi
substantiellement le quotient 0
/puissance, dans la zone du
t hraax

réflecteur.
Comme philosophie initiale pour le nouveau dessin, nous imposons la
restriction de ne pas modifier certains éléments de l'installation
actuelle, c'est à dire la cuve du réacteur, l'enceinte du réacteur, tout
le système de tubes à l'intérieur de l'enciente de béton et la grille du
coeur. Comme règle générale, nous devons utiliser des technologies déjà
développées ou actuellement utilisées dans notre pays. Dans le présent
travail, nous montrons en détails: le dessin des éléments combustibles
faits avec du siliciure de haute densité, la configuration du coeur
refroidi par de l'eau légère, et le réflecteur qui est fait d'une cuve
d'eau lourde refroidie par convection naturelle avec la cuve principale
du réacteur. On donne aussi des détails sur les calculs neutroniques et
thermohydrauliques les plus remarquables qui sont utilisés pour le
nouveau dessin et la comparaison de ces résultats théoriques avec des
données expérimentales d'un milieu connu et de réacteurs à flux élevés.

RECENT INITIATIVES AT THE IAEA AND WITHIN CANADA TO DEVELOP
SMALL REACTOR SAFETY CRITERIA
P.M. French, Atomic Energy Control Board, P.C. Ernst, McMaster
University, D.J. Axford and V.G. Snell, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

Over the past several years, there has been renewed interest in small
reactors both worldwide and in Canada. As this interest has progressed,
it has become clear that safety criteria specific to small reactors are
badly needed. This paper summarizes recent work undertaken by the IAEA
and by an inter-organizational Small Reactor Criteria working group in
Canada to develop comprehensive safety criteria needed for small
reactors. The Canadian work described in this paper is aimed at
producing top-tier criteria, compatible with the current work of the
IAEA and applicable to a broad spectrum of small reactors. The
treatment is comprehensive, covering all factors of major importance to
safety, for all phases of a reactor life-cycle. To date, the scope and
structure of the criteria have been developed, consisting of a safety
philosophy and a set of criteria for specific reactor applications.
Since a top-tier document is being prepared, the criteria are more
general and descriptive than detailed and prescriptive.

RECENT INITIATIVES AT THE IAEA AND WITHLN CANADA TO DEVEIX)P
SMALL REACTOR SAFETY CRITERIA
P.M. French, Atomic Energy Control Board, P.C. Ernst, McMaster
University, D.J. Axford and V.G. Snell, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

Au cours des dernières années, la communauté internationale et le Canada
manifestent un regain d'intérêt aux petits réacteurs nucléaires. Avec
l'intensification de cet intérêt, il est devenu évident qu'il fallait
développer un ensemble complet de critères de sûreté spécifiques à ces
réacteurs. Le présent article résume les récents travaux entrepris à ce
sujet par l'AlEA et un Groupe de travail canadien sur les Critères de
Sûreté pour Petits Réacteurs. Les travaux du Groupe canadien,
compatibles avec les travaux actuels de l'AIEA, visent à produire un
document cadre sur les critères de sûreté applicables à une vaste gamme
de petits réacteurs. Les fondements et principes couvriront tous les
facteurs d'importance pour la sûreté et tout le cycle de vie d'un
réacteur. Actuellement, seules ont été élaborées la portée et la
structure des critères, comprenant des fondements philosophiques et un
ensemble de critères propres à quelques applications. Par conséquent,
les critères proposés sont exprimés en termes généraux et indicatifs
plutôt que sous forme détaillée et restrictive.

SPORTS-M Prediction of the Transient Behavior in the Maple Heat Transfer
Test Facility. P.J. Hills, S.Y. Shim and J.E. Kovalski, Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited.
SPORTS-M is a computer code developed to perform steady-state and
transient thermalhydraulic analyses of a piping network. The code solves
the one-dimensional conservation equations in a fully implicit, iterative
manner. A heat transfer package and a radial heat conduction module are
coupled to the hydraulic modules. The package contains heat transfer
correlations especially suited to the subcooled boiling conditions of lov
pressure and high subcooling.
The MAPLE research reactor is a light-water-cooled pool-type reactor
using fuel assemblies in flow tubes. The fuel assemblies contain U3Si-Al
fuel with an aluminum cladding co-extruded with eight rectangular fins.
A single-pin heat transfer test facility was used to provide a database
to develop heat transfer and void fraction correlations pertinent to the
finned fuel in a MAPLE reactor. A loss-of-secondary-side-cooling
accident was simulated in the facility by shutting off the cooling water
to the heat exchanger. SPORTS-M was used to predict the sheath
temperatures during this transient using heat transfer correlations
selected from the literature. The results show that the heat transfer
correlations used provide a conservative prediction of the wall
temperature for the entire transient.

Prédiction par SPORTS-M du comportement transitoire dans l'installation
d'essais de transfert de chaleur MAPLE. P.J. Mills, S.Y. Shim et
J.E. Kowalski, Énergie atomique du Canada limitée.
SPORTS-M cet un programme de calcul réalisé pour effectuer des analyses
de comportement thermohydraulique, à l'état stationnaire et transitoire,
d'un réseau de tuyaux. Il résout les équations de conservation unidimensionnelles d'une façon entièrement implicite et itérative. Un progiciel
de transfert de chaleur et un module de conduction thermique radiale sont
couplés aux modules hydrauliques. Le progiciel comporte des corrélations
de transfert thermique convenant particulièrement pour les conditions
d'ébullition en régime de sous-refroidissement (basse pression et haut
sous-refroidissement).
Le réacteur de recherches MAPLE est un réacteur intégré refroidi à l'eau
ordinaire dans lequel il y a des assemblages combustibles logés dans des
tubes d'écoulement. Les assemblages combustibles comportent du combustible d'U3Si-Al à gaine d'aluminium coextrudée à huit ailettes rectangulaires. On s'est servi d'une seule installation d'essais de transfert de
chaleur sur simple aiguille de combustible pour obtenir un base de données et ainsi développer les corrélations de transfert de chaleur et
fraction de vide afférentes à la gaine à ailettes du combustible d'un
réacteur MAPLE. On a simulé un accident de perte de refroidissement du
côté secondaire dans l'installation en fermant l'eau de refroidissement
alimentant l'échangeur de chaleur. On s'est servi de SPORTS-M et des
corrélations de transfert de chaleur choisies à partir de bibliographies
pour prédire la température de la gaine lors de la transitoire. Les
résultats indiquent que les corrélations de transfert de chaleur utilisées assurent une prédiction prudente de la température de la paroi pendant toute la transitoire.

OXYGEN ADDITION TO THE ANNULUS GAS
SYSTEMS OF PICKERING NGS A, UNITS 3 AND 4
J.H. Kenchington*, M. Ng and D.G. Meranda
Ontario Hydro, Toronto, Ontario

An Oxygen (O2) addition system has been designed and installed in
conjunction with the Annulus Gas System (AGS) of Pickering NGS A,
Unit 3. It has been operational since January 1989. The purpose of O2
addition is to remove Carbon-14 (C-14) deposits on pressure tube (PT)
surfaces through oxidation to carbon (14) dioxide which is subsequently
removed by absorption/ chemical reaction in a calcium hydroxide bed.
Removal of C-14 deposits is necessary to minimize the occupational dose
to workers during retubing.
Experience to date has shown satisfactory operation of the O2 addition
system which has provided controlled O2 concentrations up to 10 percent
(V/v). The O2 bottle supply system has involved significant handling
requirements by the station. This will be minimized for Unit 4 where a
liquid O2 tank has been selected for the supply. The Unit 4 O2
addition system is otherwise similar to that for Unit 3 except that lower
O2 addition rates are accommodated. This reflects the fact that O2
addition for Unit 3 is designed for purge operation whereas that for
Unit 4 is designed for both purge and recirculation operation. The
latter mode is required for maintaining an impervious oxide layer on the
surface of the PTs when satisfactory C-14 decontamination has been
achieved. It is considered that this minimizes D2 ingress and hence
the potential for PT cracks. Unit 4 is scheduled to commence operation
in Kay 1989 and to shut down for retubing in May 1991.
Throughout the design it has been ensured that the leak detection
capability of the AGS is not impaired by O2 addition.

Author to whom correspondence should be sent.
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ADDITION D'OXYGÈNE DANS LES CIRCUITS DU GAZ DE L'ESPACE ANNULAIRE
DES RÉACTEURS 3 ET A DE LA CENTRALE NUCLÉAIRE DE PICKERING A

J.M. Kenchington, M. Ng et D.G. Meranda
Ontario Hydro, Toronto (Ontario)

Ontario Hydro a mis au point un procédé d'addition d'oxygène (O2) dans
le circuit du gaz de l'espace annulaire (CGEA) afin d'éliminer les dépôts
de carbone 14 (C-14) qui se forment sur les parois des tubes de force
(TF). En oxydant ces dépôts en anhydride carbonique, on peut les
recueillir par la suite dans un lit d'hydroxyde de calcium grâce à une
réaction chimique et d'absorption. Il est nécessaire d'éliminer les
dépôts de C-14 afin de réduire la dose professionnelle reçue par les
travailleurs pendant le retubage.
Le procédé d'addition d'Û2 est utilisé depuis janvier 1989 dans le
réacteur 3 de la centrale nucléaire de Pickering A où il fonctionne de
façon satisfaisante et permet de contrôler les concentrations d'Û2
jusqu'à 10 % (V/V). Le procédé sera quelque peu modifié pour son
utilisation dans le réacteur 4. Le système de distribution de l'02 en
bouteille, qui exige de multiples manutentions, sera remplacé par un
réservoir d'02 liquide, et le débit d'admission sera diminué. Cette
dernière modification tient compte du fait que le procédé servira non
seulement à la purge, comme dans le cas du réacteur 3, mais aussi à la
recirculation. La recirculation permet de laisser une couche imperméable
d'oxyde sur les parois des TF après l'élimination du C-14, ce qui,
croit-on, protège contre le D 2 et donc contre la fissuration des TF.
On prévoit que le réacteur 4 entrera en service en mai 1989 et que son
retubage débutera en mai 1991.
Le procédé d'addition d'0 2 n'affaiblit aucunement la fonction de
détection des fuites du CGEA.

Some Aspects of Darlington Status Schedule and Complexity

V. Austman

Ontario Hydro

Abstract not received.

CANDID - INTEGRATED DESIGN SYSTEM
T.H. P r e s c o t t , C D . S a y l e s , E.D. Wessman

Emerging computer-based Information technologies can dramatically increase team
productivity on engineering design projects. This paper outlines the development of the
CANDID - Integrated Design System currently being used on the CANDU 3 nuclear power
station design. The paper describes the current successes and areas under development. The
early development of the three dimensional project model and data base in CADDS presented
the opportunity to go electronic for all engineering design activity. A distributed general
purpose computer ring now in use at AECL supports all aspects of the CANDU 3 project
engineering design work beyond the CADDS-3D project model. Design and licensing analysis
traditionally done on mainframe computers is now done on the network using workstations and
a computer server. In addition to this, all project documentation is produced and managed on
the computer ring under a system call the Integrated Information Management System (IMS).

CANDID - LE SYSTÈME DE CONCEPTION INTÉGRÉ
T.H. P r e s c o t t , C D . S a y l e s , E.D. Wessman

Les technologies d'information assistées par ordinateur qui font leur apparition actuellement
peuvent augmenter considérablement la productivité des équipes de projets de conception
d'ingénierie. Le présent exposé décrit le development de CANDID - le système de conception
intégré (Integrated Design System) utilisé actuellement pour la conception de la centrale
nucléaire CANDU 3. On y décrit les succès actuels et les parties en voie de development. La
première évolution du modèle tridimensionnel du projet et de la base de données dans le
programme CADDS avait offert l'occasion de procéder en électronique pour toutes les activités
de conception d'ingénierie. Un réseau d'ordinateurs tout usage réparti utilisé actuellement à
l'EACL soutient tous les aspects du travail de conception d'ingéniere du projet CANDU 3
au-delà du model de projet CADDS-3D. L'analyse de la conception et l'analyse effectuée à
des fins d'octroi de permis que l'on exécutait traditionnellement sur grand ordinateur sont faites
maintenant sur le réseau comprenant des postes de travail et un serveur d'ordinateur. En outre,
toute la documentation de projet est produite et gérée sur le réseau d'ordinateurs à l'aide d'un
système intégré appelé Système de Gestion de l'Information (Information Management System
-IMS).

New Approaches to Alarm Annunciation for CANDU Power Plants
R. Olmstead and J. Pauksens, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
W. Goddyn, Hydro Quebec

CANDU nuclear power plants have a number of relatively advanced alarm
annunciation and display features compared to other plants of the
1970's and 1980's. However, alarm overload remains as a very
significant burden on the operator under some operational
circumstances. Recent dialog between AECL and CANDU utilities has
produced new insights into the nature of the problem and into methods
for resolving it. The solutions are multi-faceted, and involve a
shift in approach in a number of areas including: staffing of man
machine interface design teams, structuring of the design process,
choice of presentation frameworks and programming languages, alarm
categorization strategies, and display ergonomics. The identified
problems and solutions are described in this paper.

Nouvelles méthodes d'annonciation d'alarme pour centrales
nucléaires CANDU
R. Olmstead et J. Pauksens, L'Energie Atomique du Canada, Limitée
W. Goddyn, Hydro Quebec

Les centrales nucléaires CANDU ont un nombre d'annonciations d'alarmes
et d'affichages aux caractéristiques relativement avancées compare" à
d'autres centrales des annes 70 et 80. Par contre, la surcharge
d'alarmes reste un fardeau très significatif pour l'opérateur lors de
certaines circonstances d'exploitation.
Un dialogue récent entre EACL et les propriétaires de CANDU a produit
de nouveaux indices concernant la nature des problêmes et des
solutions possibles. Ces solutions sont d'aspects multiples et
impliquent un changement d'approche dans un nombre de domaines,
incluant: le personnel composant les équipes de concepteurs
d'interface homme-machine, la structure du processus de conception,
choix des moyens de présentation et les langages de programmation,
stratégies de catégorisation des alarmes et l'ergonomie de la
visualisation. Les problêmes identifiés et leurs solutions sont
décrits dans ce document.

CANDU 3 - SINGLE-ENDED REFUELLING

R.K. Nakagawa, R.A. M a n s f i e l d and W.H. Buchan

Atomic Energy of Canada L t d .
CANDU O p e r a t i o n s
S h e r i d a n P a r k R e s e a r c h Community
M i s s i s s a u g a , O n t a r i o , L5K 1B2
(416) 823-9040

Single-ended refuelling for CANDU 3 was a technical and
economic decision. Present CANDU reactors use flow induced
fuelling but only partially empty the channel.
CANDU 3 is
redesigned to allow complete fuelling of a channel with one
fuelling machine on the outlet end and gives significant
capital cost savings as well as reduced schedule and operating
costs. The cost reductions were not only in the fuel handling
system but also in interfacing systems. A shorter schedule is
achieved because there is less equipment for installation and
also because it will be assembled in modules.
Present CANDU systems use two fuelling machines and liydraulic
flow to move the fuel string during refuelling.
Hydraulic
force is used either on its own or with the aid of a Flow
Assist Ram Extension to advance the fuel string.
Geometry of
the outlet end-fitting/feeder flow is arranged in CANDU 3 to
allow a fuel pusher in each channel to perform a complexe
refuelling operation using one fuelling machine.
This paper will describe the design changes in various systems
integral
with
the
refuelling operation.
Additional
modifications
incorporated to
expedite maintenance
and
operations associated with single-ended refuelling based on
our CANDU experience will also be discussed.
The two major design considerations regarding single-ended
refuelling are the ability of adopting a CANDU design to
perform the function, and the ability of the system to recover
from a failure.
Design provisions have been made for these
concerns as well as development testing performed.
The
resultant is a fuel handling design that satisfies thie
functional and economic requirements of the CANDU 3 system.

Circumferential Cracking of the End Cap Welds - Case Analysis
R. Sejnoha, M. Tayal, P.N. Singh, B.A. Surette and C.K. Chow
Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.
In 1984 a number of fuel bundles defected in the Bruce-3 reactor due to
circumferential cracking in the end cap weld zone of outer fuel elements.
A COG-funded program has been started to study defect mechanisms and
thresholds, and modifify fuel element specification. Methods of
mechanical testing, metallography and stress analysis used in the program
are described, and factors studied so far discussed. Mechanical tests
include internal pressurization with gas, and loading with the use of an
expanding mandrel. Both methods produce the same type of cracking as
observed in the in-reactor end cap weld defects. The program has
identified the main parameters governing the cracking of the end cap
welds. Combining the stress analysis of fuel power histories in-reactor,
of axial and radial interferences between pellets and the cladding, and of
the load systems used in mechanical tests, makes it possible to assess
fuel operational limits (in-reactor) on the basis of out-reactor tests.

Fissuration circonferentielle dans les soudures du bouchon - étude

spécifique

R. Sejnoha, M.Tayal, P.N. Singh, B.A. Surette, et C.K. Chow,
Energie Atomique du Canada, Limitée
En 1984 un certain nombre de grappes de combustible ont fait défaut dans
le réacteur Bruce-3, des fissures circonfêrentielles s'étant produites
dans la région de la soudure du bouchon d'éléments extérieurs. Un
programme d'études financé par le COG a été lancé afin d'étudier les
mécanismes et seuils de défaillance, et de modifier les specifications des
éléments de combustible. On décrit ici les méthodes d'épreuve mécanique,
de métallographie, et d'analyse de tension employées, et l'on discute des
facteurs étudiés jusqu'à présent. Les épreuves mécaniques se font soit
par pressurisation interne au moyen d'un gaz, ou par la mise sous tension
par mandrin dilatant. Le deux méthodes produisent le même type de
fissuration que celui observé en réacteur dans les défaillances de soudure
des bouchons. Le programme d'études a identifié les paramètres majeurs
régissant la fissuration des soudures du bouchon. En combinant 1 analyse
de tension des suivis de puissance du combustible dans le réacteur, des
interférences axiales et radiales entre les pastilles de combustible et la
gaine, et des systèmes de tension employés dans les épreuves mécaniques,
l'on peut évaluer les limites de fonctionnement du combustible dans le
réacteur à partir de tests hors-pile.

Irradiation-Induced Deformation In CANDU Fuel Channels.
R. Dutton, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
In the CANDU reactor the zirconium alloy fuel channel is exposed to the fast
neutron flux. The energetic neutrons modify the microstructure of the
zirconium, and hence its mechanical properties; we refer to this phenomenon as
"radiation damage". A major consequence is that the fuel channel components
become distorted, in a time dependent fashion (referred to as radiation-induced
deformation). Two independent processes contribute to the plastic strains.
The first occurs under the action of an applied stress and is termed "creep".
The second, termed "growth", occurs in the absence of stress and is unique to a
class of metals which includes zirconium. The engineering consequences of this
deformation are not trivial (for example, pressure tubes must be replaced when
dimensional changes are excessive). Thus, we need to be able to predict creep
and growth strains over the lifetime of the fuel channel, which requires an
understanding of the radiation damage processes. This paper summarizes the
current progress in characterizing the underlying mechanisms. An attempt will
be made to present the major concepts in a form which is accessible to the nonexpert, minimizing the complexity of highly technical jargon.

Déformation par irradiation dans les canaux de
combustible de réacteurs CANDU
R.Dutton, Énergie atomique du Canada limitée
Dans le réacteur CANDU, le canal de combustible en alliage de zirconium est
exposé au flux de neutrons rapides. Les neutrons à grande énergie modifient
la microstructure du zirconium et donc ses propriétés mécaniques; nous
dénommons ce phénomène "dégâts par irradiation". La conséquence importante
est la distorsion des éléments du canal de combustible dépendante du temps
(dénommée déformation par irradiation). Deux processus indépendants contribuent aux déformations plastiques. Le premier a lieu sous l'action d'une
contrainte appliquée et est dénommé "fluage". Le deuxième, dénommé "croissance", a lieu en l'absence de contrainte et est propre à une catégorie de
métaux qui comprend le zirconium. Les conséquences mécaniques de cette
déformation ne sont pas insignifiantes (par exemple, il faut remplacer les
tubes de force lorsque les changements dimensionnels sont excessifs).
Donc, nous devons pouvoir prédire le fluage et les déformations par croissance au cours de la durée de vie du canal de combustible - ce qui nécessite la compréhension des processus de détérioration par irradiation. Dans
cette communication, on résume l'état d'avancement actuel de la caractérisation des mécanismes fondamentaux. On tentera de présenter les concepts
importants sous une forme accessible au profane ou non spécialiste en minimisant la complexité du jargon très technique.

Pickering NGS: Assessment of Calandria Tube Integrity Following a Sudden Pressure Tube
Failure.
P.S. Kundurpi, A.P. Muzumdar and F.B.P. Tran, Ontario Hydro, 700 University Avenue,
Toronto, Ontario.
Based on a brief review of the operating experience with pressure tube failures in normal
operation, only fish-mouth ruptures are considered to be credible. The sequence of events
following pressure tube failure is delineated into three distinct stages ie., the initial transient
annulus filling stage, the transient over-pressurisation stage and the final steady state
pressurisation following bellows rupture. A detailed sensitivity study of the thermal-hydraulic
response of the fuel channel and the gas annulus in the second stage in which the annulus
pressure usually exceeds the header pressure due to a water-hammer type pressure transient is
presented. A conservative estimate of the pressure transients obtained by using die thermalhydraulic code MINI-SOPHT, with the assumption that all pressure boundaries are rigid, is
presented. The main parameters considered in the sensitivity analysis are different break
lengths, break location, coolant inlet temperature, feeder resistance, break discharge area,
bearing clearances, header pressure, channel power and channel flow. The main influence of
die various parameters on the transient water-hammer peak pressure is generalised in terms of
the flow rate and coolant subcooling.The structural response of the calandria tube (CT) to
these pressure transients is evaluated by using the code FSTI, which accounts for plastic
straining of the calandria tube. When the CT strain feedback effect is considered, the pressure
peaks are considerably attenuated. The results indicate that a nominal irradiated CT will have
a large margin to failure for a 2m outlet end break. Calandria tube failure margins are
quantified for other break lengths and locations.

Centrale Pickering : Évaluation de l'intégrité de la tubulure de calandre
après une défaillance soudaine d'un tube de force
P.S. Kundurpi, A.P. Muzumdar et F.B.P. Tran, Ontario Hydro,
700, avenue University, Toronto (Ontario)

Un bref examen des incidents de défaillance de tubes de force pendant
le fonctionnement normal d'une centrale nous fait croire que seules les
ruptures en gueule de poisson sont crédibles. L'ordre des événements qui
suit la défaillance d'un tube de force peut s'insérer dans trois étapes
distinctes : l'étape initiale transitoire de remplissage de l'espace
annulaire, l'étape de surpressurisation transitoire et enfin l'état stable
de pressurisation qui suit une rupture des soufflets. La communication
présente une étude détaillée de la sensibilité de la réaction thermohydraulique du canal de combustible et de l'espace annulaire gazeux dans
la seconde étape au cours de laquelle la pression de l'espace annulaire
dépasse habituellement la pression de tête en raison d'une pression
transitoire en coup de bélier.
On présente également une estimation
prudente des pressions transitoires obtenues à l'aide du code MINI-SOPHT
thermohydraulique, en supposant que toutes les limites de pression sont
inflexibles. Les principaux paramètres pris en compte dans l'analyse de
sensibilité sont les différentes longueurs de rupture, l'endroit de
rupture, la température d'entrée du réfrigérant, la résistance du canal
d'alimentation, la surface de déversement de la rupture, l'écartement des
coussinets, la pression du distributeur, la puissance du canal et le débit
du canal.
On a généralisé l'influence principale des divers paramètres
sur la pression transitoire de pointe en coup de bélier en termes de taux
de débit et de sous-refroidissement du réfrigérant.
On a évalué la
réaction structurelle du tube de calandre (TC) à ces pressions transitoires en se servant du code FSTI qui tient compte de la déformation du
plastique du tube de calandre.
Lorsqu'on prend en compte l'effet de
déformation du TC, les pointes de pression diminuent énormément.
Les
résultats indiquent qu'un TC recevant un rayonnement nominal présentera un
risque élevé de défaillance à la suite d'une rupture d'extrémité dans un
tuyau de sortie de 2 m.
On donne aussi les valeurs des marges de
défaillance des tubes de calandre pour d'autres emplacements et longueurs
de rupture.

Design Features of the Fuel Channel to be Used in the Re-tubing of
Pickering 3 and 4, R. DeGregorio, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited CANDU
Operations.

Increasing deuterium levels in the pressure tubes of Pickering Units 3
and 4 have necessitated the re-tubing of these reactors. The fuel
channel is the key component to be replaced. Since the overall project
schedule is extremely tight, any design changes which were introduced
were done so primarily to improve installability and reduce installation
time. In addition however, some design changes were also made to improve
the overall quality of the design.

En raison de la concentration croissante de deuterium que l'on a constatée dans les
tubes de force du réacteur des tranches 3 et 4 de Pickering, on doit procéder au
remplacement des tubes de ces deux réacteurs.^ Le canal de combustible est le
composant principal que l'on doit remplacer. Étant donné que le calendrier des
travaux du projet global est très serré, toutes les modifications de conception que
l'on a incorporées visent à augmenter la facilité d'installation et à réduire le
temps d'installation. Néanmoins, on a apporté certaines modifications de conception
en vue d'améliorer la qualité d'ensemble de la conception.

The Evolution of Pressure Tube Sampling Tools for Life Assessment

R. Joynes, C.A. Kittmer

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk. River Nuclear Laboratories

Abstract not received.

Remotely operated inspection equipment for the CANDU fuel channels
K.S.Mahil, G.N.Jarvis and D.W.Donnelly, ONTARIO HYDRO
Equipment is described which has been sucessfully used for the
non-destructive inspection of fuel channel components within Ontario
Hydro's CANDU nuclear reactors.
Because of the critically important role of the pressure tubes
as part of the primary pressure boundary it is necessary to confirm
their structural integrity and collect data related to the long term
materials performance in order to predict maintenance requirements and
assist in the design process.
An automated system known as CIGAR (Channel Inspection and
Gauging Apparatus for Reactors) provides a comprehensive inspection
capability within 6-12 hours per channel.
The CIGAR equipment has been in service use since September
1985 and has contributed considerably to Ontario Hydro's inspection
programs since then. A total of 270 pressure tubes have been inspected
to March 1989.
Modified station fuelling machines form the basis of another
inspection tool known as PIPE (Packaged Inspection Probe). It provides a
rapid ultrasonic flaw detection scan of the critical rolled joint region
of the fuel channel assembly.

Equipement Contrôlé à distance pour l'inspection de canaux de
combustible dans les réacteurs CANDU
par K.S.Mahil, G.N.Jarvis et D.W.Donnelly, HYDRO ONTARIO
L'équipement en question a été utilisé avec succès dans l'essai
non-destructif de canaux de combustible dans les réacteurs CANDU opérés
par Hydro Ontario.
En raison de l'importance primordiale des tubes de force comme
partie intégrante de l'enveloppe de pression primaire, il est nécessaire
de vérifier leur intégrité structurale et d'amasser toute information
possible reliée à leur performance à long terme afin de prédire les besoins en entretien et d'assister le procédé d'ingénierie.
Un système automatisé nommé CIGAR (Channel Inspection and Gauging Apparatus for Reactors) permet l'inspection complète d'un canal de
combustible en 6 à 12 heures.
L'équipement nommé CIGAR est en usage depuis septembre 1985 et
a joué un rôle important dans le programme d'inspection d'Hydro Ontario
depuis cette date, inspectant à date un total de 270 tubes de force
(jusqu'en mars 1989).
Une machine à combustible modifiée est à la base d'un autre
système d'inspection nommé PIPE (Packaged Inspection Probe). Ce système
permet l'inspection ultrasonique rapide des joints dudgeonnés, région
critique du canal de combustible.

Comparison of Measured and Calculated Dose Rates and Activities During Pressure
Tube Replacement in Pickering Units 1 and 2
K.M. Aydogdu and C.R. Boss Atomic Energy of Canada
D.W. McKean Ontario Hydro

The shielding codes ORIGEN, DOT 3.5, and QAD-CG have been used to
calculate specific activities in and the dose rates from fuel channel
components removed during the Pickering Units 1 and 2 Large Scale Fuel
Channel Replacement (LSFCR) program. The calculated activities and dose
rates have been compared with available measurements. Dose rates were
calculated from a multibarrel fuel channel flask containing four pressure
tubes and shield plugs from row Q of fuel channels on unit 2, and the Dry
Storage Modules (DSM) containing 80-100 pressure tubes from Units 1 and
2. Comparison of measured activities from the pressure tubes (from
channel G-16 of Unit 2) and dose rates from (i) the end fitting and its
pressure tube stub (channel J-15 west on Unit 2) under water, and
(ii) the pressure tubes inside the DSM's showed good agreement with the
calculations. The results gives confidence that the methodology can be
applied to radiation dose assessment associated with LSFCR program for
Units 1, 2 and 3, A of Pickering reactors or other CANDU nuclear power
stations.

Comparaison des mesures et calculs des débits de dose et de l'activité nucléaire
lors du remplacement des tubes de force dans les tranches 1 et 2 de Pickering
K.M. Aydogdu et C.R. Boss Energie Atomique du Canada
D.W. McKean Ontario Hydro

Les programmes de blindage ORIGEN, DOT 3.5, et QAD-CG ont été utilisés
dans des calculs d'activité spécifique et de débit de dose provenant des
composantes de tubes de force remplacés loss du programme de remplacement
à grande échelle de tubes de force. Les activités et débits de dose
calculés ont été comparés aux mesures disponibles. Les débits de dose
calculés sont ceux provenant d'un château de transfert contenant quatre
tubes de force de la rangée Q de canaux de la tranche numéro 2, et de
modules de stockage à sec contenant 80-100 tubes de force des tranches 1
et 2. La comparaison des mesures d'activité des tubes de force (du canal
G-16 de la tranche 2) et des débits de dose provenant (i) de la culasse
et du bout du tube de force (canal J-15 ouest de la tranche 2) immerses
dans l'eau, et (ii) des tubes de force à l'intérieur de modules de
stockage à sec, démontrent un bon accord avec les calculs. Les résultats
donnent confiance dans l'application de la méthodologie à la
détermination des doses associées au programme de remplacement à grande
échelle des tubes de force dans les tranches 1-4 de Pickering ou d'autres
centrales CANDU.
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VERIFICATION OF THE TUF CODE AGAINST SELECTED RD-14
EXPERIMENTS
by
J. Pascoe, A. Tomasone, M. Williams,\V. Yousef, W. Liu and J.C. Luxat
Nuclear Studies and Safety Department
Ontario Hydro

The advanced, two-fluid computer code TUF (Two Uneqal Fluids) has been developed
as part of a study of the effectiveness of Emergency Coolant Injection Systems for
Ontario Hydro reactors in the event of a large Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA).
Three experiments performed in the RD-14 thermalhydraulics test facility at AECLWNRE have been simulated as part of a co-ordinated verification program for the
TUF code, the experiments were chosen to demonstrate both the capability of the code
to capture the underlying two-fluid phenomena and the robustness and accuracy of the
solution algorithms employed in the code.
The following experiments were simulated:
1)

A partial inventory thermosyphoning test conducted at high heated
section power and high secondary side pressure.

2)

A critical inlet header break with rundown of the main coolant pumps.

3)

A critical inlet header break without rundown of the main coolant
pumps.

The paper presents an analysis of the experimental test results, concentrating on
identifying the governing physical phenomena. The results obtained from the
simulations of the tests using the TUF code are presented, together with a comparison
to the experimental data and an evaluation of the performance of the code.
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Verification of CHAN-II(MODô) Against Experiments, M. Bayoumi, F.B.P.
Tran, K.E. Locke, A.P. Muzumdar, Ontario Hydro, 700 University Avenue,
Toronto, Ontario, M5G 1X6
The CHAN-II series of codes is used in the licensing analysis of CANDU
reactors. The basic code provides a fast calculational tool for the
prediction of fuel channel heatup during a postulated loss-of-coolant
accident. It is the objective of this paper to discuss verification of
the CHAN-II(M0D6) computer code against three series of steamcooling CHAN
verifcation experiments performed at WNRE under COG/CANDEV.
Two series of the experiments involve single Pickering type fuel elements
designed to verify the individual models for convection, radiation heat
transfer (low temperature series) and the zircaloy-steam reaction (high
temperature series) in a simple geometry. In the third series of the
experiments, seven Pickering type fuel rod simulators are used to
represent a multirod geometry. The objective of this series is to verify
the code in integrated conditions with significant hydrogen production
and mixing effects. Results indicate that agreement between prediction
by CHAN-II(M0D6) and experimental results is reasonably good.

Vérification de CHAN-II (M0D6) pendant des expériences
M. Bayoumi, F.B.P. Tran, K.E. Locke, A.P. Muzumdar,
Ontario Hydro, 700, avenue University, Toronto (Ontario) M5G 1X6

La série de codes CHAN-II est utilisée dans l'analyse des réacteurs CANDU
aux fins de l'attribution de permis. Le code de base constitue un outil
rapide de calcul permettant de prévoir un réchauffement des conduites de
combustible lors d'une perte de réfrigérant. Notre communication a pour
objectif de traiter de la vérification du code informatique CHAN-II (M0D6)
par rapport à trois séries d'expériences de vérification CHAN de refroidissement par vapeur, qui ont été effectuées à l'ERNW sous la direction de
GPC/CANDEV.
Deux séries d'expériences mettent en jeu des conduites individuelles de
combustible du type utilisé à Pickering afin de vérifier dans une
configuration simple les caractéristiques de convection, de transfert de
chaleur par rayonnement (série à faible température) et de réaction
zircaloy-vapeur (série haute température) dans chacun des modèles. Dans
la troisième série d'expériences, sept simulateurs de tige de combustible
du type utilisé à Pickering servent à représenter une configuration à
tiges multiples.
Cette série a pour but de vérifier le code dans des
conditions intégrant une production marquée d'hydrogène et des effets de
mélange.
Les résultats indiquent une assez bonne concordance entre les
conclusions de l'expérience et celles obtenues à l'aide de CHAN-II (M0D6).

FIDAS : A Three-Fluid Subchannel Code for Dryout Prediction
in Rod Bundles
T.Satati, H.E.C.Rumnens and S.Sugawara, O-arai Engineering Center,
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation, JAPAN

A numerical code called FIDAS (f_iljn dryout analysis code in
subchannels) has been developed with the main objective of
simulating dryout and post-dryout heat transfer in rod bundles.
This code features three-fluid representation of two-phase flow,
in which the third fluid is liquid droplets entrained in the
vapor phase. Since the code is able to simulate the dryout
occurrence by the film dryout criterion, no empirical CHF
correlation is required. FIDAS gave good predictions of the
onset of dryout when compared with experimental results from
full-scale dryout tests on a 36-rod bundle. Furthermore, FIDAS
gave equal or better accuracy in predicting a wide range of
thermalhydraulic conditions when compared with other subchannel
codes.

FIDAS : Un code numérique à trois fluides pour la prédiction de
dessèchement des grappes de combustible nucléaires
T.Sakai, S.Sugawara et H.E.C.Rummens, O-arai Engineering Center,
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation, JAPAN

Un code numérique appelé FIDAS (code pour analyse de
l1evaporation de couches liquides dans les sous-conduits) a été
développé principalement pour simuler le dessèchement et la
transmission de chaleur après dessèchement dans des grappes de
combustible nucléaires. Ce code représente l'écoulement diphasé
par moyen de trois fluides, le troisième se consistant en
gouttelettes liquides entrainées par la vapeur. Puisque le code
est capable de simuler le dessèchement grâce au critère de
1'evaporation de couches liquides, aucune corrélation empirique
du flux critique a été requise. Les prédictions par FIDAS du
départ du dessèchement supportent très bien la comparaison avec
les résultats d'expériences à dimensions exactes avec grappes de
36 crayons. En comparaison avec d'autres codes du même genre,
FIDAS fournit des simulations soit plus exactes ou bien aussi
exactes suivant une grande variété de conditions
thermohydrauliques.

Status of Physical and Numerical Modelling of CANDU Moderator Circulation.
R.G. Huget, J.K. Szymanski and W.I. Midvidy, Ontario Hydro.
A moderator test facility has been designed as a two-dimensional physical model of a
CANDU calandria, capable of reproducing the important thermalhydraulic phenomena in
the moderator flow. The purpose of the facility is to enhance the understanding of the
complex moderator thermalhydraulics, and to provide an extensive experimental database
for the verification of moderator computer codes used in reactor safety analyses. The
first vital step in computer code validation is to compare computer predictions against
data collected during isothermal tests; tests with heat input will be studied later.
Predictions from the MODTURC (MODerator TURbulent Circulation) computer code,
which is currently used for licensing calculations, and the next generation of moderator
circulation code, named MODTURC-CLAS (Co-Located Advanced Solution), are
compared to data collected for several isothermal tests on the moderator test facility.
The comparisons indicate that both the MODTURC and MODTURC-CLAS codes are
fundamentally sound, and able to predict flow patterns which are both qualitatively and
quantitatively close to observations. The analysis of the comparisons has already
provided some indications of what aspects of the flow modelling could use
improvement.

Modélisation physique et numérique de la circulation du modérateur dans le
réacteur CANDU
R.G. Huget, J.K. Szymanski et W.L. Midvidy, Ontario Hydro

On a mis au point une installation d'essai de modérateur sous forme d'un
modèle physique à deux dimensions d'une calandre de CANDU, capable de
reproduire d'importants phénomènes thermohydrauliques dans le débit du
modérateur.
Cette installation devrait aider à mieux comprendre les
phénomènes thermohydrauliques complexes du modérateur et fournir une base
approfondie de données expérimentales pour vérifier les codes informatiques de modérateur qu'on utilise dans les analyses de sûreté du
réacteur.
La première étape essentielle dans la validation des codes
informatiques consiste à comparer les prévisions de l'ordinateur aux
données recueillies pendant des essais isothermes; on procédera plus tard
à l'étude des essais réalisés à l'aide de chaleur.
On a comparé les données recueillies lors de plusieurs essais isothermes
dans l'installation d'essai du modérateur aux prévisions découlant du code
informatique MODTURC (MODerator TURbulent Circulation), lequel est
actuellement utilisé dans les calculs servant à l'attribution des permis,
et du MODTURC-CLAS (Co-Located Advanced Solution) qui est le code de
circulation de la prochaine génération de modérateurs. Les comparaisons
indiquent que les codes MODTURC et MODTURC-CLAS sont fondamentalement
valables et qu'ils sont en mesure de prévoir des régimes de débit qui se
rapprochent des observations à la fois sur le plan qualitatif et
quantitatif.
L'analyse des comparaisons a déjà fourni quelques
indications des aspects de la modélisation qui pourraient être améliorés.

Determination of Blowdown Heat Transfer Based on
Experimental Investigation of RD14 Experiments.
Analysis with the Code SLLOH

Jean-Claude Amrouni, Energie & Analyses Enaq du Québec Ltée.

J.C. Luxat, Ontario Hydro

Abstract not received.

CATHENA Simulation of Thermosiphoning ir. a Multiple-Channel PressurizedWater Test Facility, J.P. Hallory and P.J. Ingham, Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited
Following some postulated accident conditions, decay heat would
be removed from a CANDU* reactor core by two-phase natural circulation or
thermosiphoning of the primary coolant. A series of experiments was
performed in the RD-14M multiple-channel test facility at the Whiteshell
Nuclear Research Establishment (UNRE) to provide information on the twophase thermosiphoning behaviour of CANDtl® reactors. Selected experiments
were simulated numerically to assess the predictive capability of the
CATHENA computer code. This paper presents the nodalization used for the
simulations and some of the unique modelling features required to represent the RD-14M facility. The simulation and experimental results presented demonstrate that CATHENA is able to simulate many of the experimental features correctly.

Simulation, avec CATHENA, du thermosiphonnage dans une installation d'essais à eau pressurisée à plusieurs canaux. J.P. Mallory et P.J. Ingham,
Énergie atomique du Canada limitée.

Dans certaines conditions d'accident postulées, la chaleur de
désintégration est évacuée d'un coeur de réacteur CANDI'"' par circulation
naturelle diphasique ou thermosiphonnage du fluide primaire de refroidissement. On a exécuté une série d'essais dans l'installation d'essais à
plusieurs canaux RD-14M de l'Établissement de recherches nucléaires de
Whiteshell (ERNW) pour fournir des renseignements sur le comportement des
réacteurs CANDU* sous thermosiphonnage diphasique. On a simulé numériquement d'essais choisis pour évaluer la capacité de prédiction du programme
de calcul CATHENA. Cette communication présente la nodalisation servant
aux simulations ainsi que certains des éléments uniques de modélisation
nécessaires pour représenter l'installation RD-14M. Les résultats de
simulations et d'essais présentés démontrent que CATHENA peut simuler avec
exactitude maints éléments d'essai.

SIMULATION OF "STANDING START" BEHAVIOUR BY THE CATHENA THERHALHYDRAULICS
CODE, B.N. Hanna and J.P. Hallory, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
This paper describes
CATHENA
simulations of the thermalhydraulic
behaviour of a CANDU fuel channel and feeder system in the absence of
forced flow.
CATHENA is a advanced, tvo-fluid thermalhydraulic code
developed at the Vhiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment for the
analysis of postulated upset conditions in CANDU S nuclear reactors. It
has been postulated that
following a small-break, loss-of-coolant
accident (SBLOCA) and subsequent refill with emergency core coolant,
stagnant subcooled liquid conditions may arise within a fuel channel. To
initiate flow through the horizontal channel, significant void may have
to be generated to imbalance the hydrostatic head in the liquid-filled
inlet and outlet feeders.
To study this phenomenon, a series of
"standing start" tests funded by the CANDU Owners Group (COG) were
conducted in the Cold-Water Injection Test (CUIT) facility at Stern
Laboratories Inc. (formerly Vestinghouse Canada).
This paper presents
simulation results of selected CUIT tests using CATHENA. The results
show that CATHENA is able
to accurately represent the behaviour
experimentally observed. These simulations represent part of the CATHENA
thermalhydraulic code validation program.

SIMULATION DU COMPORTEMENT SOUS ESSAIS "À DÉBUT SANS CIRCULATION" PAR LE
PROGRAMME DE CALCUL DE LA THERMOHYDRAULIQUE CATHENA. B.N. Hanna et
J.P. Mallory, Énergie atomique du Canada limitée.

Cette communication décrit la simulation, par CATHENA, du comportement
thermohydraulique d'un canal de combustible CANDU ® et d'un système d'alimentation sans circulation forcée. CATHENA est un programme avancé de
calcul de la thermohydraulique des deux fluides, réalisé à l'Établissement
de recherches nucléaires de Vhiteshell pour l'analyse de conditions de
perturbation postulées dans les réacteurs nucléaires CANDU ®. On a
postulé, qu'à la suite d'une petite rupture avec perte accidentelle du
fluide de refroidissement (SBLOCA) et remplissage consécutif avec du fluide
de refroidissement de secours du coeur du réacteur, un état de liquide
stagnant à une température inférieure à la température de saturation, peut
se manifester dans un canal de combustible. Pour déclencher la circulation
dans le canal horizontal, il se peut qu'il faille produire un important
volume de vapeur pour déséquilibrer la pression hydrostatique dans les
tuyaux d'alimentation d'entrée et de sortie. Pour étudier ce phénomène, on
a exécuté une série d'essais "à début sans circulation" dans l'installation
d'Essais d'Injection d'Eau Froide (EIEF)(CWIT) de Stern Laboratories Inc.
(anciennement Vestinghouse Canada); ces essais ont été financés par le
Groupe des Propriétaires de réacteurs CANDU (GPC)(C0G). La communication
présente les résultats d'essais choisis (EIEF) avec CATHENA. Ces résultats
montrent que CATHENA peut représenter avec précision le comportement observé expérimentalement. La simulation constitue une partie du programme de
validation du programme de calcul de la thermohydraulique.

Repair of End Shield of Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor
S.L. Kati, K.S.N. Murthy, A. Krishnan, Nuclear Power Corporation, Hoini Bhabha
Road, Colaba, Bombay-400005, India
Recoramissioning of first unit of Raj as than Atomic Poiv-er Station after
successful completion of repair of south end shield marks an important
milestone in Indian nuclear power programme. This component developed leak
of light ••.Titer fro::: inaccessible calandria side tube sheet. Examinations
carried out after removal of three coolant channels showed that two cracks
had initiated from one lattice tube near the calandria side tube sheet and
they had propagated to two neighbouring lattice locations. Because of
presence of high radiation field, inaccessibility of leakage site and
obstructions due to presence of primary coolant feeders remote tooling for
all activities had to be evolved. The task of developing remotely operated
devices f.or cutting the lattice tubes, inspection of the affected area and
for installation of the sealing plugs was a time consuming process. It was
first nt.ciissary to make the tooling and try it out on a full scale mock up
facility before actual use on the job.
because of embrittled state of end shield material, repair methods involving
we'LOi^r of roll expanding were not considered. Repair method developed
involved plugging of tube sheet bores by mechanical plugs with metallic
"indium gasket. Inaccessible ligament cracks were sealed by means of flat
r, ;. rap pieces containing Indium which were tightened on sealing plugs. This
t-.-'tling method was developed on a full scale mock-up and the developed design
was objected to Hydrostatic testing and Thermal cycling.
After successful testing these plugs were installed in end shield using
remote handling tools. The end shield was also subjected to Thermal cycling.
After successful testing the reactor has now been recommissioned and has been
operating satisfactorily.

Réparation du bouclier d'extrémité du réacteur à eau lourde sous pression
S.L. Kati, K.S.N. Murphy, A. Krishman, Nuclear Pover Corporation,
Homi Bhabha Road, Colaba, Bombay-400005, Inde

La remise en service de la première unité de la centrale d'énergie
atomique de Rajasthan après les réparations du bouclier d'extrémité sud
marque une date importante dans le programme nucléaire indien. Une fuite
d'eau ordinaire s'était produite dans la plaque tubulaire latérale de la
calandre.
Un examen effectué après l'enlèvement des trois conduits de
réfrigérant a révélé que deux fissures s'étaient produites dans un tube de
réseau près de la plaque tubulaire latérale de la calandre et qu'elles
s'étaient propagées à deux autres tubes voisins. En raison de la présence
d'un champ de rayonnement élevé, de l'impossibilité d'atteindre l'endroit
de la fuite et enfin des obstructions constituées par la présence des
tubulures primaires d'alimentation en réfrigérant, il a fallu mettre au
point un télésystème pour toutes les activités.
La mise au point de
dispositifs télécommandés pour couper les tubes de réseau, l'inspection de
la région en question et l'installation de chevilles de scellement a pris
un temps considérable. En effet, il a d'abord fallu concevoir les outils
nécessaires et les mettre à l'essai dans un modèle grandeur nature avant
de pouvoir les utiliser dans la centrale.
En raison de la friabilité du matériau composant le bouclier d'extrémité,
on n'a pas jugé bon de procéder à un soudage par dilatation du cylindre.
On a plutôt foré la plaque tubulaire puis bouché les trous à l'aide de
chevilles métalliques entourées d'une garniture métallique à l'indium.
Les fissures inaccessibles ont été scellées à l'aide de chevilles puis
retenues en place par des courroies métalliques à l'indium. Cette méthode
de scellement a été mise au point sur un modèle grandeur nature et soumise
à des essais hydrostatiques et au cycle thermique.
Après des essais fructueux, on a posé les chevilles dans le bouclier
d'extrémité à l'aide d'outils télécommandés.
On a également soumis le
bouclier à un cycle thermique.
Les essais ayant été concluants, on a
remis le réacteur en service et il fonctionne bien depuis ce temps.

Remote Inspection and Repair of
CANOU Reactor Vault Components
A.B. Powell
Ontario Hydro

Maintenance problems occurring in the inaccessible and radioactive calandria
vaults of CANOU reactors have dictated the development of unique equipment
and procedures.
Two vault designs exist - air filled and water filled (or shield tank). In
the air filled vaults, problems were initially identified with the use of a
remotely operated camera and lighting arm. The design of this equipment
formed the basis of the design of tooling used to remove and replace failed
pipe hanger?, and to remove a section of pipework for metallurgical
examination. Further, specialized radiation proof sealants and application
procedures were used to arrest leaks in the vault concrete cooling system
pipework.
In the water filled vaults, a modified miniature submarine was used to
identify the source of two unrelated leakage problems.
The experience gained in working in both the air filled and water filled
vaults has led to improvements of the equipment. Work is currently in
progress to produce an enhanced version of the camera and lighting arm, and
to improve the operation of the submarine.
Inspection et reparation télécommandées des organes
de l'enveloppe de la cuve du réacteur CANDU

A.B. Powell, Ontario Hydro

La nécessité d'exécuter certains travaux de maintenance dans l'enveloppe de
la cuve du réacteur CANDU a amené la mise au point de techniques et
d'équipements uniques en leur genre, compte tenu de la difficulté d'accès et
de la présence de radioactivité.
Il existe deux types d'enveloppes: à remplissage d'air et à remplissage
d'eau. On a commencé par utiliser un bras télécommandé muni d'une caméra et
d'une lampe d'éclairage pour examiner l'intérieur des enveloppes remplies
d'air. La conception de ce bras a inspiré l'appareillage mis au point par
la suite en vue de l'enlèvement et du remplacement de supports de tuyauterie
défectueux, et du prélèvement d'un échantillon de canalisation pour examen
métallurgique. De plus, des joints spéciaux résistants au rayonnement ont
été appliqués au moyen de techniques originales pour colmater les fuites
dans les canalisations du circuit de refroidissement du béton de l'enveloppe.
Dans les enveloppes remplies d'eau, on a utilise un sous-marin miniature
pour localiser la source de deux fuites distinctes.
L'expérience acquise lors des travaux dans les deux types d'enveloppe ont
aidé a améliorer les equipments utilisés. Des travaux sont en cours afin de
mettre au point une version plus perfectionnée du bras de télécommande et
d'améliorer le fonctionnement du sous-marin.

TDRBINE TRIP DDE TO INADVERTENT OPERATION OF ECI
INJECTION VALVES DDRING ROUTINE TESTING AT
PICKERING NGS-B
by

N.G. Blair-Johns
Ontario Hydro
Pickering NGS
Box 160
Pickering, Ontario
L1V 2F5

During routine emergency coolant injection system (ECISt testing.
a control panel operating error resulted in opening of the oddnumbered
P2O
injection
valves,
resulting
in
a primary
heat
transport coolant c o r e bypass flow.
Prompt operator recognition
of the problem prevented a reactor t r i p , but was not able to
c o n t a i n a boiler high level transient w h i c h resulted in a t u r b i n e o e n e r a t o r trip on high boiler level.
The unit was recovered and
returned to high power o p e r a t i o n .
Ar, i n v e s t i g a t i o n to d e t e r m i n e the root c a u s e s o"f the event was
c o - d u c t e d , as similar upsets have previously o c c u r r e d .
Several
c o n t r i b u t i n g -factors were identified, including the e r g o n o m i c s of
the control panel d e s i g n , the test p r o c e d u r e itself, the use of
Second O p e r a t o r s to perform testing as opposed to the authorized
Li-'11 First O p e r a t o r , and the design of the testing schedule on a
multi-unit station.
A number of c o r r e c t i v e m e a s u r e s have been
a m - ] e.Tien t ed, which it is anticipated will m i n i m i z e the rist of
repeat o c c u r r e n c e s in the f u t u r e .

Perte
de
turbo-alternateur
effectué
par
une
erreur
d'exploitation pendant un essai routine du système d'injection
d'urgence.
N.G. Blair-Johns, Ontario Hydro
A la suite d'une épreuve périodique du système d'injection
(ECIS), un contournement partiel de coeur de reacteur au lieu,
a cause d'une erreur au panneau de commande. Un déclenchement
du réacteur a été éviter mais l'incident a initier une perte de
turbo-alternateur quand le niveau de chaudière a surpasser le
point de déclenchement. Subitement, l'unité a été retourné à
plein puissance. L'incident elle même a été étudié en détail.
et certaine mesure se fut poursuivit.
L'Enqûete a découvert plusieur facteurs collaborateur, c'est a
d ire :
- le procédure utilizer pour l'essai
- l'organisation physique du paneau de commande
- le nombre de personnel dans la chambra de commande
- l'horaii'e spécifique d'essai sur le système de sécurité.
Certaine mesure correctives sent présentement un effet et sont
le sujet principaux de ce discour.
Les leçons apprise ont
application pour tout salle de conduite et devrait être
d'intérêt a tout ceux en charge d'exploitation nucléaire.

Operating Experience with Mercury-Wetted Relays at
Ontario Hydro's Nuclear Generating Stations

P.V. Castaldo, B.A. Rolfe

Ontario Hydro

Abstract not received.
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S . _JAY_A1J/VRAXMAN , ONTARIO HYDRO

Bruce Nuclear Generating Station 'A' is the first multi unil Candu
Station in Ontario Hydro to havo the shared system of on- power
fuel lint machine:-., def-.i^ned hy O.K. Canada, based on the experience
of Nt'u and KANUt'H* fuelling systems.
This performance report covers a ten year period of operation from
l'J78 to L'388. The Knelling Trolleys have fuelled over /|/i,/iOO
reactor channels and handled over 224,000 fuel bundles, the highest
on-power fuelling ip.iant.Lty In Ontario Hydro CANUU fiants. The
Station performance criteria and targets have boon met in the fuel
handling operation in all the years. Man rem of fuel handling
personnel has been gradually tapering down over the years to a
steady level.
On the whole, the fuel handling system performance has been good, as
the contributed incapability factor due to fuel handling system was
well below \% in most of the years. Significant upgrade of the fuel
handling system in the long term, will enhance capability, improve
'Maintainability, reduce further radiation exposure and obsolescence
at Uruce N.G.S. 'A'.

RENDEMENT DÉCENNAL DU SYSTÈME D'ALIMENTATION EN FONCTIONNEMENT
DE LA CENTRALE NUCLÉAIRE BRUCE "A"
S. JAYABARATHAN. ONTARIO HYDRO

La centrale nucléaire Bruce "A" est la première centrale d'Ontario Hydro à
réacteurs CANDU multiples qui possède un système partagé d'alimentation en
fonctionnement, conçu par G.E. Canada d'après l'expérience des systèmes
d'alimentation du NPD et de KANUPP.
Ce rapport de rendement s'étend sur une période de dix ans d'exploitation
qui s'échelonne de 1978 à 1988. Les chariots ont alimenté plus de 44 400
tubes de réacteur et manipulé plus de 224 000 grappes de combustible, soit
la quantité la plus élevée pendant l'exploitation de toutes les centrales
CANDU d'Ontario Hydro. Au cours de toutes ces années, les critères et les
objectifs de rendement de la centrale en ce qui concerne la m=in":'..-:>ntion du
combustible ont été respectés. Depuis les débuts, le niveau a homme-rems
chez les préposés à la manutention du combustible a constamment diminué
pour se stabiliser.
Dans l'ensemble, la manutention du combustible se déroule de façon
satisfaisante puisque le facteur d'incapacité attribuable au système de
manutention du combustible a été bien en deçà de 1 % pendant la plus
grande partie de cette période. Une amélioration notable du système de
manutention du combustible à long terme accroîtra la capacité, améliorera
la maintenabilité, diminuera l'exposition au rayonnement et réduira
1'obsolescence à la centrale nucléaire Bruce "A".

Full Scope Power Plant Simulator:
A Complex Tool Leading to Better Training
Denis Delorme and Claude Drouin, Hydro Quebec(Gentilly)
A full scope simulator in the training process of
nuclear power plant operators is a very sophisticated tool
and represents a major investment. However the return in
the efficiency of training should be worth the investment.
Also simulator can use for other purpose such operating
procedure validation.
The need to train operating personnel more efficiently
to meet high criterion of safe and reliable operation does
not escape Gentilly-2
nuclear power station. This is
what convinced Hydro-Quebec management in 1984 to purchase
a simulator.
In this presentation we will cover main
points of Gentilly-2 training simulator project. Based on
our experience we will insist on the following aspects:
Technical description of
simulator,
engineering
and
manufacturing, follow-up of the project
(schedule and
cost), factory acceptance testing, commissioning at the
site and finally the training program for personnel
assigned to maintain the simulator. To conclude we will
discuss the simulator utilization strategy and bring out
benifits we expect to harvest.

Un simulateur pleine échelle de centrale
nucléaire
utilisé pour la formation spécifique du personnel
de
conduite est un outil très sophistiqué et représente un
investissement
majeur. Cependant nous retirons de gros
bénéfices de cet investisment en ayant une formation plus
efficace.
Aussi
le simulateur peut être utilisé à
d'autres
fins,
tel
la
vérification
de procédures
d'exploitation.
Le besoin de former son personnel de conduite plus
efficacement
pour
rencontrer
les
hauts
critères
d'opération
sécuritaire et fiable n'échappe pas à la
centrale nucléaire Gentilly-2. C'est ce qui a convaincu
la direction de Hydro-Québec en 1984 de procéder à l'achat
d'un simulateur.
Dans cette présentation nous allons
couvrir les principaux points du projet du simulateur de
formation de Gentilly-2. Basé sur notre expérience
nous
allons insisté sur les aspects suivants: La description
technique du simulateur, l'ingénierie et la fabrication,
le
suivi
du projet (échéance et coûts),
les
essais
d'acceptation
à l'usine, la mise en service au site et le
programme de formation du personnel assigné à l'entretien
du simulateur. Pour conclure nous allons discuter de la
stratégie d'utilisation du simulateur et des bénéfices que
nous prévoyons en retirer.

REACTOR PHYSICS RECOMMISSIONING OF
PICKERING NGS UNITS 1 AND 2
J. Judah, N. Roy, M. Gold, G. Costa
Ontario Hydro, Location H11-B13
700 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
M5G 1X6
Telephone (416) 592-7411

Investigations following the rupture of Pickering Unit 1 pressure tube G16 in 1983, lead to
the shutdown of Units 1 and 2 for pressure tube replacement and numerous other upgrades.
They were recommissioned in 1987 and 1988 respectively. This paper surveys the
procedures used dining the reactor physics recommissioning of these two reactors and
presents the results of these measurements. Special note is made of the differences between
this recommissioning work, and the initial commissioning of new CANDU reactors.
From a physics point of view, the restarted units differed substantially from the original
design. The main difference in the core configuration involved the conversion of 10 of the
original adjuster rods into shutoff rods. The reactivities of the remaining adjusters were
increased. These substantial changes to the core, together with the full core of fresh fuel,
necessitated a complete set of reactor physics recommissioning experiments.
Some of our procedures differed from those used to commission a new reactor. This was
due mainly to the high levels of tritium in the moderator D 2 0 and to radiological hazards on
the reactivity deck. Also, the high residual activities in the rebuilt cores lead to increased
difficulties in neutron monitoring and higher subcritical neutron count rates (hence a higher
than usual reactor power at first criticality).
In general the results of our recommissioning measurements closely matched the results of
presimulations using the OHRFSP and SMOKIN computer codes. Results for Unit 2 were
generally better than those for Unit 1. This was due to improved procedures which resulted
from our experiences with Unit 1.

A Synthetic Model for Slow Neutron - Molecule Interaction.
Generation of Neutron Group Constants and
Thermalization Parameters for Common Moderators

J.R. Granada, V.H. Gillette, R.E. Mayer, J. Davidouski

Comision Nacional de Energia Atomica and
Universidad Nacional de Cuyo

Abstract not received.

COUPLED NEUTRONICS - THERMOHYDRAULICS SIMULATIONS OF FAST TRANSIENTS IN CANDU
B. Rouben and P. Soedijono, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited CANDU Operations
The neutron kinetics code CERBERUS and the thermohydraulics code
FIREBIRD-III MODI have been integrated into a computer-program package
capable of performing accurate coupled simulations of fast power
transients. The package executes on a desk-top computer (APOLLO) for
convenience and economy. The integrated package consists of several
interlinked programs, including the lattice code POWDERPUFS-V, the
reactor-modelling code MATMAP, the neutron 3-d kinetics code CERBERUS,
the thermohydraulics code FIREBIRD-III MODI, and the detector-andelectronics modelling code POINTSIM. The program package was used to
study hypothetical large-loss-of-coolant accidents in an equilibrium
CANDU 6 core. The transients were assumed to be terminated by
shutdown-system-1 action. In these simulations, an unprecedented
level of detail was built into the thermohydraulics model. The pass
downstream of the break was modelled by 5 representative channels,
to take into account zones of different power and of different channel
elevation. As a consequence, different coolant-density and fueltemperature transients applied in different parts of the core.
Results show that even under very conservative assumptions at all
stages of the calculations, the power-pulse energy deposition in the
fuel easily meets safety-related criteria.

SIMULATIONS A COUPLAGE NEUTRONIQUE-THERMOHYDRAULIQUE DE TRANSITOIRES RAPIDES
DANS LE CANDU
B. Rouben et P. Soedijono, L'Energie Atomique du Canada, Limitée, Opérations
CANDU
Le programme de cinétique des neutrons, CERBERUS, et le programme de
thermohydraulique, FIREBIRD-III MODI, ont été intégrés en un logiciel
capable d'exécuter avec précision des simulations couplées de
transitoires rapides. Le logiciel fonctionne sur un ordinateur "de
table" de genre APOLLO, ce qui le rend commode et peu coûteux. Le
logiciel consiste en fait de plusieurs programmes liés ensemble, dont
le code de cellule POWDERPUFS-V, le code MATMAP de modélisation du
réacteur, le code CERBERUS de cinétique à 3 dimensions, le code
FIREBILD-III MODI de thermohydraulique, et le code POINTSIM de
modélisation de l'électronique des détecteurs. Le logiciel a été
utilisé dans l'analyse d'accidents hypothétiques à grande perte de
caloporteur dans un coeur de CANDU 6. On a supposé que les
transitoires étaient terminées par l'action du système à arrêt
d'urgence numéro 1. Un niveau de détail sans précédent a été utilisé
dans le modèle du circuit du caloporteur. La passe en aval du bris a
été représentée par 5 canaux tenant compte des régions de puissance
différente et/ou d'élévation différente. Par conséquent, les
transitoires de densité du caloporteur et de température du combustible
variaient d'une région du coeur à l'autre. Les résultats démontrent
que même avec des hypothèses très conservatrices, 1' énergie ajoutée au
combustible par la poussée de puissance respecte facilement le critère
de sûreté.

TRAWA-FEE Simulation of Reactivity Transients in PWR Cores
D. Pevec, University of Zagreb and D. Grgic, R.K. Institute
TRAWA-FEE (Faculty of Electrical Engineering) is version of
Finnish code TRAWA, which solves the two-group neutron
diffusion equations simultaneously with the heat conduction
equations and the nonequilibrium
separated
two-phase
hydraulic equations for one or more channels in one
dimension. The modifications of original TRAWA code include:
new model of control rod movement, additional options of
OPDT and OTDT trips based on the Westinghouse methodology,
time dependent triggering conditions, changes in fuel rod
heat conduction m o d e l , introduction of MATPRO thermal
properties, incorporation of improved DNBR correlations, FEE
developed system for group constants generation based on
LEOPARD, EXTERMINATOR-2 and SURFIT codes. TRAWA-FEE model
was tested on a two loop Westinghouse PWR core of NPP Krsko
by simulation of rod ejection accident and control rod bank
withdrawal transients with speeds of 80 pcm/s and 5 pcm/s.
The results are in good agreement with the results obtained
by vendor and data from RASP package.

Simulation

des Phénomènes Transitoires de Reactivité du
Coeur PWR, par le Programme TRAWA-FEE
D. Pevec, Université de Zagreb et D. Grgic, R.K. Institut
Le programme TRAWA-FEE représente une version modifiée du
programme
finlandais
TRAWA,
crée
par
la
Faculté
d* Electrotechnique de Zagreb. Le programme résout les
équations de diffusion neutronique (ID) avec deux groupes
d'énergie simultanément avec les équations de conduction de
chaleur et les équations de conservation pour un flux
déséquilibré séparé double phase du fluide dans le canal. Le
programme TRAWA modifiée, comprend: un nouveau modèle
mouvement
des
barres
de
contrôle,
des
possibilités
additionnelles d'un arret d'urgence selon les critères OPDT
et OTDT, des conditions de démarrage dépendant du temps du
système de sécurité, des modifications du modèle de
conduction
de
chaleur
dans
la
barre
combustible,
introduction des corrélations DNBR améloirées, ainsi qu'un
système de génération des constantes neutroniques basées sur
les programmes LEOPARD, EXTERMINAT0R-2 et SURFIT. Le modèle
TRAWA-FEE a été attesté au niveau du coeur du centrale
nucléaire PWR du type à deux boucles du circuit, NE Krsko,
par l'analyse de l'accident d'éjection de la grappe de
contrôle et des accidents d'extraction non contrôlée de
l'ensemble des grappes de contrôle à une vitesse de 80 pcm/s
et 5 pcm/s. Les résultats des calculs sont conformes aux
résultats fournis par le fournisseur, ainsi qu'aux données
du paquet RASP.

Evaluation of neutron data and analysis techniques for Candu type fuel
bundles
F. Leszczynski
Centro Atômico Bariloche, Comisiôn Nacional de Energia Atômica,
8400 S. C. de Bariloche, Rio Negro, Argentina
We describe the evaluation of the magnitude of the differences when an
approximate method is used for the treatment of resonance data-like WIMS
method and when different basic resonance cross-section data are used for
CANDU-Embalse type fuel rod bundles and core neutron calculations. The
impact of different resonance treatments and cross section data of
U
is evaluated on cell and core parameters.
A variety of validated
computational codes were used in this evaluation. The main conclusions
of this research are: 1) The approximate resonance data treatment in the
WIMS-D/4 code under estimates the core reactivity by about 3% for a
CANDU-BOL core. Differences between the basic I! data for the
uncorrected and corrected values in the WIMS library compensated for the
3% difference, but does not account for the possible over estimation of
the resonance absorptions in the data. 2) The approximate mathod in the
WIMS-D/4 code over estimates the resonance
absorption more for the
interior fuel rods than for the exterior fuel rods in the bundle.

Evalutation des données neutroniques et techniques d'analyse pour des
éléments combustibles types Candu
F. Leszczynski
Centro Atômico Bariloche, Comisiôn Nacional de Energia Atômica
8400 S.C. de Bariloche, Rio Negro, Argentina
On décrit l'évaluation des magnitudes des différences quand on utilise
une méthode approximative pour le traitement des données de résonnances,
comme la méthode WIMS, et quand on utilise différentes données de base de
sections efficaces résonnantes, pour des calculs neutroniques d'éléments
combustibles type CANDU-Embalse et de noyau.
On évalue l'impact de
différents traitements résonnants et de données de sections efficaces
de U dans paramètres de cellule et de noyau. Dans cette évaluation on
a utilisé divers codes de calculs validés. Les principlaies conclusions
de ces recherches sont: 1) Le traitement des données résonnantes dans le
code WIMS sous estime la ' réact ivité aux environs de 3% pour le noyau
CANDU-BOL. Des différences entre des données basiques de
U pour les
valeurs corrigées et non- corrigées dans la bibliothèque WIMS compensent
la différence de 3%, mais ne tiennent pas compte de la possible
surestimation des absorbtions résonnantes dans les données. 2) La méthode
approximative dans le code WIMS D/4 surestime darantage l'absorbtion
résonnante pour les barres combustilbes internes que pour les barres
combustibles externes de la botte.

The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO)
E.D. Earle, G.M. Milton, E.T.H. Clifford, U.C. Evans et al., AECL

An international scientific collaboration has proposed that 1000 Mg of heavy
water from Canada's reserves be used as the core of an observatory to detect
solar neutrinos. These elusive particles are the only reliable messengers from
the core of the sun. In addition, they could hold the key to a unification theory
for the basic forces of nature. The detector would be placed in an ultra-low
background laboratory 2 km underground in the INCO Ltd. Creighton mine
near Sudbury, Ontario where it will be protected from cosmic rays and other
radioactive backgrounds. Heavy water has significant advantages over light
water. Not only is it an order of magnitude more sensitive but it is also
uniquely sensitive to all types of neutrinos. Only Canada has the resources to
build this observatory which will become an international laboratory for
underground science. In order to build the observatory, industrial
developement on several fronts is required e.g. ways to produce concrete,
glass, water and other materials containing very small amounts of
radioactivity. These developments will have applications in other fields.

L'observatoire à neutrinos de Sudbury
E.D. Earle, G.M. Milton, E.T.H. Clifford, H.C. Evans et al., AECL
Une équipe scientifique internationale a proposé de puiser aux réserves
d'eau lourde du Canada une quantité de 1 000 Mg pour l'utiliser comme
élément de base d'un observatoire servant à détecter les neutrinos
solaires.
Ces particules constituent les seuls messagers fiables qui
proviennent du coeur du soleil.
De plus, elles pourraient détenir la
solution d'une théorie d'unification dos principales forces de la nature.
Le détecteur serait placé dans un laboratoire à 2 km sous terre dans la
mine de Creighton d'INCO Ltd., près de Sudbury (Ontario), afin de le
protéger des rayons cosmiques et d'autres particules radioactives. L'eau
lourde a des avantages importants sur l'eau ordinaire. Non seulement estelle plus sensible, mais elle se prête particulièrement bien à la détection de tous les genres de neutrinos.
Le Canada est le seul pays à
posséder les ressources nécessaires à la construction de cet observatoire
qui deviendra un laboratoire international pour la science souterraine.
Pour construire l'observatoire, il faudra concevoir de nouvelles méthodes
industrielles pour produire le béton, le verre, l'eau et les autres
matériaux pour qu'ils renferment uniquement de très faibles quantités de
particules radioactives.
Ces progrès auront des répercussions dans
d'autres domaines.

ON FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO OUAT.TTY OF NUCLEAR CONTROL COMPUTER SOFTWARE

S. RANNEM and E. HUNG
ONTARIO HYDRO

Safety related computer software has increasingly come into focus in
the software engineering field over the past decade. This paper describes how Ontario Hydro has addressed the software industry concerns in
the methodology used for designing and implementing the unit control
computer software for the new Darlington Generating station.
The corner stone of the methodology is a software quality assurance
(SQA) program, which was initially set up to cover only the software
development portion of the software life cycle, but which is now being
extended to cover the entire software life cycle, including
commissioning, operation and maintenance of the software.
A description is given of the main features of the SQA program and how
it has evolved to become an essential, integral part of the design
methodology, not only from a quality engineering point of view, but also
as an aid in meeting severe schedule demands and overcoming management
problems, such as continuous staff turnover.
The paper also addresses the maintenance of the SQA plan and describes
the results and recommendations from quality audits carried out by the
Quality Engineering Department at different points throughout the
software development life cycle. The incorporation of corrective action
in response to these audits is discussed.

FACTEURS CONTRIBUANT À" LA QUALITE DES LOGICIELS
DE CONTRÔLE. PU. NUCLÉAIRE
S. Rannem et E. Hung
Ontario Hydro

Depuis une décennie, le génie logiciel porte une attention accrue
aux logiciels traitant de la sécurité. Le rapport décrit comment
Ontario Hydro a répondu aux inquiétudes de l'industrie concernant la
méthodologie utilisée pour la conception et la mise en place des
logiciels de contrôle de la centrale nucléaire de Darlington.
La pierre de touche de la méthodologie consiste en un programme d'assurance de la qualité des logiciels (SQA), qui à l'origine ne portait
que sur le développement des logiciels, mais qui couvre désormais leur
vie entière, mise en marche, fonctionnement et entretien compris.
Le rapport décrit les principales caractéristiques du programme SQA
et explique comment celui-ci est devenu un élément essentiel de la
méthodologie de conception, et ce, non seulement en assurant une
ingénierie de qualité mais aussi en permettant de mieux s'adapter à la
brièveté des délais et de résoudre les problèmes de gestion, tel que
le changement constant du personnel.
Le rapport traite également du maintien du plan SQA et décrit le
résultat des évaluations d'assurance de la qualité effectuées par le
service Génie de la qualité à différentes étapes du développement des
logiciels ainsi que des recommandations faites. Il traite aussi de la
prise de mesures correctives en réponse à ces évaluations.

I n t e g r a t e d Fuel Management.
Denis A u b i n , Hydro-Québec
At t h e G e n t i l l y - 2 NPGS, a f t e r an i n t e g r a t i o n e f f o r t
by t h e
owner/operator
Hydro-Québec, t h e term FUEL MANAGEMENT has taken on a
broad d e f i n i t i o n t h a t
encompasses a l l
activities
related to
the
complete f u e l c y c l e .
These a c t i v i t i e s i n c l u d e :
p l a n n i n g , Q.A. and
a d m i n i s t r a t i o n i n t h e procurement of uranium and f u e l b u n d l e s , out of
core new/spent f u e l i n v e n t o r i e s , i n - c o r e f u e l management, a n a l y s i s of
fuel
performance,
and responding
to
AECB/A1EA
requirements
for
i n t e r n a t i o n a l safeguards.
Personnel i n v o l v e d i n these a c t i v i t i e s i s
organized under a s i n g l e w o r k i n g u n i t f o r peak e f f i c i e n c y .
The
i n t e g r a t e d network of computerized systems used by t h i s group l i n k s
o n - s i t e , c o r p o r a t e , and o u t s i d e data banks and programs, thus a v o i d i n g
e r r o r s and t h e unnecessary, t i m e consuming e f f o r t s i n v o l v e d i n t h e
d u p l i c a t i o n or manual i n p u t of r e q u i r e d data t o d i f f e r e n t computer
codes.
The d e c i s i o n t o adopt i n t e g r a t i o n as the way t o b e t t e r f u e l
management, and t h e commitment t o pursue i t as new ways and means come
a b o u t , was never r e g r e t t e d and has c o n t r i b u t e d g r e a t l y t o the e x c e l l e n t
r e s u l t s o b t a i n e d thus f a r at G e n t i l l y - 2 i n t h i s area.

Gestion du combustible i n t é g r é e .
Denis A u b i n , Hydro-Québec
A l a c e n t r a l e n u c l é a i r e G e n t i l l y - 2 , grâce à un e f f o r t d ' i n t é g r a t i o n
soutenu par l e p r o p r i é t a i r e / e x p l o i t a n t Hydro-Québec, l e terme GESTION
DU COMBUSTIBLE a p r i s une d é f i n i t i o n l a r g e qui englobe t o u t e s les
a c t i v i t é s r e l i é e s au c y c l e complet du combustible n u c l é a i r e .
Ces
activités
sont:
la
planification,
l'administration,
l'assurance
q u a l i t é de l ' a p p r o v i s i o n n e m e n t d'uranium et des grappes de c o m b u s t i b l e ,
la g e s t i o n des i n v e n t a i r e s
de combustible neuf/usé h o r s - p i l e ,
la
g e s t i o n du combustible e n - p i l e , a i n s i que l a rencontre des exigences de
la CCEA/A1EA en matière de g a r a n t i e s
de n o n - p r o l i f é r a t i o n .
Le
personnel assigné à ces tâches est organisé sous une seule u n i t é de
t r a v a i l a f i n d ' o b t e n i r une e f f i c a c i t é o p t i m a l e . Le réseau i n f o r m a t i q u e
i n t é g r é q u ' u t i l i s e ce groupe r e l i e programmes et banques de données
s i t u é e s au s i t e , à l ' i n t é r i e u r , a i n s i qu'a l ' e x t é r i e u r de l ' e n t r e p r i s e .
Ceci a pour e f f e t d ' é v i t e r l e s e r r e u r s et les e f f o r t s n o n - p r o d u c t i f s
r e l i é s à l a d u p l i c a t i o n ou aux entrées manuelles de données dans les
d i v e r s codes.
La - ' ^ c i s i o n d ' a d o p t e r l ' i n t é g r a t i o n comme voie vers une
meilleure gestion
combustible et l'engagement de la p o u r s u i v r e à
mesure que de nouve*.... moyens se présentent ne f u t jamais r e g r e t t é e et
a c o n t r i b u é grandement aux e x c e l l e n t s r é s u l t a t s obtenus j u s q u ' à ce j o u r
dans ce domaine à G e n t i l l y - 2 .

A STUDY OF THE EFFECTIVENESS FOR RESPONSE TO LOSS OF CLASS IV POWER
OF ONE STANDBY CLASS III GENERATOR OPERATING IN A CONTINUOUS OR TEST
CYCLE MODE
A.A. Chowdhury, Atlantic Nuclear Services Ltd.
A.T. McGregor, J.H. Mcintosh, M.G. Frauley, Point Leprenu Generating
Station

This paper presents the r e s u l t s of a r e l i a b i l i t y study that models,
evaluates and compares the effectiveness of a single available Class
I I I Standby Generator (SC) for response to Loss of Class IV power
(LOCLIV) at an operating CANDU p l a n t .
The modelling i s based upon
operating considerations at Point Lepreau Generating Station (PLCS)
and i s applicable to cases where one of i t s two SG's i s out of
service for maintenance when a LOCLIV event occurs. Different
licensing requirements that e x i s t for two modes of SG operation,
e i t h e r continuous or in a s e r i e s of successive t e s t i n g cycles, have
been modelled. Techniques have been developed to convolve the
modelled probability of occurrence of a LOCLIV at a p a r t i c u l a r time
instant with the probability of successful SG response and Class I I I
system reconfiguration from the existing operational s t a t e to the
required safety response s t a t e . The concepts, techniques and models
developed to quantify the response to a LOCLIV event by an SG in
continuous or t e s t cycle mode of operation are described in t h i s
paper.

UNE ÉTUDE DE L'EFFICACITÉ D'INTERVENTION LORS D'UNE PERTE
D'ÉNERGIE DE CATÉGORIE IV D'UNE GÉNÉRATRICE DE SECOURS DE
LA CATÉGORIE I I I EN MODE DE CYCLE CONTINU OU D'ESSAI.
A.A. Chowdhury, A t l a n t i c N u c l e a r " e r v i c e s L t d .
A . T . McGregor, J . H . M c i n t o s h ,
l.G.
Frauley,
n u c l é a i r e de P o i n t L e p r e a u

Centrale

Ce document p r é s e n t e l e s r é s u l t a t s d e l ' é t u d e de f i a b i l i t é
qui représente,
é v a l u e e t compare l ' e f f i c a c i t é
d'une
g é n é r a t r i c e d e s e c o u r s (GS) d e l a c a t é g o r i e I I I
pour
i n t e r v e n i r en c a s d ' u n e p e r t e d ' é n e r g i e d e c a t é g o r i e IV
(PÉCIV) à u n e i n s t a l l a t i o n CANDU en e x p l o i t a t i o n .
La
r e p r é s e n t a t i o n e s t basée sur des c o n s i d é r a t i o n s ayant t r a i t
à l ' e x p l o i t a t i o n à l a C e n t r a l e n u c l é a i r e de P o i n t Lepreau
(CNPL) e t e l l e e s t a p p l i c a b l e d a n s l e s c a s où s e s deux GS
s o n t h o r s - s e r v i c e p o u r f i n s d ' e n t r e t i e n quand u n e PÉCIV
survient.
On a é t a b l i d e s m o d è l e s d e s
différentes
exigences à r e m p l i r pour l ' o b t e n t i o n d'un permis dans l e
c a s de deux modes d ' e x p l o i t a t i o n d e GS, s o i t l e mode d e
c y c l e c o n t i n u ou l e mode de c y c l e s s u c c e s s i f s d ' e s s a i .
Des
t e c h n i q u e s o n t é t é m i s e s au p o i n t p o u r c o m b i n e r
la
p r o b a b i l i t é q u ' u n e PÉCIV s u r v i e n n e à un moment p a r t i c u l i e r
et la p r o b a b i l i t é d'une intervention
r é u s s i e de l a GS e t
de l a r e c o n f i g u r a t i o n du s y s t è m e de l a c a t é g o r i e I I I ,
depuis l ' é t a t opérationnel existant à l ' é t a t d'intervention
sécuritaire exigé.
Ce document d é c r i t l e s
concepts,
techniques
et
m o d è l e s m i s au p o i n t
pour
quantifier
l ' i n t e r v e n t i o n l o r s d ' u n e PÉCIV à u n e GS q u i e s t en mode de
c y c l e c o n t i n u ou
d'essai.

Emissivity of Zircaloy-A Sheath at High Temperatures
in Argon and Steam Atmospheres

P.M. Mathew
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment

M.H. Schankula
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

Abstract not received.

The Experimental Measurement Of Circumferential Temperature
Distributions Developed On Pressure Tubes Under Stratified Two-Phase
Flow Conditions: Tests 1 TO 5. P.S. Yuen, K.A. Haugen, D.G. Litke,
R.G. Mover and H.E. Rosinger, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Five experiments have been conducted to study the effects of
pressure, liquid level and heating power on the circumferential temperature distribution and deformation of CANDU pressure tubes under stratified coolant conditions. Stratified coolant conditions in these experiments were effected by injecting near-saturated water into the heated
pressure tube to replenish the water boiled off during each experiment.
In all five experiments, the pressure tube ballooned at the top, resulting in near or direct contact with the calandria tube. The experimental
results suggest that pressure-tube deformation had a significant cooling
effect on the pressure tube and therefore affected the circumferential
temperature distribution.
The experimental program was partially funded by the CANDU Owners
Group (COG).

MESURE EXPÉRIMENTALE DE DISTRIBUTION CIRCONFÉRENTIELLE DE TEMPÉRATURE
PRODUITE SUR LES TUBES DE FORCE DANS DES CONDITIONS D'ÉCOULEMENT
STRATIFIÉ DIPHASIQUE: ESSAIS 1 À 5, P.S. Yuen, K.A. Haugen,
D.G. Litke, R.G. Moyer et H.E. Rosinger, Énergie atomique du Canada
limitée.

Cinq essais ont été exécutés afin d'étudier les effets de la
pression, du niveau de liquide et de la puissance de chauffe, sur la
distribution circonférentielle de température ainsi que la déformation
des tubes de force des CANDU dans des conditions de caloporteur
stratifié. Les conditions de caloporteur stratifié sont réalisées en
injectant dans le tube de force chauffé de l'eau quasi saturée afin de
remplacer l'eau chassée par ebullition. Dans les cinq essais, le tube
de force a gonflé au sommet et est entré presqu'en contact ou en
contact direct avec le tube de calandre refroidi par le modérateur.
Les résultats suggèrent que la déformation du tube de force a un effet
de refroidissement important et influence, par conséquent, la
distribution circonférentielle de température.
Le programme d'essais a été en partie subventionné par le CANDU
Owners Group (COG) (Groupe des Propriétaires de réacteurs CANDU)
(GPC).

Experiments To Determine The Thermal-Mechanical Response When Molten
Zircaloy-4 Flows Onto A Ballooned Pressure Tube. D.B. Sanderson and K.W.
Demoline, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited; K.E. Locke and A.P. Muzumdar,
Ontario Hydro.
An experimental program has been set up to investigate the
thermal-mechanical behaviour of a fuel channel when molten Zr-4 from a fuel
bundle flows onto a ballooned pressure tube. The first two tests of the
series were carried out with a pressure of 3 MPa inside the pressure tube
and subcooling on the calandria tube ranging from 18 to 23 C C. Results
indicate that the effects on channel integrity were minimal when a 20-g
molten Zr-4 droplet landed on a ballooned pressure tube. The maximum
calandria tube temperature measured directly under the molten Zr-4 droplet
was 900°C. The size of this hot spot depended on the mass of the droplet
and the contact conductance between the pressure and calandria tubes. This
paper presents results from these first two tests, and compares the
experimental data with predictions from the two-dimensional computer code
MINI-SMARTT.
The experimental program was partially funded by the CANDU Owners
Group (COG).

Essais pour déterminer la réaction thermo-mécanique lorsque du Zircaloy-4
fondu coule sur un tube de force gonflé. D.B. Sanderson et K.W. Demoline,
Énergie atomique du Canada limitée; K.E. Locke et A.P. Muzumdar, Ontario
Hydro.

On a établi un programme d'essais pour étudier le comportement
thermo-mécanique d'un canal de combustible lorsque du Zircaloy-4 fondu
d'une grappe de combustible coule sur un tube de force gonflé. Les deux
premiers essais de la série ont été exécutés, la pression à l'intérieur du
tube de force étant de 3 MPa et la température de sous-refroidissement sur
le tube de cuve s'échelonnant de 18 à 23°C. Les résultats indiquent que la
chute d'une gouttelette de Zr-4 fondu de 20 g sur le tube de force gonflé a
eu effet négligeable sur l'intégrité du canal. La température maximale de
tube de cuve mesurée juste sous la gouttelette de Zr-4 fondu a été de
900°C L'importance de ce point chaud est fonction de la masse de la
gouttelette et de la conductance de contact entre le tube de force et le
tube de cuve. Dans la présente communication, on donne les résultats des
deux premiers essais et compare ces résultats avec les résultats prédits
par le programme de calcul à deux dimensions, MINI-SMARTT.
Le programme d'essais a été en partie subventionné par le CANDU
Owners Group (COG) (Groupe des Propriétaires de réacteurs CANDU) (GPC).

Overpressures and Time-scales Associated with Hydrogen Combustion

G.W. Koroll, R.K. Kumar, C.K. Chan, K.N. Tennankore

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Uhiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment

Abstract not received.

Le système de refroidissement du réacteur AMPS:la clé de la flexibilité
dans le concept de sûreté passive. J.S. Hewitt, ECS-Power Systems Inc.
Les besoins particuliers du réacteur nucléaire de puissance AMPS ont
conduit à plusieurs concepts innovateurs, incluant un système de
refroidissement passif démontrant une performance avantageuse et des
caractéristiques améliorant la sûreté. Ces avances furent accomplies
malgré des contraintes d'intégration dans un sous-marin de dimension
verticale relativement petite.
Grace à l'application de principes
d'hydrodynamique et d'hydrostatique, le concept permet l'extraction de
puissance thermique de qualité avantageuse pendant l'opération normale
avec circulation forcée.
Il permet aussi de passer, en cas de
défaillance, à un mode de refroidissement passif pour différents
scénarios reliés à la sûreté.
Ce dernier mode entre en action, et
peut continuer, sans nécessiter aucune action mécanique, source
d'énergie auxiliaire ou intervention de l'opérateur. Tout en demeurant
dans le context general de la sûreté passive des réacteurs nucléaires,
cet exposé couvre les aspects suivants du réacteur AMPS: (i) le
système de refroidissement passif d'AMPS et son évolution, (ii)
l'unicité de cette approche, telle que soumise à une application, (iii)
une comparaison avec d'autre systèmes passifs de refroidissement, (iv)
l'identification des avantages du système AMPS dans une application
initiale, et (v) l'identification de la flexibilité du concept de
système passif de refroidissement dans le cadre d'applications plus
générales.
The AMPS Reactor Cooling System:
The Key to Flexibility in Passive
Safety Design. J.S. Hewitt, ECS-Power Systems Inc.
The special requirements of the AMPS nuclear power plant have led to
several innovative generic design features, including a passive
reactor cooling system exhibiting favourable performance and safety
characteristics in the face of the limited vertical space in a
relatively small
submarine.
Through the application of both
hydrodynamic and hydrostatic principles, the design provides for the
extraction of thermal power at an enhanced average core temperature
during normal pumped operation, while defaulting, during any one of a
number of safety related scenarios, to a passive cooling mode. The
latter is initiated and continues to function without relying on
mechanical
actions, auxiliary
energy
supplies, or operator
intervention. Within the general context of inherent safety in nuclear
reactors, this paper addresses the following aspects of the AMPS
reactor:
(i) the passive cooling system of AMPS as it has evolved,
(ii) the uniqueness of approach as driven by the application, (iii) a
comparison with other passive cooling systems concepts, (iv) an
identification of the advantages of the AMPS system in the initial
application, and (v) the identification of the flexibility of the AMPS
passive cooling system concept for general application.

Original Features of the CAP Program

R. Le Heiget

Technicatome. France

Abstract not received.

MAPLE-MNR: Preliminary Thermalhydraulics Studies
J.S.Chang1, P.C.Ernst1- W.J.Garland1, H.E-C.Rummensl'2,
M.Shoukri1, R.J.Wilson1, D.X.Baxter2, G.E.Gillespie2, B.Lidstone2,P.J.Mills2, S.Y.Shim2, 1/ McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario,
2/ AECLKRC, Pinawa, Manitoba and Chalk River, Ontario, Canada
The McMaster Nuclear Reactor (MNR) is a 5 MW MIR-type open pool
research reactor. It has been proposed to replace the MNR reactor
core with a new Canadian-designed core known as MAPLE. Such a
renewal of the MNR core would significantly enhance neutron fluxes
at a relatively low cost. Some preliminary thermalhydraulic
studies have been undertaken to numerically simulate flow
circulating within the MAPLE core structure and in the primary
cooling loop, and to identify possible cooling modes under lossof-forced-flow conditions.

MAPLE-MNR: Etudes thermohydrauliques préliminaires
J.S.Chang1, P.C.Ernst1. W.J.Garland1, H.E.C.Rummensl'2,
M.Shoukri1, R.J.Wilson1, D.X.Baxter2, G.E.Gillespie2, B.Lidstone2,
P.J.Mills2, S.Y.Shim2, 1/ Université McMaster, Hamilton, Ontario,
2/ EACL-CR, Pinawa, Manitoba et Chalk River, Ontario, Canada
Le réacteur nucléaire à McMaster (MNR) est un réacteur de 5 MW à
baie ouverte et avec combustible du type MTR. Il a été proposé de
remplacer le coeur du MNR avec un coeur nouveau à concept canadien
appelé MAPLE. Un tel renouvellement du MNR augmentera les flux de
neutrons à un coût relativement faible. Certaines études
thermohydrauliques préliminaires ont été poursuivies afin de
simuler numériquement l'écoulement circulant dans les structures
du MAPLE et dans le boucle primaire du caloporteur, et
d'identifier les modes de refroidissement possibles dans les
conditions de perte d'écoulement forcé.

A CATHENA STUDY OF THE RF;OnTPF.MF.Nr> FOR A FLAP VALVE IN THE MAPLE RESEARCH
REACTOR
S.Y. Shim and D.J. Richards, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

MAPLE (Multipurpose Applied Physics Lattice Experimental) is a new pooltype research reactor developed by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited. A
design feature being considered for the MAPLE reactor is a flap valve
located in the pool on the primary coolant line to the inlet plenum.
When forced circulation of the coolant is not possible under some
accident conditions, or when the decay power is too small to maintain
natural circulation through the primary heat transport system, this valve
would provide a path for the primary coolant to the pool. This would
allow the core to be cooled by natural circulation of the coolant in the
pool. The CATHENA computer code was used to determine whether the flap
valve would be needed to help to cool the core during an upset in the
MAPLE-X10 reactor (the MAPLE prototype being built at the Chalk RivetNuclear Research Laboratories). For this study, we assumed that the pump
discharge line outside the pool would be severed completely and
instantaneously, and then we assessed the operation of the flap valve.
The results of the study indicate that the flap valve would not be
required as a safety device, since core cooling is predicted to be
adequate over the 15 minutes before the operator action is needed. As an
alternative, permanent holes could be used in the location of the flap
valve. These holes would serve the functions of both the bypass line and
the flap valve.
ÉTUDE CATIîF.NA DU BESOIN POSSIBLE D'UNE SOUPAGE À CLAPET DANS LE RÉACTEUR
DE RECHERCHE MAPLE. S.Y. Shim et D.J. Richards, Énergie atomique du
Canada limitée.

MAPLfî (Multipurpose Applied Physics Lattice Experimental) est. un réacteur
de recherche nouveau de type intégré mis au point par l'Énergie atomique
du Canada limitée. L'élément qu'on envisage pour le réacteur MAPLE est
une soupage à clapet qui est montée sur la canalisation de piscine allant
au collecteur d'entrée. Lorsque la circulation forcée du caloporteur
n'est pas possible dans certaines conditions d'accident ou lorsque la
puissance de désintégration est trop faible pour maintenir la circulation
naturelle dans le circuit de refroidissement primaire, cette soupape
assurerait une voie pour le caloporteur primaire allant à la piscine.
Ceci permettrait au coeur de se refroidir par circulation naturelle du
caloporteur dans la piscine. On s'est servi du programme de calcul
CATHENA pour savoir s'il faut une soupage à clapet pour aider à refroidir
le coeur au cours d'une perturbation se produisant dans MAPLE-X10
(prototype de réacteur MAPLE en cours de construction aux Laboratoires de
recherches nucléaires de Chalk River). Pour cette étude, nous avons
supposé que la canalisation de refoulement de pompe, située à l'extérieur
de la piscine, serait rompue (sectionnée) complètement et instantanément
et ensuite avons évalué le fonctionnement de la soupage à clapet. Les
résultats de l'étude ont indiqué qu'on n'a pas besoin de soupage à clapet
comme système de sûreté étant donné que le refroidissement est suffisant
pendant les 15 minutes précédant l'intervention de l'opérateur. On peut,
à la place, prévoir des trous permanents du fait qu'ils cumulent la
fonction de la canalisation de contournement et celle de la soupage à
clapet.

Tests themohydrauliques à pleine échelle du système du réacteur AMPS.
T.C. Currie, J.C. Atkinson, R.G. Gray, ECS-Power Systems Inc.
Le système thermohydraulique du réacteur AMPS incorpore des
caractéristiques qui permettent à la réserve d'eau de refroidissement
entourant le coeur de circuler dans celui-ci par convection naturelle
lors de conditions d'opération anormales (ex. perte de circulation).
Par ailleurs, cette circulation est pratiquement éliminée en condition
normale, lorsque la circulation forcée à travers le système de
transport de chaleur primaire domine.
Cet exposé décrit une
installation de tests pleine-échelle qui a été construite afin de
vérifier les caractéristiques déjà mentionées. Une présentation des
résultats préliminaires est aussi inclue.
L'installation de tests
comprend une instrumentation qui sert à mesurer le taux de circulation
du refroidisseur de la réserve vers le coeur sous diverses conditions.
La quantité de puissance électrique fournie aux éléments de combustible
simulés est aussi mesurée.
D'autre mesures sont prises pour la
température de la gaine (pour détecter 1'evaporation), la température
de la réserve d'eau de refroidissement, et la quantité de chaleur
rejetée dans cette réserve d'eau.
A cause de son importance, cinq
méthodes indépendantes sont utilisées pour mesurer le taux de
circulation de l'eau de la réserve vers le coeur: chute de pression
dans chaque composant, balance d'enthalpie, sondes de vitesse
thermistor, sondes d'écoulement ultrasoniques et une technique de
traceur. Les calibrations sont faites sur l'installation même. Cet
exposé compare l'exactitude des diverses mesures.
Full-Scale Thermalhydraulic Tests of the AMPS Reactor System. T.C.
Currie, J.C. Atkinson, R.G. Gray, ECS-Power Systems Inc.
The thermal hydraulic design of the AMPS (Autonomous Marine Power
Source) reactor system embodies features which allow reserve coolant
surrounding the core to circulate through it by natural convection
under abnormal operating conditions (e.g. loss-of-flow), and yet
virtually eliminate such circulation under normal conditions when
pumped circulation through the primary heat transport system dominates.
This paper describes a full-scale test facility which has been
constructed to verify the abovementioned features and presents
preliminary test results. The test facility includes instrumentation
to measure the rate of circulation of reserve coolant through the core
under a variety of conditions, along with the power input to the
electrically-heated simulated fuel rods, the sheath temperatures (to
detect dryout), the reserve coolant temperatures and the heat rejected
to the reserve coolant. Because of its importance, the through-core
reserve
coolant circulation
rate is measured
utilizing
five
independent methods; component pressure drops, enthalpy balances,
thermistor velocity probes, ultrasonic flowmeters and a tracer
tachnique. The calibrations are performed in situ. The paper compares
the accuracy of the different methods.

Verification
expérimentale des
réacteur AMPS.
J.C. Atkinson,
Systems Inc.

orifices hydrodynamiques
T.C. Currie, R.G. Gray,

pour le
ECS-Power

Les orifices hydrodynamiques conçus par ECS font partie du réacteur de
puissance AMPS et sont situés dans les canalisations d'arrivée et de
sortie du coeur. Une analyse thermohydraulique et une verification du
concept
ont
permis
d'optimiser
la
configuration
des
orifices
hydrodynamiques et de démontrer que les objectifs opérationels et de
sûreté pouvaient être atteints.
Cet exposé décrit une étude
expérimentale des coefficients de pertes de pression pour un certain
nombre d'orifices hydrodynamiques. Une comparaison de ces mesures avec
des valeurs calculées théoriquement est aussi présentée, ainsi qu'une
vérification expérimentale des meilleures configurations d'orifices.
Pour les tests de vérification, les orifices hydrodynamiques ont été
installés dans une paire de canalisations de l'installation de tests
d'AMPS. Des mesures de l'écoulement de fuite à travers les orifices
hydrodynamiques
ont
été
faites
pour
différentes
conditions
opérationnelles.
Ces mesures
ont démontré
que les orifices
hydrodynamiques peuvent opérer avec un écoulement de fuite nui lorsque
les conditions correspondent aux spécification d'AMPS. Les mesures ont
aussi
démontré
que
lorsqu'opérés
dans
des
conditions
horsspécifications, les orifices hydrodynamiques limitent l'écoulement de
fuite à un niveau acceptable. Des données transitoires confirment que
l'écoulement de fuite est auto-limité et décroit vers zéro pour une
grande gamme de conditions d'opérations.
Les valeurs mesurées
d'écoulement de fuite à l'état stationnaire s'accordent assez bien avec
celles prédites par un programme d'ordinateur développé à ECS qui
prédit aussi les caractéristiques de saturation.
Experimental Design Verification of the Hydrodynamic Ports for the AMPS
Reactor. J.C. Atkinson, T.C. Currie, R.G. Gray, ECS-Power Systems Inc.
The ECS-designed hydrodynamic ports (HDP's) are components of the AMPS
(Autonomous Marine Power Source) reactor heat source, and are located
in the core inlet and outlet legs.
Thermal-hydraulic analysis and
design verification are necessary to optimize the HDP design and to
demonstrate operational and safety objectives.
This paper describes
the experimental determination of HDP pressure loss coefficients for a
number of designs, a comparison of these values with theoreticallyderived coefficients, and the experimental verification of preferred
inlet and outlet HDP designs.
For the verification test, HDP's were
installed in a single pair of legs of the AMPS test facility and
measurements of the net exchange flow through the HDP's were made
under different operating conditions. These measurements demonstrated
that HDP's can operate with zero exchange flow, at AMPS design
conditions. The
measurements
also
showed
that
at
off-design
conditions the HDP's restrict exchange flow to satisfactorily low
levels.
Transient data confirmed that the exchange flow is selflimiting, and decreases to zero under a wide range of operating
conditions. The steady state values of exchange flow predicted using
in-house developed computer codes agree favourably with those measured.
The self-limiting feature of the exchange flow is also predicted using
these codes.

SURERCCMPACTTON OF SOLID RADIOACTIVE WASTE
AT ONTARIO HYDRO
GREGG C m AND
ONTARIO HYDRO
BRUCE NUCLEAR POWER DEVELOPMENT
TTVERTON, ONTARIO NOG 2TO
DAVID A. ZIGELMAN
WESTINGHOUSE RADIOLOGICAL SERVICES, INC.
1256 N. CHURCH ST.
MOORESTOWN, NEW JERSEY 08057
USA
Solid low level radioactive waste produced at nuclear power plants
accounts for the largest fraction of the waste volume generated»
The
Radioactive Waste Operation Site 2 at the Bruce Nuclear Development
receives, processes and stores radioactive waste generated by Ontario
Hydro's nuclear generating stations. Type I solid radioactive waste,
consisting of processible waste (paper PVC, light metal containers,
neoprene and empty drums) and non-processible waste( metal components, non
combustible absorbents, concrete rubble), is stored in either above
ground storage buildings or in concrete trenches.
Ontario Hydro has chosen to use supercompaction as a tool to reduce the
volume of waste in storage, saving on costs of new storage facilities.
This paper will describe the waste program at BNPD, the supercompaction
equipment used and the results of a 1200 drum program in 1986 and 4000
drum program in 1988/1989. Volume reduction factors, storage cost savings
and other benefits will be discussed.

The IC-57 Inground Container Concept tor Very Long Term Storage of
Solid Low Level Radioactive Waste, P.R. Mitchell, L. Grande.

As part of its nuclear generation program Ontario Hydro produces low
level radioactive waste (LLEW) . Owing to the presence of carbon-14 same
of the LEFN will retain elevated activity levels for thousands of
years. It must be safely stored or disposed of in a high integrity
container. To meet this requirement, the
IC-57 container design,
still to be approved, would provide very long terra solids storage,
perhaps even disposal, for which no rehandling will be required.
Basically the design is a 0.953 cm (3/8 inch) thick welded steel
cylinder, 12.6 m high by 2.4 m diameter, surrounded by 15 cm (6 inches)
of concrete set in highly irrpermeable glacial till. It would be closed
with a l.2»m thick concrete lid. The IC-57 is designed to ensure the
retention of long lived radionuclides from the geosphere in a
controlled and predictable manner.

Ontario Hydro produit des déchets radioactifs de faible activité à ses
centrales nucléaires. Parce qu'ils contiennent du carbone 14 et
qu'ils resteront actifs pendant des milliers d'années, certains de ces
déchets doivent être stockés ou évacués dans des contenants à
intégrité élevée. Le contenant IC-57 est destiné au stockage à très
long terme, et peut-être même à l'évacuation définitive, des déchets
solides et permettrait d'éviter toute manutention ultérieure. Il
consiste en un cylindre en acier soudé de 0,953 cm d'épaisseur, 12,6 m
de hauteur et 2,4 m de diamètre, fermé par un couvercle er. béton de
1,2 m d'épaisseur. Le cylindre est entouré d'une couche de béton de
15 cm et enfoui dans de la moraine glaciaire à imperméabilité élevée.
Le contenant IC-57, qui n'a pas encore été approuvé, est conçu pour
contenir de façon contrôlée et prévisible les radionucléides à longue
période et empêcher leur libération dans la géosphère.

Cost estimate for decommissioning a CANDU 6MK1 Nuclear Generating Station.
G. Pratapagiri, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited; A. Lee Dc Long, New
Brunswick Electric Power Commission; Louis Clouticr, Hydro Quebec.
Decommissioning is the process where by nuclear facilities which have
outlived their economic usefulness arc retired from service in a manner
which provides long term protection for the environment and the general
public. Dccommisisoning activities must be funded by the utilities at the end
of the 30 or 40 year operating lives of these facilities. The substantial sums of
money required necessitate that an estimate of the cost of decommissioning be
made early on, and that mechanisms be put in place to assure the future
availability of adequate funding.
In this context the New Brunswick Electric Power Commission and HydroQuebec, contracted AECL to prepare a cost estimate for the ultimate
decommissioning of the Point Lcprcau Nuclear Generating Station and the
Gcntilly-2 Nuclear Generating Station.
This paper describes the proposed decommissioning scenario for the two
stations as well as the methodology, approach and tools utilized for the
preparation of the estimate. The paper also describes the major similarities
and differences observed at each specific site, and the manner in which these
have influenced the estimate. Further, the present study has also provided an
opportunity to identify the major cost items involved in decommissioning a
typical CANDU 6MK1 Nuclear Generating Station.

A Demonstrative Impact Analysis of the Concrete Integrated Container
Analyse d'impact du contenant intégré en béton
H.P. (Jack) Lee, Ontario Hydro

A benchmark impact analysis of a radiated fuel container to simulated an
accidental drop to a rigid ground has been illustrated. The container
which is composed of a thick concrete tank and enclosed both outside and
inside by steel liners is modelled and analyzed using the finite element
technique. The interactive engineering software PATRAN is used for preand post-processing while the analysis is carried out using the
hydrodynamic code DYNA3D. Results in terms of energy, momentum, contact
force, stresses, strains and deformation during and after impact are
demonstrated.
It is concluded that the damage to both liners and
concrete art localized in the vicinity of contact. Stresses decrease
rapidly toward the remote area and become insignificant.
An impact
limiter composed of effective energy adsorption material will eventually
eliminate any possible damage in the container itself.

L'article décrit une analyse de référence des dommages subis par un
contenant pour combustible irradié après la simulation de sa chute
accidentelle sur un sol rigide. On a utilisé la méthode des éléments
finis pour modeler et analyser le contenant, qui est en fait un réservoir
en béton épais recouvert à l'intérieur et à l'extérieur d'une couche
d'acier. On a utilisé le logiciel interactif d'ingénierie PATRAN pour le
traitement des données recueillies avant et après l'impact et le code
hydrodynamique DYNA3D pour l'analyse proprement dite. L'auteur déci_it
les données obtenues sur l'énergie, la force vive, la force de contact,
les contraintes, les tensions et les déformations pendant et après
l'impact.
L'analyse démontre que les dommages subis par les deux
revêtements d'acier et les parois de béton se limitent aux environs de la
surface de contact. Les contraintes diminuent rapidement pour devenir
négligeables à mesure que l'on s'éloigne de la surface de contact. On en
conclut donc qu'un limiteur de choc fabriqué en un matériel à absorption
élevée de l'énergie pourrait éliminer toute possibilité de dommages pour
le contenant.

Public Opinion on Nuclear Fuel Waste Management in Canada.
M.A. Greber, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited.

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) has been conducting
sociological research in support of the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste
Management Program since 1978. This research, predominantly in the
form of public opinion surveys and focus group discussions, is
intended to assess public perceptions and attitudes toward issues
associated with nuclear fuel waste disposal. This paper will describe
the results of our most recent public opinion survey conducted in 1988
December in the provinces of Ontario, Quebec and New Brunswick. The
survey was designed to evaluate public knowledge of the Nuclear Fuel
Waste Management Program, to assess attitudes toward various aspects
of the program, to identify public attitudes and concerns associated
with the concept of nuclear fuel waste disposal, and to investigate
public acceptability of siting a nuclear fuel waste disposal facility
The paper will conclude with a discussion of the conditions needed for
public acceptance of the disposal concept.

Opinion publique au sujet de la gestion des déchets de combustible
nucléaire au Canada. M.A. Greber, Énergie atomique du Canada limitée.

L'Énergie atomique du Canada limitée (EACL) effectue de la recherche sociologique à l'appui du Programme canadien de gestion des déchets de combustible nucléaire depuis 1978. Cette recherche, effectuée essentiellement
sous la forme d'enquêtes d'opinion publique et d'entretiens avec des comités de discussion et d'examen, est destinée à évaluer la perception et
l'attitude envers les questions associées à l'évacuation des déchets de
combustible nucléaire. Dans cette communication, on décrit les résultats
de notre toute dernière enquête d'opinion publique menée en décembre 1988
en Ontario, au Québec et au Nouveau Brunswick. L'enquête a été conçue pour
évaluer la connaissance du Programme de gestion des déchets de combustible
nucléaire par le public, évaluer l'attitude envers divers aspects du programme, identifier l'attitude et les inquiétudes du public associées au
concept d'évacuation des déchets de combustible nucléaire et étudier l'acceptabilité par le public du choix possible d'une installation d'évacuation
de déchets de combustible nucléaire. La communication se termine par un
examen des conditions nécessaires à l'acceptation du concept d'évacuation
par le public.

Public Consultation in the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management
Program. E.R. Freeh and M.A. Greber, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) has conducted a public
consultation program as an integral component of the research dene for
the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Vaste Management Program. As the lead
agency in this research program, AECL initiated -;id designed the
public consultation pcogram to facilitate (jtibiK participation during
the development of the concept of deep geological disposal of nuclear
fuel wastes. The public consultation program was designed to respond
to an expressed need for identifying and addressing social issues, and
to provide the public with an opportunity to have input into the
Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program. This paper describes the
background to the public consultation program, the methodology used in
conducting the program, and the issues and concerns associated with
nuclear fuel waste disposal as identified by the public interest
groups involved in the process. The paper concludes with a discussion
of the importance of public consultation to the Canadian Nuclear Fuel
Vaste Management Program.

Consultation publique dans le cadre du Programme canadien de gestion des
déchets de combustible nucléaire. E.R. Frech et M.A. Greber, Énergie
atomique du Canada limitée.

L'Énergie atomique du Canada limitée (EACL) mène un programme de consultation publique faisant partie intégrante de la recherche effectuée pour le
Programme canadien de gestion des déchets de combustible nucléaire. En
tant qu'organisme principal engagé dans ce programme de recherche, l'EACL a
promu et conçu le programme de consultation publique pour faciliter la
participation du public au cours du développement du concept d'évacuation
géologique, à grande profondeur, des déchets de combustible nucléaire. Le
programme de consultation publique est conçu pour répondre au besoin exprimé d'identifier et d'examiner les questions sociales et de donner au public
la possibilité de prendre part au Programme de gestion des déchets de combustible nucléaire. Dans cette communication, on décrit le contexte du
programme d'information publique, la technique employée pour mener le programme ainsi que les problèmes et inquiétudes associés à l'évacuation des
déchets de combustible nucléaire et identifiés par les comités d'intérêts
publics engagés dans le processus. La communication se termine par l'examen de l'importance de la consultation publique pour le Programme canadien
de gestion des déchets de combustible nucléaire.

The Proposed Spent Fuel Dry Storage Facilities at Point Lepreau Nuclear
Generating Station, J.C. Dunlop, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited,
S. Alikhan, New Brunswick Electric Power Commission.

The Now Brunswick Electric Tower Commission recently contracted with Atomic
Energy of Canada for the supply of the engineering, technical services,
tooling and

equipment

required

to implement

a

program at the Point Lepreau Nuclear Station.

spent

fuel

dry

storage

During a ten year period

that will commence in the summer of 1991, 48,960 CANDU spent fuel bundles
will be removed from the Stition's Spent Fuel Storage Bay and transferred
to

dry

storage

in

concrete

canisters

located

at

the

Station's

Vaste

Management Area.

This paper provides an overview of the sequential fuel handling operations
that are going to take place during the transfer of the spent fuel and
describes

the

tools

and

significant

items

of

equipment

that

will

be

involved.

Brief descriptions of the proposed concrete canister site and

security features are also provided.
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Énergie Nouveau-Brunswick a récemment passé un contrat avec Énergie
atomique du Canada limitée porant sur les services d'ingénierie, les
services techniques, les équipements et l'outillage nécessaires à la
réalisation d'un programme de stockage à sec du combustible irradié à
la centrale nucléaire de Pointe Lepreau.

Dans le cadre de ce

programme, qui déburera à l'été 1991 et s'étalera sur une décennie,
48 960 grappes de combustible irradié seront retirées de la piscine de
stockage du combustible irradié de la centrale et placées dans des
silos en béton de stockage à sec situés dans l'Aire de gestion des
déchets de la centrale.

Le présent document donne un aperçu de la suite des opérations de
manutention qui permettront le déplacement du combustible irradié
et décrit les équipements importants qui seront nécessaires.

On y

trouve également une brève description du site proposé pour le
stockage dans des silos en béton ainsi que des mesures de sécurité.

La décision de construire ces installations et de mettre en oeuvre
pour la première fois un programme de stockage à sec du combustible
irradié du CANDU 6 â la centrale nucléaire de Pointe Lepreau
constitue un exploit et un pas important dans la commercialisation
permanente de la technologie du CANDU.

TUF : A TWO-FLUID CODE FOR THERMALHYDRAULIC ANALYSIS
W. Liu, W. Y o u s e f , J. Pascoe, A. Tomasone and J.C. Luxât
Ontario Hy<2ro , Toronto, Ontario

The TUF (Two Unequal Fluids) code has been developed by Ontario
Hydro as a state-of-the-art Lwo-fluid, system thermalhydraulics
code for analysis of transient behaviour in Ontario Hydro's CANDU
unclear generating stations. The primary motivation for developing
this code is to provide the capability to adequately represent
phase separation effects that can occur during postulated accident
transients and, thereby, to enhance Ontario Hydro's nuclear safety
analysis capability. The development of the TUF code has been an
integral part of an ongoing generic study of the effectiveness of
the Emergency Coolant Injection Systems (ECIS) in Ontario Hydro
reactors during a large, critical-break Loss of Coolant Accident
(LOCA) .
An overview description of the TUF code is presented with particular emphasis on two-fluid thermalhydraulic modelling. The manner
in which the various physical phenomena associated with phase separation, occurring in three-dimensional reactor g e o m e t r i e s , are
modelled within the constraints of a one-dimensional representation
is discussed.
A key element in the development strategy for this code is a careful, systematic approach to verification and va l.i dation of the
capability of the code to perform it's required functions. This
strategy, which includes benchmark test cases, seperate effects
tests and integral tests based on experimental loop d a t a , is described in the paper. The capabilities of the code are summarized.

TUF ; UN CODE DESTINÉ AUX ANALYSES
THERMO-HYDRAULIQUES À DEUX LIQUIDES

W. Liu, W. Yousef, J.Pascoe, A. Tomasone et J.C. Luxât
Ontario Hydro , Toronto (Ontario)

Ontario Hydro a rais au point un code perfectionné pour l'analyse thermohydraulique à deux liquides des comportements transitoires dans ses
centrales nucléaires CANDU. Ce code, appelé TUF (Two Unequal Fluids),
permettra à Ontario Hydro de représenter convenablement les effets de la
séparation des phases pouvant survenir pendant des accidents hypothétiques, et ainsi d'améliorer sa capacité d'analyse de la sûreté de ses
installations nucléaires. La mise au point du code TUF s'inscrit dans
le cadre d'une étude générique en cours portant sur l'efficacité de la
tuyauterie d'injection du système de refroidissement d'urgence du coeur
pendant un accident grave de perte de caloporteur (PERÇA) dans les
réacteurs d'Ontario Hydro.
Le rapport décrit le code TUF en mettant l'accent sur la modélisation
des analyses thermo-hydrauliques à deux liquides, et explique les
contraintes imposées par la modélisation unidimensionnelle des phénomènes
physiques liés à la séparation des phases qui surviennent dans des
geometries tridimensionnelles.
Le rapport résume les fonctions du code et présente l'approche systématique utilisée pour vérifier et valider, au moyen d'essais de référence,
d'essais d'effets séparés et d'essais intégrés fondés sur des données de
comparaison, la compétence du code à remplir les fonctions requises.

Analysis of Large-Break LOCA Experiments in the RD-14 Test Facility
N.K. Popov and G-R. HcGee, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Blovdown and refill phenomena were studied in the full-elevation RD-14
test facility following a simulated guillotine break of an inlet or outlet header. The facility consists of two heated sections, each of which
represents one core pass of coolant through a CANDU® fuel channel. The
mechanisms leading up to flow stagnation and the consequences of the flow
stagnation are described.
Differential pressures were measured across
various loop components, along with fuel-element-simulator sheath temperatures, fluid temperatures, and void fractions at the inlet and outlet of
the heated sections. An indicator of the flow direction and rate was
obtained from diagrams illustrating the pressure around the loop.
The paper discusses the analysis of the various measurements. While the
pressure was equalizing between the broken inlet header and the outlet
header, the flow stagnated briefly downstream of the break. Flow stagnation upstream of the break was due to the flow being restricted at the
pump close to the break.
During outlet-header-break experiments, the
flow stagnated in the heated section downstream of the break due to flow
restriction at the pump when it did not trip.

Analyse d'essais d'accident de perte de fluide caloporteur par grande
rupture dans l'Installation d'Essais RD-14. N.K. Popov et G.R. HcGee,
Énergie atomique du Canada limitée.

On étur'.ie les phénomènes de dépressurisation et chasse et de remplissage
dans l'Installation d'Essais à hauteur réelle RD-14 à la suite d'une rupture (sectionnement) totale simulée de collecteur d'entrée ou de sortie.
Cette installation comprend deux parties chauffées, chacune d'elles représentant un seul passage de fluide caloporteur de coeur à travers un canal
de combustible de réacteur CANDU® . On décrit les mécanismes conduisant à
la stagnation de l'écoulement et aux conséquences de cette stagnation. On
a mesuré la pression différentielle dans divers éléments de boucle ainsi
que la température de la gaine du simulateur d'élément combustible, la
température du fluide et la fraction de vide à l'entrée et à la sortie des
parties chauffées. On a obtenu des renseignements sur le sens et la
vitesse de l'écoulement à partir de schémas représentant la pression autour
de la boucle.
Dans cette communication, on examine l'analyse des diverses mesures. Lors
de l'équilibrage de la pression entre le collecteur d'entrée rompu et le
collecteur de sortie, l'écoulement a stagné brièvement en aval du point de
rupture. La stagnation de l'écoulement en amont du point de rupture a été
causée par sa réduction au niveau de la pompe voisine du point de rupture.
Au cours des essais de rupture du collecteur de sortie, l'écoulement a
stagné dans la partie chauffée en aval du point de rupture en raison de la
réduction de l'écoulement au niveau de la pompe lorsque celle dernière ne
s'est pas arrêtée d'elle-même.

Methodology For Assessing Figure Of Eight Type Flow Oscillations in CANDU
Primary Heat Transport System. F.B.P. Tran, U.C. Bowman, A.?. Muzumdar,
G.H. Archinoff, Ontario Hydro, 700 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario,
M5G 1X6.
A methodology is developed for assessing the potential and safety
implication of the figure of eight flow oscillations in CANDU heat
transport system, which may occur in the event of loss of heat transport
pressure control, or other depressurization scenarios. The methodology
involves modelling three important characteristics of heat transport
oscillations. These are the conditions at which oscillations begin, the
maximum oscillation amplitude, and the conditions at which the
oscillations are damped out. The models for predicting the onset of
oscillations, and the conditions under which they are damped out were
formulated using the drift flux form of the conservation equations,
together with the linear perturbation technique, to arrive at a set of
transmission matrices. The characteristics of the transmission matrices
are examined to predict the system stability behaviour. To
conservatively estimate the amplitude of the oscillations, the void
collapse criterion, along with the phase shift between void, flow, and
pressure is used. The phase shifts between these thermalhydraulic
quantities are obtained using conservation principles. The models are
applied to Bruce and Pickering reactors, and the implications for fuel
cooling during the oscillations are discussed.

Méthode permettant d'évaluer les oscillations de débit en "8" dans le
système caloporteur primaire
F.B.P. Tran, W.C. Bowman, A.P. Muzumdar, G.H. Archinoff,
Ontario Hydro, 700, avenue University, Toronto (Ontario) M5G 1X6

On a mis au point une méthode pour évaluer le potentiel et la
sécurité des oscillations de débit en "8" dans le système caloporteur du
CANDU, oscillations qui peuvent se produire en cas de dépressurisation
dans le transport de la chaleur ou à la suite d'autres scénarios du même
genre.
La méthode comporte la modélisation de trois caractéristiques
importantes des oscillations relatives au transport de la chaleur.
Il
s'agit des conditions qui déclenchent les oscillations, de l'amplitude
maximale des oscillations et des conditions d'atténuation des oscillations.
Les modèles servant à prévoir le début des oscillations et les
conditions qui ont présidé à leur atténuation ont été établis à l'aide de
la formule des flux de dérive dans les équations de conservation de même
qu'à l'aide de la technique de perturbation linéaire, ce qui a permis
d'obtenir un ensemble de matrices de transmission.
Pour prévoir la
stabilité du système, on examine les caractéristiques des matrices de
transmission.
Pour faire une estimation prudente de l'amplitude des
oscillations, on utilise les critères de déformation cavitaire de même que
le déphasage entre le vide, le débit et la pression. Pour obtenir les
déphasages entre les quantités thermohydrauliques, on utilise les
principes de conservation.
Ces modèles s'appliquent aux réacteurs de
Bruce et de Pickering et les répercussions des oscillations sur le
refroidissement des combustibles sont présentées.

Use of a Three-Beam Gamma Densitometer to Determine Average Void Fraction
and Flow Regime
S.R. Vatsya, G.R- HcGee and P.S. Yuen, Thermalhydraulics Branch,
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment, Pinawa, Manitoba ROE 1L0

In many physical situations involving tvo-phase flov, the average void
fraction and distribution of the phases must be known. Multi-beam gamma
densitometers are commonly used for this purpose. A simple, reliable and
efficient algorithm is developed to determine the quantities of interest
from the experimental data. In this scheme, the average void fraction is
expressed as an integral involving chordal void fractions along the path
of each beam. The integrand is approximated by a linear combination of
three basis functions derived analytically for idealized flow patterns,
namely, homogeneous, radially symmetric annular and stratified. The
coefficients appearing in the linear combination are determined by the
measured values of the chordal void fractions. The algorithm was first
tested on known, idealized flow situations and their linear combinations.
As expected, it yielded void fraction and flow regime exactly.
Subsequently, the scheme was tested on more realistic but known flow
situations such as displaced annular. Results were found to be in close
agreement with the exact ones. Then this algorithm was used to calculate
the void fraction for several selected points where the values obtained
by a previous technique were available. The present scheme required
considerably less time to execute and yielded comparable results.

Emploi d'un densitometry à source gamma à trois faisceaux pour déterminer
la fraction de vide moyenne et le régime d'écoulement.
S.R. Vatsya, G.R. McGee et P.S. Yuen, service de Thermohydraulique, Établissement de recherches nucléaires de Whiteshell, Pinawa, Manitoba ROE
1L0.

Dans de nombreuses situations physiques où l'écoulement diphasique est en
jeu, il faut connaître la fraction de vide moyenne et la distribution des
phases. On se sert couramment de densitomètres à source gamma à trois
faisceaux à cette fin. Dans cette communication, on établit un
algorithme pour déterminer les quantités qui nous intéressent à partir
des résultats d'essais. Dans celle-ci, on exprime la fraction de vide
moyenne en intégrale des cordes passant par les fractions de vide le long
du parcours de chaque faisceau. On rend approximativement l'expression à
intégrer par une combinaison linéaire de trois fonctions de base qu'on
tire analytiquement pour les régimes d'écoulement idéals, c'est-à-dire
des régimes d'écoulement homogène, annulaire et radialement symétrique et
stratifié. Les coefficients figurant dans la combinaison linéaire sont
déterminés par les valeurs mesurées des cordes passant par les fractions
de vide. On a d'abord appliqué l'algorithme à des régimes d'écoulement
idéals connus et à leur combinaison linéaire. Comme prévu, l'algorithme
a donné avec exactitude la fraction de vide et le régime d'écoulement.
Ensuite, on l'a appliqué à des régimes d'écoulement plus réalistes mais
connus tels que le régime d'écoulement annulaire déplacé. On a constaté
que les résultats sont en excellent accord avec les résultats exacts. On
s'est servi ultérieurement de la technique actuelle pour calculer la
fraction de vide en plusieurs points choisis où on a obtenu la fraction
de vide calculée par une technique antérieure. La technique actuelle a
demandé beaucoup moins de temps à appl ;uer et a donné des résultats
comparables.

Two-Phase Natural Circulation Experiments in the RD-14M Multiple-Channel
CANDU Thermalhydraulics Test Facility
P.J. Ingham, T.A. Borgford and J.P. Mallory

A series of experiments was carried out in the RD-14M multiple-channel
test facility, located at the Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment,
to gain a better understanding of two-phase natural circulation in a
CANDU '^-typical heat transport system.
In these tests, bidirectional flow vas observed in the channels connected
in parallel; the ta.ow in some channels continued in the normal positive
direction, others reversed.
This paper describes the RD-14M facility, the experimental test matrix
and the procedures used. Selected results from experiments carried out
at a secondary side pressure of 4.6 MPa are discussed and compared.
A theory is proposed where the onset of bidirectional flow is attributed
to -phase separation in the outlet headers.
The experiments described in this paper were funded by the CANDU Owners
Group.

Essais de circulation naturelle diphasée dans l'Installation RD-14M d'Essais de Thermohydraulique à Plusieurs Canaux pour les réacteurs CAMDU.
P.J. Ingham, T.A. Borgford et J.P. Mallory.

On a exécuté une série d'essais dans l'Installation RD-14M d'Essais à
Plusieurs Canaux à l'Établissement de recherches nucléaires de Whiteshell
pour mieux connaître la circulation naturelle diphasique dans un système
de caloportage typique de réacteur CANDU*.
Lors des essais, on a observé une circulation à deux sens dans les canaux
montés en parallèle; la circulation dans certains canaux a continué dans
le sens positif normal et, dans d'autres, dans le sens inverse.
Cette communication décrit l'installation RD-14M, la matrice d'essai
utilisée lors des essais et les techniques employées. On examine et
compare les résultats choisis provenant des essais effectués à une
pression de générateur de vapeur du côté du circuit secondaire, de
A,6 MPa.
On propose une théorie selon laquelle le début de la circulation à deux
sens est attribué à la séparation des phases dans les collecteurs de
sortie.
Les essais décrits dans cette communication ont été financés par le
Groupe des Propriétaires de réacteurs CANDU.

Methodology for Assessing CANDU Fuel Channel Cooling
for Subcooled Stagnant Initial Conditions

P. Gulshani, S. Girgis, M. Tayal, E. Kohn, V.J. Nath

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
CANDU Operations

M.A. Wright, D. Edgar

New Brunswick Electric Power Commission

Abstract not received.

INTERNATIONAL THERMONUCLEAR
A CANADIAN INVOLVEMENT:

EXPERIMENTAL

REACTOR

J . B l e v i n s , Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project

An international design team comprised of members from the Soviet Union,
Japan, United States of America, Europe, and Canada based in Miinchen West
Germany have defined pai*ameters for an experimental Fusion test reactor. The
concept phase is complete and the engineering phase started this spring. The
engineering and testing objectives of this International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor [ITER] are to validate design concepts and qualify
engineering components, to demonstrate the reliability and maintainability of
the reactor system. The overall objective is to demonstrate controlled ignition
and extended burn of a deuterium and tritium plasma with steady state as an
ultimate objective using technology expected to be available by 1990. The
concept maximizes flexibility while allowing for a variety of plasma
configurations and operating scenarios. The technology phase, with a breeding
blanket will operate with a plasma of 18 MA at a major radius of 5.5m. During
the physics phase the machine can be reconfigured with a thinner shield and
produce a plasma of 22 MA. Canada's involvement in the areas of safety,
facility design, and reactor configuration and maintenance builds on our
internationally r-ecognized design and operational expertise in developing tritium
processing and CANDU technologies.

FUSION BLANKET - FABRICATION DEVELOPMENT AND IRRADIATION TESTING*
I.J. Hastings, A.J. Elliot, J.H. Miller, B.J.F. Palmer and R.A. Verrall
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories.

The fusion-blanket program at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, cofunded by AECL
and CFFTP, concentrates on fabrication development and irradiation testing.
Canadian efforts to develop solid-breeder blankets are focused on the spherepac concept. The spheres, fabricated by an extrusion-based process, are strong,
survive rapid heating cycles, and have an average grain size of about one
micrometre. The thermal, mechanical and tritium-release performance of spheres
prepared by the process is being characterized in detail. In the CRITIC-I vented
capsule irradiation of Li20, a total lithium burnup of 1% was achieved, and 2000
curies of tritium was collected, over the 19-month irradiation. We are also
participating in the development of an aqueous lithium salt blanket concept.
Gamma-cell radiolysis of lithium salt solutions has been completed in support
of the concept, and lithium hydroxide has been chosen for further in-reactor
studies.
Canada is now participating in the BEATRIX-II project, which will feature testing
of Canadian-fabricated lithium zirconate spheres in FFTF, Hanford, with Japan
and the US as the other partners.

'•'-'Program cofunded by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited Research Company
Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project

and

COUVERTURE DE RÉACTEUR À FUSION - MISE AU POINT DE LA FABRICATION ET ESSAIS
SOUS IRRADIATION*
I.J. Hastings, A.J. Elliot, J.M. Miller, B.J.F. Palmer et R.A. Verrall
Service des Matériaux pour combustibles
Laboratoires nucléaires de Chalk. River

Le programme de couverture de réacteur à fusion aux Laboratoires nucléaires de
Chalk River, financé conjointement par EACL et le PCTCT, vise la mise au point
de la fabrication et les essais sous irradiation de la couverture. Les
efforts canadiens de mise au point de couches fertiles solides sont concentrés
sur le concept Spherepac. Les sphères, fabriquées par un procédé utilisant
l'extrusion, sont solides, résistent à des cycles de chauffage rapides et
présentent une taille de grain d'environ 1 fj.m. La résistance à la chaleur, la
tenue mécanique et le rapport libération-production de tritium des sphères
fabriquées par ce procédé font l'objet d'une caractérisation détaillée. Lors
de l'irradiation en capsule à event CRITIC-I du Li2Û, on a obtenu une
combustion massique totale du lithium de 1 % et on a recueilli 2000 Ci
(70 TBq) de tritium au cours d'une période d'irradiation de 19 mois. On
participe également aux efforts sur le concept de solution aqueuse de sels de
lithium (ALSB). On a réalisé la radiolyse en cellule gamma de solutions
aqueuses de sels de lithium à l'appui du concept et retenu l'hydroxyde de
lithium pour lea prochains essais en réacteur.
Le Canada participe actuellement au projet BEATRIX-II, qui comprendra la mise
à l'essai des sphères de zirconate de lithium de fabrication canadienne à
l'installation FFTF, à Hanford, réalisé en collaboration avec le Japon et les
É.-U.

^Programme financé conjointement par la Société de recherche d'Énergie
atomique du Canada limitée et le Projet canadien sur la technologie des
combustibles thermonucléaires.

HYDROGEN EROSION OF FIRST WALL MATERIALS
FOR FUSION APPLICATIONS
J . W. Davis and A. A. Haasz
Fusion Research Broup
University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies
4925 Dufferin Street, North York, Ontario, Canada. M3H 5T6

In the operation
of magnetic
confinement
fusion
reactors, first wall materials are exposed to large fluxes
of plasma particles, predominantly hydrogenic species. This
exposure
leads to wall erosion and subsequent
plasma
contamination,
both
of
which
have
strong
negative
implications for reactor operation. This paper considers the
effect of various bombardment conditions on the erosion
behaviour of carbon and carbon-based materials employed in
present day tokamaks. Erosion measurements were performed
in three temperature regimes, each of which involves a
different erosion mechanism.
At temperatures below about
500K, physical sputtering dominates, and while the sputtering
yields are generally considered to be low, the angle at which
the ions are incident on the sample can be important. For
temperatures in the range 500 to 1000K, chemical sputtering hydrocarbon production - dominates for most forms of carbon
(graphite, thin carbon films, and carbon/carbon composites).
Carbon containing compounds, such as boron carbide, however,
appear to have reduced chemical erosion properties.
At
temperatures
above
about
1300K,
radiation-enhanced
sublimation becomes important. We have studied this effect
as a function of flux density and ion energy.

ÉROSION PAR L'HYDROGÈNE DES MATÉRIAUX DES PREMIÈRES ENCEINTES
DANS LES APPLICATIONS DE FUSION
J.y. Davis et A.A. Haasz
Groupe de recherche sur la fusion
University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies,
4925, rue Dufferin, North York (Ontario) Canada M3H 5T6

Lors du fonctionnement de réacteurs de fusion à confinement
magnétique, les matériaux des premières enceintes sont exposés à un flux
abondant de particules de plasma provenant en grande partie d'éléments à
base d'hydrogène. Cette exposition provoque une érosion des enceintes et
une contamination subséquente du plasma, qui se répercutent toutes deux
sur le fonctionnement du réacteur. Notre communication examine les effets
de divers bombardements sur l'érosion de matériaux de carbone et à base de
carbone employés dans les tokamaks. On a mesuré l'érosion à trois températures qui appellent chacune un mécanisme différent d'érosion. À moins
de 500 °K, la pulvérisation physique domine et est habituellement faible,
bien que l'angle d'incidence des ions sur l'échantillon puisse être assez
élevé. Entre 500 ° et 1 000 °K, une pulvérisation chimique - production
d'hydrocarbures - a lieu pour la plupart des composés de carbone
(graphite, pellicules minces de carbone et composés carbone/carbone). Les
composés à base de carbone comme le carbure de bore semblent cependant
présenter une érosion chimique réduite. À des températures au-delà de
1 300 °K, la sublimation provoquée par le rayonnement prend de
l'importance.
Nous avons étudié ces répercussions en fonction de la
densité du flux et de l'énergie des ions.

DIFFUSION AND RETENTION OF TRITIUM IN GRAPHITE
I. Youle, A.A. Haasz
University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies
4925 Dufferin Street, North York, Ontario, ÎÎ3H 5T5
K. Kushita
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Tokai, Ibaraki, Japan
Graphite has become the primary material for plasma-facing components
in magnetically confinée fusion reactors. However, its uany desirable
properties notwithstanding, it does interact in complex ways with the hydrogen
isotopes that fuel the reactor. One process of importance is the diffusion
of tritium into graphite components, and its retention there. We performed
an experiment in which the diffusion of implanted tritium in a pseudo-monocrystal
graphite '..'as measured, using a near-surface tritium imaging technique. Diffusion
coefficients in the graphite c-axis and in the (a, b)-axis directions are
compared, nnd the possible effects of trapping ere discussed. Result* are
compared to those of other researchers using similar techniques, ano to
estimates of diffusion coefficients basea on entirely different methods.
Also discussed in this paper are the retention of thermal atomic tritium on
a pyrolytic graphite surface as a function of tritium fluence and sample
temperature. The atomic tritium flux was produced by contact dissociation
of a tritium backfill on a hot tungsten filament located near the sample.
After exposure, retention was measured by thermal desorption spectrometry.
Results are compared with measurements made using protium and deuterium on
similar graphite sample..

DIFFUSION ET RÉTENTION DU TRITIUM DANS LE GRAPHITE
I. Youle, A.A. Haasz
University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies,
4925, rue Dufferin, North York (Ontario) Canada M3H 5T6
K. Kushita
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Tokai, Ibaraki (Japon)

Le graphite est devenu l'un des principaux matériaux servant à
recouvrir les composants exposés au plasma dans les réacteurs de fusion à
confinement magnétique.
Toutefois, malgré ses nombreuses propriétés
souhaitables, le graphite a des réactions complexes avec les isotopes
d'hydrogène qui alimentent le réacteur. La diffusion du tritium dans les
composants de graphite et sa rétention à cet endroit représentent un
processus important.
Nous avons effectué une expérience dans laquelle
nous avons mesuré la diffusion de tritium implanté dans un pseudo-graphite
monocristal en recourant à une technique d'imagerie du tritium près de la
surface. Après avoir comparé les coefficients de diffusion du graphite
sur l'axe c et sur l'axe (a, b ) , nous abordons les répercussions possibles
de cette rétention.
Nous comparons nos résultats à des recherches
reposant sur des techniques semblables ainsi qu'à des estimations des
coefficients de diffusion basées sur des méthodes totalement différentes.
Notre document aborde également la rétention du tritium thermo-atomique
sur une surface de graphite pyrolytique, selon la température de
l'échantillon et la fluence du tritium. Le flux atomique du tritium a été
produit par dissociation de contact d'un composé de tritium déposé sur un
filament chaud de tungstène situé près de l'échantillon.
Après exposition, on a mesuré la rétention à l'aide d'un spectromètre de désorption
thermique.
On a comparé les résultats aux mesures effectuées avec du
protium et du deuterium sur des échantillons semblables de graphite.

Application of Risk Assessment Techniques to the Joint European Torus
Active Gas Handling System
C. Gordon (Ontario Hydro), A. Bell (JET), P. Ballantyne (AECL)
Risk assessment techniques have been applied for the safety analysis and
licensing of the tritium handling system fcr the Joint European Torus
(JET), one of the largest tokamak fusion devices in the world. The
methods used are described with representative examples and results.
Finally, the usefulness of applying risk assessment techniques in this
case are discussed.

Application de techniques d'évaluation des risques
au système de manipulation des gaz actifs
du Joint European Torus

Gordon (Ontario Hydro), A. Bell (JET)
et P. Ballantyne (EACL)

Des techniques d'évaluation des risques sont utilisées pour l'analyse de
sûreté et 1'obtention d'autorisation concernant le système de
manipulation du tritium utilisé dans le Joint European Torus (JET), l'un
des plus grands systèmes de fusion Tokamak au monde. Les méthodes
utilisées sont décrites à l'aide d'exemples et de résultats
représentatifs. Le rapport traite enfin de l'utilité d'appliquer des
techniques d'évaluation,des risques dans le cas présent.

The MCNT Code, A Heterogeneous Monte Carlo Neutron
Transport Code for Fission and Fusion Reactor Designs
and Neutron Shielding Calculations

John C. Campeau, Jen-Shih Chang

McMaster University

Abstract not received.

RF CURRENT CREVE AND HEATING ON THE TOKAMAK DE VARENNES* Y. Darners3,
R. Décoste0, V. Glaudec, A. Hubbard0, J. Bagdoo3, G.A. Chaudron3, R.
Annamraju"
The Tokamak de Varennes is a medium size tokamak with the following
parameters: R = 0.86 m, a = 0.25 m, B»- = 1.5 T, .7a < 5 x 10 1 9 m - 3 , I p =
250 KA and T e o = 0.8 KeV. In order to take full advantage of the machine
capabilities, a lower hybrid current drive system is currently under
development. This system will allow long pulse operation by driving a
plasma current of 200 kA for 30 s at almost full machine parameters. It
will also provide significant additional heating of the plasma electrons.
The lower hybrid system design calls for 1 MW of RF power at 3.7 GHz.
The antenna is of the multijunction type with two rows of eight 4-way
modules. The power density at the mouth of the antenna is ~ 4.5 kW/cm2.
The radiated spectra can be varied dynamically during a shot from N„= 2.3
to N„ = 3.7 with N„ « 0.4 FWHM. New constraints on antenna design, not
encountered in other experiments, result from the relatively high value
of N„. System design considerations and technical solutions are presented.
*Supported by AECL, Hydro-Québec and INRS
MPB Technologies, Dorval, Québec; ^Hydro-Québec, Varermes, Québec;
c
Université de Montréal, Montréal, Québec; dCanatom Inc., Montréal,
Québec
a

ENTRAINEMENT DE COURANT ET CHAUFFAGE HP AU TOKAMAK DE VARENNES*
Y. Demers3, R. Décosteto, V. Glaudec, A. Hubbard13, J. Bagdoo3,
Chaudron3, R. Annamrajud

G.A.

Afin d'accroitre les performances du Tokamak de Varennes (R = 0.86 m,
a = 0.25 m, Bt = 1.5 T, r^ < 5 x 10 1 9 m - 3 , I p = 250 kA and T e o = 0.8 KeV)
un système d'entrainement de courant à la fréquence hybride inférieure
est en développement. Ce système, capable de générer un courant plasma
de 200 kA à haute densité, permettra d'opérer le tokamak en régme
d'impulsions longues (30 s).
De plus, il assurera un chauffage
électronique important du plasma. Deux klystrons de 500 kW opérant à 3.7
GHz forment l'émetteur HF de ce système. L'antenne est de type multijunction et est constituée de 2 rangées de 8 modules. Chacun des modules
comprend 4 guides secondaires. La densité de puissance à la bouche de
l'antenne est de l'ordre de « 4.5 kW/cm2. Le spectre peut être varié
dynamiquement durant un choc tokamak de N„= 2.3 à N„= 3.7 en moins de 200
ms. Le design détaillé du système HF sera présenté. Une attention particulière sera dévouée aux problèmes propres à la réalisation d'antenne
avec Nu élevé.
*Projet financé par AECL, Hydro-Québec and INRS
a
MPB Technologies, Dorval, Québec; ^Hydro-Québec, Varennes, Québecuniversité de Montréal, Montréal, Québec; ^Canatom Inc., Montréal,
Québec

Canadian Nuclear Safety Philosophy - 50 Years of Development
by F C. Boyd, Consultant
This paper reviews the evolution of a distinctive Canadian
approach to nuclear safety from the early work at the Montreal
Laboratory m tne 1940's througn to the present day.
Following the NRX accident in December 1952 nuclear safety,
especial! reactor safety emerged as a separate discipline. A
Canadian nuclear safety pnilosopny based on risk, emerged,
witn Dr. G. C. Laurence as its principle author. Inadequacies
of data and methods prevented a full application of the risk
approach, leading to a large number of pragmatic decisions.
While tnese have, generally, been made in the spirit of the
risK-based philosophy the rationale is not always clear.
New prooabi1istic techniques and better data now offer the
opportunity to return to tne risK approach but a method is
needed to assimilate the many decisions that have been made
over the past two decades.

La philosophue Canadienne sur la sécurité nucléaire
par F. C. Boyd, consultant

Cette commuiation s'occupe de l'évolution de la philosophie
Canadienne sur la sécurité nuclèeaire, depuis les temps de la
laooratoire Montreal, pendant la deuxiamme guerre mondiale,
jusqu a rnaintemant.
Apres 1 accident a la reacteur NRX en 1952 une philosophie
ue ia sécurité nucléaire évoluait, avec la risque comme une
Dase, dont G. C. Laurence était l'autneur principal.
Faute des aonnees et aes techniques suffisants il n'était pas
possiDie a'appliquer cette approache complètement et quelques
décisions pragmatique se suivait.
Avec nouvelles techniques et mieux données c'est possible, à
present, de revenir à 1'approache de risque, mais il faut
assimiler les quelques decisions qu'on faisait pendant les
deux décennies passées.

Canadian Programs on Understanding and Managing Aging Degradation of
Nuclear Power Plants Components. J.A. Chadha, Ontario Hydro, J. Pachner,
Atomic Energy Control Board.
The questions of maintaining adequate safety and reliability of nuclear
power plants and the questions of nuclear pov-ar plant life assurance and
life extension are growing in importance as nuclear plants get older.
Age-related degradation of plant components is complex and not fully
understood. This paper provides an overview of the Canadian approach and
the main activities and their results towards understanding and managing
age-related degradation of nuclear power plant components, structures and
systems. A number of pro-active programs have been initiated to
anticipate, detect and mitigate potential aging degradation at an early
stage before any serious impact on plant safety and reliability. These
programs include Operational Safety Management Program, Nuclear Plant
Life Assurance Program, systematic plant condition assessment,
refurbishment and upgrading, post-service examination and testing,
equipment qualification, research and development, and participation in
the IAEA programs on safety aspects of nuclear power plant aging and life
extension. A regulatory policy on nuclear power plants is under
development and will be based on the domestic as well as foreign and
international studies and experience.

Les questions relatives au maintien d'un niveau approprié de sûrté et de
fiabilité des centrales électronucléaires, ainsi qu'à l'espérance de vie
et à la prolongation de vie de ces centrales, sont de plus en plus
importantes à mesure qu'elles vieillissent. La dégradation par
vieillissement des composants des centrales est complexe et n'est pas
complètement éclaircie. Le présent rapport fournit un aperçu de
l'approche canadienne, de même que des activités et de leurs résultats
pour mieux comprendre et traiter la dégradation par vieillissement des
composants, des structures et des systèmes de centrales
électronucléaires. Certains programmes proactifs ont été mis en vigueur
pour prévoir, déceler et atténuer la dégradation potentielle par
vieillissement assez tôt avant que toute répercussion grave sur la sûreté
et la fiabilité de la centrale se produise. Ces programmes comprennent
la Programme opérationnel de gestion de la sûreté, la Programme
d'espérance de vie des centrales nucléaires, l'évaluation systématique
des conditions des centrales, les remises à neuf et les améliorations,
les examens et les épreuves après réparations, la certification du
material, la recherche et la développement, ainsi que la participation
aux programmes de l'AIEA au sujet des aspects due vieillissement et de la
prolongation de vie des centrales électronucléaires qui se rapportant à
la sûreté. Une déclaration de principe en matière de réglementation
concernant le vieillissement des centrales électronucléaires est en train
d'être rédigée et sera basée sur les études et l'expérience canadiennes,
étrangères et internationales.

Safety Considerations as a Determinant of Management Strategy - A Review
of Models and Data. K.R. Weaver, Shaftesbury Scientific Limited.
In eariler work, the importance of the corporate or institutional factor
in safety, as viewed from the accident record, has been studied. This
work concluded that the institution itself appeared to have a
considerable potential for influencing safety.
The present work reviews the models used to describe the strategies and
functions of corporations, as well as the information which serves as
input to these models. A particular focus of the work is to study the
extent to which safety considerations are embedded in both the models and
in the data supplied to them. The general area of interest is
corporations dealing with technologies which are susceptible to largeconsequence low-probability events. The specific area of interest is the
applicability of such models to the nuclear power industry.
The paper identifies areas in which the models may reflect less than
optimal corporate attention to the weightings from safety-related items.
Limited case material is reviewed. It is concluded that further case
studies are required.

RECENT TRENDS IN NUCLEAR EMERGENCY PLANNING IN ONTARIO

F.B. Ali, Emergency Planning Ontario; K.G. McNeill, University of
Toronto; A.A. Pilt, Emergency Planning Ontario.
Following the Chernobyl nuclear accident, a Working Group (#8)
was set up by the Province of Ontario to re-evaluate the
technical basis for nuclear emergency planning. The report of
this Working Group was completed in June of 1988. Among its
recommendations was that detailed emergency planning be based on
a two-tier approach, with two levels of accidents: the Maximum
Planning Accident (MPA) and the Worst Credible Radiation Emission
(WORE). The latter concept is new for Ontario and provides for
planning for those accidents whose frequency is very low or
unquantifiable (e.g. sabotage) but which could lead to early
morbidity or mortality in the general public. In consequence, an
extension of the Primary Zone for some reactor sites from IB km
to 13 km was recommended. The possibility of early injury, and
the necessity of treating acute radiation casualties, was
considered by another Provincial Working Group (#9) and the
recommendations included in their report will also be discussed.

ORIENTATIONS RÉCENTES DANS LA PLANIFICATION
DES MESURES D'URGENCE NUCLÉAIRE EN ONTARIO
i-. l>. Ali, Kiiiergeiu-y Planning Ontario; K.G. McNeill, University oi
Toronto; A.A. Pilt, Emergency Planning Ontario.

À la suite de l'accident nucléaire de Chernobyl, la Province de
l'Ontario a mis sur pied le groupe de travail (u° 8) pour réévaluer
les bases techniques de la planification des mesures d'urgence
nucléaire. Le rapport de ce groupe de travail a été terminé en juin
1988. 11 recommandait entre autres que l'ensemble de la planification
d'urgence repose sur une approche à deux paliers couvrant deux niveaux
d'accidents : la sinistralité maximum planifiable (SMP) et la pire
éventualité d'émission radioactive (PÉÉR). Ce dernier concept est
nouveau pour l'Ontario et il permet de planifier les accidents dont
la fréquence est très faible ou impossible à évaluer quantitativement
(par ex. un sabotage) mais qui pourraient entraîner rapidement une
morbidité ou une mortalité de la population. Par conséquent, il a été
recommandé d'étendre la zone primaire des emplacements de certains
réacteurs nucléaires à 13 km au lieu de 10 km. Un autre groupe de
travail (n° 9) de la province a étudié l'éventualité de lésions se
déclarant dès les premiers moments et la nécessité de traiter les
victimes gravement irradiées, et il a proposé dans son rapport des
recommandations qui seront également examinées.

ARIES: An Expert System for Regulatory Information and Compliance
Requirement
C.T. Downie, Atomic Energy Control Board
B.G. Nickerson and K. Ward, University of New Brunswick
C.K. Scott, Atlantic Nuclear Services Ltd.
A prototype computer
program, ARIES, has been developed
to
demonstrate the use of a knowledgebase in support of safety and
compliance functions associated with a CANDU nuclear power s t a t i o n .
I t was developed with an expert systems s h e l l that includes a
hypertext
facility
in addition
to
rule based
and topical
representations of the regulatory
knowledge.
ARIES
includes
knowledgebases
for
shutdown-depth requirements,
safety system
a v a i l a b i l i t y requirements and permitted operating configurations with
links to other as yet undeveloped areas. The examples selected for
demonstration
include
evaluation
of mathematical
conditions,
graphical representation of system status and use of the hypertext
f a c i l i t y for explanations.

ARIES : Un s y s t è m e e x p e r t p o u r 1 ' i n f o r m a t i o n
r é g l e m e n t a t i o n e t l e s normes à r e s p e c t e r

sur

la

C.T. Downie, Commission d e c o n t r ô l e de l ' é n e r g i e a t o m i q u e
B.G. N i c k e r s o n e t K. Ward, U n i v e r s i t é du Nouveau-Brunswick
C.K. S c o t t , A t l a n t i c N u c l e a r S e r v i c e s L t d .
ARIES, un p r o t o t y p e d ' u n p r o g r a m e i n f o r m a t i q u e , a é t é mis
au p o i n t a f i n de f a i r e l a d é m o n s t r a t i o n de l ' u t i l i s a t i o n
d ' u n e b a s e d e c o n n a i s s a n c e s q u i s e r t de s o u t i e n p o u r
a s s u r e r l a s é c u r i t é e t l e r e s p e c t d e s normes à une c e n t r a l e
d ' é n e r g i e n u c l é a i r e CANDU. Ce p r o t o t y p e a é t é c o n s t r u i t à
l ' a i d e d ' u n s y s t è m e e x p e r t c o q u i l l e v i d e q u i comprend une
f o n c t i o n d ' h y p e r t e x t e en p l u s d e s p r é s e n t a t i o n s f o n d é e s s u r
d e s r è g l e s e t d e s t h è m e s , e t s u r d e s c o n n a i s s a n c e s en
m a t i è r e de r é g l e m e n t a t i o n .
ARIES comprend d e s b a s e s de
c o n n a i s s a n c e s s u r l e s e x i g e n c e s r e l a t i v e s à l a marge
d'arrêt
d'exploitation,
sur
les
exigences
de
la
disponibilité
des
systèmes
de
sécurité
et
les
c o n f i g u r a t i o n s d ' e x p l o i t a t i o n permises f a i s a n t l e l i e n avec
d ' a u t r e s s e c t e u r s j u s q u ' i c i non e x p l o i t é s .
Parmi l e s
e x e m p l e s de d é m o n s t r a t i o n c h o i s i s , n o t o n s l ' é v a l u a t i o n d e s
c o n d i t i o n s m a t h é m a t i q u e s , l a r e p r é s e n t a t i o n g r a p h i q u e du
statut
du
système
et
l'utilisation
d'une
fonction
d ' h y p e r t e x t e pour l e s e x p l i c a t i o n s .

CONCEPTUAL PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT FOR CANDU 3, J.R. Fisher.
P.J. Allen, S.V. Inamdar, S. Sahasranaman, H.S. Shapiro, AECL
CANDU
Operati ons

The CANDU 3 project has recently completed the conceptual
design phase.
To give assurance that the conceptual design
will meet the safety
targets proposed
to the Atomic Enerpv Control Board, a review of the
conceptual design using probabilistic techniques was undertaken.
To summarize, the objectives of
assessment (CP5A) were:
a)

b)
c)
d)

the

conceptual

probabilistic

safety

To provide safety design assistance in the early stages of the
project to ensure that the conceptual design includes adequate
redundancy.
To establish reliability targets for safety related systems.
To
identify
accident
sequences
that
could
be large
contributors to public risk.
To provide input to the environmental
qualification program
and control centre/emergency operating procedure design.

In this paper, we will discuss the methodology. initiating
events
considered, the acceptance criteria and results of the CANDU 3 CPSA.

ÉVALUATION PROBABILISTE DE L'ÉTUDE DE CONCEPTION DE LA SÛRETÉ DU CANDU 3,
J.R. Fisher, P.J. Allen, S.V. Inamdar, S. Sahasranaman, H.S. Shapiro,
EACL Opérations CANDU
La phase d'étude de conception du projet CANDU 3 a été achevée récemment.
On a entrepris un examen de cette étude à l'aide de méthodes probabilistes, afin de
garantir que l'étude remplira les objectifs de sûreté proposés à la Commission de
contrôle de l'énergie atomique.
En bref, les objectifs de l'évaluation probabiliste de la sûreté (EPS) de l'étude de
conception étaient les suivants :
a) Offrir une aide à l'étude de la sûreté aux premiers stades du projet afin de
garantir que l'étude de conception comprendra une redondance adéquate.
b) Etablir des objectifs de fiabilité pour les systèmes imponants pour la sûreté.
c) Déterminer les suites d'événements ou séquences post-accidentelles qui pourraient
compromettre fortement la sécurité du public.
d) Offrir des données d'entrée pour le programme d'étude de l'impact sur l'environnement et pour le plan des mesures d'urgence - centre de commande.
Dans cet ouvrage, on discute des méthodes, des événements initiateurs pris en compte,
des critères d'acceptation et des résultats de l'EPS du CANDU 3.

CANDU 3 Standard Plant Licensing

A. Natalizio, M. Bonechi, E.S.Y. Tin

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
CANDU Operations

Abstract not received.

Radiation-Induced Air/Water P a r t i t i o n i n g and Gas Phase Speciation
of Iodine from I r r a d i a t e d Iodide Solutions, S.H. Hirbod, and R.E.
j e r v i s , University of Toronto
The effect of gamma r a d i a t i o n on p a r t i t i o n i n g of iodine
between a5 i r and cesium
iodide s o l u t i o n s , ranging in concentration
from 10" to 10"1 M, has been i n v e s t i g a t e d using radiochemical
methods. In t h i s paper, the dependence of p a r t i t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t
on the t o t a l dose delivered at dose r a t e s ranging from 0.003 t o 2
Mrad/h t o Csl solutions of various concentration (10~5 t o 10"7 M) and
pH (5 t o 9 ) , with or without the presence of a reducing agent,
hydrazine, i s discussed. I t i s found t h a t r a d i a t i o n reduces the
p a r t i t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t , l i q u i d t o gas iodine concentration r a t i o ,
under a l l conditions with the r e s u l t s being more pronounced a t
lower pH and higher iodide concentrations. The dose r a t e a t which
a given t o t a l dose i s delivered i s found t o be an important factor5
in determining the p a r t i t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t . That i s , in case of 10"
M Csl solutions a c e r t a i n dose of gamma r a d i a t i o n delivered a t a
higher dose r a t e resulted in a lower p3a r t i t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t ,
i r r a d i a t i o n of the solutions containing 10" M hydrazine r e s u l t e d
in higher p a r t i t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s , indicating t h a t the presence of
the reducing agent negated some of the effects of r a d i a t i o n .

SEPARATION EAU/AIR PROVOQUEE PAR RADIATION ET EVOLUTION A
L'ETAT GAZEUX DE L'IODE A PARTIR DE SOLUTIONS IODUREES,
IRRADIEES.
S.H. Mirbod e t R . E . J e r v i s - U n i v e r s i t é de T o r o n t o .

L ' e f f e t d e s r a d i a t i o n s gamma s u r l a s é p a r a t i o n de l ' i o d e e n t r e a i r e t s o l u t i o n s
c e s i u m - i o d u r é e s d o n t l a c o n c e n t r a t i o n s ' é t e n d e n t r e 1 0 b e t 10'M a é t é é t u d i é
en u t i l i s a n t d e s m é t h o d e s r a d i o - c h i m i q u e s . L ' o b j e t de c e t t e é t u d e e s t l a
d é p e n d a n c e du c o e f f i c i e n t de s é p a r a t i o n de l a d o s e t o t a l e s o u m i s e à d e s d o s e s
dont l e s taux s'échelonnent
e n t r e 0 , 0 0 3 e t 2Mrad/h à s o l u t i o n s Csl de
c o n c e n t r a t i o n d i v e r s e ( 1 0 b à 10 'M) e t un pH ( e n t r e 5 e t 9 ) , a v e c ou s a n s l a
p r é s e n c e d ' u n a g e n t r é d u c t e u r , 1 ' h y d r a z i n e . I l s ' a v è r e que l a r a d i a t i o n r é d u i t
l e c o e f f i c i e n t de s é p a r a t i o n , r a p p o r t l i q u i d e s u r c o n c e n t r a t i o n de gaz i o d é , s o u s
t o u t e s c o n d i t i o n s a v e c d e s r é s u l t a t s p l u s p r o n o n c é s a v e c un pH p l u s b a s e t d e s
concentrations iodurées plus f o r t e s .
Un i m p o r t a n t f a c t e u r d a n s l a d e t e r m i n a t i o n du c o e f f i c i e n t de s é p a r a t i o n semble
ê t r e l e t a u x de d o s e s a u q u e l e s t s o u m i s une d o s e t o t a l e d o n n é e . C e c i i m p l i q u e
que d a n s l e c a s de s o l u t i o n s 10 bM C s l , une c e r t a i n e d o s e de r a d i a t i o n gamma
s o u m i s e à un t a u x de d o s e s p l u s é l e v é p r o d u i t un c o e f f i c i e n t de s é p a r a t i o n p l u s
bas.
La r a d i a t i o n d e s s o l u t i o n s c o n t e n a n t 10'3M d ' h y d r a z i n e p r o d u i t d e s c o e f f i c i e n t s
de s é p a r a t i o n p l u s é l e v é s , i n d i q u a n t que l a p r é s e n c e d ' u n a g e n t r é d u c t e u r a n n u l e
c e r t a i n s e f f e t s de l a r a d i a t i o n .

Some Implications of Assumed Tellurium Behaviour in
Containment in the Long Term Following a LOCA

K.R. Weaver

Shaftesbury Scientific Limited

Abstract not received.

Fission Product Grain Boundary Inventory
C.E.L. Hunt, F.C. Iglesias, D.S. Cox, N.A. Keller, R.D. Barrand, R.F.
O'Connor, J.R. Mitchell, G.U. Wood and R. Mikusch, Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories

During irradiation, the fission products generated inside the U02 matrix,
migrate to the grain boundaries by a process controlled by the irradiation
temperature. In the unlikely event of an accident, those fission products
which are store on the grain boundaries will be the first to be released.
This release can occur by different mechanisms depending on the accident
sequence. The inventory available on the grain boundaries thus is an
important component of the source term and its release history.
Previous work has shown that exposure to air at low temperatures causes
separation of the U02 grains by a process of grain boundary oxidation. Online measurements of the fission product Xe and I evolution during grain
boundary separation gave a direct determination of the amount of these
elements located at the grain boundaries.
Since there is a radial temperature gradient across the fuel pellet during
irradiation, the grain boundary inventory also of fission products is
expected to depend on the radial position. Small fragments of U02 were
selected from different radial positions and annealed at low temperature in
air. The grain boundary inventories were measured and the results compared
with metallurgical measurements of the grain size as a function of the fuel
i"adius.

EXAMINATION OF TMI : 2 CORE SAMPLES IN CANADA. D.S. Cox, P.J. Fehrenbach. R.
Choubey'", G. Grant"", G. Delaney*, L. Brown"', D. Chen", D.A. Leach, D.J.
Disney, F.C. Iglesias. Atomic Energy of Canada Research Company. Chalk
River Nuclear Research Laboratories, Chalk River Ontario, KOJ U O and
""Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment, Pinavja Manitoba, ROE 1L0.

The accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2), in March 1979. resulted in
severe fuel damage involving melting, î^r^raction and relocation of roacror
core materials. To assist in understating the mechanism and extent of fuel
damage and fission product release, Canada has participated as an OECD-NEA
member country in the TMI-2 Accident Evaluation Program conducted by the US
DOE. As part of this effort, samples from various regions of the damaged
core *.cere subjected to detailed examination by metallography and SEM,
including EDX and WDX analyses, auto-radiography, gamma-scanning and
radiochemical analysis. Results of the examination are summarized and
interpreted in light of other international findings and the currently
accepted scenario of core melt progression in the TMI-2 accident.

EXAMEN D'ÉCHANTILLONS DE COEUR DU RÉACTEUR TMI-2 AU CANADA. D.S. Cox,
P.J. Fehrenbach, R. Choubey*, G. Grant*, G. Delaney*, L. Brown*,
D. Chan*, D.A. Leach, D.J. Disney, F.C. Iglesias. Société de recherche
de l'Énergie atomique du Canada. Laboratoires de recherches nucléaires
de Chalk River, Ontario KOJ U O et *Établissement de recherches
nucléaires de Uhiteshell, Pinawa ROE 1L0.

L'accident survenu au deuxième réacteur de Three Mile Island (TMI-2), en
mars 1979, a entraîné de sérieux dégâts de combustible dont la fusion,
l'interaction et le déplacement des matériaux du coeur de celui-ci.
Pour aider à comprendre le mécanisme et l'étendue des dégâts de
combustible et du rejet de produits de fission, le Canada a participé,
comme pays membre de l'AEN de l'OCDE, au Programme d'évaluation de
l'accident de TMI-2 dirigé par le ministère de l'énergie américain,
US DOE. Dans le cadre de ces travaux, on a soumis des échantillons
provenant de diverses régions du coeur détérioré à un examen minutieux
par métallographie et MEB (Microscopie Électronique à Balayage)(SEM)
dont les analyses XDE (des rayons X par Dispersion de l'Énergie) (EDX)
et XDLO (des rayons X par Dispersion de la Longueur d'Onde) (WDX),
l'autoradiographie, l'exploration gamma et l'analyse radiochimique. On
résume et interprète les résultats de l'examen à la lumière d'autres
résultats internationaux et du scénario actuellement accepté de la
progression de fusion du coeur dans l'accident de TMI-2.

Interaction of Zircaloy with Uranium Dioxide and Steam at Temperatures
between 1000 and 1700 degrees C. Verfication of the HITO Code, A. Denis
and E.A. Garcia. Departmento Materiales, Comision Ncaional de Energia
Atomica, Argentina.
A code able to describe the interaction between the zircaloy tube and its
environment during severe accidents is developed.
In a hypothetical severe fuel damage (SFD) accident the zircaloy (Zry)
cladding may react, on its internal face, with the UO2 fuel and, on the
external face, with steam. These reactions result in the formation of
ZrÛ2, various oxygen stabilized phases and a (U,Zr) alloy. The
interaction on the internal face between UO2 and Zry becomes significant
above 1000 degrees C if a good solid contact between cladding and fuel
exists. The HITO code describes both internal and external oxidation of
the Zry cladding. The diffusion equations of oxygen in the various
reaction layers are solved by the finite differences method in the
implicit version. The position of metastable equilibrium of one of the
interfaces is determined by the condition of conservation of the uranium
mass. The condition of conservation of the zirconium mass is also
employed to take into account the radius decrease observed during
experiments in inert atmosphere.
In this work experimental results of isothermal experiments are used to
check the code. (These experiments also involve the heatup and cooldown
transients). Comparison between the experimental data and the results
calculated with the HITO code shows a good agreement.

Interaction de Zircaloy avec Dioxide d'Uranium et Vapeur d'eau à
Températures entre 1000 et 1700 C. Verfication du Code HITO. A. Denis
et E.A. Garcia, Departamento Materiales, Comision Nacional de Energia
Atomica, Argentina.
Nous avons développé un code pour décrire l'interaction entre la gaine de
zircaloy et son environnement durant un accident sévère de l'élément
combustible.
Pendant un accident sévère du fuel la gaine de zircaloy (Zry) peut
réagir, dans sa face interne avec le UO2 et, dans sa face externe avec la
vapeur d'eau. Ces réactions donnent lieu à la formation de ZrÛ2,
diverses faces stabilisées par l'oxygène et l'alliage (0,Zr).
L'interaction entre le UO2 et le Zr devient significative au dessus de
1000 C si un bon contact entre la gaine et le fuel existe. Le programme
HITO considère l'oxidation interne et externe de la gaine de Zry. Nous
avons résolu les equations de diffusion de l'oxygène dans les différentes
couches de réaction par la méthode de differences finites dans sa version
implicite. La position d'équilibre metastable d'une de ces interfaces
est détermine par la condition de conservation de la masse de l'uranium.
La condition de conservation de la masse de zirconium est aussi employée
pour tenir compte de la réduction du diamètre de la gaine observée
pendant des expériences dans une atmosphère de gaz noble.
Dans ce travail des résultats expérimentaux isothermiques sont utilisés
pour tester le code. (Ces expériences compredent aussi l'échauffement et
le refroidisement.) Les résultats expérimentaux et les résultats
calculés par le programme HITO montrent un très bon accord.

The NRU Blowdovn Test Facility Commissioning Program

J.A. Ualsworth, R.J. Zanatta, L.W. Dickson

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

Abstract not received.

A System to Extend the Assessment of Thermal Fuel Behaviour in the Blovdown
Test Facility
H.E. Sills, D.B. Reeves, L.J. Watt and V.J. Langsan, Idea Research
J.A. Walsvorth, L.W. Dickson and P.J. Fehrenbach, Atomic Energy of Canada
To assess transient fuel behaviour during high-temperature, in-reactor
experiments In the Blovdown Test Facility (BTF) and to relate this behaviour
to the timing and extent of fission product release, measurements of fuel
and sheath temperatures during the tests are required. At the upper end of
the temperature range (1100 C to melting), the continued integrity of the
thermocouples cannot be assured for the duration of the test.
A System to Extend the Assessment of Thermal Fuel Behaviour (SEATFB) in
the BTF is described in vhich measured temperatures in the lover temperature
region coupled with a simple fuel model, enables the continued, on-line
estimation of fuel temperatures in the BTF assembly. SEATFB operates on a
separate microcomputer having access to selected thermocouple measurements
and
i) provides a flexible, colour graphics display to enhance
visuali2ation of fuel/sheath temperatures using measured and
"virtual" data,
ii) enhances the assessment of circumferential and axial temperature
gradients vhich influence sheath strain and fission product
release, and
iii) provides a method to estimate fuel element temperatures even
though some of the thermocouples on the fuel assembly may have
failed.
A description of SEATFB and details of how the SEATFB will be utilized
prior to, during and after a high temperature fuel test will be discussed.

Système servant à étendre l'évaluation du comportement thermique
du combustible dans l'installation d'essais de dépressurisation
H.E. Sills, D.B. Reeves, L.J. Watt et V.J. Langman
Idea Research
J.A. Walsworth, L.W. Dickson et P.J. Fehrenbach
Énergie atomique du Canada
Pour évaluer le comportement transitoire du combustible au cours des
expériences à haute température en réacteur réalisées dans
l'installation d'essais de dépressurisation (BTF) et pour relier ce
comportement aux quantités des produits de fission et aux moments où ces
produits sont libérés, il est nécessaire de faire des relevés de
température du combustible et de température de gaine au cours des
essais. Aux températures les plus élevées (de 1 100'C au point de
fusion), l'intégrité des thermocouples ne peut être assurée pendant toute
la durée de l'essai.
Nous donnons la description d'un système servant à étendre
l'évaluation du comportement thermique du combustible dans
l'installation d'essais de dépressurisation; à l'aide des températures
relevées dans la gamme des températures les plus basses et d'un modèle
simple de comportement du combustible, ce système permet de faire une
estimation continue et directe des températures du combustible dans
l'installation d'essais de dépressurisation. Fonctionnant sur un microordinateur séparé avec accès aux mesures de thermocouples, le système
décrit présente les avantages suivants :
i)

un affichage couleur donnant une meilleure visualisation des
températures de gaine et de combustible à l'aide de données
mesurées et de données "virtuelles",

ii) une meilleure évaluation des gradients de température sur les
axes et la circonférence, gradients qui influencent les
déformations de gaine et la libération des produits de fission,
iii) une niéthode de calcul des températures de l'élément combustible
même lorsque certains des thermocouples de l'assemblage n'ont pas
fonctionné.
Nous allons décrire le système et examiner comment il sera utilisé
avant, pendant et après un essai de combustible à haute température.

Primary Heat Transport System Bleed Valve Erosion
and Repairs at BNGS 'B'

S. Abercrombie

Ontario Hydro

Abstract not received.

Heavy Water Leak Due to Fretting of DN Tube, Jong-Won Park, Korea
Electric Power Company.

Wolsong nuclear power plant has experienced four occassions of reactor shutdown owing to heavy water leaks since Its commercial operation.
Among these heavy water leaks, only one case was acute and brought about
reactor scram but the other cases listed as belows were chronic and repaired after manual reactor shutdown.
LEAK POINT
o Sampling Tube of DN
Monitoring System
("J-11" CHANNEL)
o Sampling Tube of DN
Honitoring System
("W-11" CHANNEL)
o HT Low A P Sensing
Tube (68334-9H)

DATE OF EVENT

OUTAGE PERIOD

86-10-24

86-11-15 03:14 ~86-11-19 10:13

88-08-13

88-08-16 01:35 ~
88-08-19 11:01

88-09-05

88-09-09 23:30 ~
88-09-10 21:00

All these three events were quite similar each other. Heavy water
escaped through a pinhole which was produced at the outer surface of
the tube. The pinhole was caused by wear attributed to vibration and
abrasion against the other tube or the clamp contacted. The differences
are location, leak rate and values in heavy water loss and tritium
level etc.
This paper presents a brief description on these tube leaks including
symptons, causes, effects, corrective actions and lessons learned, principally concerning the second DN tube leak which has been occurred on
August 13, 1988.

La centrale nucléaire de WOLSÔNG a expérimenté depuis sa mise en
service industrielle, 4 arrêts dus fi des fuites importantes d'eau
lourde.
Parmi ces 4 arrêts un cas seulement fut assez important pour déclencher
Varret automatique du réacteur. Les 3 autres cas mentionnés Ci-dessous
étaient des fuites chroniques qui ont pu être réparées après arrêts
manuel du réacteur.
LOCALISATION DE LA FUITE
o Tube d'échantillonage du
système de contrôle DN
(VOIE "J-11")
o Tube d'échantillonage du
système de contrôle DN
(VOIE "W-11")
o Tube capteur HT bas A P
(66334-9H)

DATE DE LA DECOUVERTE

PÉRIODE D'ARRÊT

86-10-24

86-11-15 03:14 ~
86-11-19 10:13

88-08-13

88-08-16 01:35 ~
88-08-19 11:01

88-09-05

88-09-09 23:30 ~
88-09-10 21:00

Ces 3 événements ont eu la même cause, l'eau lourde a fui au travers
d'un trou d'épingle dans la surface externe du tube. Ce trou était le
résultat de l'usure attribuée aux vibrations et a l'abrasion du tube
contre le tube voisin ou bien du tube contre 1'entretoise. Les seules
différences étant dans l'emplacement du trou, les taux de fuites et
valeurs d'eau lourde perdue, niveaux de tritium, etc.
Ce document présente une brève description de ces fuites de tubes y
compris les symptômes, causes, effets, actions correctives et leçons
apprises, principalement en ce qui concerne la fuite sur le second tube
DN découverte le 13 Août, 1988.

Improving Reliability Of The Uninterruptible Power supply
(UPS) Inverters At The Point Lepreau Generating Station.
G.C. Greenlaw and J.A. Shaw, New Brunswick Electric Power
Commission.

In nuclear generating plants inverters are required to
provide clean uninterruptible AC power to critical loads
such as safety systems, computers and process control.
Upon inverter failure, the system is designed to have a
static switch transfer the load, in a no break manner,
over to a regulated bypass supply. Failure of the transfer
can greatly increase the risk of a plant trip.
Recent failures of both the inverter and transfer scheme
warranted a review of the system design and maintenance
practises. The review indicated a number of the inverter
critical components were not functioning properly due to
age related degradation. This resulted in the violent
failure of solid state components within the inverter.
Resultant transfers to bypass supply were not successful
because of noise induced spurious operation of logic
permissives at that critical time. In order to increase the
system reliability, upgrading of the inverter components
and transfer logic has been implemented along with a
improved maintenance program.

A m e l i o r a t i o n de la fiabilité des convertisseurs de
l'alimentation stabilisée à la centrale de Point Lepreau. G. C.
Greenlaw et J.A. Shaw, la Commission d'énergie électrique du
Nouveau-Brunswick.

Dans une centrale nucléaire, les convertisseurs servent
à fournir une alimentation stabilisée en c.a. aux systèmes et à
l'équipement critiques comme les systèmes de sécurité, les
ordinateurs et les commandes de processus. En cas de
défaillance des convertisseurs, un commutateur statique
transfère la charge, sans aucune coupure, à une alimentation de
dérivation stable. Si le transfert ne se fait pas, il est très
probable que la centrale se déclenche.
Étant donné les défaillances récentes du convertisseur
et du schéma de transfert, il a fallu examiner la conception du
système et les pratiques d'entretien. Les résultats ont indiqué
que la détérioration due à l'âge a empêché certaines
composantes importantes du convertisseur de bien fonctionner,
ce qui a entraîné une défaillance violente des éléments à semiconducteurs à l'intérieur du convertisseur. Le transfert à
l'alimentation de dérivation ne s'est pas produit à cause du
fonctionnement intempestif, dû au bruit, des commandes établies
de la logique à ces moments critiques. Afin d'accroître la
fiabilité du système, on a amélioré les composantes des
convertisseurs, la logique du transfert et le programme
d'entretien.

Operation and Commissioning Experience with the Darlington Tritium
Removal Facility, R.B. Davidson, J. Quelch, F. Guglielmi, Ontario Hydro.
The Darlington Tritium Removal Facility (DTRF) commissioning has
progressed sufficiently to allow processing of heavy water with an
activity up to 34 Ci/kg. This paper presents the details to meet
operating license requirements and outlines early operating experience of
the DTRF.
The main extraction process is a vapour phase catalytic exchange where a
tritium enriched heavy water vapour stream is contacted with a tritium
depleted deuterium gas stream. The products are tritium depleted heavy
water and a tritium enriched deuterium. The heavy water is returned to
the nuclear generating station for recovery makeup and tritium is removed
from the deuterium and concentrated using cryogenic distillation. The
tritium then immobilized, as a tritide, on titanium beds.
Commissioning of the DTRF was from February 1987 to October 31, 1988 when
the plant was declared in service. As with any large scale prototype
plant, lack of operating experience and equipment unreliability has led
to high incapabilities during the initial in service period.
Commissioning and operation of the DTRF are described using the following
guidelines: 1. Description of each process making up the DTRF. 2. The
commissioning philosophy. 3. Reliability and suitability of equipment
used at the DTRF. 4. Comparison of the actual operation and performance
of each subunit to design.

Mise en service et exploitation de l'installation de détritiation de
Darlington. R.B. Davidson, J. Quelch, F. Guglielmi, Ontario Hydro.
La mise en service de l'installation de détritiation de Darlington (IDD)
est rendue au stade où il est possible de traiter de l'eau lourde avec
une activité maximale de 34 Ci/kg. Le présent rapport décrit les
conditions d'obtention du permis d'exploitation et les résultats initiaux
d'exploitation.
L'extraction se fait essentiellement par échange catalytique à phase de
vapeur dans lequel un flux de vapeur d'eau lourde tritiée est mis au
contact avec un flux de gaz de deuterium détritié. Il en résulte de
l'eau lourde détritiée et du deuterium tritié. L'eau lourde retourne à
la centrale nucléaire pour servir d'eau lourde d'appoint. Le tritium est
extrait du deuterium puis concentré par distillation cryogénique et
immobilisé, sous forme de tritide, sur des lits de titane.
La mise en service de l'IDD s'est faite de février 1987 au 31 octobre
1988. Comme dans tout prototype d'usine de cette envergure,
l'inexpérience des opérateurs dans ce domains et le manque de fiabilité
des equipments ont donné lieu au début à de nombreuses pannes. Le
rapport décrit ainsi la mise en service et l'exploitation de l'IDD: 1.
Description des procédés utilisés dans l'IDD. 2. Étapes de la mise en
service. 3. Fiabilité et pertinence des équipements. 4. Comparaison du
fonctionnement et du rendement de chaque composante par rapport aux
données calculées.

KKACTOK SAFKTY CONSIDERATIONS DURING
MAJOR SAFKTY SYSTKM RKTROFITS ON
A FUK1.LF.D P1CKKR1NG UNIT
U.A. Schwabe
Ontario Hydro, Pickering NGS
Pickering Unit 4 underwent a five month outaqe, ending April 1989,
during which major modifications were made to all the .safety
systems. Since the reactor remained fuelled during the outage,
complex scheduling and innovative work methods were required to
ensure that all reactor safety considerations were met.

COMMKNT ASSUKFR 1 .A SF.CUK ITK D'UN RF.AC'i'hUR A
PU.'KFRINO DURANT L'INSTALLATION l)K MODIFICATIONS
MAJKUKKS AU DISPOSITIF DK PROTECTION

U.A. Schwahe
Ontario Hydro, Pickering NGS

Une mise hors service d'une durée de; cinq mois a ete terminée en Avril 1989
sur la tranche H

a Pickering.

Pendant l'arrêt, l'installation et la mise en

service de modifications majeures aux l.iois systèmes de sécurité ont ete
roruplelces.

Puisque le réacteur contenait du combustible irradie, il a fallu

entreprendre une planification délai liée et de nouvelles méthodes pour assurer'
la sécurité du reacteur pendant l'exécution des travaux.

The Impact of Fission Products on Radiation Fields in Ontario Hydro
CANDU Reactors - M.R. Floyd and J.R. LaMarre, Ontario Hydro
This report summarizes reactor face radiation field measurements made
since 1986 in Ontario Hydro Nuclear Generating Stations. These fields
are attributed to Depositing Fission Products (Zr/Nb-95 and La-140) and
Activated Corrosion Products (Co-60 and Sb-124) based on gamma
spectroscopy measurements. The- results show thnt while Depositing
Fission Product field contributions are minimal in Bruce reactors
(<20%), they are dominant in some Pickering reactors (>80%). This
disparity has arisen because Pickering reactors, unlike Bruce reactors,
do not incorporate Delayed Neutron Detection Systems which facilitate on
power removal of defective fuel. It is concluded that significant
radiation field reductions result from the use of Delayed Neutron
Detection Systems and that their maintenance and operation should be
contintied at those stations where they exist. Tn addition, it is
recommended that future CANDU reactors incorporate Delayed Neutron
Detection Systems.

Les conséquences des produits de fission pour les champs de rayonnement
dans les réacteurs CANDU d'Ontario Hydro - M.R. Floyd et J.R. LaMarre,
Ontario Hydro

Le présent rapport résume les mesures de champs de rayonnement sur les
faces des réacteurs, lesquelles sont effectuées depuis 1986 dans les
centrales électronucléaires d'Ontario Hydro. On attribue ces champs aux
produits de fission qui se déposent(Zr/Nb-95 et La-140) et aux produits
de corrosion rendus actifs (Co-60 et Sb-124) mesurés par spectroscopic
gamma. Les résultats montrent que, bien que la contribution des champs
provenant des produits de fission est minimale dans les réacteurs de
Bruce (<20%), elle est dominante dans certains réacteurs de Pickering
(>80%). Cette disparité se manifeste car, à la différence des réacteurs
de Bruce, ceux de Pickering ne renferment pas des détecteurs de neutrons
retardés facilitant le retrait du combustible défectueux en cours de
marche. On en conclu que la réduction importante de champs de
rayonnement provient de l'emploi de détecteurs de neutrons retardés et
qu'il faudrait continuer de les entretenir et les faire fonctionner là
où ils existent. En outre, on recommande d'incorporer des détecteurs de
neutrons retardés dans tous les réacteurs CANDU futurs.

Dcaerator Transient at Bruce NGS "B" Unit 3
H. Braul, G. Paquin

Ontario Hydro

Abstract not received.

Chemical Behavior of Morpholine in the
Steam-Water Cycle of a C A N D U - P H W
Nuclear Power Plant
R. Gilbert, C. Lamarre and Y . Dundar, H y d r o - Q u é b e c
Thermal stability of morpholino iii liquid-steam systems at temperatures and pressures close
to CA.\DU-PÎIW" thermal cycle operating conditions lias been investigated using a laboratory
high-pressure reactor. The measured decomposition rate constants are 2.67. S.73 and 21/25
X 10~' s _ 1 at 260. 2S0 and 300°C respectively. The disappearance of morpholine follows
first-order kinetics with an activation energy of 131.9 k.I/inol. Ammonia, ethanolaniine. 2(2-aminoethoxy) ethanol. methylamine, etliylamine, ethylene glycol, and acetic and glycolic
acids are the major breakdown products identified. The proposed decomposition route has
been validated in the field by tracking these volatile amines and organic acids in water samples
taken at different locations of the thermal cycle of Gent illy 2. This paper presents and
discusses analytical results.

Etude de la stabilité de la morpholine dans
ïc cycle eau-vapeur d'une centrale nucléaire
CANDU-PHW
R. G i l b e r t , C. L a m a r r e et Y. D u n d a r ,

Hydro-Québec

La stabilité do la morpholino on milieu aqueux à dos températures et pressions voisines à
celles généralement observées dans le cycle eau-vapeur de la centrale nucléaire Gentilly 2 a été
étudiée en laboratoire. Los essais ont été réalisés dans une bombe do Parr aux températures de
2()0. 280 et 3l)0''C. Los constantes de vitesse de la réaction do décomposition sont respectivement 2.(i~. 8.73 et 21.25 x 10"' s - ' . La. cinétique est du premier ordre et l'énergie d'activation
de 131.9 k.I/mol. L'ammoniac, réthanolamine. l'ainiiio-2 éthoxy éthanol, la méthylamine.
l'éthylamino. l'éthylènc glycol et les acides acétique et glycolique sont les principaux composés
identifiés. Un mécanisme de la décomposition de la morpholino en laboratoire est proposé.
L'analyse d'échantillons d'eau prélevés à différents endroits du cycle thermique de Gentilly 2
indique la présence des amines volatiles et des acides organiques énumérés précédemment.
Les résultats de celte étude seront présentés et, discutés.

Inspection Planning to Address Erosion-Corrosion

V.K. Chexal, E.B. Dietrich

Electric Power Research Institute

G.A. Randall, V.C. Shevde, J.S. Horowitz

Abstract not received.

Development of the SOPHT Code and Comparison of Results
with the FIREBIRD Code for a Primary Loss-of-Coolant

Jean-Claude Amrouni, Serge Chapados
Energie & Analyses Enaq du Québec Ltée.

Guy Delorme, Hong Huynh
Hydro Québec

Abstract not received.

An Improved Dynamic Simulation of a
CANDU Pressurizer
by
J. S. Pitre and D. A. Meneley
University of New Brunswick
Department of Chemical Engineering
Fredericton, New Brunswick E3B 5A3
(506) 453-5138

In the course of developing a transient model for CANDU reactors for
microcomputer systems, it has become necessary to develop models for several
components of the heat transport system.
The prcssurizcr model of H. Tczcl
has been reviewed for this purpose, and with several major alterations has
been found to successfully simulate the CANDU prcssurizcr.
The model consists of three main parts: the equations governing
conservation of mass and enthalpy; the logic governing the pressure
controllers, the heater and the bleed valve; and the routines for the
calculation of heavy water properties in both liquid and vapor phase.
Testing of the model using Pt. Lcpreau data remains to be completed,
however testing of the prcssurizer model has been performed using arbitrary
functions.
Testing initially involved the application of functions of outlet
header pressure, with good correlation to the expected results for a wide
variety of situations. The model has also been tested when interfaced to DSNP
and was again found to perform successfully.

An Improved Dynamic Simulation of a
CANDIJ Pressurizer
by
J. S. Pitre and D. A. Meneley
University of New Brunswick
Department of Chemical Engineering
Fredericton, New Brunswick E3B 5A3
(506) 453-5138

Dans le cadre de l'élabration d'un modèle transitoire des réacteurs
CANDU pour micro-ordinateurs, Il est devenu nécessaire de développer
différents modèles pour plusieurs éléments du système de transport de chaleur.
Dans ce but, le modèle de pressuriscur de H. Tczcl a été révisé et avec plusieurs
modifications majeures, il s'est avéré qu'il simule de façon satisfaisante le
pressuriscur CANDU.
Le modèle comporte trois parties essentielles: les équations régissant la
conservation de masse et d'cnthalpic; la logique régissant les contrôleurs de
pression, le dispositif de chauffage et la soupape de soutirage; et les routines de
calcul des propriétés de l'eau lourde en phase liquide et gazeuse.
Il reste à achever le vérification du modèle à partir des données de Point
Lcprcau.
Cependant la modélisation du pressuriscur a été testée en utilisant
des fonctions arbitraires de pression à la sortie du collecteur et a montré une
bonne corrélation avec les résultats attendus, ceci pour un large
éventail de
situations.
Le système a également été interface avec DSNP et a montré une
nouvelle fois qu'il fonctionnait de façon satisfaisante.

THERMOHYDRAULICS OF MODERATOR EXPULSION
FROM A CANDU CALANDRIA UNDER
SEVERE ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
J.T. Rogers
Dept. of Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering
Carleton University
Ottawa, Ontario
K1S 5B6

The computer program MODBOIL has been developed and used to predict the thermalhydraulic behavior of CANDU cores under .severe accident conditions involving the loss
of the moderator cooling system. The program uses a drift-flux model to characterize
the transient behavior of the moderator under such conditions. The sensitivity of the
prediction of the moderator expulsion rate to the values of the drift-flux void-distribution
and void-drift velocity parameters is shown. The results suggest that the moderator
expulsion rate during the rapid period of onset of bulk boiling may be considerably
lower than that predicted in studies done to date.

Le programme d'ordinateur MODBOIL a été développé et utilisé pour prédire le comportement hydro-thermique
des coeurs CANDU soumis à des conditions d'accident sévères entraînant la défaillance du système de
refroidissement du modérateur. Le programme utilise le modèle drifl-flux pour caractériser le comportement
transitoire du modérateur sous de telles conditions. La sensibilité de la prédiction du taux d'expulsion du
modérateur, aux valeurs de distribution du vide du drift-llux et aux paramètres de vélocité de variaiion du vide,
est démontrée. Les résultats suggèrent que le taux d'expulsion du modérateur pendant la période rapide du
commencement de l'ébullition totale peut être considérablement inférieur à celui prédit par des études faites
jusqu'à ce jour.

Comparison of Homogeneous and Two-Fluid Simulations of a Large-Break LOCA in
a CANDU D.J. Richards, J.N. Barkman, Atomic Energy of Canada, H.A. Wright,
New Brunswick Electric Power Commission, H. Huynh, Hydro Québec

Most thermalhydraulic analyses performed to date on postulated loss-ofcoolant accidents (LOCAs) in CANDU'1 reactors have used computer codes in
which the fluid flow is assumed to be homogeneous. Recently, advanced twofluid codes have become available for such analyses. This paper compares a
homogeneous simulation (FIREBIRD) with a two-fluid simulation (CATHENA) of a
postulated large-break LOCA scenario in a CANDU-600 reactor — a 100% reactor
outlet header break, with pumps running, and the emergency core cooling (ECC)
system available. The comparison showed that, even for a very fast transient, differences exist between the homogeneous and the two-fluid calculations. Most differences were found to be due to the different method of
modelling non-equilibrium effects in the two codes, especially the fluid
temperatures. However, the overall behaviour of the system is similar, especially refilling of the channels. More differences would be evident for
slower transients, where phase-separation effects are dominant.

Comparaison ties simulations filtre un code homgène et un code à deux
fluides, pour le scénario d'une perte majeure de caloporteur d'un
réacteur CANDU. D.J. Richards, J.N. Barkman, Energie atomique du Canada,
M.A. Wright, Commission de'énergie électrique du Nouveau-Brunswick,
H.M. Huynh, Hydro-Québec

Dans la plupart des analyses de thermohydraulique réalisées jusqu'à
présent pour des ac<-i dents postulés de perte de caloporteur (LOCA) dans
les réacteurs CANDU'1', on s'est servi de codes de calcul où l'on suppose
homogène l'écoulement des fluides. On dispose, depuis peu, de codes de
calcul avancés d'écoulement à deux fluides pour ces analyses. Dans cette
communication, on compare la simulation d'un code de calcul homogène
(FIREBIRD) avec celle d'un code de calcul à deux fLuides (CATHENA) d'un
scénario d'accident postulé de perte majeure de caloporteur (LOCA) dans
un réacteur CANDU-600: un bris à guillotine au collecteur de sortie, les
pompes étant en marche et le circuit de refroidissement d'urgence du
coeur (ECC) disponible. La comparaison des résultats a montré que, même
pour un transitoire très rapide, il y a des écarts entre les calculs de
l'écoulement homogène et ceux de l'écoulement à deux fluides. On a
constaté que la plupart de ces écarts découlent des différentes
techniques de modélisation des effets de non-équilibre avec, les deux
codes de calcul, notamment dans l'évaluation de la température des
fluides. Toutefois, le comportment global du circuit est semblable,
surtout pour le remplissage des canaux. D'autres différences seraient
manifestes pour des transitoires plus lents clans lesquels les effets de
séparation des phases sont dominants.

CNS Session 1
Advanced Fuel Cycles
Chairman:

R.V. Morrison, Energy Mines and Resources

Future Prospects for CANDU Advanced Fuel Cycles
J.B. Slater, AECL-CRNL
The Use of Advanced Fuel Cycles in CANDU Plant
Optimization
J.R. Hardman, A.C. Mao, A.R. Dastur*, AECL CANDUOperations
The R&D Program in Support of Advanced Fuel Cycles for
CANDU
ILO. Moeck*, F.N. McDonnell, J. Griffiths, AECL-CRNL
The Role of the New CANFLEX Fuel Bundle in Advanced Fuel
Cycles for CANDU Reactors
A.D. Lane*, J. Griffiths, I.J. Hastings, AECL-CRNL
Reactor Physics Measurements in Support of Advanced Fuel
Cycles in CANDU Reactors
R.T. Jones*, J. Griffiths, A. Okazaki, A. Celli, AECLCRNL
Equilibrium Fuel Management Simulations for 1.2% SEU in a
CANDU 6
M.H. Younis, AECL CANDU-Operations, P.G. Boczar*, AECLCRNL

FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR CANDU ADVANCED FUEL CYCLES

J. B. SLATER
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Research Company
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario, KOJ 1J0

SUMMARY
The recent history of the AECL Advanced Fuel Cycle R&D Program, more
or less parallels the experience of the Canadian nuclear industry.
From prospects and proposals for broad-scope, large-scale expansion in
the middle 1970's, the perspective changed to the extent that, in
1985, (the time of the last major internal review) there were
large-scale reductions both in scope and funding and a refocussing on
the near-term prospects for exploiting slightly-enriched uranium (SEU)
fuelling.
The future pace and focus of the CANDU advanced fuel cycle program
will be influenced by a number of world-wide trends and opportunities.
These include the status of uranium production and resources, the
growing stockpile of light water reactor (LWR) spent fuel, the slow
pace of nuclear expansion and the delay in deployment of fast breeder
reactors by several more decades.
These trends offer a number of opportunities both domestically and
abroad which can be exploited by CANDU using one or other of the
potential fuel cycles illustrated on Figure 1. The major opportunity
for CANDU is to play the role of an "advanced converter" and fill the
growing niche between LWR's and the delayed introduction of fast
breeder reactors. CANDU already has the necessary characteristics of
low fissile inventory and high conversion ratio, and the simplicity of
the fuel bundle technology will maintain the low fuelling costs.
The fuel cycles illustrated on Figure 1 offer a broad range of options
to provide flexibility in response to changing future conditions and
different markets, world wide. CANDU can be a stand-alone technology
in any given market or a partner in an LWR-CANDU strategy. These
characteristics should lead to a significant future market for a CANDU
advanced converter reactor which combines superior efficiency of
resource utilization with excellent economics.
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THE USE OF ADVANCED FUEL CYCLES IN CANDU PLANT OPTIMIZATION

by
J.B- RARDMAN, A.C. MAO and A.R. DASTUR
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
CANDU Operations
Sheridan Park Research Community
Mississauga, Ontario
SUMMARY
The neutron economy of the CANDU system makes it
suitable to utilize a variety of fuel cycles. In the past,
the criterion for the evaluation of advanced fuel cycles
(AFC) have been minimization of fuel cost and maximization of
fuel utilization. In this study we show that the application
of AFC for optimization of the CA.NDU pcwer plant contributes
much more towards a reduction in total unit energy cost
ITUEC) than the contribution due to minimisation of fuel
cost.
The benefits of AFC in plant optimization results from
the higher reactivity leads that can be tolerated in a CANDU
plant that is fuelled with highly reactive fuel. In this
paper we evaluate these benefits in the following areas.
1)

Thicker pressure tubes that allow higher primary heat
transport system (PHTS) pressure and temperature with
the consequent improvement in thermal efficiency.

2)

Reduction in the size of secondary side process
equipment.

3)

Reduction in heavy water inventory due to thinner
reflector, higher lattice pitch and larger calandria
tubes.

4)

Increase in reactor power output due to the greater
potential for power flattening made possible with the
use of enriched fuel.

In addition, a number of improvements in the reactor
core characteristics are identified.
The reduction in TUEC is presented for a CANDU plant
that burns uranium that is recovered from the reprocessing of
spent LWR fuel.

THE R&D PROGRAM IN SUPPORT OF
ADVANCED FUEL CYCLES FOR CANDU

by
E.O. Moeck, F.N. McDonnell and J. Griffiths,
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Research Company, Chalk River, Ontario

Mailing address of principal author:

E.O. Moeck
Director, Advanced Reactor Development Division
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario
KOJ 1J0

THE R&D PROGRAM IN SUPPORT OF
ADVANCED FUEL CYCLES FOR CANDU

SUMMARY

CANDU* reactors operating on the once-through, natural-uranium fuel
cycle are now well established. They provide electricity at fuel cycle costs
that are typically half of those arising from other reactor concepts. The low
cost of the CANDU fuel cycle can be attributed to several factors including
heavy water moderator and coolant; on-power refuelling; simple, robust fuel
bundles fabricated on a mass-production basis; minimization of neutron
absorption in structural materials in the reactor core; and technically
straightforward short- and long-term storage and eventual disposal of the
irradiated fuel. All of these factors are equally applicable to advanced fuel
cycles in CANDU and promise to continue to yield fuel-cycle costs well below
those of competing reactor concepts.
By advanced fuel cycles [1,2], we mean cycles utilizing additional
fissile isotopes in the fresh fuel and disposal or reprocessing of the
irradiated fuel. The additional fissile isotopes envisaged are 235nt 239p Uj
2^1-Pu, and 2 3 3 M . The fuel cycles associated with these are as follows:
. SEU cycle, based on slightly enriched uranium (SEU) with a
235U content of about 1.2Z [3,4],
. CANFURL cycle, CANDU fuelled with Uranium Recovered from
LWRs in which the recovered enriched uranium (REU) has a
235U content of about 0.9% 15],
. TANDEM cycle, based on plutonium and uranium recovered from
the reprocessing of LWR fuel,
. MOX cycle, based on plutonium recovered from reprocessing of
CANDU fuel and mixed with natural or depleted uranium,
. Thorium cycle, based on 233U recovered from the reprocessing of
irradiated (Pu,232Th) or (235U, 232Th) or 233Th fuel,
. Future cycles utilizing fissile isotopes produced by fast breeder
reactors, accelerator breeders, or fusion reactors.
The potential advantages of advanced fuel cycles in CANDU were
recognized in the 1950s, and R&D in support of them has been underway since
then, at various levels of intensity. The present focus of the R&D program is
on the SEU and CANFURL cycles, with some effort continuing on the TANDEM, MOX
and thorium cycles. The motivation for the present R&D programs on SEU and
CANFURL conies from the projected savings of up to 35% in fuel cycle costs
under existing and near-term fuel cycle economics. Our studies show that,
with SEU or REU, burnups of 3 or 2 times, respectively, of those presently

*CANada Deuterium Uranium, registered in the U.S. Patent & Trademark. Office
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achieved with natural uranium are feasible. Those burnups more than
compensate for the cost of the enrichment (in SEU) and the projected slightly
higher costs of fuel fabrication and eventual disposal, i.e. the back, end of
the fuel cycle. Two principal technical questions need to be addressed with
regard to the SEU and PEU fuel cycles.
(1)

How can burnups of 2 to 3 times those obtained in present CANDUs be
achieved on a routine basis, in both present and future CANDUs, with a
fuel defect rate comparable to, or below that of current CANDU fuel?

(2)

What additional precautions, beyond those normally expected for natural
uranium and SEU, are required to specify, procure, fabricate, and handle
REU fuel?

To obtain a resolution of question (1), with a high level of confidence,
the decision was made in early 1986 to develop a new CANDU fuel bundle, called
CANFLEX* [6]. As described in a companion paper at this conference, CANFLEX
is a 43-element bundle which is a logical evolution of previous and existing
CANDU fuel bundles. Its R&D program has progressed to the point where
sufficient CANFLEX bundles are being fabricated for an irradiation in the NRU
reactor at CRNL, which is planned to start later this year. The successful
completion of the experimental irradiation of the fuel, its post-irradiation
examination, and the verification of the thermal and hydraulic performance of
the CANFLEX design in out-reactor test loops will bring the R&D program to a
successful conclusion by 1993. The next phase is the fabrication of a
representative number of bundles, say 1000, and their irradiation in a CANDU
reactor. As soon as a CANDU unit for this phase is identified, the licensing
analyses could begin, with a view to concluding the demonstration irradiation
in parallel with, or sequential to the NRU irradiation at the Chalk River
Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL). Other aspects of question (1) such as
appropriate fuel management to operate all fuel within prescribed envelopes of
element, bundle, fuel channel, and reactor power are also being addressed and
reported in companion papers at this conference.
A plan of work is being proposed to resolve question (2). A small
quantity of recovered uranium, for laboratory-scale characterization of its
composition and properties is being procured from a major fuel reprocessor.
One purpose of this work is to derive a sensible specification for powder
material for the fabrication of UO2 pellets. Another is to carry out
sintering experiments, judged to be a potentially troublesome step in the
fabrication process. Volatile impurities such as cesium and strontium might
cause undesirable deposits in the colder sections of the sintering furnace. A
better understanding of the precautions, if any, during this step is required.
The plan also envisages the procurement of, say, a megagram of REU, to produce
a demonstration quantity of fuel bundles and measure their reactor-physics
parameters in the ZED-2 reactor at CRNL.

*CANDU FLEXible, trademark registration in progress
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During the recent past, laboratory-scale quantities of MOX fuel have
been fabricated and used for reactor physics experiments in the ZED-2 reactor.
A companion paper at this conference describes the analysis of that series of
experiments. To confirm the reactor-physics parameters of TANDEM fuel, the
proposed R&D program envisages procurement and fabrication of a significant
quantity of uranium and plutonium recovered from the reprocessing of LVIR fuel.
The justification for this phase of the R&D program would need to come from
the marketplace. A fuel-fabrication campaign has recently been completed in
which 36 ( 233 u > Th)02 fuel bundles were fabricated at CRNL. These are
presently being used for reactor-physics measurements in ZED-2. In an earliercampaign, (Pu.Th)02 fuel vas fabricated and reactor physics measurements made
in ZED-2. Some of this fuel continues to be irradiated in NRU to achieve a
very high burnup. Also, (235ujxh)02 fuel has been fabricated in the past and
measured in ZED-2.
The end result of the R&D program in reactor physics on these advanced
fuels will be a set of reactor-physics codes, validated over a range of fuel
compositions, reactor lattices, coolant densities, and coolant and moderator
temperatures. These codes will be the basis of design, fuel management, and
licensing codes for either existing or future CANDU reactors operating with
advanced fuel cycles.
In conclusion, advanced fuel cycles for CANDU reactors are well on their
way to being implemented. The first step in this progression is slightly
enriched uranium (SEU) which is economical today. A new fuel bundle, CANFLEX,
is seen as the vehicle for SEU and other fuels in CANDU. Fuel fabricated from
recovered enriched uranium (REU) in CANDU is also economical today and thought
to be readily achievable technically. Future fuel cycles would utilize
plutonium recovered from either LVRs or CANDUs and eventually thorium. R&D in
support of these cycles is driven by the marketplace and focuses on those
topics that require a high degree of confidence in their implementation such
as fuel fabrication, defect-free fuel performance to high burnup under
realistic fuel-management conditions, and licensability.
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The new CANFLEX fuel bundle
is the most appropriate vehicle for the
optimal use of advanced fuel cycles in CANDU reactors. This is because of
the lower fuel ratings and enhanced operational flexibility which it
provides. The peak fuel element ratings are lowered by -20% (dependent upon
burnup and fissile content) through the use of more fuel elements than in
current CANDU bundles, coupled with the use of two diameters of fuel elements
- the smaller of which are in the outer, high flux rings of the bundle. The
flexibility is further enhanced by the thermalhydraulic optimization of the
CANFLEX bundle to increase its critical heat flux (CHF) capability by -8%
above that of current CANDU bundles. The CANFLEX bundle is being developed
to be compatible with the fuel handling equipment in current CANDU reactors,
so that it can be used in current CANDU reactor designs for any fuel cycle
that needs its capabilities.
The fuel cycles of principal interest for use in CANDU reactors are:
slightly enriched uranium (up to -1.2 wt% U-235), various cycles using the
U-235 or Pu recovered from spent_light water reactor (LWR) fuel, and the
high-burnup thorium fuel cycles ' . All of these cycles use more fissile
material than in natural CANDU fuel in order to achieve the higher burnups
required for optimum economics. This higher burnup results in the fuel being
subjected to power ramps and high fuel ratings at burnups higher than are
adequately covered by current. CANDU fuel experience. The extra fissile
loading generally requires more complex fuel management procedures, with the
associated risk of greater localized power peaks than are currently
acceptable. The lower peak fuel ratings for a given bundle power, that are
provided by the CANFLEX bundle, significantly ease both of these problems,
while the greater CHF capability of the CANFLEX bundle provides a greater
margin to the allowable local power peaks. These issues are also addressed
in companion papers at this conference.
The development of the CANFLEX bundle thus establishes the major fuel
operating technologies necessary to allow both current CANDU operators and
potential CANDU customers the freedom to use advanced fuel cycles when and
where they become economically or strategically attractive.
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The CANDU reactor is naturally well suited to development for use with
advanced fuel cycles because "neutron economy" was a major criterion in the
development of the current commercial version. Neutron economy means that the
number of neutrons captured in the uranium fuel is maximized while those lost
to parasitic absorption in structural materials, moderator, coolant, various
absorbers and shields etc. are correspondingly minimized. This results in a
reactor which achieves the highest uranium utilization of all current
commercial reactor types by burning natural uranium oxide fuel in a oncethrough fuel cycle characterized by low fissile inventory and high conversion
ratio. The use of pressure tubes and the consequent heterogeneous nature of
the reactor lattice also allows easy use of fuels other than natural uranium,
including slightlv enriched uranium (SEU), plutonium-uranium (Pu-U) and
thorium fuels.C'
There is then, a wide range of fuel cycles that can be implemented in CANDU.
These include cycles that are symbiotic with those of light water reactors
(LWRs), for instance a possible source of SEU is the recovered enriched
uranium (REU) obtained when LWR fuel is reprocessed. This material typically
has a U-235 content of about 0.9%. The plutonium obtained from LWR fuel
reprocessing can also be blended with uranium and efficiently burned in CANDU.
In either event, the U-235 content after the irradiation is reduced to below
the level currently seen in enrichment plant tails, so that there is no
economic incentive for further recycling.
While the major advantages that these advanced fuel cycles maintain for CANDU
are those of superior resource utilization and superior economics, enriched
fuel oycles also allow the possibility of further reductions in capital costs
(eg. reduced heavy water inventory, increased average channel power). However,
these reductions would be at the expense of the resource utilization.
An important part of the capability needed to assess the economics and
resource utilization of advanced fuel cycles, and to design and operate the
reactors required for their exploitation, is the ability to properly perform
the necessary reactor physics calculations. This ability is based on having
available the appropriate computer codes and data bases of differential
neutron-interaction-cross-sections validated for the necessary range of materials, geometries and physical conditions. In general the calculations become
more difficult for enriched fuels because of the increased blackness to
neutrons of the fuel and because of the greater change in fuel composition
during the irradiation.
For the CANDU reactor an important part
data is the comparison of their predictions
performed in trie ZED-2 critical facility^-)
Laboratories. During the past several years

of the validation of the codes and
with careful measurements
at Chalk River Nuclear
three fuel types, relevant to the

exploitation of advanced fuels in the CANDU reactor, have been studied in ZED2. These were: (Pu,U)C>2 containing 0.45% fissile Pu in U depleted to 0.34% U235, (Pu,Th)0-i containing 1.8% fissile Pu in heavy elements, and (U-233,Th)C>2
containing 1.4% U-233 in heavy elements. The fuel was in the form of 36element bundles (37-element bundles with the centre element missing), supported on a central tube. In all cases insufficient fuel was available for
critical cores containing only the fuel of interest to be assembled.
Therefore, techniques that utilize only a few rods, in a core fuelled mainly
with natural uranium, have had to be developed to allow the desired parameters
to be obtained.
Results will be presented for the (Pu,U)C»2 fuel, of which only five rods each
containing four bundles were available. Three types of measurement were made:
materials buckling of the fuel by the technique of successive substitution,
the effect on reactivity of heating the fuel and coolant to 300 °C, and a
detailed study of the distribution in the fuel and surrounding moderator of
reaction rates of interest. All the measurements were made at two lattice
pitches (31 cm hexagonal and 24.5 cm hexagonal) the wider of which is
equivalent to the CANDU PHW. The buckling and reaction rate measurements were
made with three different coolants (heavy water, light water and air), but the
reactivity temperature-coefficient for the fuel and coolant was only measured
with the water coolants.
The reaction rates measured were: fission of Pu-239 and U-235, and neutron
capture in fertile U-238 as well as in several neutron flux and spectrum
indicators: Cu-63 and Mn-55 for the thermal flux, Lu-176 for the thermal
spectrum, and Au-197 for the epithermal spectrum. The measured reaction rates
can be quite readily and directly compared with those calculated by the cell
code WIMS-CRNL'-*). In general the agreement between measurement and calculation, using a cross-section library derived from the ENDF/B-VW data set, is
quite good. For instance, for the initial conversion ratio (defined as the
ratio of capture in U-238 to fission in U-235), which provides a stringent
test of both measurement and calculation, the calculated values are on average
1.4% less than the measured values which themselves have an associated
uncertainty of 1%.
The buckling-by-successive-substitution measurements are not susceptible to
direct comparison with a cell code calculation. Their interpretation is more
difficult because it requires a calculational model of the reactor. Relatively
simple calculations have been carried out with the cell code WIMS-CRNL and the
reactor core code CONIFERS^) which indicate that good agreement between
measured and calculated k-effectives can be obtained for the various substitutions. A planned more complex analysis should eventually allow a materials
buckling to be derived from the experimental results.
Similarly the reactivity effect of changing the temperature of the fuel and
coolant in only five rods also requires the modelling of the reactor with
CONIFERS. Initial results show that WIMS-CRNL tends to over estimate the
magnitude of the temperature coefficient as well as its variation with
temperature.
In summary, measurements have been performed in the ZED-2 critical facility at
CRNL on various advanced fuel types. The purpose of the measurements is to
provide benchmark cases against which the predictions of the codes and data
bases used for reactor design and fuel-cycle predictions can be checked and
validated. Comparisons with results for (Pu,U)Û2 fuel indicate that the

calculations are generally in satisfactory agreement with measurement.
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SUMMARY
Fuel management simulations have been performed for 1.2% SEU fuel in a CANDU 6
reactor at equilibrium. Three fuel management schemes were considered:
1)
2)
3)

axial shuffling,
a regular 2-bundle shift, and
a regular 2-bundle shift with the adjuster rods removed from the core.

The work included both time-average and time-dependent simulations, from which
the physics characteristics of the cores at equilibrium were estimated.
From
the time-dependent refuelling simulations, power and power-boost envelopes
were derived for both 37-element and C A N F L E X d ) fuel. To a large extent, the
results are generic and can be applied to other CANDU reactors.
Axial shuffling is the fuel management option which provides the greatest
flexibility in shaping the axial power distribution, and was employed in the
central channels in the vicinity of the adjuster rods. Axial shuffling
involves removing some or all bundles from the channel, rearranging the
bundles in pairs and reinserting some bundle pairs back into the same channel
along with fresh bundles. Preliminary assessments indicate that axial
shuffling is technically feasible in all CANDU reactors. A previous study
looked at axial shuffling options with natural uranium fuel for the case of
single-ended fuelling in the CANDU 3 ( 2 ) .
The calculations were done using a 3-dimensional fuel management code.
Estimates of peak powers, refuelling ripples and fuel burnup were obtained
from a 100 full power day (FPD) time-dependent refuelling simulation.
Individual channels were selected for refuelling, and flux, power and burnup
distributions calculated at 10 FPD intervals. The starting point in the
simulation was an instantaneous distribution of channel age, which was
intended to represent a point in time in the equilibrium core. By the end of
100 FPD, a total of 291 channels (582 bundles) had been refuelled. The same
channels were refuelled in all three fuel management cases. This
approximation is reasonable since all cases started from the same distribution
of channel age.

Some of the simulation results are presented in Figure 1. All three fuel
management options resulted in acceptable physics characteristics, including
peak powers, refuelling ripples, power histories, and reactivity worths of
control devices. The axial shuffling fuel management option is very
attractive in the central channels near the adjuster rods. With the CANFLEX
bundle, almost all fuel elements had ratings below 40 kW/m, which would result
in significant safety and operational benefits. Axial shuffling results in a
declining power history, with very little power boosting at extended burnup as
a result of refuelling.
With a regular 2-bundle shift fuelling scheme, the adjuster rods depress the
power in the center of the channel, resulting in an asymmetric double-humped
axial power distribution. Some power boosting at extended burnup results
during refuelling. However, it is judged that the CANFLEX fuel bundle will be
able to accommodate this power history, due to the optimization of the pellet
design, and a reduction in fuel ratings. While this is not the optimal fuel
management strategy with 1.2% SEU from t'ie physics and fuel performance
perspectives, it is the simplest option.
Finally, with adjuster rods absent from the core, a simple 2-bundle shift
fuelling scheme results in excellent physics characteristics: good axial
flattening of the power distribution, and a declining power history with
increasing burnup. For the steady-state axial power distribution, there is an
advantage in the critical channel power in fuelling in the direction of
coolant flow.
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FIGURE 1 : RESULTS OF REFUELLNG SIMULATION
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The Canadian Submarine Acquisition Program (CASAP) is aiming to establish a
fleet of nuclear powered submarines, the first of which is expected to be in
operation in the mid 1990's. Two submarine classes are being appraised for
this program: a U.K. proposal for the TRAFALGAR class and a French proposal
based on the AMETHYSTE class. Both of the submarine classes use as their
power source the pressurized water reactor concept.
The paper is intended to provide an overview of some of the special features
that have been considered in the design and development of pressurized water
reactors for the marine environment. In addition the impact of CASAP on the
Canadian waste management program is identified in the paper. Finally a brief
commentary on the CANDU reactor program will be provided to demonstrate how
this relevant and unique technological base will support the Canadian
submarine acquisition initiatives.
Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs), originally developed for the U.S. submarine
program, have achieved a high level of maturity and proven capability both as
a marine power source and in civilian power generation applications. Compact
design, excellent inherent load following capability and reactor core fuel
lifetimes that challenge conventional machinery refit/refurbishment cycles are
some of the features which will be described, to show how they combine to make
the PWR system so attractive for this application.
To set the scene, the historical development of the marine PWR will be
outlined with special reference to publicly available information on the US
submarine nuclear propulsion program. It is conservatively estimated that
marine pressurized water reactors have been used in over four hundred
submarine and surface vessels through the world, making the PWR a well-proven
concept for marine nuclear propulsion.
Some of the special requirements of a marine propulsion source will be
outlined and discussed in the paper. As an example, the proximity of the
nuclear reactor to the crew within the confines of a nuclear propelled vessel
places unique requirements on reactor shielding to cater to both normal and
abnormal situations. A description of how these demands are met will be
covered, with reference also to the conventional approaches for land-based
systems.

The equipment for marine reactor systems is required to operate under shock
loadings that are, in some applications, orders of magnitude greater than the
"designed for" conditions of land-based reactor programs (e.g. ice breaker).
The requirements for the marine nuclear systems to withstand high shock
loadings is reflected in all aspects of the nuclear propulsion system design.
The special features of the PWR system, related to the load following demands
will also be presented. In particular the important role played by the
inherent physics characteristics of the reactor (e.g. temperature
coefficients) will be addressed.
For pressurized water reactors, a refuelling operation requires the reactors
to be shutdown. The measures adopted in the design to extend core lifetimes
to between five and seven years or more will be discussed.
To conclude, the paper
features of the marine
In addition, reference
industrial base and to

will provide a comparison of some of the technical
PWR with the land-based commercial CANDU power plant.
will be made to the availability of an adequate nuclear
the potential impacts on radioactive waste management.
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INTRODUCTION
It has long been recognized that a key determinant of the worth of
a submarine is the extent to which it can undertake submerged operations
with long endurance.
Considerable progress has been made in the
development of the family of low power nuclear-reaçtor-based systems known
as the Autonomous Marine Power Source (AMPS). I- U
The AMPS is being
developed for installation in a wide range of submarines, both civilian
and military, to provide them with very long endurance atmosphereindependent power.
The AMPS technology adapts advanced design principles of processintrinsic reactor safety to the submarine environment.
This permits
significant plant simplification and minimum reliance on operator action
for safe and effective operation.
The AMPS 1000 version is designed
expressly for integration in a range of modern 2000-tonne class dieselelectric naval submarines.
The plant is rated to supply in excess of
1000 kWe to the submarine batteries, at seawater temperatures of up to
30°C, to propel the submarine at speeds of up to 12 knots while supplying
all ship service loads. The submarine would possess virtually unlimited
submerged endurance at these speeds and, by maintaining its batteries
fully charged, would retain the high-speed sprint capability of the
original submarine.12J
PLANT DESIGN
(a)

General
The AMPS 1000 plant employs a low-pressure, water-cooled reactor
heat source coupled to a low-temperature steam-based Rankine cycle
engine to generate electrical power.
The plant electrical
generation and distribution system converts the AC output of the
turbine-alternators to a DC supply suitable for charging the
submarine main batteries. An integrated fault-tolerant control and
monitoring system is employed to automate all routine plant
operations.

(b)

Reactor
The reactor core consists of an array of 51 shrouded fuel
assemblies, each consisting of 25 fuel rods held in a square array
by spacers.
A beryllium reflector surrounds the core radially.

Each fuel rod contains uranium-zirconium-hydride alloy fuel with
the uranium enriched to 19.7%. The core is designed for an 8 to 10
year batch refuelling cycle, consistent with the refit frequencies
of modern naval submarine designs.
Two primary heat transport (PHT) pumps circulate the coolant via
a common discharge header to the core inlet. The coolant passes
through the core and exits via core outlet piping to two headers,
each feeding an evaporator and preheater, where heat is transferred
to the secondary side. The coolant is returned to the pump inlets
via a common return header. System pressure is maintained at 3.7
MPa by a single pressurizer connected to the return header. The
average primary coolant temperature is controlled to a constant
temperature of 195°C over the entire load range.
The reactor core is supported within a reactor vessel which in
turn is mounted inside a reserve coolant tank (RCT) containing a
large mass of cool water at a temperature of 60°C. Hydrodynamic
ports [3J representing openings into the RCT are located in the PHT
piping above and below the core region.
These devices are
entirely passive, employ no moving parts and their operation
requires no electrical power.
During normal pumped flow operation, the HDP's segregate the
hot circulating primary coolant from the cool reserve water. Under
conditions of flow reduction (loss of flow accident) or system
temperature increase (loss of heat sink, loss of reactor power
regulation), cool reserve water enters the PHT system via the
lower HDP's, is driven through the core by natural circulation and
exits into the RCT. This same process is also used for passive
post-shutdown decay heat removal during normal operation. Under
all of these conditions adequate long term fuel cooling can be
demonstrated and in many cases, even in the absence of shutdown
system intervention.
The HDP's also perform a core cooling
function for postulated loss of coolant accidents by helping to
ensure that the core remains covered with cool reserve water
despite the flashing and subsequent discharge of hot primary
coolant through the break in the primary pressure boundary.
(c)

Secondary Plant
In contrast with conventional steam plants, the secondary
circuit in the AMPS 1000 is a completely closed system. Integral,
totally-enclosed direct-drive turbine/alternators with hydrodynamic
bearings and process fluid cooling have eliminated the requirement
for auxiliary lubrication, external
shaft-seal
systems and
gearboxes.
Canned boiler feed pumps and virtually all-welded
construction eliminate the need for continuous boiler water make-up
systems. In addition, cross-connections between the two secondary
loops provide enhanced production reliability in the event of
component failures.
Overall plant net conversion efficiencies
approaching 17% are projected at the plant design stage.

INTEGRATION CONSIDERATIONS
The design of the AMPS 1000 plant for naval submarine applications
has required the consideration of a number of issues which are not
normally of concern in the design of commercial land-based nuclearelectric plants.
Significant interaction with designers of candidate
submarines has been necessary to evolve a design which satisfactorily
addresses these issues.
Considerable attention has been paid to the compactness, weight and
configuration of components in order to ensure that they can be
adequately supported
and suitably
isolated
for shock and noise
propagation.
Plant integration studies must minimize the required
extension to the submarine pressure hull. This helps avoid any adverse
impact on submarine performance.
In implementing process-intrinsic safety features in the submarine
environment, a significant challenge in passive cooling system design has
been the limited availability of thermosyphon head within the restricted
pressure hull diameter (typically 6.2 - 8.4m) of candidate submarines. In
addition, variations in amplitude and direction of g-force occurring as a
consequence of both dynamic vessel motion and ship attitude have also
required careful consideration.
Concluding Remarks
The AMPS development program has been underway since 1985 and
designs for a range of submarine applications are well advanced. Full
scale testing of the key components of the AMPS technology H J L3J at the
100 kWe level is providing
a strong engineering and technology base to
support the feasibility of the AMPS plants in the 1000 kWe range. Ongoing
efforts to refine and optimize the AMPS 1000 design will contribute to the
demonstration of safe, relatively simple and affordable nuclear technology
for marine propulsion.
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The Nuclear Battery is a small, heat-pipe-cooled, reactor power
supply being developed by AECL for use in locations that are remote from
utility grids and natural gas pipelines. The reference concept
incorporates numerous passive safety features to enable minimal operator
attention while providing useful energy at temperatures that are
sufficiently high to address a wide range of possible applications.
Presently, it is anticipated that economic considerations will likely
dictate the first practical use of the Nuclear Battery as a 600-kU(e) base
load electricity generator to be used in conjunction with diesel generators
in Northern communities. This paper reviews the progress of design and R&D
activities supporting this goal. However, because the technology and
design approach of the Nuclear Battery are fairly new to AECL and will
require some time to demonstrate fully, the program can also be viewed as a
starting point on a strategic development path to future nuclear power
systems. Other reactor concepts have arisen from and have been stimulated
by the Nuclear Battery program to address issues such as increased power
output, and are briefly outlined.

RA-6 PLUS PROJECT
O.

Cal2etta

Larrieu, C. Gho, H. Blaumann' G. Gennuso,
F. Giust and F. Lezczynsky
Centro Atômico Bariloche
8400 S.C. de Barlloche, Rio Negro, Argentina

In the present work we show the modifications which we
plan to implement in the RA-6 reactor at Centro Atômico
Bariloche.
These modifications fulfill a double purpose,
namely:
a) Transformation of present core from high enrichment
uranium (HEU) to low enrichment uranium (LEU).
b) Power upgrading from 500kW to 5MW, substantially
increasing
also
the
<p
/Power
ratio
at
the
thir-ax

reflector.
As a starting philosophy for the new design we impose
the restriction
that
some
elements
of
the
present
installation should not be modified, namely:
reactor
vessel, reactor shielding, all piping system presently
v-ithin the concrete shield-ing, and core's grid.
As a general rule we are to use technologies already
developed or currently used in our country for fuel
el s ment s fabrication as well as for the fabrication of
structural,
electromechanical
and
control
and
instrumentation components.
In the present work we show in detail: the design of
: he fuel elements made with high density silide, the
configuration of the light water cooled core, and the
reflector which is made up of a heavy water vessel cooled
through natural convection with the main reactor vessel.
A detail is also given of relevant neutronic and
•.he.-mohydraui ic calculations used for the new design and
• :•»
comparison
of
these
theoretical
results
with
experimental data from known medium and high flux operating
:eactors.
The tentative figures achieved for our final design
are:
a) Increment of v
/Power ratio. Presently this ratio
is 1. 1013n/cm2sec MW, after upgrading it will be
2 2.1013n/cm2sec'MW.
b) Core will last for 190 days at full power without
strategies for fuel reshuffling.
This will increase
in more than 40'/. the life for fuel elements.
c) The estimated total cost for the upgrading amounts to
less than 2 million dollars.

RECENT INITIATIVES AT THE IAEA AND VilTHIN CANADA
TO DEVELOP SHALL REACTOR SAFETY CRITERIA
P.M. French
Atomic Energy Control Board
P.O. Box 1046
Ottawa, Ontario KIP 5S9
P.C. Ernst
McMaster University
1280 Main Street West
Hamilton, Ontario L8S AK1
D.J. Axford, V.G. Snell
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario KOJ 1J0

1.

Introduction

Over the past several years, there has been renewed interest in small reactors
worldwide both for research and energy purposes. In Canada, this interest is
centered on new reactor designs and the current licensing activities for new
reactor facilities at AECL research sites. Internationally, the interest has
focussed on safety assessments resulting from reduced enrichment programs,
reactor upgrades and re-licensing activities. It has become clear that safety
criteria specific to small reactors are badly needed. Although power reactor
criteria have been developed over the years, these are not appropriate for
small, low power reactors. Fission product inventories in the irradiated fuel
are substantially lower for small reactors, the stored energy in the fuel and
coolant is much less, reactor usage is different, and the consequences of
accidents are generally less severe than for power reactors.
This paper summarizes work undertaken by the IAEA and by an
inter-organizational Small Reactor Criteria working group in Canada to develop
comprehensive safety criteria needed for small reactors.
2.

IAEA Research Reactor Publications

Since 1984, when the IAEA last revised its research reactor safety
standard (l), the Agency has recognized that more detailed guidance is
required across a wide spectrum of small reactor safety topics.
The principal reasons for the IAEA attention are as follows:
(1)

The international move to low enriched uranium fuel, involving
considerable international research and revisions of safety
assessments in member states.

(2)

Re-licensing activities in member states, involving updating of
safety information.
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(3)

Upgrades to existing reactors, necessitating new safety submissions
for licensing.

(A)

Numerous proposals for installation of new research reactors in
developing countries.

(5)

The recognition of a lack of expertise in developing countries and
the need for guidance in many areas.

A number of TECDOCS on small reactor safety topics have been published over
the past several years, covering such topics as siting, probabilistic safety
assessments, and reduced enrichment. Work has also been initiated on several
new guides dealing with safety analysis, reactor upgrades and design.
Recently a Research Reactor Publications Advisory Group was formed to oversee
the IAEA efforts in this area. The tasks of the group are to prepare a
comprehensive listing of proposed documents, to outline the content and to
oversee preparation of the documents for consistency.
The structure of the documentation follows the new IAEA practice: top-tier
"Safety Fundamentals", followed by "Safety Standards", "Safety Guides",
specific "Safety Practices", and finally the detailed technical reports and
TECDOCS. The Advisory Group has recommended the preparation of a set of
Safety Guides covering a broad range of topics, including safety analysis,
operations, utilization and design. Several detailed Safety Practices are
also proposed to provide additional guidance for safety analysis and for
operations. One Safety Standard on design is nearing the publication stage,
and there are plans to revise the 1984 edition of Safety Series No. 35.
Two of the authors of this paper have been involved with the development of
several standards and guides and with the Publications Advisory Group. The
work of the IAEA in this area has been most useful. This forum provided for
international co-operation is resulting in exchange of safety criteria,
analysis methodology, and design and operational experience. This cross
fertilization of information and experience is benefiting both developed and
developing countries and has done much to enhance a small reactor safety
culture.
3.

Initiatives in Canada

A substantial number of new small reactor designs have been proposed in Canada
over the last several years and most have reached a development stage where
licensing discussions have been initiated with the AECB. These include:
SDR (SLOWPOKE Demonstration Reactor): a 2MW H_0 cooled and
moderated pool-type heating demonstration reactor (2);
MAPLE : a generic H~0 cooled and moderated, D_0 reflected, pool-type
resea rch reactor (5 MW and higher) (3);
SES (SLOWPOKE Energy System) reactor: a 10 MW , H O cooled and
moderated pool-type reactor for commercial district heating
systems (4).
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the AMPS (Autonomous Marine Power Source) reactor: a pool-type
reactor (nominal 2 MW ) originally proposed for nuclear-electric
submarine propulsion C5);
the Nuclear Battery: a graphite moderated, heat-pipe cooled reactor
(up to several MW ) for electricity or heat applications (6);
The SDR reactor has bean licensed at Whiteshell and is now performing moderate
power tests. MAPLE-X10, a 10 MW isotope factory version of the generic
MAPLE, is now at the initial licensing stages for siting at Chalk River.
Currently there are seven SLOWPOKE-2, 20 kW pool-type research reactors in
operation. However, apart from the 5 Megawatt McMaster reactor licensed in
1959, there lias been little development in Canada until recently of small
reactors with power levels in the range of several megawatts. Consequently,
regulatory criteria specific to these small reactors have not yet been
formulated. Criteria are gradually evolving by precedent for the specific
reactors undergoing licensing, but there is a need for a unified approach to
guide designers, operators and regulators.
An inter-organizational Small Reactor Criteria working group was formed in
1988 to develop criteria for small reactors. The group comprises the four
authors of this paper from organizations in Canada responsible for reactor
licensing or involved in development or operation of small reactors. The
objectives of the group are outlined below:
(1) To produce a top-tier document with a coherent and logical structure
to serve as a framework for discussion and for subsequent
development of more detailed guides.
(2) To produce general, comprehensive criteria that are applicable to a
broad spectrum of small reactors, are compatible with the current
work by the IAEA, and are consistent with Canadian reactor safety
philosophy.
(3) To stimulate subsequent guide development by designers, operators
and regulators.
The work is comprehensive, covering all factors of major importance to safety,
for all phases of a reactor life-cycle. Since a top-tier document is being
prepared, the criteria will be more descriptive than prescriptive. It is
expected that subsequent guide development projects undertaken in Canada would
result in more detailed requirements for specific applications.
At this point, the scope and structure of the criteria have been developed and
a safety philosophy formulated. Two levels of criteria are proposed: the
first level forms a safety philosophy and the second, a set of criteria for
specific reactor applications. The safety philosophy consists of safety
objectives together with evaluation criteria, and a number of fundamental
principles which must be implemented to meet the safety objectives. This
safety philosophy is generic to all small reactor facilities. The safety
application set provide small -eactor criteria in a number of general areas,
such as regulatory process and safety assessment, and for specific reactor
life-cycle activities, from siting through to decommissioning.

A structure is proposed for subsequent development of specific criteria by
other groups. The success of a subsequent program will depend on perceived
need, interest and available resources.
The criteria being developed by the present working group are meant primarily
for consideration by the sponsoring organizations. However, it is intended to
seek comments through consultation and wide peer review. A preliminary
document will be completed later this year and reviewed by a technical
committee of experts chosen by invitation. Following this review process, an
amended document will be widely distributed for peer review both in Canada and
internationally. Organizations in Canada involved with small reactor
development, operation or licensing will provide organizational comment. This
process of review and revision will improve the document but is not meant,
necessarily, to produce a set of consensus criteria accepted by any or all
organizations. The decision whether or not to adopt the revised document in
whole or in part would, of course, remain the prerogative of each
organization.
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SUMMARY

SPORTS-M has been developed to perform steady-state and transient
thermalhydraulic analysis of a piping network [1]. The fully implicit
numerical scheme employed for gll dependant variables makes the code
particularly suitable for the
alysis of slow transients and thermosiphoning
flows in the presence of large volumes of fluid such as in a MAPLE
(Multipurpose Applied Physics Lattice Experimental) reactor. The code solves
the conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy together with the
equation of state for a one-dimensional (1-D) transient flow of a homogeneous
two-phase mixture. A heat transfer package and a radial heat conduction
module are coupled to the hydraulic modules. The package contains
correlations that address all heat transfer regimes of a boiling curve and a
void fraction model especially suited to subcooled boiling conditions of low
pressure and high subcooling. The heat transfer correlations are coupled with
a 1-D radial heat conduction model for a single fuel pin that solves the
transient heat conduction equation by a fully implicit finite-difference
scheme.
The MAPLE reactor is a research reactor developed by Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited. The MAPLE is a light-water-cooled pool-type reactor using fuel
assemblies in flow tubes. The fuel assemblies contain U3Si-Al dispersion fuel
with an aluminum cladding co-extruded with eight tins of rectangular cross

section to improve the heat transfer characteristics. During normal operation
of the reactor the coolant is forced upwards through the core, at a high
velocity and high subcooling, causing heat transfer in the forced convection
regime. During some postulated upset conditions the reactor vill operate in
the subcooled boiling regime. This regime is important thermally because very
effective heat transfer from the heated wall is achieved without a great
increase in the wall temperature.
Figure 1 is a flow diagram of the MAPLE heat transfer test facility designed
to provide a data base to develop all heat transfer and void fraction
correlations under steady-state and also to provide information on the
transient system behavior under upset conditions. The test section in the
facility consists of a single-pin fuel element simulator (FES) situated in a
glass tube to permit visual observation of the boiling phenomena. The FES is
constructed of a stainless steel tube coated with aluminum oxide and extruded
with the same finned aluminum cladding as used on the MAPLE fuel pins. The
hydraulic diameter of the test section is identical to that of a MAPLE driver
fuel assembly.
A loss of coolant to the secondary side of the heat exchanger was simulated by
shutting off the cooling water to the heat exchanger. The test was performed
at fixed values of heat flux, fluid velocity and system pressure. The bulk
fluid temperature and the FES surface temperatures were recorded continuously
until just prior to reaching the critical heat flux (CHF).
The phenomenon observed during the transient test was similar to that observed
during steady-state experiments. At low bulk fluid temperatures only single
phase flow was observed. As the bulk fluid temperature increased and wall
superheat was achieved bubbles appeared on the heated surface. Boiling vas
first observed on the sheath surface between the fins since this surface
operates at a higher temperature than the fin surface. As subcooling
decreased, bubbles started to detach from the sheath increasing the thickness
of the superheated layer and boiling started to occur on the sides of the fin.
Void in the test section increased as subcooling decreased. Just prior to CHF
large coalescent bubbles appeared periodically and wall temperature oscillated
when bubbles moving past nucleation sites interrupted the supply of liquid to
the wall.
SPORTS-M was used to model the experimental facility during a loss of coolant
to the secondary side of the heat exchanger. The model was used to predict
the transient FES sheath temperature using the heat transfer correlations
selected from the the open literature [2,3,A,5]. The results show that the
predicted and measured wall temperatures are in good agreement for the entire
transient.
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FIGURE 1: Flow Diagram of the MAPLE Heat Transfer Test Facility
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OXYGEN ADDITION TO THE ANNULUS GAS SYSTEMS OF
PICKERING NGS A, UNITS 3 AND 4

J.M. Kenchington*, M. Ng and D.G. Meranda
Ontario Hydro
Toronto, Ontario

INTRODUCTION
With the decision to retube Pickering Units 3 and 4 in mid 1989 and 1991
respectively, it was decided that Carbon-14 (C-14) exposure must be
minimized by removing potential deposits of C-14 through oxidation to
carbon (14) dioxide and subsequent immobilization in the last 6 months or
more of normal operation. The Annulus Gas System (AGS) of Units 3 and 4
contain nitrogen (N2) gas, some of which is converted to C-14 by a
(n, p) reaction in the reactor core. During previous operating years,
some of the C-14 has deposited on surfaces of the AGS. Removal of C-14
deposits from the pressure tube (PT) surfaces is necessary to minimize
the occupational dose of workers during retubing, as C-14 is a weak beta
emitter» This problem was experienced with the retubing of Units 1 and
2, completed in 1987.
An oxygen (O2) addition system is used to convert the solid carbon
deposits to carbon dioxide (CO2) gas, some of which contains C-14
atoms. The C 0 2 is subsequently removed by absorption/chemical reaction
in a calcium hydroxide bed.
although the main purpose of the 0 2 addition system for Units 3 and 4
is to decontaminate the fuel channel components, there is also another
important purpose. In the case of Unit 4, continued operation for
another 2 years necessitates the maintenance of an impervious oxide layer
on the outer diameter of the PTs to minimize deuterium ingress to the
metal from the Primary Heat Transport System via the AGS. In the case of
Unit 3, the operating period of 6 months is short, but the impact of 0 2
addition will be evident from metallurgical examination of the PTs
following retubing. This will provide valuable information for 0 2
addition modifications at other stations.

*Nuclear Systems Department
Ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario M5G 1X6
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IMPLEMENTATION
Nuclear Systems Department (N5D) produced a detailed plan of
action
covering all aspects of the design from the initial formulation of the
design requirements to modify the AGS to the detailed design and
procurement activities.
A schematic flowsheet of the 0 2 addition system and its integration
with the AGS are given for Unit 3 in Figure 1. The main features of the
Unit 3 O2 addition system are a semi bulk 0 2 supply with redundancy
to maintain supply and an 0 2 monitoring and control system. There is
also provision for overpressure protection. The siting of the 0 2
supply was dictated by Ontario Fire Regulations.
The oxygen addition system for Unit 4 AGS is similar except for the 0 2
supply. This is a bulk system requiring far less handling by the station
appropriate to two years of operation. The AGS will operate in both the
purge and recirculation modes. The former mode refers to the
decontamination phase and the latter mode to the oxide maintenance phase
for the PTs. This mode also gives a much reduced oxygen consumption with
the C-14 Removal System isolated.
While fulfilling the requirements of decontamination and oxide
maintenance, the 0 2 Addition System must ensure that the leak detection
capability of the AGS is not impaired by 0 2 addition. This
consideration has dictated the need to operate the system in purge mode
and to provide continuous oxygen addition.
STATUS
The Unit 3 0 2 addition system was installed by January 1989 and
commenced operation in the same month. It is operating satisfactorily
with the AGS in the purge mode providing a wide range of 0 2 flow
rates. The capacity of the 0 2 supply was designed to minimize the
handling of gas bottles by the station and present operation indicates
that each semi-bulk unit will last a month before refilling.
The Unit 4 modifications are in the procurement phase at present.
Installation is planned during the present Unit 4 outage and start-up for
March 1989.

FIGURE. I
PICKERING NGS A UNIT 3
A R S . FLOW SCHEMATIC

Some Aspects of Darlington Status Schedule and Complexity

V. Austman

Ontario Hydro
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INTRODUCTION
At AECL, CANDID is the name of the activity related to adaptation of the latest computer
based technological developments into integrated engineering work methods. The purpose of
this activity is to:
- reduce costs,
- increase design flexibility, and
- improve quality.
Two areas targeted for radical cost breakthroughs in the next generation of CANDU's are plant
constructability and labour costs. Previously, these areas have received relatively little
attention in comparison to areas such as mechanical components and fuel.
Advances in computers and information management in the last decade offer an unprecedented
opportunity for breakthroughs in CANDU economics. AECL has been implementing advanced
engineering work methods on the full scale CANDU 3 nuclear power station design project, for
the past few years. A summary of the goals and progress is outlined in this paper.
CANDID - INTEGRATED DESIGN SYSTEM
The CANDID - Integrated Design program to date, has stressed the development of two
integrated, loosely coupled computing environments of:
a. Computer-Aided Design and Drafting (CADD), and
b. General Purpose Computer Ring.
It was realized as early as 1986 that use of improved engineering work methods and tools were
required to support ambitious, market driven cost and schedule reduction goals. A major
objective was to support a 10% reduction in the total cost of a CANDU plant.
Current Status. We believe that AECL's CANDID - Integrated Design System is one of the
first full scale nuclear project implementations of the integrated engineering office. The initial
focus has been on the CADDS engineering design applications since this yielded early benefits
and the computer model with databases became the foundation for development of subsequent
applications. The General Purpose Computer Ring has recently been installed to provide an
integrated shared information environment to support design and licensing analysis and
electronic document management.

Longer term development will be extended to include application of computer-based tools to
die supply, procurement, construction and commissioning portions of the complete project
cycle.
CADD APPLICATIONS
At CANDU Operations, CADD is applied to design activities. A 3D electronic modelling
approach, accompanied by schematics, has been adopted as the central source of information
from which all design drawings and information is extracted. A modelling concept in which all
disciplines work together results in the most up-to- date design information available to all
designers through a reference file approach. To make sophisticated design tools available to
the designers in all disciplines involved with the CANDU design, integration of between 35 and
50 software packages are being implemented.
The 3D modelling software packages for plant equipment, piping layout, structural steel and
concrete are now operational. These packages continue to evolve with improved productivity
features added regularly by the software vendor. The paper includes a more complete
description of die experiences to-date with these applications and their expected contribution to
the plant cost reduction. Where the software functionality is not commercially available in
high impact areas, internal development programs are initiated with the assistance of AECL's
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL). Current programs underway include the following
tasks:
-

linking the piping geometric information with qualified stress analysis programs,

-

developing software to perform plant end-to-end wiring that will automatically extract
information from computer-based control schematics,

-

automating the production of isometric piping drawings, and

-

developing programs to significantly decrease the cost of the pipe hanger design task.

GENERAL PURPOSE COMPUTER RING:
A CANDID General Purpose Computer Ring provides the platform for all non- CADD
CANDU 3 engineering design and licensing analysis.
The planned configuration consists of a network of approximately 100 seats (55 workstations,
45 personal computers) with special purpose computers and network productivity software.
Gateways are included into the project design VAX mainframe computer and the corporate
business mainframe VAX computer.
The general purpose computer ring concept was developed following approximately two years
of extensive evaluations including detailed pilot programs. The approach taken was to
eliminate or reduce previous problems with existing methodologies and information
management bottlenecks by addressing the following classes of functions:

a. Universal access to abundant technical computing resources.
b. Improved information management (covers full document production cycle as well as the
interfaces to the document users).
c. Improved communications to/from CADDS (where most design data resides), company
computers (financial and project planning), site, utility, AECB, and suppliers.
The information management function applied to all aspects of design documentation
comprises about 30% of the total engineering effort. Automated information management is
expected to yield significant improvements in the following areas:
-

review/comment and approval process for production documents,

-

change control of documents,

-

ability to "modularize" documents for inclusion in other documents.

To meet this demand, documentation is now produced and maintained using Interleaf document
management software. Implementation of an Oracle-based relational document manager to
suppon the work flow process over the complete document management cycle is being carried
out in cooperation with Interleaf, and is called the Information Management System (IMS).
Early results from implementation to-date indicate substantial savings are being realized.
Full implementation of these and other applications form the basis of the CANDID long range
program to achieve the target of 10% reductions in total plant costs a CANDU through use of
computer-based information management tools.
STRATEGIC TECHNOLOGY:
Work is proceeding on implementing a computer based engineering support system to enable
AECL to meet ambitious schedule and cost reduction goals. The justification of the CANDID
- Integrated Design System is based on the savings from the first project but the long term
gains are expected to be of strategic significance in meeting new opportunities and challenges
by rapidly changing technology. AECL will be in a good position to take full advantage of new
developments as they emerge.

NEW APPROACHES TO ALARM ANNUNCIATION
FOR CANDU POWER PLANTS
by
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Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
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Mississauga, Ontario L5K 1B2
(416) 823-9040
and
W. Goddyn
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As a consequence of the extensive instrumentation that is used, alarm
overload during plant upsets is a fact of life in Nuclear Power Plants
that were designed in the 1970's and 1980's. In the CANDU context,
recent cooperative effort between the designers and the utilities, has
established a new awareness of the strengths and weaknesses of the
annunciation systems in the operating stations, and has led to new
initiatives aimed at addressing the broad area of alarm overload. In
this connection, some fundamental shifts in approach have emerged in
the man/machine interface design process, with corresponding new
structural features in CANDU Alarm Annunciation systems. The nature
of these changes and the motivation for them are described in this
paper.
Compared to other nuclear power plant designs of the 1970's and
1980's, CANDU plants are highly computerized, with relatively well
organized and flexible man/machine interface features and alarm
systems. However, with approximately 6000 measured and calculated
variables, there remain some operational circumstances where alarm
overload is present. These circumstances impose considerable demands
on operator training and procedures, and provide a significant
incentive for further improvements to CANDU annunciation systems. In
short, with computerized alarm handling systems, it is easy to present
a very large volume of alarm information, which spans many different
fault scenarios having differing degrees of importance and
credibility. The challenge is to programme the computers to display
only the alarms that are relevant in a particular situation, and to
articulate the alarm information in a way that directs the operator's
attention to the remedial task at hand.

Recently initiated dialogue between AECL and the CANDU utilities has
produced a number of insights concerning the present alarm
annunciation systems. These include the following:
- the expertise of the design teams has largely been concentrated in
the process, electrical, and mechanical design disciplines, rather
than, in plant operation. This has tended to produce annunciation
systems which are strong in their fault coverage and their detailed
technical correctness, but less strong in their integration with
plant operating procedures and priorities.
- present CANDU designs include software provisions for simple
conditioning and combinatorial logic, aimed at reducing the alarm
overload problem. However, it has been recognized that much more
room remains for the exploitation of alarm conditioning, and that
greater flexibility and ease of use of implementation vehicles is
needed.
- categorization of CRT alarm information into "major", "minor", and
"safety" categories has helped to improve the alarm presentation,
and to limit alarm overload. However, to resolve the alarm overload
problem, there is a need for considerable further improvements in
the structure and use of categorization. Comprehensive time-stamped
sequential alarm dumps can be useful in some settings. However,
there is also a need for more selective presentations of the alarm
status and history, to support the various aspects and time frames
of plant operation.
- window alarms are organized on a by-system basis, and implemented in
a consistent form for the different systems. As a result they are
helpful in drawing the attention of the operator to general areas of
difficulty in plant upsets. However, the level of detail conveyed
by the window alarms could benefit from greater consistency among
different systems. Also, more and better use of shapes and patterns
in the alarm presentation is needed, to more fully exploit the
strengths of the human operator in shape and pattern recognition.
These measures can be particularly helpful in ensuring more rapid
and more reliable diagnosis and remedy of complex plant upsets.
- some features of alarm annunciation, (e.g. "return to normal"
messages), can be helpful in certain circumstances, but become
"nuisance alarms", in others, (e.g. when process conditions are
hovering near their alarm thresholds). The presentation of these
nuisance alarms aggravates the operator workload, and reduces his or
her confidence in the system. Some provisions exist for reducing
nuisance alarms. However, there is a need to extend and improve
upon these provisions.

The identification of problem areas, as outlined above, has stimulated
development of solutions, both in retrofit and new plant design
contexts. Recent developments include:
- cooperative design ventures between AECL and the CANDU utilities,
and extension of CANDU specification, design, and review teams to
include staff with long experience in station operation and
maintenance,
- a shift towards high level, easy to use programming languages, which
will allow operations staff who are not programmers to finalize the
design at the station and maintain it through the operating life of
the plant,
- improved alarm categorization strategies based on:
(a)

system or function,

(b)

plant state, (i.e. reactor shutdown or at power, heat transport
system pressurized or cold, class IV power available or not),

(c)

action time, (i.e. action required in less than one hour, less
than one shift, more than one shift),

(d)

user category, (i.e. first operator, assistant operators, shift
supervisor, technical unit),

- increased exploitation of interprétable shapes and patterns in
configuring alarm presentation and parameter deviation displays,
- consolidation and extension of various techniques for nuisance alarm
suppression,
- introduction of design methodologies which place a greater emphasis
on the operating context and information needs of the operator, in
realizing the tasks and objectives that are reflected in the
operating procedures.
In conclusion, there are some progressive features in the man-machine
interface systems of currently operating CANDU's, but also room for
further improvements. In particular, we are working on reducing the
alarm annunciation load and improving the articulation of essential
information to the operator. In this area, recently started
cooperative efforts between AECL and CANDU utilities have identified
some fundamental changes in approach, as outlined above. These
promise to significantly lighten the burden of the operator in plant
upset conditions.
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CIRCUMFERENTIAL CRACKING OF THE END CAP WELDS -

CASE ANALYSIS

R. Sejnoha*, M. Tayal*, P.N. Singh*, B.A. S u r e t t e " * , and C.K. Chow***
* AECL - CANDU Operations
Sheridan park Research Community
Mississauga, Ontario L5K 1B2
** AECL - RC, Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
*** AECL - RC, Khiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment

INTRODUCTION
In 1984 a number of fuel bundles defected in the Bruce-3 reactor due to
circumferential cracking in the end cap weld zone of outer fuel elements. The
cracking occurred after bundle shift from a low to a high power position, and
was related to high loads caused by pellet/clad interaction in the weld zone.
Modifications were introduced that corrected the situation; nevertheless,
isolated cases of the defect have occurred in fuel with high burnup.
A COG-funded program has been started to determine the defect
mechanism, estimate the defect thresholds, and modify fuel element specification.
This paper describes two important components of the program; mechanical tests
used to determine defect thresholds, and stress analysis used to link test
conditions vith stresses in the end cap weld and with operational parameters.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM
Mechanical testing included Zircaloy-4 material tests, and tests of
fuel element cladding, not irradiated and irradiated.
Material tests studied the resistance to crack growth in Zircaloy after
various treatments. Compact tension tests were used.
The main testing programs use test pieces prepared from fuel element
cladding with end cap and weld (all Zircaloy-4), and load the weld zone by
internal pressurization (gas), or by an expanding mandrel.
Tests with internal gas pressure use sealed test pieces: to obtain gas
pressure of the desired level, a calculated quantity of argon is introduced into
the test piece and liquified. The test piece is then sealed and inserted into a
snugly fitting steel retainer limiting sheath ballooning, i.e. pressure drop
during the test. To start the test, the assembly is heated to 3000C. The load
system is axial/radial, with the radial component limited by the reaction from
the steel retainer.

-2-

In the expanding mandrel test, radial loads are introduced in the
sheath by the expansion of a high-expansion alloy mandrel. Axial loads are
produced by pre-stressing a bolt against the end cap and/or by the thermal
expansion of the mandrel. The load system can be changed from 100% axial throughaxial/radial to 100% radial (hoop) by combining different amounts of axial and
radial mandrel/cladding interference.
After the test, the cracked/fractured cross-section is studied underoptical microscope, and the fracture surface under scanning electron microscope.
The factors tested in the program include:
o

material condition of the Zircaloy sheath (as-received, braze-cycled),

o

presence and orientation of hydrides,

0

irradiation of the cladding,

o

presence of iodine,

o

stress system (loading system, geometry).
The stress analysis has been applied in three areas so far:

o

The stresses and strains in the cladding were derived as part of fuel
element simulation (starting with pellet expansion/shrinking) that
reflects the power history of the element.

o

A parametric study was undertaken, based on postulated interferences
between the cladding and pellets, fission gas, coolant.

o

Stresses and strains in the test pieces were evaluated for given
loading systems and geometries.

RESULTS /CONCLUS I ON'S
o

Mechanical tests used in the program can produce the same type of
cracking/fracture as observed in thr; in-reactor end cap weld defects.

o

The program has identified the main parameters governing the cracking
of end cap welds.

o

Combining the stress analysis of fuel power histories in-reactor, of
axial and radial interferences with the cladding, and of the load
systems used in mechanical tests, makes it possible to assess fuel
operational limits (in-reactor) on the basis of out-reactor tests.
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Irradiation-Induced Deformation In CANDU Fuel Channels

by
R. Dutton

A feature which distinguishes a pressure tube reactor from a pressure
vessel reactor is the fact that the structural component which contains the
pressurized coolant passes through the core of the reactor. Thus, in the CANDU
system, the zirconium alloy fuel channel, comprising the pressure tube and the
calandria tube, is exposed to the full fast neutron flux during reactor
operation. It is known that the primary effect of the energetic neutrons is to
modify the microstructure of the fuel channel components, and hence their
mechanical properties. As the overall result is a general deterioration of the
properties, we refer to this phenomenon as "radiation damage".
A major engineering consequence of radiation damage is that the material
becomes dimensionally unstable and consequently the fuel channel components
become distorted, in a time dependent fashion. This is usually referred to as
radiation-induced (or -enhanced) deformation. The primary manifestation of
such deformation is a downward sag of the horizontal fuel channel assembly, an
increase in diameter and an axial elongation of the pressure tube. It has been
found that two independent processes contribute to the associated plastic
strains. The first occurs under the action of an applied stress, such as that
arising from the coolant pressure, and is termed "creep". The second, termed
"growth", is a deformation strain which occurs in the absence of stress and is
unique to a class of metals which includes zirconium.
The engineering consequences of radiation-induced deformation are not
trivial (for example, pressure tubes must be replaced when dimensional changes
are excessive). Thus there is a need for reactor designers and operators to be
able to predict creep and growth strains over the lifetime of the fuel channel
components. To achieve this, an adequate understanding of the radiation damage
processes must be secured. The purpose of this paper is to summarize the
current progress in identifying and quantifying the underlying mechanisms
involved. Recognizing that the products of this research are often extremely
specialized in nature, an attempt will be made to present the major concepts in
a form which will be accessible to the non-expert in the field, minimizing the
complexity of highly technical jargon.
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Pickering NGS: Assessment of ^alandria Tube Integrity Following a
Sudden Pressure Tube Failure.
P.S. Kundurpi, A.P. Muzumdar and F.B.P. Tran
Ontario Hydro, 700 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario.
The issue of calandria tube integrity following a sudden rupture of the pressure tube in
Pickering NGS is addressed in this paper. The main function of the calandria tubes (CT) is to
minimize the heat loss from the primary coolant to the moderator by providing an insulating
gas annulus. In Pickering NGS this is achieved by circulating dry C0 2 gas in the gas annulus
system which also acts as a means of detecting any leaks in the pressure tubes (PT). The
CTs are subjected to internal pressure of the gas annulus and to the external pressure due to
moderator during normal operation. However, during an accident scenario involving pressure
tube rupture the CT is subjected to severe pressure and impact loading. As the economic
consequences of a PT rupture are much smaller if the CT survives, there is an incentive to
evaluate the survivability of the CT in detail.
The paper first briefly reviews the operating experience with pressure tubes to evaluate
the types of PT failures that are likely in normal operation. Based on this review, only fishmouth ruptures arc considered to be credible. Based on experimental observation, the
sequence of events following pressure tube failure is delineated into three distinct stages ie.,
the initial transient annulus filling stage, the transient over-pressurisation stage and the final
steady state pressurisation following bellows rupture. The paper focuses on the second stage
in which the annulus pressure usually exceeds the header pressure due to a water-hammer
type pressure transient.
A detailed sensitivity study of the thermal-hydraulic response of the fuel channel and the
gas annulus is presented. The computer code MINI-SOPHT1 is employed to simulate the
response of the CT. The main parameters considered in the sensitivity analysis arc different
break lengths, break location (inlet end, outlet end and break over the whole length of
pressure tube), coolant inlet temperature, feeder resistance, break discharge area, bearing
clearances, header pressure, channel power and channel flow. The results obtained for a
number of representative channels is presented. Typical pressure transients for a 2m outlet
end break (such as G-16) and a hypothetical full length break are shown in Fig 1. As the
thermal-hydraulic code assumes that all the pressure boundaries arc rigid, these pressure
transients arc an over estimate. The structural response of the calandria lube to these pressure
transients is evaluated by using the code FSTI2, which accounts for plastic straining of the
calandria tube.
Based on the sensitivity study, the main influence of the various parameters on the
transient water-hammer peak pressure is generalised in temis of the flow rate and coolant
subcooling. Inlet end breaks cause a higher peak pressure due to higher subcooling.
Increasing break length or reducing feeder resistance causes a higher flow in the annulus thus
leading to higher peak pressures. The peak pressure is seen to be not very sensitive to
bearing clearances or to the header pressure within the design range of the parameters. When
the Cr strain feed back effect is considered, the pressure peaks are considerably attenuated.
Based on these results the calandria tube strength margins to failure for a 2m length outlet
end break and to a full length PT break arc evaluated as in reference 2. These results,
summarised in Table 1, indicate that a nominal irradiated CT will have a large margin to
failure for a 2m outlet end break.
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Table 1.
Calandria Tube Percent Margin to Failure for
Various Failure Criteria Following a Sudden
Pressure Tube Failure in Pickering NGS

Failure Criteria

1.98 m Break
Lower Bound
Value of
Strength

(G-16 Type')
Nominal
Strength
(Irradiated)

Full Length Break
Lower Bound Nominal
Value of
Strength
Strength
(Irradiated)

Transient loading.
0.1 % Plastic strain
during transient

20

53

1 % Plastic strain

100

-16

4.1

127'

29

50*

42"

25

42"

34.7

17.7

34.7

during Transient
Steady state loading
Hoop stress exceeds
a m s during steady
state
The above criterion with
allowance for realistic
garter spring indentation

25

17.7

Expected margin to failure during transient.
Expected margin to failure during steady state.
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P i c k e r i n g U n i t s 3 fc 4 h a v e been in c o m n p r c i a l o p e r a t i o n s i n c e J u n e 1 9 7 ? .
A f t e r a p p r o x i m a t e l y là y e a r s of o p e r a t i o n and a f t e r the s u c c e s s f u l r e t u b e of
P i c k e r i n g U n i t s 1 and 2 O n t a r i o H y d r o d e c i d e d to r e - t u b e t h e s e r e a c t o r s .
The
b a s i c r e a s o n for this d e c i s i o n , as for U n i t s 1 and 2 , w a s a c o n c e r n that a
p r e s s u r e t u b e c o u l d " b r e a k b e f o r e l e a k i n g " as a r e s u l t of (displaced a n n u l u s
spacers.
T h e r e w a s a h i g h p r o b a b i l i t y of this o c c u r r i n g s i n c e t h e s e u n i t s
have o n l v 2 s p a c e r s per c h a n n e l and, t h e r e f o r e , an i n c r e a s i n g number of
p r e s s u r e t u b e s w o u l d c o n t a c t the c a l a n d r i a t u b e w h i c h w o u l d r e s u l t in the
f o r m a t i o n of h y d r i d e b l i s t e r s .
The r e t u b i n g o p e r a t i o n will c o m m e n c e d u r i n g t h e s u m m e r of 1989 for P i c k e r i n g 3
and two y e a r s later for P i c k e r i n g 4. Unit 3 and unit 4 &re s c h e d u l e d to
r e t u r n to s e r v i c e approxiraately 23 and 19 m o n t h s r e s p e c t i v e l y after being shut
down.
S i n c e the r e - t u b i n g s c h e d u l e was so t i g h t , fuel c h a n n e l d e s i g n e r s w e r e
s o m e w h a t linrited in the e x t e n t of i m p r o v e m e n t s w h i c h c c u l d be made to the
existing design.
F u r t h e r m o r e , e v e r y e f f o r t was m a d e to i n t r o d u c e design
c h a n g e s and o o d i f y i n s t a l l a t i o n p r o c e d u r e s to i m p r o v e i n s t a l 1 a b i 1 i t y and a l s o
reduce installation time.
F o l l o w i n g is a d e s c r i p t i o n of the o a j o r c h a n g e s
w h i c h w e r e n a d e to the e x i s t i n g d e s i g n or to t h e P i / 2 L S F C R * d e s i g n in order
to a c h i e v e t h e a b o v e o b j e c t i v e s .
!•

A n n u l u s S p a c e r s - Four s p a c e r s will be u s e d in the P 3 / 4 d e s i g n .
The
s p a c e r s will a l s o b e t h e snug f i t t i n g t y p e to e n s u r e that they r e m a i n in
t h e i r d e s i g n l o c a t i o n and the s p r i n g m a t e r i a l will be œ a d e from Inconel
i n s t e a d of Z i r c o n i u m to p r o v i d e d e t e c t i o n c a p a b i l i t y for the spacer
using eddy current
raethods.
Both of the a b o v e c h a n g e s w e r e also
i n c o r p o r a t e d in the P i / 2 L S F C R d e s i g n .

2.

E n d _. F i_ _tjt .i_n.Q. s - B o t h end f i t t i n g s of each fuel c h a n n e l will be r e p l a c e d
for P 3 / 4 i n s t e a d of just one as w a s the c a s e for P l / 2 L S F C R .
T h i s will
m i n i m i z e t h e r e a c t o r ' s o u t a g e time s i n c e it w a s q u i t e d i f f i c u l t to f r e e
t h e p r e s s u r e t u b e from the end f i t t i n g w h i c h w a s left in p l a c e d u r i n g
the r e - t u b i n o of P l / 2 .

*

L a r g e S c a l e Fuel

Channel

Replacement

3.

Rql.l ed_J pint ...C0.nfi.5ur at. ion - The rolled joint design adopted for P3/4
m i n i m i z e s the p r o b a b i l i t y of delayed hydride cracking ( D H C ) .
In order
for DHC to occur the material oust be under high stress and contain a
high c o n c e n t r a t i o n of h y d r o g e n / d e u t e r i u m .
T h e r e f o r e , in order to combat
DHC either one cr both of these conditions oust be controlled.
A zero c l e a r a n c e rolled joint m i n i m i i e s the residual stresses introduced
in the p r e s s u r e tube as a result Df the rolling p r o c e s s . T h e r e f o r e , all
of the aost recent r e a c t o r s (Bruce 'B', D a r l i n g t o n , CANDU 600) are based
on this d e s i g n . The P l / 2 LSFCR joints were of the low c l e a r a n c e type,
s i n c e all rolled joints w e r e made on the reactor face and tooling was
not a v a i l a b l e to p r o d u c e a zero clearance joint on a re-tubed reactor.
H o w e v e r , for P3/4 one half of all joints will be nade in a sub-assembly
area awav from the reactor and, as such, can be of the lower stressed
zero c l e a r a n c e type.

4.

Po.si t i onirig. Assembl y - The positioning assenbly has been re-designed to
i m p r o v e access and t h e r e f o r e minimize i n s t a l l a t i o n time. As a result
the yoke has been moved outboard of the feeder c o n n e c t i o n .
In addition,
p o s i t i o n i n g a s s e m b l i e s will onlv be installed at one end of the reactor
face instead of both ends as in Pl/2 LSFCR.

5-

Helium Leak Testing of Rolled Joints - For a r e - t u b e p r o j e c t , a system
helium leak test (as c o n d u c t e d on Pl/2 L S F C R ) adds at least 3 weeks to
the s c h e d u l e . T h e r e f o r e , c o n s i d e r a t i o n was given as to whether this
additional cost could be justified in light of past e x p e r i e n c e . It was
c o n c l u d e d that a helium leak test would only be carried out if it had no
s c h e d u l e impact. As a r e s u l t , the s u b - a s s e m b l y rolled joint will be
helium leak tested for P 3 / 4 . H o w e v e r , rolled joints which are produced
on the reactor face will not be subjected to a helium leak test.

6.

High F r e q u e n c y U l t r a s o n i c Examination of P r e s s u r e Tubes,
P r e v i o u s ultrasonic testing r e q u i r e n e n t s have included a low frequency
normal beam and shear w a v e inspection. The higher frequency normal beam
t e c h n i q u e and tooling w e r e introduced after the Bruce ND6 incident in
order to detect tight lap d e f e c t s , of the type found in N 0 6 , during
p r e s s u r e tube m a n u f a c t u r e . The high and low frequency m e t h o d s are
c o m p l e m e n t a r y and both will be used for P3/4 to p r o v i d e improved
Detection capability and c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n of a specific type of flaw.

M o d i f i c a t i o n s , t o . J o u r n a l , Ri.n.95 " A» in Pl/2
L S F C R , the l e n g t h of b o t h
the i n b o a r d and o u t b o a r d j o u r n a l r i n g s h a s b e e n i n c r e a s e d to e x t e n d the
c r e e p l i f e of the fuel c h a n n e l and t h e r e f o r e t h e o p e r a t i n g l i f e of the
reactor.
M i n o r c h a n g e s w e r e a l s o m a d e tD the g e o o e t r y of the j o u r n a l
r i n g s to i m p r o v e i n s t a l 1 a b i 1 i t y .

S h i e l_d _.P 1 u a - The s h i e l d p l u g h a s b e e n r e - d e s i g n e d to i m p r o v e i t s '
r e l i a b i l i t y and d e c r e a s e i t s ' c a p i t a l c o s t .
This has been accomplished
by r e d u c i n g the n u m b e r of p a r t s w h i c h coraprise a s h i e l d plug a s s e m b l y .
A f u r t h e r i m p r o v e m e n t is that the new s h i e l d p l u g can be d i s m a n t l e d in
situ if it b e c o m e s s t u c k in an end f i t t i n g d u r i n g r e - f u e l l i n g .
These
c h a n g e s , h o w e v e r , w e r e not i n c o r p o r a t e d in the P3 d e s i g n b e c a u s e t e s t i n q
had not been c o m p l e t e d .
O n c e all t e s t s are c o m p l e t e d and s c h e d u l e
p e r m i t t i n g , t h e s e m o d i f i c a t i o n s will be m a d e to the P4 d e s i g n .

THE EVOLUTION OF PRESSURE TUBE
SAMPLING TOOLS FOR LIFE ASSESSMENT
R. JOYNES and C.A. KITTMER
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited Research Company
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario Canada KOJ 1J0
SUMMARY
Pressure tube integrity and life are long term concerns in CANDU+ reactors where tube
failure could contribute significantly to loss of capacity. While extensive work has been
done to demonstrate pressure tube integrity, periodic removal of a tube is still required to
assess useful life. Samples cut from the removed tube are analyzed for deuterium (D2)
content. The Dp concentration is then used as a measure of the useful life of the remaining
pressure tubes. This approach is very costly because of the long shutdown required to
remove and replace a tube.
In recognition of this need, special tooling was developed at Atomic Energy of Canada to
remove a sample of material from a pressure tube, without removing the tube from the
reactor. Only a small amount of material is removed for D 2 analysis, and the contour of the
sampled area is carefully controlled so that pressure tube integrity is preserved. A
prototype tool was developed and used to remove samples from the Nuclear Power
Demonstration reactor at Rolphton, in early 1987. The sampling tool concept was
successfully used again by Ontario Hydro during scheduled outages at their2 Pickering-4 and
-3 Nuclear Generating Stations (NGS) in December 1987 and March 1988 .
Evolution of the sampling tool has continued as experience with its use has grown. Tools
used at Bruce-2 NGS in November 1988 incorporated several improvements to make them
easier and more reliable to use. These "dry" tools are manually delivered into a defueled
and drained channel. In order to eliminate time spent in channel isolation and draining, a
"wet" channel tool is being developed using fuelling machines to handle tool delivery and
actuation. In the interim, while this and control software development for the fuelling
machine is being carried out, a hybrid "damp" tool system has been introduced
incorporating a wet tool head with the dry tool delivery system.
This paper describes evolution of the pressure tube sampling tool concept through various
stages of development, and some results of in-reactor application.
+

CANada Deuterium Uranium
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REMOTELY OPERATED INSPECTION SYSTEMS
FOR THE CANDU FUEL CHANNELS
K.S.Mahil, G.N.Jarvis and D.W.Donnelly
Ontario Hydro, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Equipment is described which has been sucessfuily used for the
non-destructive inspection of fuel channel components within Ontario
Hydro's CANDU nuclear reactors.
Because of the critically important role of the pressure tubes as
part of the primary pressure boundary it is necessary to confirm their
structural integrity and collect data related to the long term materials
performance in order to predict maintenance requirements and assist in
the design process.
In addition to volumetric flaw detection, information is required
on tube diameter and wall thickness, tube sag and garter spring location
along the tube. These parameters can all be measured within 6-12 hours
per channel using an automated system known as CIGAR (Channel Inspection
and Gauging Apparatus for Reactors).
The reactor must be shutdown with the heat transport system cold
and depressurized and fuel channels to be inspected must be defuelled.
The radiation fields experienced within the tube are still in the order
of 10~6 R/Hr gamma.
The CIGAR system consists of an in-channel package comprising a
modified channel closure plug and an inspection head, which is driven
axial1y and rotationally within the tube by means of a drive mechanism
mounted on the reactor's fuelling machine support platform. The drive
mechanism connects to the inspection head mechanically and electrically
by means of drive rods that pass through an 0-ring sealed orifice in the
closure plug. Electrical power to the drive mechanism is supplied by a
"local" control console, situated within containment on the reactor vault
floor. This console contains the motor drive units, power supplies and
interface circuitry to communicate with the control computer located at a
remote site outside of the containment boundary. The "remote" console
contains the control computer, the data acquisition computers and the inspection instrumentation.
The CIGAR equipment has been in service use since September 1985
and has contributed considerably to Ontario Hydro's inspection programs
since then. The extent and frequency of pressure tube inspections have
increased dramatically since a tube ruptured in 1983 and another in 1986.
The equipment was originally designed around late 1970's inspection
program requirements of some 20 tubes/year. Despite the much higher
utilisation, 270 tubes to March 1989, reliability has still been
reasonably good. Many changes have been made to the hardware and software
in the three years of use to improve both capability and durability.
In certain reactors, pressure tubes were inadvertently over rolled
during installation resulting in high residual stress and some subsequent
cracking by a hydride precipitation mechanism. These Delayed Hydride
Cracks (DHC's), as they are known, are of concern since if they grow
large enough, eventually leakage can result. In order to test a large
population of these rolled joint regions for the presence of DHC's an inspection system utilising the reactor fuelling machines was developed.

This system is known as PIPE (Packaged Inspection Probe) and during its
first operational use in September 1987 averaged an inspection rate of 20
rolled joints per day. This represents a five-fold increase over the rate
that could be realistically achieved using CIGAR for this type of inspection.
In conclusion, during the past ten years Ontario Hydro has devoted
a lot of effort in developing remote inspection capability for one of the
most critical components of its CANDU nuclear units. The investment has
paid off many times in reduced employee radiation exposure, unit outage
duration and quality of NDE information obtained.

COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND CALCULATED DOSE RATES
AND ACTIVITIES DURING PRESSURE TUBE REPLACEMENT
IN PICKERING UNITS 1 and 2
K.M. Aydogdu and C.R. Boss
Atomic Energy
CANDU
Sheridan Park
Mississauga,

of Canada Limited
Operations
Research Community
Ontario, L5K 1B2

D.W. McKean
Design and Development Division - Generation
Ontario Hydro, 700 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario, M5G 1X6
The shielding codes ORIGEN (1) , DOT 3.5 ( 2 ) and QAD-CG (3) have
been used to calculate specific activities in and the dose rates from
fuel channel components removed during the Pickering Units 1 to 2 Large
Scale Fuel Channel Replacement (LSFCR) program. The calculated
activities and dose rates have been compared with available measurements.
The comparisons show good agreement and demonstrate that the methodology
is accurate and reliable.
The specific activities of the Zr-Nb pressure tubes in Units 3
and 4 were calculated by ORIGEN for an irradiation time of 6400 days,
associated with an average power bundle and an 80% capacity factor. The
fluxes were taken from a WIMS^ ' calculation of fluxes in a 28-element
lattice cell for a burnup of 3500 MH.d/Mg.U. The calculated activities
were compared against measured activities in the Zircaloy-2 pressure and
calandria tube from channel G-16 of Unit 2 after correcting tin and iron
concentrations in Zircaloy 2. The agreement was excellent.
The specific activities of the type 403 stainless steel end
fittings and type 410 shield plugs were calculated using ORIGEN. This
time,the activation fluxes were associated with a central fuel channel
calculated by DOT 3.5 code. The activities were also calculated for the
pressure tube stub which was removed with the end fitting. The
validation of the calculational method against dose rates measured in the
CRNL bay was made using the QAD-CG code. Figure 1 shows the comparison
of the measured dose rates on contact with the end fitting and its
pressure tube stub with those of calculations. The agreement is good.
Note that the measured dose rate towards the tail end of the end fitting,
although relatively small, is greater than the calculated dose rate.
This was attributed to the deposited corrosion product activity on the
end fitting surfaces. The dose rates were also calculated away from the
end fittings along its axis and compared with those of measurements. The
agreement was good.
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Dose rates were also calculated from a multibarrel fuel channel
fiask containing four pressure tubes and eight shield plugs, and the dry
storage models containing 80-100 pressure tubes from Units 1 and 2.
The dose rates around the fuel channel flask containing pressure
tubes and shield plugs from row Q of fuel channels on Unit 1 were
calculated using the QAD-CG code. The activities were taken from ORIGEN
calculations. The calculated dose rates "were compared with those of
measurements made on November 18/19, 1985 (i.e., two years after
shutdown). The measurements were higher than the calculated values. The
effect of cobalt concentration in A10 stainless steel shield plug, and
activation flux at the tip of the shield plug after pressure tube creep,
on the dose rate received from a shield plug was reviewed in detail. The
calculated dose rates were revised to take account of a flux level which
could be twice that originally used and a cobalt impurity which could be
as high as 500 ppm. However, some discrepancy still remained between
measurements and calculations. The poor agreement with the dose rates
calculated outside the fuel channel flask and the dose rates measured
were attributed to the presence of weak spots in the lead shielding of
the flask. This point is still under investigation.
In addition, dose rates were calculated for the dry storage
modules (DSM), e.g., DSM Glacier, DSM Scugog, DSM Prince Charming.
Calculated dose rates at two points outside the DSM Glacier (containing
84 pressure tubes cooled for 2.4 years) were compared with measurements.
The dose points were located outside the DSM at the mid-height and at
0.9 m up from the bottom of the DSM. The measured dose rates were in the
order of 0.07 to 0.09 mSv/h. The corresponding calculated dose rates
were 0.10 to 0.11 mSv/h, which is considered good.
The calculated dose rate of 7.7 Sv/h inside the DSM Scugog
cavity 0.9 m from the end wall or. the inspection axis agreed well with
the measured dose rate of 7.5 Sv/h.
The dose rates were also calculated at 13 points outside the DSM
Prince Charming. They were also compared with measurements and good
agreement was obtained.
Comparison of the measured activities from the pressure tubes,
and dose rates from,
a)

the end fitting and its pressure tube stub under water,

b)

the pressure tube inside the DSM's

showed good agreement with the calculations.
The results gives confidence that the methodology can be
reliably applied to radiation dose assessment associated with LSFCR
program for Units 1, 2 and 3, 4 of Pickering reactors or other CANDU
nuclear power stations.
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Public Information Needs for Waste Management
June 6 p.m.. Room - Provinces I

Chairman:

Mr. A.V. Manchee - Ontario Hydro

This special session on Information Needs for Public Acceptance of Waste
Management Progams recognizes that although waste management has become one of
the most important issues of the late twentieth century, the design and building
of effective storage/disposal facilities is not the main challenge facing the
technical experts. No matter whether the waste is domestic garbage, toxic
chemicals, or radioactive fission products in used nuclear fuel, public
acceptance is critical if a disposal facility is to be built. What the public
needs most in order to make an informed decision is INFORMATION.
Successful public affairs programs depend on proper positioning, packaging, and
provision of the right information. This session looks at identifying and
meeting this information need from the corporate, government, media, and public
opinion industry perspectives.
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PUBLIC ATTITUDES TOWARD THE ENVIRONMENT

Margaret Buhlman
Décima Research

In times when environmental issues are a top concern among the Canadian
public, we can expect more focus on industry and government activities to
alleviate these concerns. This presentation will address public attitudes
toward the environment, with particular emphasis on perceptions of waste
management issues. The emphasis will be to provide an indication of the
extent to which people see waste management as an issue, how it should be
solved, and what is in store for industry as they deal with the public and
the problem.

"PUBLIC COMMUNICATION

Terry Young
Ontario Hydro Media Relations

Public communications is a function often misunderstood and/or
disregarded by the technical community. Corporate media relations staff
often encounter attitudes among technical people such as "no news is good
news" particularly in the area of waste management, "we know what we're doing
and the field is far to complicated for the media and public to understand
anyhow". This attitude has fostered media distrust of the nuclear industry.
The public needs to understand the issue, and information must be in a form
comprehensible to them. Management of nuclear waste is going to be a major
issue in the near future. The industry should take the initiative and try
and educate the public now while it can still influence the information flow.
The CNS can play a significant role by making its members accessible and
responsive to the media. The CNS should position itself as a credible
alternative voice on nuclear waste management and other industry issues.

THE ROLE OF PUBLIC CONSULTATION

Michael Scott
Ontario Waste Management Corporation
Director of Communications

Public consultation has become an essential part of any major
development project, in either the public or private sector. The Ontario
Waste Management Corporation has undertaken a major public consultation
program, as part of the process it developed for the siting and construction
of an industrial waste treatment facility. Mr. Scott will discuss the role
public consultation has played in this project and the issues that need to be
addressed if waste management projects are to involve the public in the
future.

GOVERNMENT INFORMATION NEEDS

Brian Finlay
Ontario Ministry of Energy

The government has unique information needs relating to the nuclear
industry. This presentation will look at these needs, and how successful the
industry is in meeting them.

MEDIA PERSPECTIVES

Derek Nelson
Queens Park Columnist
Thomson News Service

There is no one media perspective on nuclear waste, but there are
certain constants in media interests concerning the issue and not all deal
just with information. These will be examined as well as some alternative
possibilities as to how the media will handle on-going waste disposal
stories.
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Chairman:
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Verification of the TUF Code Against Selected RD-14
Experiments
J. Pascoe*, A. Tomasone, M. Williams, W.W. Yousef, W.S.
Liu, J.C. Luxat, Ontario Hydro
Verification of CHAN-II (M0D6) Against Experiments
M. Bayoumi*, F.B.P. Tran, K.E. Locke, A.P. Muzumdar,
Ontario Hydro
FIDAS: A Three-Fluid Subchannel Code for Dryout
Predictions in Rod Bundles
Takaaki Sakai, Helena E.C. Rummens*, Satoru Sugawara,
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation,
Japan
Status of Physical and Numerical Modelling of CANDU
Moderator Circulation
R.G. Huget*, J.K. Szymanski, W.I. Midvidy, Ontario Hydro
Determination of Blovdown Heat Transfer Based on
Experimental Investigation of RD14 Experiments. Analysis
with the Code SLLOH.
Jean-Claude Amrouni*, Energie & Analyses Enaq du Québec,
Ltée, J.C. Luxat, Ontario Hydro
CATHENA Simulation of Thermosiphoning in a MultipleChannel Pressurized-Water Test Facility
J.P. Mallory, P.J. Ingham, AECL-WNRE
Simulation of "Standing Start" Behaviour by the CATHENA
Thermalhydraulics Code
B.N. Hanna, J.P. Mallory, AECL-WNRE

Verification of the TUF Code Against Selected RD-IA Experiments
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VERIFICATION OF CHAN-II (MOD6)
AGAINST EXPERIMENTS

M. Bayoumi. F.B.P. Tran, K.E. Locke, A.P. Muzumdar
Ontario Hydro. 700 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario

The CHAN-II series of codes is used in the licensing analysis of CANDU
reactors. The basic code provides a fast calculational tool for the
prediction of fuel channel heatup during a postulated large break
loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) with impaired cooling or loss of
emergency coolant accident (LOF.CI) in which the transport of heat by
convection is reduced. The code models the progression of postulated
LOCA and LOCA/LOECI events including fuel channel geometry changes due to
severe overheating.
The CHAN code is based on an approach which replaces the complex pin
geometry by an equivalent cylindrical ring geometry (Reference 1 ) . The
fuel channel is divided into several axial segments. Each of these
segments is further subdivided into the fuel, flow channel, pressure
tube, and calandria tube. Hydraulic and heat transfer analyses are
carried out for each axial segment and radial ring. No lateral mixing of
the subchannel flows is assumed to take place within a bundle, however
various mixing assumptions at the bundle end plates are available. The
subchannel flows are assumed to be constant during the transient except
when there is a change in the bundle or pressure tube geometry. Various
models which focus on determining the physical, thermal and chemical
state of the fuel channel during an accident scenario are used to
formulate a set of ordinary differential equations governing the
temperature distribution. The code FORSIM (Reference 2) is used to solve
the resulting set of equations explicitly to obtain the temperature
dist ribution.
The Ontario Hydro version of the CHAN code has undergone extensive
modification, and improved models added resulting in CHAN-II (mod6) for
single phase (steam) flow, and the latest licensing version CHAN-II
(mod7) which incorporates (mod6) but includes two phase cooling.
However, the basic code has not been fully verified against the
experimental data generated in the CHAN verification experimental
series. It is the objective of this paper to discuss verification of the
CHAN-II (mod6) computer code against three series of steamcooling CHAN
verification experiments performed at WNRE under COG/CANDEV. Two series
of the experiments involve single Pickering type fuel elements, one
series at low temperature and one at high temperature. The purpose of
the verification against these single element tests is to verify the
individual models for convection, radiation heat transfer (low
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temperature series) and the zircaloy-steam reaction (high temperature
series) in a simple geometry. In the third series of the experiments,
seven Pickering type fuel rod simulators are used to represent a multirod
geometry. The purpose of the seven element experiments is to verify the
code in integrated condiSjons resembling the subchannel fuel geometry,
with significant hydrc^-.n production and with mixing effects.
For the single element experiments, accounting for the effect of thermal
and hydrodynamic boundary layers developing at the entrance on the
convective heat transfer model, agreement between predictions by CHAN-II
(mod6) and experimental results is reasonably good. It is also shown
that the effect of emissivity during the course of the transient is
important. For the seven element experiments, assuming no mixing of the
flow in the subchannel rings, preliminary comparisons between the
experimental data and the code predictions also show reasonable
agreement. Typical comparisons for a single element test are shown in
Figure 1. The steam flow is at 3.5 g/s and steam inlet temperature is
240°C. For the seven element test, Figure 2 shows a presimulated fuel
sheath temperature transient with steam flow of 10 g/s and inlet steam
temperature of 240°C for a typical power transient that is necessary to
obtain fuel sheath temperature above the 1500°C level. These results and
comparisons for the individual tests are discussed fully in the paper.
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Figure 1: Comparisons of predicted
and measured fuel sheath temperature
for a high temperature single pin
test.

Figure 2: Pre-simuiated results
of a high temperature seven element
test.
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FIDAS : A THREE-FLUID SUBCHANNEL CODE
IDR DRYOUT PREDICTION IN HDD BUNDLES
Takaaki Sakai, Helena E.C. Rummens* and Satoru Sugawara
O-arai Engineering Center
Bower Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation
4002 Narita, O-arai, Ibaraki 311-13 JAPAN
INTRODUCTION
The Film Dryout Analysis Code in Subchannels, FIDAS, has
been developed at the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development
Corporation (PNC) mainly to predict dryout and post-dryout heat
transfer in rod bundles [1]. Validation studies of the developed
code and models have been performed against experiments conducted
under the conditions covering water-cooled reactor operation [1]
[2][3]. However, sufficient validation has not yet been
performed for dryout in rod bundle geometries. Hence, the
prediction capability is examined for dryout power in a 36-rod
bundle to be used in a Japanese pressure tube type heavy water
reactor; comparisons are made with full-scale dryout experiments
in which dryout power has been measured in pressure tubes with
varying inside diameter.
FIDAS FORMULATION AND CALCULATIONAL FEATURES
FIDAS provides a three-fluid three-field representation of
two-phase flow in rod bundles. The three fields are specified by
continuous vapor, continuous liquid film, and entrained liquid
droplets suspended in the vapor. Thus a set of 12 basic field
equations is built into the code, namely three continuity, three
energy, and six momentum equations. The 12 field equations
together with the volume fraction conservation relation among
three fields enable us to obtain analytical information for the
following 13 parameters: three axial and three lateral
velocities, three volume fractions, three specific enthalpies,
and pressure.
In order to predict dryout occurrence and post-dryout
temperature behavior of the heated surface, the code provides the
capability to simulate flow regime evolution in subchannels, i.e.
single-phase liquid flow at the entrance, bubbly/slug flow
formulation by evaporation, transition to a liquid-vapor-droplet
annular flow, a further transition to vapor-droplet mist flow due
to liquid film disappearance on the heated surface, and
superheated single-phase vapor flow formulation due to complete
evaporation of all droplets. In this evolution process, the
* on leave May-Nov 1988 from Dept. of Engineering Physics,
McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario L8S 4M1

onset of dryout is defined as the disappearance of liquid film
adhering to the heated surface.
The conservation equations, as well as the constitutive
relations for various models, are described in detail in Ref.[1].
CODE VALIDATION I : Quality and I-Iass Flux
Preliminary validation work has been undertaken to
demonstrate the ability of FIDAS to predict flow quality and mass
flux in bundle subchannels under normal reactor operating
conditions. As suggested in Figure 1, FIDÀS provided good
predictions of experimental qualities and mass fluxes reported in
the literature for 9-rod [4] and 16-rod [5] square lattice rod
bundles.
CODE VALIDATION II : Dryout Power
Over ten thousand points of full-scale dryout data for
several kinds of ATR* fuel bundles have been accumulated using
the 14MW Heat Transfer loop (HTL) in PNC over the last decade [6]
[7]. The present validation concerns representative 36-rod
bundle data. In the 36-rod test bundle, heater rods are arranged
in three concentric circular layers surrounding a non-heated
center-rod, with ring spacers which have the same shape as those
used in an actual bundle. The rod diameter is 14.5mm, and the
average pitch-to-diameter ratio is 1.17. The bundle has a heated
length of 3.7m and heat transfer area of 6.06m2.
Dryout data used in the present study were obtained using
simulated pressure, tubes which have different inside diameters:
117.8mm as a nominal case, 120.0 and 122.4mm for enlarged cases.
The test bundle was centered in the pressure tube without fuel
eccentricity. The heat flux distribution was axially uniform and
laterally non-uniform such as 1.11/1.01/0.65 from the outer to
inner layers. Experimental conditions were set at a pressure of
7MPa, inlet subcooling of 42 kJ/kg, and flow rate from 2.78 to
11.1 kg/s.
In the analysis, a 1/12 sector subchannel model was used.
The cross section was divided into 19 cells as combined-fine
subchannels. Only the flow area in outer subchannels was varied
with enlargement of pressure tube inside diameter. The heated
length was divided into 37 axial nodes.
As shown in Figure 2, experimental data show that the dryout
power decreases significantly with the increase of pressure tube
inside diameter. It is presumed that enlargement of flow area in
outer subchannels leads to the enhanced imbalance in quality and
* ATR = Advanced Thermal Reactor, a pressure tube type HWR
developed in Japan

mass flux distributions between subchannels, since coolant tends
to flow in broader subchannels. Consequently, this enhanced
imbalance, in quality and mass flux distribution reduces the
dryout power.
Comparisons between FIDAS prediction and experimental data
indicate that FIDAS can predict well the measured dryout power
without any empirical CHF correlations over the entire range of
experimental flow rate, and that FIDAS satisfactorily traces the
decrease of dryout power with increase of pressure tube inside
diameter. Similar analyses using the COBRA-IV [8] code which v/as
fine-tuned for the 36-rod bundle has also been carried out.
However, COBRA failed to trace the variation of dryout power with
change of pressure tube diameter. This is considered to be due
to imcomplete modeling of inter-subchannel mixing in two-phase
flow in COBRA.
CONCIIJSIONS
FIDAS was found to be generally successful in predicting
quality and mass flux in subchannels, under bubbly and slug flow
conditions.
Comparison between FIDAS prediction and the full-scale
dryout experiment shows that FIDAS provides sufficient prediction
capability of dryout for the rod bundle geometry, a capability
that exceeds that of COBRA-IV.
It is concluded that the FIDAS code is a powerful tool for
nuclear reactor design and safety evaluation.
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STATUS OF PHYSICAL AND NUMERICAL MODELLING OF CANDU
MODERATOR CIRCULATION
R.G. Huget, J.K. Szymanski and W.I. Midvidy
Ontario Hydro
Nuclear Studies and Safety Department
700 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, M5C-1X6
A moderator test facility has been designed as a two-dimensional physical model of a CANDU
calandria, capable of reproducing the important tliermalhydraulic phenomena in the moderator
flow. The facility is currently in operation at Stem Laboratories Inc. (SLI), in Hamilton, Ontario,
as part of a test program funded by the CANDU Owners Group (COG)1. The purpose of the
facility is two-fold: to enhance the understanding of the complex moderator thermalhydraulics in
order to improve their mathematical modelling, and to provide an extensive experimental database
for the verification of moderator computer codes used in reactor safety analyses.
An important safety-related feature of the CANDU moderator system is its ability to remove heat
from the fuel in the channels in the event of a Large-Break Loss-of-Coolam Accident (LOCA),
when coolant flow stagnation could result in pressure tube deformation into contact with the
calandria tubes. Predictions of the temperature and subcooling distributions in the moderator are
required as part of the analysis to ascertain fuel channel integrity in such events.
The moderator flow in the calandria is characterized by a complex interaction of high speed inlet
jets in the reflector region, the flow resistance of the several hundred calandria tubes constituting
the core region, and the enhanced buoyancy forces caused by high rates of heat generation in the
core region. Numerical modelling of the moderator flow under these conditions requires powerful
computational tools. Since the early 1980's an internally-developed computer code named
MODTURC (MODcrator TURbulcnt Circulation code) has been in use at Ontario Hydro for this
purpose. MODTURC employs a finite difference technique to solve the three-dimensional
coupled conservation equations for mass, momentum, energy, and turbulence quantities on a
domain defined by an orthogonal cylindrical mesh. The next generation of moderator circulation
code, named MODTURC-CLAS (Co-Located Advanced Solution), is currently under development.
While MODTURC-CLAS employs the same mathematical formulation of the conservation
equations as does MODTURC, the improvements in the new code relate to the increased
flexibility with which the computational domain can be discretized, the increased accuracy with
which the conservation equations are represented, and the greater speed and efficiency with which
the equations are iteratively solved.
Comparisons are presented between the predictions of both MODTURC and MODTURC-CLAS
and the data collected for several isothermal tests on the moderator test facility at SLI. The data
collected consist of two-component Laser-Doppler Anemometry (LDA) measurements of fluid
velocity and photographs (both still and video) of the flow field using an acid/base pH indicator
visualization technique. While non-isothermal tests have been conducted, and arc more applicable
to actual CANDU operating conditions, the isothcnnal tests represent a vital first step in computer
code validation.
The comparisons indicate that both the MODTURC and MODTURC-CLAS codes are
fundamentally sound, and able to predict flow patterns which are both qualitatively and
quantitatively close to observations. The analysis of the comparisons has provided indications of
what aspects of the flow modelling arc in greatest need of improvement.
'The experiments arc currently funded by Hydro Quebec, New Brunswick Electric Power
Commission and Ontario Hydro, through COG.

DETERMINATION OF BLOWDOWN HEAT TRANSFER
BASED ON EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF
RD14 EXPERIMENTS. ANALYSIS WITH THE CODE SLLOH
by
Dr. Jean-Claude Amrouni
Energie & Analyses Enaq du Québec Ltée
Dr. John C. Luxat
Ontario Hydro, NSSD

Summary

This paper presents the results of analysis performed to
better understand blowdown cooling phenomena associated with
a rapid depressurisation in a high pressure, high enthalpy
system. Large conservatisms are used for the heat transfer
coefficients during the blowdown phase of a large loss-ofcoolant accident analysis and it is believed that higher heat
transfer coefficients can be used if they can be experimentally supported. Detailed analyses of the experimental results obtained in the RD14 facility [1,2] during rapid depressurisation transients serve this purpose. Computer simulations with the SSLOH [31 code are also presented to compare
experimental and predicted heat transfer coefficients.
1. Analysis of RD14 Experiments
The 1986 experiments performed on the RD14 loop in Whiteshell
related to blowdown simulations were investigated and useful
results were extracted from the data. In particular radial
and axial fuel sheath temperature profiles were used to assess
the core void fraction and the stratification level following
the break. It is shown that a large amount of water remains
in the channel during the depressurisation transient and
contributes to the cooling of uncovered elements through boiloff of the water remaining in the channel, and subsequent

steam cooling. The primary driving force for steam discharge
from the channel Is steam production within the channel, since
the header to header pressure gradient is drastically reduced
at the initiation of the loop blowdown.

2^—co-mp.arlson wlth_the CMe_s_£i.JOH
In order to assess the heat transfer coefficients observed
during the depressurisation transient, the code SSLOH was
employed. Comparisons between calculated results and experimental values show very good agreement and serve as a validation for the code. It is shown that based on fuel heat up
rates, very effective heat transfer takes place in the channel and the fuel sheath heatup rates are less than half of
the adiabatic heatup rate. Estimates of heat transfer coefficients are provided, based on turbulent steam cooling of
the heater elements.
•lx-_HQJIc_lilsJ ons.
The detailed analysis of the RD14 experiment has shown that
valuable information is contained in the experimental data
that can be used to support significant heat transfer during
blowdown. In turn, this cooling can drastically reduce the
fuel sheath temperature excursions observed prior to emergency
coolant ingress to the channel occurs.
i-*-.£é.f.êre..PC.e-s.
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G. R. McGee, K.O. Spitz and P. Sergejewich: "RD14
Facility Description" AECL proprietary commercial COG Candev, CANDEV-85-15, September 1985.

2.

RD14 tests with large loss of coolant and Emergency
Core Cooling Injection. Tests 8607 to 8612

3.

J. C. Luxât et al. "Verification of a Thermal-Hydraulic Model of Channel Cooling Degradation during a
LOCA/LOECI Event", Proceedings, 8th Annual CNS Conference, St. John, New-Brunswick, 1987.

CATHENA SIMULATION OF THERHOSIPBONING IN A
MULTIPLE-CHANNEL PRESSURIZED-VATER TEST FACILITY

J.P. Hallory and P.J. Ingham

Thermalhydraulics Branch
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Vhiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment
Pinava, Manitoba ROE 1L0

SUMMARY

Under some postulated accident conditions, decay heat is removed from
a CANDU™ reactor core by tvo-phase natural circulation or "thermosiphoning"
of the primary coolant. A series of experiments were performed in the RD-14M
test facility at the Vhiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment (VNRE) to
provide information on tvo-phase thermosiphoning behaviour of CANDU™
reactors. These tests also provide a database from which computer codes can
be validated. The purpose of the vork reported in this paper vas to test the
predictive capability of the computer code CATHENA for a multiple-channel
facility cooled by natural circulation.
CATHENA is a one-dimensional tvo-fluid thermalhydraulics computer code
developed at VNRE primarily to analyze postulated loss-of-coolant accident
scenarios for CANDU™ nuclear reactors1. It uses a staggered-mesh, semiimplicit, finite-difference solution method that is not transit-time limitedr.
It has been validated and continues to be validated against a number of
separate effects, component and integral tests3. RD-14M test results
represent one basis for the integral tests used for validating CATHENA.
In this paper, experimental results are shown from selected RD-1AM
partial inventory thermosiphoning experiments conducted at high secondary side
pressures. These tests start from initial conditions of single-phase liquid
natural circulation. Tvo-phase flow is achieved by controlled intermittent
draining of primary fluid. The RD-14M test facility and test procedure are
described in much greater detail in a companion paper entitled "Tvo-Phase
Natural Circulation Experiments in the RD-14 Multiple-Channel
Thermalhydraulics Test Facility".

This paper presents the CATHENA nodalization used for the simulations
and some of the unique modelling features that vere required to represent the
RD-IAM facility. Simulation results are compared vith experimental results to
demonstrate that CATHENA is capable of correctly simulating many of the
experimental features. Shovn in Figures 1 and 2 are CATHENA simulation and
experimental results for a high-pover case. Figure 1 shows the primary-loop
pressure and Figure 2 shows the total primary-loop flov. The stepwise
decrease in pressure and the corresponding change in flov result from
intermittent draining of primary fluid.
The RD-1AH experimental program is funded by the CANDU Owners Group
(COG).
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SIMULATION OF "STANDING START" BEHAVIOUR BY
THE CATHENA THERMALHYDRAULICS CODE
by

B.N. Hanna and J.P. Mallory
Thermalhydraulics Branch
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Pinawa, Manitoba
ROE 1L0

SUMHARY

This paper concerns the analysis of "standing start" behaviour within
a CANDU fuel channel and feeder system. Following a postulated smallbreak, loss-of-coolant accident (SBLOCA) and subsequent refill with
emergency core coolant, stagnant subcooled liquid conditions have been
postulated to arise within the fuel channel. Because the CANDU fuel
channel is horizontal, significant void may have to be generated to
imbalance the liquid-filled inlet and outlet feeders. This voiding is
necessary to the initiation of thermosiphoning in the coolant loop for near
zero header-to-header pressure drops. The voiding, low velocities, and
therefore possible flow stratification may result in adverse fuel cooling
conditions, particularly for fuel pins at the top of the channel, which
would experience steam cooling alone.
A series of tests funded by the CANDU Owners Group (COG) were
conducted in the Cold-Water Injection Test (CWIT) facility at Stern
Laboratories Inc. (formerly Westinghouse Canada). The purpose of these
experiments was to investigate the flow and heat transfer behaviour as a
function of channel power, system pressure, liquid subcooling, header
injection flow rates, and channel configuration (i.e., end-fitting geometry
and single or parallel channel conditions).
A semi-analytical model of the "standing start" phenomena has been
proposed by Gulshani1 and was extended for non-uniform temperature
distributions in the end-fittings (see Gulshani 2 ).
This paper presents simulation results of selected CWIT "standing
start" tests using the two-fluid code CATHENA. These simulations represent
part of the CATHENA thermalhydraulic code validation program. Figures 1
and 2 show a typical comparison between experimental and calculated fuel

element simulator (FES) pin temperatures for a "standing start" test. The
simulation was terminated when a significant liquid flow was detected (in
this simulation, at the channel inlet), indicating the start of
thermosiphoning. The large difference in temperature betveen the upper and
lover pins shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively, indicates significant
flow stratification. The onset of thermosiphoning is indicated by the
reduction in pin temperatures at approximately 900 s. The good agreement
betveen the simulation and the experimental results demonstrates that
CATHENA is able to model accurately the "standing start" behaviour in a
horizontal channel.

REFERENCES
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Gulshani, P., Caplan, M.Z., and Spinks, N.J., "THERMOS: A
Thermalhydraulics Model of Flow Stagnation in a Horizontal Fuel
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REMC1E INSPECTION AND REPAIR OF
CANDI) REACTOR VAULT COMPONENTS

A.B. Powell
Ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario

The 8-unit Pickering Nuclear Generating Station (PNGS) is such that the
Calandria is contained within an air-filled concrete vault (the Calandria
Vault) in four of the units and in a water-filled vault (the Shield Tank) in
the other four units. Over the past 3 years, significant maintenance
activity has occurred in both vault designs.
In the air-filled vaults, access is limited to 25 mm and 10 mm access
ports. A remote camera and lighting arm was inserted through these ports
and revealed failed moderator inlet line hangers and leaking concrete
cooling system (Biological Shield cooling) pipework. Both deficiencies
threatened the operation of all four units of this design.
Remote arms and end effectors were subsequently developed to remove and
replace the failed hangers and to remove a section of Biological Shield
cooling pipework for metallurgical analysis. As an interim measure,
specialized radiation proof sealants and techniques were developed to plug
leaks in the pipework.
In the shield tank design, two discrete problems were identified. In one
case, shield tank water was downgrading the moderator heavy water, while in
the other case, shield tank water was found emerging through the concrete
wall. In both cases, the leak sites were identified with the use of a
customized miniature submarine complete with lights and cameras.
Identification of the leak location permitted repairs to the leak into the
moderator system and has enabled plans to be developed to address a leak in
the steel liner of the shield tank.

Turbine Trip Due to Inadvertent Operation of ECI Injection
Valves During Routine Testing at Pickering NGS-B

N.G. Blair-Johns

Ontario Hydro

Summary not received.

OPERATING EXPERIENCE WITH MERCURY-WETTED RELAYS
AT ONTARIO HYDRO'S NUCLEAR GENERATING STATIONS
by
P.V. Castaldo, B.A. Rolfe
Ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
M5G 1X6

INTRODUCTION
Mercury-Wetted Relays (MWRs) are used extensively in the implementation of
control logic for safety and safety-related systems in CANDU nuclear power
plants. These relays are used in a range of applications including the
two-out-of-three logic for the shutdown systems, the emergency coolant
injection system and the containment system. In some cases, these relays
are also used to directly initiate end device functioning such as shut-off
rod release or poison injection valve opening. Features such as speed of
operation, high current carrying capacity, high reliability for multiple
operations and compactness have led to the selection of MWRs in the above
applications. This paper reviews Ontario Hydro's operating experience,
relay failure mechanisms, the issue of obsolescence for MWRs, and the
actions taken to improve the reliability of the systems utilizing MWRs.
BACKGROUND
In the early 1980's, an internal review of operating experience with MWRs
identified an increase in the failure rate of those relays used in the
Bruce HGS A shutdown systems control circuits. The failures were
characterized by contacts sticking closed upon de-energization of the
relays. Subsequently, further failures were reported during the
commissioning of the Bruce NGS B ECI system. Studies were undertaken at
that time and corrective actions recommended. Corrective actions were
implemented, based on the findings of the studies and only a limited
number of additional failures were reported until recently. The latest
series of failures occurred at Pickering NGS A and B; again raising
concerns regarding MWR reliability performance, obsolescence and depletion
of spare stock inventory.
STATUS
Ontario Hydro is presently conducting a study to establish possible
alternative relays to use as substitutes for the MWRs exhibiting higher
failure rates or where obsolescence is a problem.
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The obsolescence of a number of relay models, currently in use, has
resulted in only one manufacturer being able to supply pin-compatible
substitute relays, for most, but not all obsolete relays. This has raised
a concern that there might not be, in the future, sufficient equipment
diversity between redundant safety systems. Also, premature depletion of
the station's inventory of spare relays will be a concern if a significant
number of additional failures occur.

CONCLUSIONS
Experience at Ontario Hydro indicates that MWRs have a higher failure rate
than that reported for general industrial applications. Studies show that
a major factor in the high failure rate is the lack of tin-doping in the
mercury pool. In time, this results in the formation of a sludge which
causes the contacts to stick closed (Reference 1 ) . The MWRs currently
available on the market are all tin-doped; however, long term operating
reliability has not yet been established. There is a recognized need to
identify substitute relays to overcome the concerns identified and to meet
or exceed the intended performance requirements of the MWRs.
REFERENCES
(1)
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TEN YEAR PERFORMANCE OF BRUCE N.G.S. 'A'
ON-POWER FUELLING SYSTEM

S. JAYAHARATHAN
ONTARIO HYDRO
P.O. BOX 3000
T1VKKTON, ONTARIO
NOG 7.TO

SUMMARY
Bruce Nuclear Generating Station 'A' is the first multi-unit CANDU
Station in Ontario Hydro to have the shared syslem of on- power
fuel ling machines, designed by G.K. Canada, based on the experience
of Nt'D and KANUIT fuelling systems. The Station has been provided
with triplicated fuelling trolleys which enable automatic
refuelling of all four reactors. Each reactor, under normal
operating conditions, can be refuelled by at least two out of three
fuelling machine systems. Each fuelling system consists of two
fuelling machine heads, suspensions, heavy water and air auxiliary
systems, all mounted on a transport trolley. The transport
trolleys travel on two pair of rails in the containment fuelling
duct, between the fuel handling service facilities and each
reactor. One trolley travels on the north pair of rails, while two
trolleys travel on and share the south pair of rails. The selected
fuelling machine head suspension remotely couples to the carriage
on each reactor bridge, before fuelling operations begin on a
se lectod charme I.
The fuel, channels are normally refuelled by adding new fuel at the
downstream end of a channel, in multiples of two, even though
fuelling with one bundle at a time is possible. Fuelling normally
takes place with (.he reactor at power, and at normal operating
temperature and pressure. Fuelling off-power, or at any low power
and pressure, is possible. The fuelling machines are controlled
remotely from consoles located in the main control room of the
Station. New fuel is supplied to the fuelling machine heads and
irradiated fuel is discharged from the heads at central service
area through ports onto storage trays in the primary fuel storage
bay.
The fuel handling system is designed to meet the refuelling
requirements of the four reactor units, including routine
inspection and maintenance of the equipment, and operations other
than refuelling, on a two shift basis, seven day-week. The
anticipated fuelling rate for the four units i.s approximately 70
fuel bundles per day at I007o reactor power.

This performance report covers a ten- year period of operation from
19 78 to 1988 which is divided into two phases. In the initial
phase of five years, only two fuelling trolleys (North & South)
were refuelling all the four reactors and in the second phase of
five years, the third extension trolley also was in service.
So far, all the three trolleys have fuelled over 44,400 reactor
channels and handled over 224,000 fuel bundles, the highest
on-power fuelling quantity in Ontario Hydro CANDU Plants. The
Station performance criteria and targets have been met in the fuel
handling operation in all the years. Han rem of fuel handling
personnel has boon gradually tapering down over the years to a
steady Level. Kxtremi.ty dose level has boon the highest in the
fuel handling maintenance group, even though it has been steadily
reduced, with regular doconlamination, prior to maintaining the
equipment.
In the initial phase of operation, Station incapability factor
varied from IS.OJo to 22.0% and the porlion of incapability due to
fuel handling system ranged from 2.3% to 8.1%. Some of the
contributors to fuel handling unavailability were D ? 0 Circulating
Pumps, D ? 0 Klastomor Hoses, Charge Tube Kam Assembly, Bridge
Brakes and Power Track components.
In the second phase of operation with three trolleys, some of the
old problems were solved, like- U;.0 Circulating Pump and Hose
faiLures. However, equipment like GASP, Kam Spline, Input Drive
Assembly, Suspension Latches, Head Motor Brakes, Trolley Drive
Brakes and Clutches, and Power Track Cable failed, causing fuelling
incapabi 1 i.ty occasional Ly.
Our proportion of preventive to break down maintenance lias
increased significantly, and rightly, over the years. Routine
Maintenance still represents a much Larger portion of
unavailability than breakdown maintenance. Over the years, -more
and move fuel handling system time has been devoted to non fuel
handling uses. PIPK, CLOAK, SCKAPK and other reactor maintenance
projects all consume fuel, handling time, effort and resources. As
South and Kxtonslon trolleys were designed to share the south pair
of rails and Central Service facilities, they interfere with each
other during operation and maintenance and work on one can cause
unavailability of the other, especially work involving Long periods
in Central Service Area such as maintenance or major ancillary port
work, such as CI.CAU inspection.
On the whole, the fuel handling syslom performance has been good,
as the contributed incapability factor due to fuel handling system
was well below 1% in most of the years. Significant upgrade of the
fuel handling system in the Long term, will enhance capability,
Improve maintainability, reduce fiarther radiation exposure and
obsolescence at Bruce N.G.S. 'A'.
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SUMMARY
A full scope simulator in the training process of nuclear
power plant operators is a
very sophisticated
tool and
represents a major
investment. However the return in the
efficiency of training should be worth the investment.
The
first simulators were commissioned in the
early
seventies but since the incident of Three Mile Island the
development of
simulators
has
grown
rapidly and the
complexity of this tool has evolved. Simulators have become
more and more sophisticated due to the evolution of computer
équipement and mathematical modelling
techniques. Operating
a nuclear power station in normal mode is complex and more so
under abnormal
conditions.
Also utilities are facing the
increasing
requirements of
regulatory authorities.
These
factors have a direct influence on training simulators.
The
necessity
to own a simulator with a high fidelity
behaviour
also increases simulator sophistication.
. . .12

The need to train operating personel more efficiently does
not escape Gentilly-2 power station and this is what convinced
Hydro-Quebec management
in 1984 to acquire a simulator.
In
this presentation we will cover the main points of Gentilly-2
training
simulator project. Based on our experience we will
insist on the following aspects:
technical
complexity of
the tool,
follow-up
of the project
(schedule and
cost),
implementation of a
quality
assurance
program
covering
software,
validation
of
model
behaviour
by factory
acceptance
testing,
commissioning
following
the
installation and finally the traning program for the personel
assigned
to maintain and improve the simulator. To conclude
we will discuss the simulator utilization strategyand bring out
the benefits we expect to harvest.
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SUMMARY
Reactor
physics
calculations
over
the
thermal
neutron
r a n g e d e m a n d t h e knov- I t - d g e o f r e l i a b l e c r o s s s e c t i o n
information. A central
quantity
to
describe
the
interaction
of
s l o w n e u t r o n s v i t h c o n d e n s e d m a t t e r i s t h e Van H o v e s c a t t e r ing function
SCQ.CLO, a s
i t e m b o d i e s all t h e s t r u c t u r a l
and
dynamical p r o p e r t i e s
of
the
scattering
system.
Although
a
l a r g e p o r t i o n of t h e r e l e v a n t f e a t u r e s in t h e u-Q p l a n e c a n
be
revealed
by
double-differential
cross
section
measurem e n t s , t h e r e will a l w a y s b e a p a r t i c u l a r
problem for
which
the
experimental
data
do
not
cover
exactly
the
required
material
and
physical
conditions.
Consequently,
many
bound
a t o m models w e r e developed
in t h e p a s t ,
particularly
those
intended
to
describe
neutron
scattering
from
hydrogeneous
m o l e c u l e s due t o t h e i r i m p o r t a n c e a s r e a c t o r m o d e r a t o r s . As
a r e s u l t of t h e s e s t u d i e s , l a r g e c o m p u t e r c o d e s w e r e
written
t o c a l c u l a t e a number of m a g n i t u d e s which a r e
relevant
to
the
problem
of
neutron
thermalization.*""'
It.
became
then
possible
to
perform
detailed
calculations
of
scattering
kernels
and
thermal
neutron
spectra
in
some
moderating
media, although t h e y were always c o m p u t e r - t i m e consuming.
In t h i s
w o r k , we will p r e s e n t
some r e s u l t s
which
are
relevant
to
reactor
physics
calculations,
derived
from
a
synthetic
scattering
function
TCQ,..;E^>
recently
introduced"
Unlike t h e dynamic s t r u c t u r e
factor
SCO,'.J>
, the
synthetic
function
does
not
contain
a detailed
description
ol t h e a t o m i c m o t i o n in t h e m o l e c u l a r u n i t s n o r p a i r
correlations; instead it has been devised to produce a
practical
a n s w e r t o t h o s e p r o b l e m s in which
a c o m p l e t e k n o w l e d g e of
t h e s y s t e m ' s f r e q u e n c y s p e c t r u m is u n n e c e s s a r y . Under
these
conditions,
a
synthetic
model
intended
to
give
a
good
representation
ol
some
integral
properties
of
the
actual
CselO
scattering
law,
only
requires
retaining
the
main
d y n a m i c a l c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of t h e molecular- u n i t .
V e h a v e e x p l o i t e d t h e v e r y s i m p l e f o r m of T<.'Q.'-;E > t o
derive
analytic
expressions
for
the
scattering
kernels
c- CE ,E>
and
the
total
cross
section
c-CE >." V i t h
this
t o
o
information
at
hand,
several
useful
quantities
describing
n e u t r o n t h e r m a l i z a t i o n in a m o d e r a t i n g media can be
readily
evaluated.
Of c o u r s e , a n o b v i o u s a p p l i c a t i o n o f t h i s m o d e l i s
the
g e n e r a t i o n of c r o s s s e c t i o n l i b r a r i e s f o r molecular
systems
a t any d e s i r e d t e m p e r a t u r e t o feed a r e a c t o r c o m p u t e r code.
Examples of
a few
typical
cells and b e n c h m a r k
calculations
have been recently presented.
V e will s h o w h e r e s o m e s e l e c t e d r e s u l t s o b t a i n e d
from
t h e s y n t h e t i c model f o r n e u t r o n c r o s s s e c t i o n s and
transport

pr a r a m e t e r s
<CH ) 3.

of

Finally,

several
we

common
will

moderators

present

a

[HO,

DO,

2

2

cell

CH
<5 C

calculation

2 n

p r o c e s s e d u s i n g t h e VIMS-D4 c o d e arid a r e a c t o r
calculation
u s i n g t h e PUMA c o d e f o r a CANDU c o n f i g u r a t i o n , c o m p a r i n g t h e
r e s u l t s o b t a i n e d f r o m t h e s t a n d a r d VIMS l i b r a r y w i t h t h o s e
from
the
synthetic
model
matrices
for
the
moderatorisotopes.
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COUPLED NEUTRONICS - THERMOHYDRAULICS SIMULATIONS
OF FAST TRANSIENTS IN CANDU
By
B. Rouben and P. Soedijono
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
CANDU Operations
Sheridan Park Research Community
Mississauga, Ontario
M5K 1B2
The neutron kinetics code CERBERUS and the thermohydraulics code
FIREBIRD-III MODI have been integrated into a computer-program package
capable of performing accurate coupled simulations of fast power
transients. The package executes on a desk-top computer (APOLLO) for
convenience and economy.
The integrated package consists of several programs which have been
interlinked so as to automatically feed information one to another.
These include:
*
*
*
*
*
*
-

the
the
the
the
the
the
the

lattice code POWDERPUFS-V
reactor-modelling code MATMAP
neutron 3-d kinetics code CERBERUS
power module CERBSPOW
thermohydraulics code FIREBIRD-III MODI
flux-interpolation program INTREP
detector-and-electronics modelling code POINTSIM

The time span of interest in the transient is subdivided into time
steps, defining the instants at which the full 3-dimensional flux
distribution is explicitly evaluated in CERBURUS. The improved
quaisi-static method on which CERBERUS is based allows relatively large
values for these "flux-shape" time steps. For instance, when considering
shutdown-system-1 action, the time it takes shut-off rods to drop by one
or two successive lattice pitches serves as an appropriate time step.
The transient is then simulated by executing the programs in
sequence in each of the "flux-shape" time steps. The power distribution
from CERBERUS/CERBSPOW at each time is fed to FIREBIRD, which evaluates
the coolant densities and fuel and coolant temperatures for the next
time. These are fed back to CERBERUS thiough the lattice properties
(POWDERPUFS-V) and the reactor/devices configuration (MATMAP). Thus void
and temperature effects on reactivity are taken into account. In the
early stages of the transients, INTREP and POINTSIM are run to evaluate
ion-chamber and in-core-detector responses and thereby determine the time
of actuation of the shutdown system.

- 2 -

Note that within each "flux-shape" time interval FIREBIRD uses its
own small time step (e.g. 0.001 s) appropriate to the thermohydraulics
problem. Similarly, even in CERBERUS, a small time step is used to solve
the point-kinetics-like equation for the amplitude factor which
multiplies the flux-shape function.
A procedure for automatic file-name generation has been put in
place, allowing a high level of automation in the linking of the codes.
The program package was used to study hypothetical
large-loss-of-coolant accidents in an equilibrium CANDU 6 core. The
transients were assumed to be terminated by shutdown-system-1 action.
In these simulations, an unprecedented level of detail was built
into the thermohydraulics model. The critical core pass (i.e. the pass
downstream of the break) was modelled by 5 representative channels, to
take into account zones of different power and of different channel
elevation. As a consequence, different coolant-density and
fuel-temperature transients applied in different parts of the core.
Results show that even under very conservative assumptions at all
stages of the calculations, the power-pulse energy deposition in the fuel
easily meets safety-related criteria.

TRAWA-FEE SIMULATION OF REACTIVITY TRANSIENTS IN PWR CORES
D. Pevec, Faculty of Electrical Engineering,
University of Zagreb, 43001 Zagreb, P.O. Box 170, Yugoslavia
D.

Grgic, Rade Koncar Electrotechnical Institute,
Bastijanova bb, 41000 Zagreb, Yugoslavia

The Faculty of Electrical Engineering (FEE), University of
Zagreb is coordinating the activity of Reactor Safety Group
in Zssgreb, with the aim to upgrade the domestic capability in
Nuclear Safety Analysis as well as to predict the behaviour
of safety rel«t&d systems in NPP Krsko following specific
t r rf r. s i •? nts a îvï accidents.
The computer cede TRAWA [1], developed by Technical Research
Centre of Finland, Helsinki, was acquired from NEA Data Bank,
P a r i s , fcr
the reactor core dynamic analysis. The reactor
core In TRAWA code is divided in three radial flow regions
arid up to ten axial fuel regions with different nucleonic
characteristics. Two-group time dependent diffusion equations
are
sol'.ed by FE discretization in axial direction and
theta-.'ici hod or Wll spectral method time discretization. The
spatial dependence in radial direction could be taken into
account by using spatial and time dependent radial shape
functions. Thermohydraulics is coupled to neutronics by means
of fuel temperature and coolant temperature, coolant density
and soluble poison density dependent group constants.
The hydraulic m -• -î e 1 includes normal and hot channels with
one-dimensional conservation equations for mass, energy and
momentum. Separated nonequi1ibrium flow equations are solved
by implicit theta-method discretization in time and space.
There is one representative fuel rod in each flow region. The
heat conduction equation in pellet and cladding is solved by
FEM in radial direction and theta-method in time. All
material thermal properties, gap and coolant heat transfer
coefficients are temperature dependent.
The TRAWA code was successfully implemented and tested on
UNIVAC 1100 computer. TRAWA code simulation of reactivity
transients showed the necessity for some model improvements
and modifications. The FEE version of the TRAWA
code
includes: the changes in input processing; the new model of
control rod movement; the additional options of 0PDT and 0TDT
trips based on the Westinghouse methodology; the time
dependent triggering conditions; the changes in the fuel rod
heat conduction model in order to improve fuel modelling near
U02 melting point; the introduction of the MATPR0 [2] thermal
properties; the
incorporation of improved DNBR correlations
(Smolin, W - 3 , B5tW2 , C E - 1 ) ; FEE developed system for group
constants generation based on LEOPARD [3], EXTERMINATOR-2 [4]
and SURFIT [5] codes; the introduction of new options in fuel
rod heat conduction calculations, one based on FEM with

additional temperature iteration during transient and the
other one based on FD method with additional temperature
iteration during transient; the conversion from UNIVAC 1100
FORTRAN V to IBM 4341 and VAX 11-750 FORTRAN 77.
The TRAWA-FEE model was tested on a two loop Westinghouse PWR
core of NPP Krsko, by simulations of rod ejection accident
and reactivity transients of class II, control rod bank
withdrawal with speeds of 80 pcm/s and 5 pcm/s. The nucleonic
data are calculated for cycle 6 BOC and thermohydraulic data
are given for 0% steam generator U-tube plugging conditions.
Steady-state results are validated by comparison with FSAR
[6] data: DNBR in hot channel is 2.09 (FSAR 2.01); maximum
fuel center temperature 2070 K (FSAR 2075 K ) ; average void
fraction in hot channel 7.48 % (FSAR 7.60 %).
The rod ejection accident simulations were performed using
five fuel rod heat conduction models including different
solution methods, different discretizations and different
material properties correlations.
The analysis of different heat conduction models shows that
model 1 with automatic time step selection option is optimal
for preliminary calculations. Models 2, 3 i 4 give better
accuracy but are more time consuming. The model 5 should be
used if melting of U02 is expected.
The control rod bank withdrawal transients with speeds of 80
pcm/s (fixed time steps) and 5 pcm/s (automatic time step
selection) were simulated using model 4. The same standard
assumptions as in ejection case were used. The trip criterion
was OTDT condition in this case. DNBR spatial and time
dependence for insertion rate of 80 pcm/s is depicted in
Figure 1 . Minimum DNBR during transients in hot channel is
greater
than 1.6.
A loop modelling with point kinetics code PWRSIM [7] was
performed in order to calculate effects of the rest of
primary loop. The results show: the adequacy of TRAWA-FEE
assumptions that core inlet temperature is constant; slow
increase of system pressure indicating the conservative TRAWA
DNBR values; time of reaching OTDT setpoint is 23.57 s
without pressurizer modelling and 28.80 s with pressurizer
modelling compared to 22.27 s obtained with TRAWA-FEE.
The TRAWA-FEE results are in a good agreement with the
results obtained by vendor and the data from RASP package.
Recalculation of NPP Krsko reactivity
transients
for
different steam generator U-tube plugging levels using TRAWAFEE is in progress.
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EVALUATION OF NEUTRON RESONANCE DATA AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES FOR CANDU
TYPE FUEL BUNDLES
F. Lcszczynski
Cunlro Atômico Bariloche
8400 S.C. de Bariloche, Rio Negro, Argentina
This work describes the evaluation of the magnitude of the
differences when an approximate method is used for the treatment of
resonance data (equivalence between homogeneous and heterogeneous
systems) and when different basic resonance cross-section data for
-" U are used for CANDU - Embalse type fuel rod bundles and core
neutron calculations.
The impact of different resonance treatments
nnd cross-section data is evaluated on: (1) effective cross sections
of '"'' U in the resonance energy region; (2) fast thermal flux and
power distributions and core reactivity, for beginning-of life (BOL)
condition.
A variety of validated computational codes, including some
developed at the Bariloche Atomic Center wore used in this evaluation
(WIMS-D/41, RMET2, ANISN3, BORDE4, DIP0BARJ).
The resonance data for
the UK (data for 2238.2 resonance integrals and 2238.4 data in the
WIMS Library ' ) were used. The results of this evaluation are given
i n Table I.
The conclusions of this research are:
(1) The approximate resonance data treatment in the WIMS-D/4 code
under estimates the core reactivity by about 3% for a CANDU BOL
core. Differences between the basic
U data for the uncorrected
and corrected values in the WIM3 library compensated for the 3%
difference, but does not account for the possible over estimation
of the resonance absorptions in the data. When other data were
used in these calculations greater differences were found
(over-estimation of absorption);
(2) The approximate method in the WIMS-D/4 code over estimates the
resonance absorption more for the interior fuel rods than for the
exterior fuel rods in the bundle.
Although this difference may
not be very important for average integral results, it can
significantly affect the prediction of actinide isotope production
in CANDU fuel bundles.
Additional studies are currently in
progress to evaluate the magnitude of this effect; and
(3) fne RMET code can be used when more exact calculations are
(••..-quired by taking into account the specific details in the fuel
geometry and the neutron energy distribution for the fuel
resonance calculation.
This evaluation of the differences in the various sets of
resonance data and calculational techniques has significantly improved
our capability to predict accurately the fuel performance parameters
of CANDU-Embalse type fuel bundles.
References:
1.- Askew, J.R., et al. JBNES, p.5B4 (Oct. 19B6).
2.- Leszczynski, F., Ann. Nucl. Energy, Vol. 14, 11, p.589 (1987).
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4.- Grant, C., Personal Communication, 1982.
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6.- Askew, J.R. Reactor Physics in the Resonance and Thermal Regions,
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TABLE I
Impact of resonance treatment and data on results
calculations for CANDU-type reactors, BOL condition.

Geometry

Fuel Bundle

of

neutron

(l-MW/MR)xlOO
(1)

(1-D4/D2)xl00
(2)

-5

+2

-2

-.3

-.4

+ 1.2

Thermal flux distribution

<.2

<.8

Power distribution

<.2

<.5

Reactivity

+3

Parameter

Effective
resonance
Interior
absorption
rods
cross-section (energy range: Exterior
4-48eV)
rods
Fast absorption crosssection of the
homogenized fuel bundle
(for 2-groups core
calculations

Core

1
(1)

(2)

-3

MW: Approximate resonance
treatment
(WIMS method) with
non-corrected resonance data.
MR: more exact resonance treatment
(RMET method) with
non-corrected resonance data.
D4: using corrected resonance tabulations (2238.4) of WIMS
library with WIMS method.
D2: using non-corrected resonance data with WIMS method.
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SUMMARY
<\n international scientific collaboration has proposed a novel
detector for neutrinos from the sun and supernovae, using 1000 tonnes of
heavy water on loan from Canada's reserves. The proposal is to build a
Cerenkov detector using the heavy water in an ultra-low background
laboratory iocated ^O'.'O m underground ;:i the Creighlon mine of TNCG Ltd.
"•\ir Sudbury, Ontario.
r.OL.AR NEUTHIN08 AND SNO
Measurements to date show that the flux of electron neutrinos from the
r-un is a factor of two-to-three lower than predicted by current models of
sol ir energy generation. This long-standing discrepancy has come to be
known as the Solar Neutrino Problem.
Two classes of solution to the problem have been suggested; either
the solar models are inadequate and hence do not correctly predict the
number of electron neutrinos produced, or some of the electron neutrinos
change in transit from the sun into the two other known types of neutrino
(muon and tau-neutrino) and only the unchanged ones are detected. The
latter effect, which is known as "neutrino oscillations" could occur if
neutrinos have non-zero mass.
The SNO detector will have an order-of-magnitude greater sensitivity
than previous detectors and will have the ability to distinguish between
the two classes of solution. In addition, if a supernova should occur in
our Galaxy (predicted to happen as often as every 10 to 50 years on the
average), unique information could be obtained on the dynamics of
supernovae and accurate measurements of the mass of all neutrino types
could be obtained. These measurements would have enough sensitivity to
determine if the total neutrino mass in the universe is sufficient to stop
and re^'sr^e
its current expansion.

Heavy water is an ideal neutrino-detector material and will make use
of three complementary reactions to completely characterize the high-energy
solar-neutrino flux. The SNO detector will allow the energy spectrum and
flux of electron neutrinos, as well as the total flux of all types of
neutrino to be measured.
The total flux measurement provides a test of
solar models, independent of neutrino-oscillation effects. In addition, a
direct comparison of the electron-neutrino flux and the total neutrino flux
will give an unambiguous test of the existence of neutrino oscillations.
Sensitivity to the incident direction of the neutrinos will allow
confirmation that the observed electron neutrinos come from the sun.
THE SNO DETECTOR
The total reaction rate for all types of neutrinos in 1000 tonnes of
heavy water is about 20 per day. Although this rate is high compared to
previous neutrino detectors, extreme care will be required in shielding the
detector from all other sources of radiation. At a depth of 2070 m the
cosmic-ray background is negligible. The proposed detector is housed in a
32 m high cavity as illustrated in Figure 1. The heavy water is contained
in a transparent 5 cm thick acrylic vessel which is surrounded by 1 m of
high-purity H 2 0 and 0.9 m of special low-radioactivity concrete. Mounted
uniformly around the vessel, at a distance of 2.5 m, are 1955 50-em
diameter photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). The PMT array is sensitive to the
faint Cerenkov light produced by the fast electrons generated by the
interaction of neutrinos with the heavy water. Extreme care is necessary
to ensure that the materials making up the detector contain very low levels
of naturally occurring radioactivity (Th, U and their daughters) because
beta and gamma rays from their decays can produce Cerenkov light. For
example, the Th and U content in the acrylic is below ten parts per
trillion (10 12 ) and below 0.01 parts per trillion in the heavy water.
The detailed SNO proposal is the result of four years of intensive
research and development by a collaboration of 50 scientists from Canada,
che U.SA and the UK. Extensive measurements of radioactive contamination in
all detector materials (acrylic, glass in the PMTs, heavy water, etc) have
been carried out. Monte Carlo computer simulations of detector performance
have beon developed, incorporating the measured radioactivity levels to
assess their effect on detector threshold and signal-to-noise levels.
Engineering stress analyses of the acrylic vessel designs have also been
oornmissioned. From all this activity it was concluded that, with the
present design, it will be possible to observe all three neutrino-detection
reactions unambiguously and reach conclusions on the physics questions
outlined above.

FIGURE CAPTION:
Figure 1. Design of the SNO detector. The cylindrical cavity in the rock
is 20 m in diameter and 32 m high.
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ON FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO QUALITY OF
NUCLEAR REACTOR CONTROL COMPUTER SOFTWARE
S. Rannem and E. Hung
Ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
M5G 1X6

Introduction
The quality and reliability of any critical part of a nuclear
generating station are essential for the safe and efficient operation
of the plant. The control computer software is no exception.
Consequently, Ontario Hydro has embarked on a program for the new
Darlington Generating Station, which attempts to achieve the best
possible quality and reliability for the control computer software.
This has been done by implementing a Software Quality Assurance (SOA)
Program as an integral part of the design process.
SOA Program

Implementation

The Darlington SQA Program consists of the required project
organization structure, a stepwise software development methodology
and associated procedures for the designers and project management
personnel to follow.
Figure 1 illustrates the software design organization chosen to carry
out the software design and implementation work for the project.
Special emphasis has been placed on avoiding conflict of interest
between the various parts of the organization throughout the
"SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE" (SDLC) in order not to compromise
the quality of the end product, the control computer software.
Consequently, the design and integration/testing functions are
handled by separate parts of the organization.
Figure 2 illustrates the SDLC, which is the road map to how the
software is developed.
It establishes a predetermined sequence of
design activities and a set of procedures for each step in the
software development process. Design responsibilities are also
clearly defined so that each individual in the organization knows
what is expected of him or her.
The key concept of the SLDC is the SOFTWARE DESIGN FREEZE (SDF),
which takes place after the software designer has completed all of
the activities of the DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION phase.

An SDF is a scheduled, formal turnover point of the software from the
designers to the SYSTEM INTEGRATION TEAM ( S I T ) , for which the
designers must prepare their software as FREEZE PACKAGES with
strictly controlled contents and format.
Experience has shown that
an SDF frequency of once every 6 months has worked well for the size
and complexity of software system under development and size and
composition of design organization.
In the INTEGRATION phase the SIT v lidates the conter!tc and formats
of all freeze
packages. Subsequently, they produce a new version of
software based on the previously frozen version and the latest freeze
packages.
Finally they perform independent integration testing which
consists of:
repeating the develop in ent tests executed, documented
submitted by the designers

and

testing the interfaces between the subsystems and subsystem
functionality not covered by the development tests.
Perhaps the most important function of an SDF is that it places the
software under CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT, which means that any changes
to the frozen software will be controlled according to strict
procedures, i.e. the designer cannot modify his software at will.
E.g. an error discovered in the frozen software must be reported on a
SNAG REPORT form, validated as a genuine problem by the SIT and
transmitted back to the design team by means of a SOFTWARE CHANGE
REQUEST form.
Subsequently, the correction is submitted to the SIT
and applied to the previously frozen software.
Conclusions
During the 7-8 years of application of the SQA Program the original
goal of designing quality software appears to have been met, although
the software commissioning is not yet complete. The reasons for the
success are the required uniformity and consistency of design and the
rigor of software configuration management and three independently
executed and documented levels of testing.
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(1)

Each software team (design and integration/testing) is headed
by a team leader who guides his/her team members and coordinates
team activities. Team sizes are typically 2-5.

(2)

Each design team is responsible for one or more software
subsystems

(3)

Man-Machine Interface functions consist of the follov/ing softv/are
subsystems: Alarm Annunciation, Graphic Display, Historical
Data and Logs.

(4)

The System Testing Team performs overall system tests (hardv/are
and softv/are) by means of a dynamic simulation model of the plant
processes. The objectives of these tests are to demonstrate correct functionality and acceptable integrity (computer loading and
error recovery) of the overall system.

FIGURE 1:

Softv/are Design Organization
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SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE

INTEGRATED FUEL MANAGEMENT
DENIS AUBIN
Hydro-Québec
Centrale nucléaire Gentilly-2
C.P. 360
Gentilly (Québec)
GOX 1G0

At the Gentilly-2 NPGS, after an integration effort by the
owner/operator
Hydro-Québec, the term FUEL MANAGEMENT has taken on a
broad definition that encompasses all activities related to the complete
fuel cycle. These activities include: planning, Q.A. and administration
in the procurement of uranium and fuel bundles, out of core new/spent
fuel inventories, in-core fuel management, analysis of fuel performance,
and responding to AECB/AIEA accountancy requirement for international
safeguards.
This paper will describe how personnel involved in the __above
mentionned activities are organized under a single working unit for peak
efficiency. It will also describe the integrated network of computerized
systems used by this group. The system links on-site, corporate and
outside data banks and programs, thus avoiding errors and the unnecessary, time consuming efforts involved in the duplication or manual input
of required data to different computer codes.
The system's output data and resulting decisions are periodically
verified, audited and tested by direct, indirect, physical and empirical
methods. False or incorrect data or any other discrepancy has yet to be
detected by either corporate or outside instances.
The decision to adopt integration
gement, and the commitment to pursue it
was never regretted and has contributed
obtained thus far at Gentilly-2 in this

as the way to better fuel manaas new ways and means come about,
greatly to the excellent results
area.
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A STUDY OF THE EFFECTIVENESS FOR RESPONSE TO LOSS OF
CLASS IV POWER OF ONE STANDBY CLASS III GENERATOR
OPERATING IN A CONTINUOUS OR TEST CYCLE MODE

A.A. Chowdhury

A.T. McGregor
J.H. Mcintosh
M.G. Frauley

Atlantic Nuclear Services Ltd.
Box 1268, Station A
Fredericton, N.B.
CANADA E3B 5C8

Point Lepreau Generating
Station, P.O. Box 10
Point Lepreau, N.B.
CANADA EOG 2H0

SUMMARY
This paper presents the methodology and modelling derived to predict the
probability that a single available Class III standby generator (SG) will
provide a successful response to the occurrence of a loss of Class IV power
(LOCLIV) at an Operating, or Shutdown, CANDU plant. The modelling is based
upon operating constraints at Point Lepreau Generating Station and is
applicable to cases where one of its two SG's is out of service for
maintenance when a LOCLIV event occurs. Two modes of operating the SG, either
continuously, or in a series of successive testing cycles, have been examined.
Markov models have been developed and solved using the Matrix-Multiplication
technique with data selected to provide a range of sensitivity analyses.
A
technique was developed to convolve the modelled probability of occurence of a
LOCLIV at a particular time instant with the probability of successful SG
response and Class III system reconfiguration from the existing operational
state to the required safety response state.
The different licensing
requirements for operation of SG's when the reactor is shutdown or operating
at power have been modelled. Methods are proposed for deriving data required
by the model from station operating records of responses to transients and
from results of the diesel generator routine testing programme.
Differences
in licensing requirements between the reactor at power and reactor shutdown
states result in significantly different success probability predictions for
the LOCLIV response.

EMISSIVITY OF ZIRCALOY-4 SHEATH AT HIGH TEMPERATURES
IN ARGON AND STEAM ATMOSPHERES

by
P. Mani Mathew
High-Temperature Chemistry Branch
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada ROE 1L0
and
M.H. Schankula
Fuel Materials Branch
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River, Ontario, Canada KOJ 1J0

SUMMARY

During a postulated loss-of-coolant/loss-of-emergency cooling
accident, the main mode of heat transfer between the fuel bundle and the
pressure tube is the radiant energy exchange. This energy exchange is
controlled by the emissivity of the surfaces involved. Under the accident
conditions, the fuel sheath is exposed to steam and hence would be rapidly
oxidized at temperatures above 1000°C. This oxidation would change the
emissivity of the sheath surface. Thus, a knowledge of the variation of
sheath enissivity during oxidation is essential to properly estimate the
maximum temperatures of sheath, fuel and pressure tube during these
accidents. To this end, an experimental facility has been assembled and a
series of tests have been carried out to determine the sheath emissivity
over the temperature range of 1200-1700°C in argon and steam atmospheresThe experimental assembly, as shown in the schematic (Figure 1 ) ,
consists of an electrically heated graphite rod within a quartz tube. An
82-mm-long Zircaloy tube specimen, equivalent in thickness to the sheath
surrounding the pickering fuel, surrounds the graphite rod. Thus, the
Zircaloy tube is heated internally to obtain the required initial
temperature. An argon atmosphere is maintained within the quartz tube
during this heat-up period. The true surface temperature of the Zircaloy
tube and the apparent temperatures at two wavelengths, 1.0 urn and 2.3 ums
are measured with calibrated pyrometers. '"' ">er heated steam is then
introduced to displace the argon. This le-io oxidation of the Zircaloy.
The changes in the true and the apparent su«.....ce temperatures of the
Zircaloy tube are measured continuously up to 300 s. During this test
period, the power input to the graphite rod is manually adjusted in an
attempt to maintain the true temperature at the initial value.

From the apparent temperature measurements and the true
temperature, the spectral emissivity, £\, of Zircaloy at vavelengths 1.0 ym
and 2.3 ym in argon and steam vas calculated using the folloving standard
formula:

zx = exp pi (|- - £-)]
where

C2 - 14 380 yrn/K
X = wave length (ym)
T s = true temperature (K)

and

T a = apparent temperature (K).

The results shoved that the emissivity increases rapidly from an
initial value of about 0.2-0.3 in argon to a value of about 0.7-0.9 during
steam oxidation. This change in emissivity is associated with the change
in the colour of the fuel sheath, from bright in argon to black in steam.
An increase in the surface temperature of the Zircaloy tube led to a small
decrease in the emissivity. This is considered to be caused by the change
in stoichiometry of the surface oxide layer.
Joint funding for this investigation was provided by Atomic Energy
of Canada Limited, Ontario Hydro, Hydro-Quebec and New Brunswick Electric
Power Commission under the COG-Safety and Licensing Program Agreement.
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FIGURE 1:

A Schematic of the Experimental Assembly

THE EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS
DEVELOPED ON PRESSURE TUBES UNDER STRATIFIED TWO-PHASE FLOW CONDITIONS:
TEST 1 TO 5

by
P.S. Yuen, K.A. Haugen, D.G. Litke, R.G. Moyer and H.E. Rosinger

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment
Pinawa, Manitoba ROE 1L0

Summary

Temperature gradients may arise in CANDU reactor fuel channels under
asymmetric coolant conditions, such as stagnated or stratified coolant
flow. When this occurs, a local hot spot can develop at the top of the
pressure tube where it is exposed to steam. Deformation at the hot spot
may cause the pressure tube to deform into contact with the moderatorcooled calandria tube or to rupture prior to contact with the surrounding
calandria tube. An experimental program has been set to measure the
circumferential temperature gradients and the deformation on the pressure
tube under different coolant conditions. The data obtained from these
experiments have been used to verify the computer codes CATHENA1, SMARTT2
and AMPTRACT3, which in turn, will be used to analyze reactor fuel
channel behaviour. In the first Test Series (the "Boil-Off" Test Series)
consisting of four tests, water was boiled from the channel without being
replenished. The experimental data have been compared with code
predictions 4"6. In the second Test Series (the "Make-Up Water" Series),
the boiled-off coolant was replenished with "make-up" water injection
into the channel so that a stratified steam-water flow is established
inside the channel. Five such experiments have been completed to study
the effects of pressure, liquid level and heating power on the
circumferential temperature distribution. Results from the first three
tests have been reported elsewhere7. Tests 4 and 5 are described in
detail in this paper, and the results of all five tests will be
summarized.
The apparatus (Figure 1) for all five tests was essentially the same,
with slight modifications from one test to another. It consists of a
2.29-m horizontal CANDU-type channel. Inside the channel, 36 indirect
heaters are grouped into three separate rings. These heaters, together
with a supporting central tube, form a CANDU-type 37-element fuel bundle
configuration. Thermocouples are placed on the outside of the pressure
tube to monitor its temperature distribution during the experiment.
Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDT) are installed to measure
the movement and deformation of the pressure tube wall. Slightly
subcooled water is injected from the bottom of the pressure tube into the
test section on the inlet side. The steam exit pipe is connected to a

condenser and a surge tank, so that the pressure in the channel can be
kept relatively constant during the test. The channel vas immersed in a
pool of water to simulate the moderator.
Table 1 summarizes important parameters and findings in the five tests.
During each experiment, as the heated channel uncovered, the temperature
of the exposed part of the pressure tube was raised by thermal radiation
from the heaters and by convection from steam, while that of the covered
part remained close to the saturation temperature, e.g., 249'C at
3.9 MPa. Figure 2 shows a circumferential temperature gradient developed
on the pressure tube. A circumferential temperature distribution typical
of these tests. Note that the temperature difference can exceed 450°C
from top to bottom of the pressure tube. Deformation on the hottest
parts of the pressure tube vas observed and measured. The pressure tube
deformation led to direct contact or near-contact with the calandria
tube.
These five experiments have successfully measured the circumferential
temperature distribution developed on and the resulting deformation in
the pressure tube under conditions of stratified two-phase coolant flow.
For these tests, it has been found that (a) a large circumferential
temperature gradient developed on a pressure tube; (b) the pressure tube
deformed in most cases; (c) pressure-tube deformation can result in
substantial cooling of the top of pressure tube; (d) a higher power
results in a larger AT and circumferential temperature gradient; (e) a
higher pressure results in a smaller AT and circumferential temperature
gradient; and (f) a lower coolant level results in a larger AT but not
necessarily a steeper circumferential temperature gradient. These
results and their implications are presented in detail.
The experimental program was funded by the CAMDU Owners Group (COG).
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Table 1
Summary Table for the "Make-Up Water" Test Series

Test #

Internal Pressure
MPa

Power
kW

Flow
g/s

Results Summary

1

1.1

40

8.2

- Sharp circumferential
temperature gradient
developed
- Pressure tube deformed

2

1.1

84

26.0

- Sharp circumferential
temperature gradient
developed
- Pressure tube deformed

3

1.1

40 - 60

12.0

- Sharp circumferential
temperature gradient
developed
- Pressure tube deformed
- Pressure tube came close
to contact with calandria
tube

4

3.9

40 - 50

12.0

- Sharp circumferential
temperature gradient
developed
- Pressure tube deformed
- Pressure tube came close
to contact with calandria
tube

5

3.9

80 - 100

26.0

- Sharp circumferential
temperature gradient
developed
- Pressure tube deformed
- Pressure tube came into
direct contact with
calandria tube
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Figure 1:

Thermocouple Locations on the Pressure Tube and Inside the Heated
Channel
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EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE THE THERMAL-MECHANICAL RESPONSE WHEN
MOLTEN ZIRCALOY-4 FLOWS ONTO A BALLOONED PRESSURE TUBE
by
D.B. Sanderson and K.W. Demoline
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
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Pinawa, Manitoba ROE 1L0
and
K.E. Locke and A.P. Muzumdar
Ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario M5G 1X6
SUMMARY
An experimental program has been set up to investigate the thermalmechanical behaviour of a fuel channel when molten Zr-4 from a fuel bundle
flows onto a ballooned pressure tube. The data obtained from these
experiments are being used to verify the computer codes MINI-SMARTT1 and
CATHENA2.
The experimental apparatus consisted of a 1580-mm section of Zr-2.5 wt% Nb
pressure tube mounted inside a 1730-mm long Zr-2 calandria tube (Figure 1).
The calandria tube was surrounded by heated, non-flowing water in an open
tank. The top surface of the calandria tube was covered by at least 400 mm of
water throughout the experiments.
The heater was a 570-mm long, 38-mm diameter graphite rod concentrically
located inside the fuel channel assembly (Figure 1). Power to the heater was
supplied via water-cooled stainless steel bus bars. The heater was equipped
with a tapered hole containing a funnel-shaped graphite crucible. The
crucible holds a Zr-4 slug and forms a pouring funnel for the molten material.
The pressure and calandria tubes were instrumented with thermocouples to
follow the thermal transient caused by the molten Zr-4 dropping onto the
pressure tube.
For the two tests, the pressure tube was internally pressurized with an
inert gas and a slight purge of C0 2 established in the fuel channel annulus.
Power to the heater was then increased to heat the pressure tube and balloon
it into contact with the calandria tube. After full contact occurs and the
calandria tube is in stable nucleate boiling, power to the heater was
increased until the Zr-4 slug melted and dropped onto the pressure tube.
When the molten Zr-4 droplet landed on the ballooned pressure tube, a
localized hot spot developed on the calandria tube. The size of the hot spot
depends on the size of the droplet and the contact conductance between the
pressure and calandria tubes. This paper presents results from the first two
tests and compares the data collected with predictions from the twodimensional computer code MINI-SMARTT1.
The experimental program was partially funded by the CANDU Owners Group
(COG).
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INTERACTION EXPERIMENTS

OVERPRESSURES AND TIME-SCALES ASSOCIATED WITH
HYDROGEN COMBUSTION

G.W. Koroll, R.K. Kumar, C.K. Chan and K.N. Tennankore
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment
Pinawa, Manitoba ROE 1L0

Postulated accidents in reactors lead to potential hydrogen
combustion situations in the calandria and the containment1,2. The
concerns associated with hydrogen combustion are (a) threat to the
calandria and containment integrity, (b) threat to the safety equipment,
and (c) potential pressure-driven increase in the release of activity from
containment to the outside atmosphere through leak paths. The extent of
these threats is directly influenced by the magnitude of the overpressures
and their duration3.
The magnitude and duration of the overpressure are determined by
the thermodynamic condition of the combustible mixture (pressure,
temperature and composition) and the confinement geometry. From a
practical standpoint, the factors of interest are the type of combustion,
the burning rate, available heat sinks and venting. All of these factors
and their influence on combustion pressure have been examined in the
Containment Test Facility (CTF) at WNRE and are reviewed in this paper.
Burning Rate: Overpressures, time scales and, to some extent, the type of
combustion depend on the burning rate of -he mixture4. Burning rate is
influenced by mixture composition (concentration of limiting reactant and
diluent) and turbulence. Turbulence increases burning rates. Higher
burning rates produce a faster pressure rise and higher peak pressures.
Turbulence can be pre-existing, as in the vicinity of fans and blowers, and
can also arise from flame-front instabilities, venting or the flow of
unburnt gas over obstacles in the path of the flame. Figure 1 illustrates
the effect of burning rate, as affected separately by turbulence and steam
dilution, on the pressure history of a slow deflagration in the CTF5.
Type of Combustion: The types of combustion considered are diffusion
flames, slow premixed deflagrations, accelerated premixed deflagrations and
detonations. The type of combustion is determined by the mixture
composition and burning rate in interaction with the surroundings.
Prerequisite for transition to a fast mode of combustion is some means of
flame acceleration such as is achieved by repeated obstacles.
Heat Sinks: Existing surfaces within the enclosure, air coolers and
dousing sprays constitute heat sinks that can have enormous influence on
the overpressure for slow combustion and on the post-combustion duration of
the overpressure.
Venting: Post-LOCA hydrogen combustion in reactor vaults would be vented
to adjacent containment volumes or to the vacuum building1. Venting
relieves the peak overpressure and shortens its duration. The
effectiveness of venting depends on the size of the vent, its location with
respect to the ignition source, and the mode of combustion. Figure 2 shows
the effect on overpressures of vented slow deflagrations in the CTF6.

Venting can cause acoustic feedback to the flame and flow instabilities,
which greatly influence combustion behavior and contribute in some
instances to flame acceleration7.
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THE AMPS REACTOR COOLING SYSTEM:
THE KEY TO FLEXIBILITY IN PASSIVE SAFETY DESIGN
J .S. Hewitt
ECS-Power Systems Inc.
1500-112 Kent Street
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
KIP 5P2
SUMMARY
Introduction
The AMPS nuclear electric generating plant, currently under active
development by ECS-Power Systems Inc., incorporates a new reactor design
which belongs to the emerging general class of reactors strongly
identified with inherent safety. A requirement of this reactor class is a
passive decay heat removal system. In this paper, the passive cooling
system of the AMPS reactor is described within the broad context of
inherent reactor safety. It is shown that, although the AMPS concept is
conditioned by the specific requirements of its first application, the
particular design approach may also be applied to advantage in less
constrained design environments.
Inherent Safety
The phrase "inherent safety" is now commonly used in nuclear reactor
design to designate a reactor concept as having facilities for both
passive reactor shutdown and passive decay heat removal.
The word
"passive" is used to denote that such facilities will function to protect
the reactor plant from damage in the face of an extended range of design
basis accidents, independently of whether short-term mitigative action can
be served by either active safety systems or operator intervention. To
assure that the passive systems are sufficiently endowed with the
necessary attributes of reliability and availability, and that these
attributes are readily identifiable to consumers, the passive systems are
generally based on physical principles which are "intrinsic" or "processinherent" to the normal functioning of the reactor system.
Most of the reactor concepts fitting the inherent safety description
have appeared during the past decade.
They have ranged in potential
application from central plants for electricity generation and district
heating, to special-purpose reactors for local heating applications and
marine propulsion.
In terms of reactor type, they have included
pressurized water reactors, unpressurized water reactors, high-temperature
gas reactors, and liquid metal fast reactors and have originated and been
promoted in a variety of countries including Canada, Federal Republic of
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Germany, Sweden, Switzerland, and U.S.A. Most of the concepts advanced
have been in the small to medium size reactor category. This correlation
stems partly from necessity; during the trend towards smaller unit
capacities, inherent safety offers a means of controlling costs through
simplification of equipment and procedure.
It is also a matter of
opportunity; plants of lower output capacity are generally more amenable
to inherent safety in design.
The AMPS Reactor
In the meantime, beginning in 1985, the AMPS reactor, as a major
component of the Autonomous Marine Power Source, became a subject of
development by ECS-Power Systems Inc. Given its position at the low end
of the scale of nuclear electric generating capacity, and the severe
design constraints imposed by its compact marine operating environment,
AMPS was deemed a prime candidate for the application of inherent safety
principles.
Because of the unique circumstances of its destined application, the
AMPS reactor concept could not be based on any specific previous concept.
However, an appreciation of the objectives and the means of achieving
inherent safety goals in earlier concept developments (such as PIUS and
SLOWPOKE) provided stimulus.
Within the general context of inherent safety in nuclear reactors, the
following aspects of the AMPS reactor are addressed:
1.

The passive cooling system of AMPS as it evolved
peculiar requirements.

2.

The
uniqueness
of design
as
circumstances of the application.

3.

Comparison with other passive cooling system concepts.

4.

Identification of the advantages of the AMPS system in the context
of the initial AMPS reactor application.

5.

Identification of the flexibility of the AMPS passive cooling
system concept for adaptation in systems outside its original
application.

driven

by

the

to meet the
particular

Concluding Remarks
In the course of devising a passive decay heat removal system for the
AMPS reactor of the small scale nuclear electric plant for integration in
a submarine vehicle, it was found that:
1. A system using a combination of hydrostatic and hydrodynamic
principles, rather than the more usual hydrostatic principles by
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themselves, serves the basic requirement of allowing the pumped
system that dominates under normal operation to default to passive
decay heat removal, while accommodating the space constraints and
the indefinite physical orientation of the small submarine.
2. The passive system offers operational advantages due to the nature
of its constructive interaction with the pumped system during
normal operation.
3. Although the narrow design challenge presented by the small marine
application has been addressed and met, there has been identified
in the process a design approach of sufficient merit and
flexibility to be considered for passive cooling systems in general.
The engineering development in support of the passive safety design for
the AMPS reactor is in progress. Various aspects of this work are dealt
with in other papers [1,2] presented to this Conference.
Also,
applications which demonstrate the extension of the present approach to
passive cooling of reactor plants of considerably higher power are
described [3] at this Conference.
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Verification of the Hydrodynamic Ports for the AMPS Reactor",
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Thermal hydraulic Tests of the AMPS Reactor System", presented to the
10th Annual Conference of the Canadian Nuclear Society, 4-7 June
1989, Ottawa, Ontario.
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A.F. Oliva, "The AMPS 1000: An Advanced Reactor Design for Marine
Propulsion", presented to the 10th Annual Conference of the Canadian
Nuclear Society, 4-7 June 1989, Ottawa, Ontario.
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Original Features of the CAP Program

R. Le Heiget, Technicatome, France.

Following the success of the first prototype submarine reactor program
which CEA launched in 1964 at Cadarache, in 1969 the need was felt for
the development of a new reactor on the same location which would open
the way to future programs.
The specifications of the new installation were ambitious. This involved
the construction of an experimental reactor with all the flexibility
necessary to qualify successive versions which would have to be developed
from the same concept (reduced future investment costs).
Thanks to this reactor concept, it would be possible to build the reactor
block in the workshop - and not on the site - so that the major changes
could be made without holding up the experimental program for too long.
The industrial advantages of this concept are significant in the case of
installing this type of reactor on board a low-tonnage ship.
The new reactor also had to have a very high safety level, especially the
cooling system.
Finally, the fuel had to be qualified under typical operating conditions.
Today it can be said that the CAP (Chaufferie Avancée Prototype) has
fully respected the specifications as shown by the short record of the
reactor. The pressure vessel arrived at Cadarache at the start of 1975,
the steam generator in September and full power was reached in December
of the same year.
After an experimental military program, the CAP was put through a long
civil fuel irradiation run 1/2 length fuel rod from 1976 to 1987.
This run was stopped temporarily from 1980 to 1981 for further military
tests under the SSN program.
Civil fuel irradiation (qualification of fuel for so-called "load
following" operating method) continued since 1982 and was completed in
1987.
The CAP is now entering a new military test phase. At present it is
being fully overhauled to upgrade the reactor to the "new generation"
model which will equip the Charles de Gaulle class of CVN.
The speech will give details of the successive changes in the CAP which
enabled it to play an effective part in the development of civil and
military programs.
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SUMMARY
The McMaster Nuclear Reactor (MNR) is a 5 MW, M T R - t y p e , open-pool
research reactor.
It consists of a rectangular matrix core which contains the
fuel assemblies and special sites for the irradiation of samples.
The core, its
support structure, and the control and reactivity mechanisms are suspended in
the pool from a moveable manbridge spanning the pool.
Cooling water is
drawn downward from the reactor pool through the core to the primary
cooling system via an outlet in the pool floor.
It has been proposed to replace the MNR with a new, Canadian designed,
5 MW reactor core known by the acronym MAPLE (Multipurpose Applied
Physics Lattice Experimental).
This reactor is identified as MAPLE-MNR to
distinguish it from the 10 MW MAPLE-X reactor being designed by Atomic
Energy of Canada Ltd. (AECL) for installation at its Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories.
The MAPLE-MNR reactor is closely patterned on the MAPLE-X
reactor.
It is intended to install the M A P L E - M N R and its control system into
the existing biological shielding and containment building, using the existing
cooling and heating systems, etc. This will significantly reduce the design and
construction costs, and may keep licensing requirements to a minimum.
However, in order to use the existing pool and primary cooling system, as
shown in Figure 1, some preliminary thermalhydraulics studies have been
conducted.
In this work, some highlights of thermalhydraulics studies will be
presented based on the proposed MAPLE-MNR core as shown schematically in
figure 2.
These are:
(1)
Numerical flow simulations of the chimney inside
the existing MNR swimming pool by the MAPLE-3D code [1]; (2)
Numerical
flow simulation of the primary cooling system using the SPORT-M [1]; and (3)
Identification of possible cooling modes under loss-of-forced flow conditions.
Preliminary results show that:
(1)

there is no significant
any core flow path;

difference

between

grid

plate

inlet

pressures

for

(2)

the on-set of nucleate boiling (ONB) for the hottest part in each
segment was predicted to be within maximum allowable levels.

(3)

the existing primary cooling water system is adequate to handle the
M A P L E - M N R cooling requirements up to an operating power level of 5
MW.

(4)

the chimney on the MAPLE-MNR reactor has been designed to prevent
short-lived radionuclides from rising to the top of the pool as well as to
act as a support for the reactivity control and shutdown mechanisms.

fuelled

(5)

the pool natural circulation is expected to be a major cooling mode under
loss-of-forced flow conditions in the primary cooling system.
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SUMMARY
MAPLE (Multipurpose Applied Physics Lattice Experimental) is a new
research reactor developed by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited [1]. It is a
light-water-cooled research reactor with an open-chimney-in-pool arrangement.
The MAPLE class of research reactors is designed to generate a maximum thermal
power output ranging from 1 to 30 MW.
For normal full-power operation of a typical MAPLE primary heat
transport system (PHTS), water from the core enters the chimney from the
bottom and pool water enters the chimney from the top. A pump draws the water
from the chimney and delivers it to the heat exchanger. Most of the flow is
then directed to the core via the inlet plenum to cool the fuel. The
remainder returns to the top of the chimney via the pool and mixes with the
core flow in the chimney. For normal shutdown operation, decay power is
removed by a thermosiphoning flow through the PHTS. One design being
considered for the MAPLE reactor is a flap valve located in the pool on the
line to the inlet plenum. When the decay power becomes too low to sustain a
thermosiphoning flow via the normal PHTS, or if the PHTS becomes disabled, a
new thermosiphoning path through the pool via the flap valve is formed to
ensure long-term cooling of the core.
This paper examines if the operation of a flap valve is needed to
assist core cooling during an upset in the MAPLE-X10 (the MAPLE prototype
being built at the Chalk River Nuclear Research Laboratories) reactor. The
pump discharge line outside the pool was assumed to sever completely and
instantaneously. The resulting flow network, becomes hydraulically complex
since several flow paths in the PHTS result from the pipe rupture. During
this transient condition, the operation of this flap valve plays an essential
part in determining the core flow and thus the capability of core cooling.
Three cases were studied using the CATHENA code [2] with constitutive
relationships suitable for MAPLE conditions:
(i)

the flap valve opens on the differential pressure between the pool side
and the piping side at the valve,
(ii) the flap valve remains closed, and
(iii) a design combining the functions of the bypass line and the flap valve.

For all cases, the predicted results indicate that adequate cooling
of the core is maintained for the complete pipe rupture in the equipment room.
However, cooling mechanisms for cases (i) and (ii) are much different. During
early stages of the transient, no flow reversal in the core occurs in case
(i), but the flow reverses in case (ii). During later stages of the
transient, the core flow for case (i) becomes less than that for case (ii).
The PHTS behavior in case (iii) is predicted to be similar to that in case
(ii). The results demonstrated that a flap valve is not required as a safety
system for the MAPLE-X10 reactor.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION
An electrically-heated full-scale prototype of the
reactor heat source for a 1.5 MWt version of the Autonomous Marine
Power Source (AMPS) is currently undergoing testing'*) at Stern
Laboratories Inc., formerly the Nuclear Products Division of
Westinghouse Canada, in Hamilton.
As discussed by Hewitt^ 2 ),
this particular AMPS unit is being developed for eventual use in a
100 kWe powerplant for small submarine vehicles. The objectives
of the current series of tests are to obtain data for code
validation and design feedback purposes and to verify key features
of the thermal hydraul ic design, many of which are unique to AMPS
and applicable to other versions at higher output.

2.0

AMPS THERMALHYDRAULIC DESIGN
As discussed previously^ 2 ), an AMPS core is surrounded
by a large reservoir of' relatively low temperature (< 60°C) water
known as the reserve coolant.
The core inlet and outlet legs,
each in series with a hydrodynamic port (HDP), traverse the
reserve coolant tank (RCT) and carry pumped coolant through the
core under normal operating conditions. The HDP's also provide
unobstructed openings into the RCT both above and below the core.
The HDP's are themselves enclosed in anti-convective shrouds or
ports (ACP's) which are open to the reserve coolant tank some
distance below the level of the HDP's.
Under normal operating conditions, mass and energy
exchange between the pumped coolant and that resident in the RCT
must be maintained satisfactorily low to minimize losses in
overall plant efficiency and to avoid the build up of excessive
radioactivity in the reserve coolant. Exchange between the pumped
coolant and the RCT water is minimized by balancing the total
pressure drop of the through-core flow between the inlet and
outlet HDP's at design conditions, against the static head of the
water column in the RCT at the design RCT temperature.
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The lower extension of an inlet or discharge ACP is
designed to minimize turbulent diffusion between the hot water in
the upper part of the ACP and the cool water in the RCT. It also
accommodates restoration of the pressure balance by permitting the
cold/hot water interface within it to move thereby altering the
static head of the column of RCT water.
To further inhibit
exchange flow at off-design conditions, the HDP's are designed to
have high branch (exchange) flow loss coefficients under pumped
flow conditions. Upon termination cf pumped flow, the flDP's allow
unobstructed natural circulation of the RCT water through the
core.
The transition from forced to natural circulation is
accomplished by purely passive means, a key feature of the AMPS
design.
3.0

TEST FACILITY
The test section of the full-scale AMPS test facility is
fitted with electrically heated simulated fuel rods and is
surrounded by the RCT. The test loop includes a circulating pump
and a shell -and-tube heat exchanger to remove the heat added ir;
the core. A boiling surge tank is used both to deaerate the watein the test loop and the RCT, and to control the loop pressure. A
cooling jacket is fitted to the cylindrical outer surface of the
RCT to simulate the passive dissipation of the reserve coolant
heat to the environment.
The RCT is mounted on rollers to permit testing at test
section
inclinations
ranging
from 0° (vertical) to 90°
(horizontal ).

4.0

TEST INSTRUMENTATION
The primary objective of the thermal hydraulic tests is
to verify both that the provisions for exchange flow suppression
under normal operating conditions and the passive cooling system
function as designed. To that end, a variety of methods are used
to measure exchange and passive cooling flows. The first of these
uses measurements of the through flow and branch flow pressure
differences at the HDP's to predict the corresponding flowrates
using correlations of HDP .loss coefficient data obtained in
previous calibration tests'-^).
The second method employs
ultrasonic flowmeters fitted to the discharge tubes upstream of
the discharge HDP's, while the third method uses thermistor probes
in the inlet HDP assemblies. Another measurement approach relies
on enthalpy balances being performed using measurements of the
pumped flow and RCT water temperatures at points upstream and
downstream of the HDP's and in the entire test section, while yet
another relies on contamination of the pumped coolant by a tracer
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substance dissolved in the RCT water. For convenience, dissolved
oxygen is used as the tracer by maintaining a much higher level of
dissolved Û£ in the RCT water than in the loop water.
In addition to the instrumentation required by the
methods described above, instrumentation is also provided to
measure the pumped flow, core pressure, core power, heater element
sheath temperatures (to detect dryout), numerous loop and reserve
tank temperatures, reserve tank wall temperatures and heat fluxes,
the total heat removed by the reserve tank cooling water and
several differential pressures in the core and reserve tank.
The different instruments for measuring exchange and
passive cooling flows are calibrated in situ by pumping a known
calibration flow from the RCT into the lower openings of the
discharge ACP's, or vice-versa.
5.0

TESTING
Preliminary calibration tests of the thermistor probes,
which were designed and constructed by ECS and Stern Laboratories,
and tests to assess the feasibility of using the HDP's as flow
measuring devices have been completed with very encouraging
results.
The tests
include:

in progress using the full-scale test facility

1)

Simulation of start-up
isothermal condition.

2)

Determination of the exchange flow over a range of
coolant inlet temperatures, flowrates, RCT temperatures,
core
powers, core
pressures
and test section
inclinations.

3)

Simulation of loss-of-pumped flow transients, with and
without reactor trip, over a range of core pressures,
RCT temperatures and test section inclinations.

4)

Simulation of loss-of-regulation transients over a range
of test section inclinations.

5)

Determination of passive cooling flowrates over a range
of RCT temperatures, core powers, core pressures and
test section inclinations.

6)

Determination of reserve tank temperature distributions
and heat transfer characteristics at different rates of
heat rejection (to the RCT cooling water) and test
section inclinations.
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of

the

reactor

from

a cold

7)

Demonstration that the dryout power exceeds the
hardware-imposed power limit of the facility (3MW) over
a range of passive cooling
and forced
cooling
conditions.
The data obtained in these tests will
supplement the results of CHF tests which have already
been performed.

Results of these tests will
version of the paper.

be provided

in the full

This series of thermal hydraulic tests is providing
practical experience with some of the more novel methods of
measuring low veolcity flows, such as the thermistor probes. The
results will also prove to be invaluable for both design
verification and further development of AMPS technology.
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SUMMARY
Introduction
An
experimental
thermal hydraulic
program
to
development of the Autonomous Marine Power Source (AMPS)
being undertaken by ECS-Power Systems. An integral part of
is the full-scale functional testing of the ECS-designed
ports (HDP's), which are a key feature of the AMPS design.

support
the
is currently
this program
hydrodynamic

HDP's are components of the primary heat transport system (PHTS)
piping for the AMPS reactor heat source and are located in the core inlet
and outlet legs. They provide openings both above and below the reactor
core for unobstructed exchange between the coolant of the PHTS and that
of the reserve coolant tank (RCT). The purpose of the HDP's is twofold:
1.

To permit sufficient flow of water from the RCT to cool the
reactor after normal shutdown for decay heat removal, and
during postulated accident conditions.
This flow is
maintained using natural thermosyphons without Ihe benefit
of pumps or pressurized injection systems.

2.

To convey pumped coolant into and out of the reactor core
assembly during normal operation while limiting exchange flow
between the PHTS and the RCT, thereby minimizing losses in
overall plant efficiency.

During normal operation, the passage of the PHTS coolant is a
through flow along the center axis of the HDP assembly.
Under these
cooling conditions, the exchange flow between the PHTS and the RCT water
is minimized by balancing the total pressure drop through the reactor core
assembly against the static head of the water column in the RCT. On
departure of the AMPS system from normal operating conditions, HDP branch
flows circulating into and out of the RCT are established by natural
convection.
The transition from forced to natural circulation is
accomplished by purely passive means, an important safety feature of the
AMPS design.
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HDP Pressure Loss Characteristics
In order to design inlet and outlet HDP's that will perform
satisfactorily, comprehensive pressure loss characteristics of typical
HDP's must be determined both for through flow and branch flow conditions.
The pressure loss characteristics are obtained in the form of the through
flow and branch flow loss coefficients as a function of flow split for
both combining and dividing branch flows.
In this paper, the results of a simple theoretical analysis of the
loss characteristics of basic HDP's will be presented . These results
lead to a discussion of the properties of the pressure loss
characteristics that are most important in the HDP design. This analysis
provided guidance for design refinements leading to improvements in
overall performance.
Following
the theoretical
analysis, component
tests were
undertaken to experimentally determine the detailed pressure loss
characteristics of several proposed designs of inlet and outlet HDP's.
These tests were carried out in the summer of 1988, at Stern Laboratories
Inc. in Hamilton, Ontario.
A brief discussion of the test loop,
instrumentation and computerized data acquisition system will be given in
the paper as well as a discussion of the test procedure used and the
experimental results obtained. An important result of the tests was the
identification of refinements to the basic HDP design that led to a
marked improvement in performance.
HDP Design Verification Tests
Following the determination of pressure loss characteristics,
appropriate designs for the inlet and outlet HDP's were chosen for the
design verification tests. The objectives of these tests were to:
1.

demonstrate that the HDP's could operate with zero exchange
(i.e., branch) flow at anticipated reserve tank temperatures,

2.

show that the HDP's could effectively restrict exchange flow
at off-design reserve tank temperatures, and

3.

verify ECS-developed thermalhydraulic computer codes.

The verification tests were performed using the full-scale
reactor vessel core assembly and piping system (with four pairs of inlet
and outlet legs) described previously*. The selected HDP's were installed
in one inlet leg and in the corresponding outlet leg. Each HDP was fitted
with a shroud in order to contain the branch flow out of one HDP and into
the other, specifically for this experiment
The two shrouds were
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connected by a section of vertical pipe called the cold leg. The initial
temperature of the water in the cold leg was controlled in order to
duplicate the expected range of reserve tank water temperatures.
The
effect of increased densities of even colder temperatures was simulated
using a pumped injection system to initiate flow in the downward
direction.
The cold leg and shrouds were instrumented for measuring the
pressure drop through the cold leg, its temperature distribution and mass
flow rate.
The results of the design verification tests were very
encouraging and these will be detailed in the paper. Nominal PHTS flow
at design temperatures was successfully pumped with zero exchange flow at
reserve tank temperatures anticipated under actual operating conditions.
At higher and lower reserve tank temperatures, the HDP's kept the exchange
flows within acceptable values.
A further interesting result was that, over a wide range of
reserve tank temperatures, the exchange flow was self-limiting; i.e., as
the exchange flow continued, it decreased to a steady value of zero. The
implications of this self-balancing feature are explored in a companion
paper^ to be presented at this conference. A further conclusion of these
tests
was
that
the
steady-state
operation
of
the
reactor
thermalhydraulics is faithfully modelled using in-house computer codes
specifically developed for the AMPS design.
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As part of its nuclear generation program. Ontario Hydro produces
radioactive waste. Solid Low Level Radioactive Waste (LLRW) is presently
stored in interim LLRW storage buildings at the Bruce Nuclear Power
Development (BNPD) site. Owing to the presence of carbon-14. some of the
LLRW will retain elevated activity levels for thousands of years. It will
not qualify as waste below regulatory control and must be safely stored or
disposed of in a high integrity container.
This paper describes
the IC-57, a design
concept currently
under development.
The IC-57, i.e.
Inground Container
of volume 57 eu m,
would be a high
integrity container,
suitable for
inground storage of
solid LLRW where
this is required.
Thp mncept design
has the potential
for very long term
storage of several
hundred years, and
could be a suitable
alternative to
disposal.
The IC-57 is
designed for easy
and relatively
inexpensive
installation using
augered boreholes.
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INGRCUND CONTAINED IC-57
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
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Simple and effective monitoring methods can be used over the life of the
container. The concept is judged to be a suitable candidate for
licensing.
The basic container
cylinder surrounded
impermeable glacial
affinity it has for
and Co.

design is a 0.953 cm (3/8 inch) thick welded steel
by 15 cm (6 inches) of concrete set in grey, highly
till. A characteristic of this till is the strong
adsorbing a variety of metal ions including Sr, Cs,

The IC-57 is designed to ensure the retention of long lived radionuclides
from the geosphere in a controlled and predictable manner. The
radioactive species of interest would be those found in Low Level
Radioactive Waste such as Sr-90, Cs-137, Co-60, H-3 and C-14. The first
three will decay to insignificant levels within the design lifetime of
the container. The surrounding clay till provides still further
protection against their escape.
H-3 and C-14 would be the potential primary source of any low level
radiation reaching the geosphere. Studies are proposed to demonstrate
that this system complies with the ALARA principle.
Visually the IC-57 will provide minimum impact, as it can be buried out
of sight. Once completely filled the IC-57's can be plugged, covered
over with clay till and landscaped to provide suitable drainage.
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CANDU 620MK1 NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION
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CfiNDU O p e r a t i o n s
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Commission

L o u i s Cl outi er
Hydro Ouebec , Gentilly-2

G. P r a t a p a g i r i is a C o s t E n g i n e e r w i t h A t o m i c E n e r g y of
C a n a d a L i m i t e d ; A. L e e D e l o n g is a P r o j e c t M a n a g e r at t h e
P o i n t L e p r e a u G e n e r a t i n g S t a t i o n o w n e d by the New B r u n s w i c k
E l e c t r i c P o w e r C o m m i s s i o n and L o u i s C l o u t i e r is a D i v i s i o n
H e a d , Fuel E n g i n e e r i n g at t h e G e n t i l l y - 2 N u c l e a r G e n e r a t i n g
S t a t i o n o w n e d by H y d r o - Q u e b e c .

ABSTRACT
C-ecosRi: S5i oni ng is the p r o c e s s w h e r e b y n u c l e a r f a c i l i t i e s
w h i c h h a v e o u t l i v e d t h e i r e c o n o m i c u s e f u l n e s s are r e t i r e d
f r o m s e r v i c e in a m a n n e r w h i c h p r o v i d e s long term p r o t e c t i o n
for the e n v i r o n m e n t .
The decommissioning process which
involves decontaoination, dismantling, radiological
p r o t e c t i o n , p h y s i c a l s e c u r i t y , and w a s t e d i s p o s a l a c t i v i t i e s
must be f u n d e d by the u t i l i t i e s w h i c h h a v e o p e r a t e d t h e s e
facilities.
W h i l e t h e s e a c t i v i t i e s t y p i c a l l y o c c u r at t h e
end of t h e 30 or 40 year o p e r a t i n g l i v e s of t h e s e f a c i l i t i e s ,
t h e s u b s t a n t i a l s u e s of a o n e y r e q u i r e d n e c e s s i t a t e t h a t an
e s t i m a t e of the cost of d e c o m m i s s i o n i n g be m a d e e a r l y o n , and
t h a t m e c h a n i s m s be put in p l a c e to a s s u r e the f u t u r e
a v a i l a b i l i t y of a d e q u a t e f u n d i n g .
S i n c e t h e s e f u n d s a r e to b e c o l l e c t e d f r o e the r a t e p a y e r s ,
u t i l i t i e s must h a v e in p l a c e a d e c o m m i s s i o n i n g cost e s t i m a t e
t h a t h a s been p r e p a r e d in a r e l i a b l e , c r e d i b l e and d e f e n s i b l e
manner.
M o r e o v e r , as t h e s e c o s t e s t i m a t e s «ust a l s c
w i t h s t a n d r e g u l a t o r y a u t h o r i t y s c r u t i n y , t h e r e is an
a d d i t i o n a l i n c e n t i v e to p r e p a r e t h e s e e s t i m a t e s in a r a t i o n a l
and r i g o r o u s f a s h i o n .

In this context NB Power Commission and Hydro-Duebec, to meet
the requirements of the ftECB regulatory document R-90 and as
part of the definition of a "plan of action" for the
decommissioning Df the Point Lepreau Generating Station and
Gentilly-2 Generating Station, contracted AECL to provide a
cost estimate for the ultimate decommissioning of the
facilities.
This paper describes the proposed decommissioning scenarios
for the two stations, as xell as the methodology, approach
and tools developed for the preparation of the estimate.
The
paper also describes the major physical siailarities and
differences observed at each specific site and the manner in
which these have influenced the estimate.
It is concluded that a decommissioning cost estimate
stimate based
bas
on
er
a rational and logical approach using a validated compute,
code is essential in planning for the future decommissioning
of a nuclear power plant. Further, the present study has
provided an opportunity to icentify the major cost items
involved in decommissioning a CANDU oMKl Nuclear Generating
St ation.

A DEMONSTRATIVE IMPACT ANALYSIS OF THE CONCRETE INTEGRATED CONTAINER
H.P. JACK LEE
Ontario Hydro, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

INTRODUCTION
Ontario Hydro is currently investigating the use of a reinforced concrete
container for the dry storage, transportation and possible final disposal of
radiated fuel. One major consideration in this investigation is the assurance
of its structural integrity should an accidental drop of the container occur
during the operation. Such an investigation can be carried out thoroughly
using an analytical approach where the historical response of the container
during its impact onto the ground can be recorded and studied. This paper
demonstrates a bench mark analysis of such a drop and illustrates its response
in terms of energy, momentum, contact force, stresses, strains and deformation
during and after impact.

THE ANALYSIS
The container as shown in Fig. 1 is basically a thick reinforced concrete tank
which is enclosed both outside and inside by steel liners. The concrete is a
specially designed high density concrete for better radiative shielding and
the liners are made of CSA G40.21 300 WT steel to ensure its energy absorption
capability being conserved under cold temperature environment. The container,
without an impact limiter for protection, is assumed to undergo a nine (9)
meter high free drop with its corner edge impacting onto a rigid ground.
This physical container is transformed into a mathematical model through the
interactive engineering software PATRAN. As the finite element technique will
be applied in the analysis, the concrete is simulated by solid elements and
the steel liners by shell elements. PATRAN, functioning as a pre-processor,
creates these elements and generates a set of input data for later analysis.
Due to its symmetry, only half of the container is modelled.
The strength (mechanical properties) of the steel and concrete are treated
conservatively by adopting the minimum guaranteed yield strength in accordance
with the CSA Standard for structural steel and the additional strength due to
strain hardening is not utilized by treating the steel as elastic-perfectly
plastic.
Furthermore, the increase of concrete strength under a confined
pressure condition which will likely happen in this study is not included.
The purpose is to analyze the worst impact situation which might occur.
The formal stress analysis is then carried out using the hydrodynamic code
DYNA3D, an explicit three dimensional finite element code for analyzing the
large deformation dynamic response of inelastic solids and structures. The
analytical data are then fed back to PATRAN for post-processing. With its
color graphic capability, PATRAN will sort, interpret and summarize the
resulting data and present them in different suitable forms. Some selected
results are discussed in the following.

The analysis is able to describe the time history of the kinetic energy of the
container from its full amount prior to impact until the complete stop and
the start of rebound, as well as the time history of the contact force between
the container and the rigid target. The contour plot of Von Mises stress
distribution in the outer liner at the peak of impact indicates that higherstresses are localized in the vicinity of contact and decrease quickly toward
the remote area where the container eventually remains undeformed. The result
also shows a similar response in the concrete, in that the area around the
contact has been crushed. Fig. 2 presents the container in its final deformed
form.

CONCLUSION
A stress analysis of the concrete integrated container impacting onto a rigid
surface has been demonstrated.
The analysis enables the response of the
container in terms of various parameters at different stages of the impact to
be studied in detail.
This is vital information for the design of the
container.
It is noted that the damage to the outer liner and the concrete are localized
in the vicinity of the impact area.
The inner liner experiences only
insignificant plastic strain. However this analysis does indicate that an
impact limiter is a necessity in order to protect the container. It is judged
that an impact limiter composed of effective energy absorption material will
eventually eliminate any possible damage in the container itself. An analysis
with the impact limiter will be carried out in the near future.
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PUBLIC OPINION ON NUCLEAR FUEL WASTE MANAGEMENT IN CANADA
M.A. Greber
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment
Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada ROE 1L0
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) has been conducting sociological
research by monitoring and tracking public knowledge and opinion about
the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program; by identifying
information requirements and concerns about the program, particularly in
relation to field research activities; and by analyzing emergent issues
in nuclear fuel waste management. This research, predominantly in the
form of public opinion surveys and focus group discussions, has been
ongoing since 1978, and continues to be conducted with emphasis on
supplementing AECL's public consultation program1.
This paper will describe the results of our most recent survey conducted
in 1988 December in the provinces of Ontario, Quebec, and New Brunswick.
The survey was designed to evaluate public knowledge of the Nuclear Fuel
Waste Management Program, to assess attitudes toward various aspects of
the program, to identify public issues and concerns associated with the
concept of nuclear fuel waste disposal, and to investigate public
acceptability of siting a nuclear fuel waste disposal facility. Where
possible, comparative results will be discussed. The paper will conclude
with a discussion of the conditions needed for public acceptance of the
disposal concept.
The results of the survey reveal that general awareness of the Nuclear
Fuel Waste Management Program has decreased in Ontario, and compared to
Ontario, lower levels of knowledge exist in Quebec and New Brunswick.
While the public is divided about whether the technical capability
currently exists to safely dispose of nuclear fuel waste, many feel the
technology will be developed within 20 years.
More people are opposed to the concept of geological disposal than in
favour. However, potential support increases when the alternative of
continued on-site storage is presented.
The question of monitoring has become a very important ssue. There is a
high level of concern about the difficulty of monitoring during postclosure. Opinions are divided about whether the pre-closure phase is a
sufficient monitoring period with a significant number of people feeling
monitoring is necessary indefinitely or forever. However, when given a
choice between permanent disposal and long-term monitored storage, a
slight majority choose permanent disposal.

High levels of concern also exist about the transportation
and the difficulty of retrieving the wastes once the vault
addition, a substantial proportion of people feel absolute
safety are needed before nuclear fuel waste disposal would

of used fuel
is sealed. In
guarantees of
be acceptable.

There is a fair amount of confidence in the FEARO review planned for the
nuclear fuel waste disposal concept, and many people are personally
interested in attending the public hearings that will be part of that
review.
Similar to past survey results, public support for siting a nuclear waste
disposal facility remains low. The most important conditions for siting
acceptability are independent monitoring and community control in the
siting decision.
The results of the sociological research have consistently shown that the
public is concerned about the question of nuclear fuel waste disposal and
feels that it is important to demonstrate the safe disposal of nuclear
waste as soon as possible. While a broad public consensus exists on the
need to manage and dispose of high-level radioactive waste safely and
promptly, location of a disposal site near a respondent's community has
not had the same unequivocal support.
The findings from our studies indicate that public confidence in, and
potential support for, the Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program may be
contingent upon increased information, particularly related to health and
safety; demonstration or physical testing to give confidence in the
safety of the disposal method; evidence that safety standards and
regulations are clearly established and in place; confirmation of the
credibility/ objectivity of the organizations involved in the program
and the adequacy of the review and approvals process; and the inclusion
of provisions for monitoring and retrievability of the wastes following
disposal.
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PUBLIC CONSULTATION IN THE
CANADIAN NUCLEAR FUEL WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
E.R. Freeh and M.A. Greber
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment
Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada ROE 1L0

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) has conducted a public
consultation program as an integral component of the research done for
the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Vaste Management Program. As the lead agency
in this research program, AECL initiated and designed the public
consultation program to facilitate public participation during the
development of the concept of deep geological disposal of nuclear fuel
waste. The technical assessment of this concept, in the form of the
Concept Assessment Document, will be submitted in 1991 to a federal
Environmental Assessment Panel for evaluation. The panel will conduct
public hearings as part of its review of the concept.
Initially, public participation in the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste
Management Program focused on information programs directed primarily at
informing the public about the research program, seeking feedback from
the public, and obtaining public acceptance of field research activities.
These public information programs proved effective in meeting these
objectives. However, as AECL began to realize the importance of social
issues to the ultimate public acceptance of the disposal technology,
mechanisms for obtaining public input that reached beyond the traditional
techniques of information dissemination were developed. Since the issues
are complex, a program that would allow in-depth discussion and
evaluation of the issues with a broad cross section of society was
required.
This paper describes the background to the public consultation program,
the methodology used in conducting the program, and the issues and
concerns associated with nuclear fuel waste disposal as identified by the
public interest groups involved in the process.
The public consultation program was designed to respond to an expressed
need for identifying and addressing social issues, and to provide the
public with an opportunity to have input into the Nuclear Fuel Waste
Management Program. It consisted of two stages: a series of
consultative meetings with individual public interest groups, and an
interactive workshop at which representatives of participating groups
came together to discuss the issues they had identified related to the
disposal of nuclear fuel wastes. The program is supplemented by
sociological research.
The paper concludes that public consultation has been important to the
Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program in identifying public
issues that need to be addressed in the disposal concept as it is put
forward for review.

THE PROPOSED SPENT FUEL DRY STORAGE FACILITIES
AT POINT LEPREAU NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION

by
.1. C. Dnnlop
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Spent Fuel Storage Facilities Centre
1155 Metcalfe Street
Montreal, Québec
H3B 2V6

and

S. Alikhan
The New Brunswick Electric Power Commission
Point Leprcau Generating Station
Lcpreau, New Brunswick
EOG 2H0

As of February 1, 1989, the Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating
Station had completed six years of operation, at a lifetime capacity factor
that was amongst the highest achieved in the world.
Irradiated fuel has
been accumulating in the Station's Spent Fuel Bay at a rate that will see
the Bay occupied to its specified capacity by mid 1991.
During September of 1988, NBEPC announced that the
extension of the Station's existing fuel storage bay capacity
compared in a comprehensive review to the construction of
canisters in which fuel would be stored, on-site, in a dry state;
the dry storage option had been retained.

possible
had been
concrete
and that

NBEPC contracted with Atomic Energy of Canada in January of this
year for the supply of the engineering, the technical services and the
necessary tools and equipment for the construction and implementation of a
spent fuel dry storage program at the Point Lepreau Nuclear Station.
The engineering work relevant to this storage program is now well
advanced. This paper is intended to provide an overview of the basic steps
that will take place in the fuel handling operation at Point Lcpreau, and
to describe the significant items of equipment that will be involved.

The paper opens with a brief description of the irradiated fuel
bundles and the mode of their storage in the Point Lepreau Spent Fuel Bay.
It goes on to highlight the tuel handling operations tnat are going to take
place at the Site, from the unloading of the trays in the Bays a 11 the way
to the storage of the baskets (containing the fuel bundles) in the concrete
canisters. The significant items of equipment that are described in the
paper are:
-

the
the
the
the
the

fuel bundle tilter,
shielded work station,
baskets,
transport flask, and
concrete canisters.

The paper includes a short description of the proposed canister
site, and of the security facilities that will be incorporated.
Safeguard
arrangements are also mentioned.
The construction and implementation of the Point Lcpreau Station
spent fuel dry storage facilities will represent a notable achievement in
the ongoing commercial development of the CANDU technology.
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TUF: A TWO-FLUID CODE FOR THERMALHYDRAULIC ANALYSIS
by
W. Liu, W. Yousef, J. Pascoe, A. Tomasone and J.C. Luxât
Nuclear Studies and Safety Department
Ontario Hydro
SUMMARY

The TUF (Two Unequal Fluids) code has been developed by Ontario Hydro as a stateof-the-art two-fluid, systems thermalhydraulics code for analysis of transient behaviour
in Ontario Hydro's CANDU nuclear generating stations. The primary motivation for
developing this code is to provide the capability to adequately represent phase
separation effects that can occur during postulated accident transients and, thereby, to
enhance Ontario Hydro's nuclear safety analysis capability. The development of the
TUF code has been an integral part of an ongoing generic study of the effectiveness
of the Emergency Coolant Injection Systems (EOS) in Ontario Hydro reactors during
a large, critical-break Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA).
An overview description of the TUF code is presented with particular emphasis on
two-fluid thermalhydraulic modelling considerations and the numerical solution
schemes employed. The manner in which the various physical phenomena associated
with phase separation, occurring in three-dimensional reactor geometries, are modelled
within the constraints of a one-dimensional representation is discussed.
A key element in the development strategy for this code is a careful, systematic
approach to verification and validation of the capability of the code to perform it's
required functions. This strategy, which includes benchmark test cases, seperate effects
tests and integral tests based on experimental loop data, is described in the paper. The
capabilities of the code are summarized in the paper and presented in more detail in
companion papers [1,2].
References
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ANALYSIS OF LARGE-BREAK LOCA EXPERIMENTS
IN THE RD-14 TEST FACILITY
by
N.K.. Popov and G.R. McGee
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Uhiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment
Pinawa, Manitoba ROE 1L0

SUMMARY
Blowdown and refill phenomena were studied in the full-elevation
RD-14 test facility following a simulated guillotine break of an inlet or
outlet header. The CANDU®-typical facility consists of two heated sections, each of which represents one core pass through a CANDU® fuel channel. The goal of the analysis was to get a clear understanding of the physical mechanisms leading up to flow stagnation and the consequences of the
flow stagnation.
The RD-14 experimental facility1 was designed to simulate phenomena of interest in thermalhydraulic safety analyses of CANDU® reactors
under normal and postulated abnormal conditions. Several large-break experiments were carried out in the RD-14 facility.1 During the experiments,
Che facility was first brought to stable full-power, single-phase forcedflow conditions typical of a normal CANDU® reactor. A fast-acting valve
connected to either an inlet or an outlet header was then opened to simulate the break, and electric power to the heated sections was decreased to
decay power levels two seconds later. The primary pumps were stopped in
some of the experiments following a linear or an exponential ramp, to simulate a pump trip due to loss of Class IV power. After the primary pressure
fell below 5.5 MPa, cold water was directed to all four headers to simulate
the action of an emergency coolant injection (ECI) system.
The thermalhydraulic mechanisms of flow stagnation in the heated
sections were analyzed using differential pressures measured across various
loop components, fuel element simulator sheath temperatures, fluid temperatures, and void fractions at the inlet and outlet of the heated sections.
We found that the flow behaviour in the loop during the transient could be
analyzed with the help of diagrams displaying the pressure distribution
around the loop at various times to indicate the flow direction and rate.
Examples of these pressure distribution diagrams are provided in Figure 1
for experiment B8607.
The brief flow stagnation in the heated section downstream of the
break in the inlet header break experiments was caused by, and occurred
while the pressure was becoming equalized between the broken header and the
downstream outlet header. Following this brief flow stagnation, the ECI
system readily refilled the heated section downstream of the break, quenching the fuel pins in the reverse direction. Afterwards this heated section
remained well cooled, except for a moderate heating up after t = "JO S,
when the high-pressure ECI was depleted and low-pressure ECI was inactive
(Figure 2). Flow stagnation in the heated section upstream of the break
was caused by a flow restriction at the pump "located close to the break,
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and by reduction of the pump head at the pump located far from the break.
Prolonged feeder-refill delays were observed in this pass, and the ECI
system could not quench the heated section upstream of the break before
fuel element simulator sheath temperatures of 600 or 700°C were reached,
terminating the experiments (Figure 3 ) .
In all the outlet header break experiments, flow stagnation in
the heated section downstream of the break was caused by flow restriction
at the pump located downstream of the break. After the pressure drop
across this pump degraded, reverse flow was established downstream of the
break, and the ECI system readily refilled this heated section. The
refilling began earlier and the cooling of the downstream heated section
was observed to be more efficient in experiments where the downstream pump
tripped earlier, thus imposing less resistance to the flow. In the heated
section upstream of the break, sufficient flow in the normal forward direction continued to maintain good cooling conditions throughout the experiment, and no flow stagnation was observed.
This paper shows that the location of the break (i.e., location
of the most rapid depressurization) was very significant in determining the
pressure drop and flow patterns in the loop during blowdown and refill.
First, the pressure difference between the inlet and outlet headers during
normal operation is appreciable. Second, the pump behaviour following an
inlet header break (in which the break is on the delivery side of the pump)
was profoundly different than that following an outlet header break (in
which the break is on the suction side of the pump). In the case of the
inlet header break experiment, the pressure difference across the pump
close to the break was insensitive to the mode of pump operation (ramp or
trip), whereas the mode of operation of the pump far from the break had a
significant influence on the pressure difference and flow situation in the
loop. The opposite situation was observed in the case of the outlet header
break experiment.
Analysis showed that the heat transfer from the secondary side of
the steam generators to the primary loop had very little effect on the
observed loop behaviour. Hydrodynamically, the steam generator U-tubes
acted as liquid traps when the pressure difference across the steam generators was less than the hydrostatic pressure difference in the steam generator. This limited the flow away from heated section upstream of the break,
which contributed to flow stagnation.
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METHODOLOGY F O R A S S E S S I N G F I G U R E O F E I G H T TYPE FLOW OSCILLATIONS
I N CANDU PRIMARY HEAT T R A N S P O R T SYSTEMS
F.B.P. Tran, W.C. Bowman, A.P. Muzumdar, G.H. Archinoff
Ontario Hydro, 700 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, M5G-1X6
SUMMARY
The phenomenon of thermally induced two phase tlow instabilities is of interest for the
design and operation of CANDU heat transport systems. The oscillations of flow and system
pressure are undesirable as they can cause mechanical vibrations, problems in system control,
and loss of production.
Models for two-phase flow instabilities in the CANDU type of primary heat transport system
have been developed and verified for the natural circulation cooling mode (1,2). In this work, a
methodology is developed to assess the effects of flow oscillations during forced convective
cooling. Under this condition, oscillations are initiated when power is increased, or heat
transport pressure is decreased. The scenario of interest in the current study is a loss of heat
transport pressure control where the primary h e a t transport system slowly depressurizes,
allowing the heat transport system oscillations to develop. The model described here can be used
to predict initiating conditions, maximum oscillation amplitude, and conditions under which the
oscillations are damped out.
The model is formulated using the drift flux form of the conservation equations to predict
the mean thermalhydraulic conditions at different reactor operating conditions. The equations
are then linearized and cast in the form of several transmission matrices that characterize the
propagation of disturbances in system pressure, flow, enthalpy and void throughout the loop.
The system stability is determined by combining the transmission matrices for each region in
the reactor to obtain a system characteristics matrix. The determinant is examined to determine
whether the system is unstable. For instance, where the system is unstable, the system
characteristic matrix indicates whether the instability is excursive or oscillatory in nature. Two
solution methods are used to determine the stability criterion, one is the NYQUIST criterion
that graphically examines the frequency response of the system, and the other directly solves for
the roots of the determinant using the Newton-Raphson method.
A simple lumped model, based on homogeneous conservation equations was developed to
predict the maximum amplitude of the flow and pressure oscillations under conditions where
oscillations are predicted by the stability criterion. After the onset of oscillations, the excursive
increase of void in one pass and decrease of void in the other pass is limited by void collapse in
one pass, therby joining the liquid regions in two opposing passes, i.e, the oscillations are
bounded and approach a limit cycle. This method conservatively overpredicts the oscillation
amplitude, because no account is taken for system damping forces. Safety analyses use the limit
cycle oscillation amplitude for conservatively predicting maximum fuel channel heat-up during
the oscillation cycles.
The model was applied to the Bruce NGS A and B, and the Pickering NGS A and B,
reactors for a downward loss of pressure control event. Figure 1 shows the NYQUIST diagram
for Bruce NGS A at the onset of stable oscillations. Figure 2 shows the predicted limit cycle
amplitude. For Bruce NGS A, at 103 % full power, the results show that flow oscillations start
at an outlet header pressure of 8.7 MPa, and the system integrated void is about 12 % to 15 %.
There is a step increase in oscillation amplitude at the onset of the oscillations, due to the
conservative nature of the limit cycle amplitude model. Similar calculations were performed for
the other reactors. The corresponding results for Pickering NGS A at 103 % full power show
that flow oscillations develop a t oulet header pressures below 7.1 MPa and the system
integrated void is about 12% to 15 %. The implications for fuel cooling during oscillations arc
discussed in the paper.
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1. F.B.P. Tran , "Two Phase Flow Instabilities In A CANDU Type Primary Heat Transport
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2. F.B.P. Tran, W. Garland, "Modelling Of Two Phase Flow Instabilities In A Figure Of Eight
Loop During Natural Circulation Cooling Conditions", 11 th Simulation Symposium, Hamilton
Ontario, 1986.
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Figure 1 : NQUIST diagram for Bruce NGS A at outlet header
pressure of 8.7 raPa, 103 % full power.
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DETERMINATION OF AVERAGE VOID FRACTION AND FLOW REGIME
BY A THREE-BEAM GAMMA DENSITOMETER
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Uhiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment
Pinawa, Manitoba ROE 1L0

SUMMARY

The present work describes the development and application of
an algorithm to determine average void fraction and identify flow
patterns from measurements made by a three-beam gamma densitometer. The
algorithm developed is shown to be simpler and faster than methods
previously in use, with no loss of accuracy.
In many physical situations involving two-phase flow, the
average void fraction and distribution of the phases must be known. In
particular, an understanding of the results of a transient
thermalhydraulics experiment often depends on measurements of the void
fraction and flow regime at various locations. Multi-beam gamma
densitometers are commonly used for this purpose.
The geometrical structure of the three-beam gamma densitometer
developed and in use at UNRE is shown in Figure 1. Three coplanar gamma
rays originating at a single source pass through the mixture in the pipe.
The attenuated intensity of each ray is measured by a detecting device.
Knowledge of intensities before and after a ray has passed through the
pipe is sufficient to determine the chordal void fraction along the ray
path.
Several attempts have been made in the past to obtain the
average void fraction and the distribution of phases from the knowledge
of the chordal void fractions 1,2 . The algorithm underlying these methods
is based on a three-parameter model of the flow in which several values
of the chordal void fractions and average void fraction are computed and
tabulated. A "best approximation" value for the void fraction is then
found in the table. This approach requires computation of a large number
of values not directly related to the experimental situation and hence is
very time-consuming.
In the present scheme, the average void fraction is expressed
as an integral involving chordal void fractions along the path of each
beam. The integrand is approximated by a linear combination of three
basis functions derived analytically for idealized flow patterns, namely,
homogeneous, radially symmetric annular and stratified. The coefficients

appearing in the linear combination are determined by the measured values
of the chordal void fractions. This avoids a large part of the
computation needed in the previous scheme, thus resulting in a very timeefficient procedure.
The present algorithm was first tested on known, idealized flow
situations, namely, homogeneous, radially symmetric annular and
stratified, as well as their linear combinations. As expected, the
scheme yielded void fraction and flow regime exactly. As a second step,
it was tested on a more realistic but known flow situation such as
displaced annular. Results were found to be in close agreement with the
exact ones. The next step was to use the present technique to calculate
the void fraction for several selected points where void fractions
calculated by the previous technique were available. The present
technique required considerably less time to execute than the previous
technique, and, as shown in Figure 2, the present technique yielded
results comparable with the previous scheme. Finally, a computer code
was developed to calculate the time-varying void fractions and densities
for a complete set of experimental data, and to plot the results.
The algorithm developed to compute the average void fraction
and to obtain information on the phase distribution using a three-beam
gamma densitometer is straightforward and very efficient. By numerical
implementation of the scheme, the results have been shown to be quite
accurate under idealized and experimental situations.
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SUMMARY

Objective
The objective of this paper is to describe the RD-14M multipleheated-channel test facility for studying CANDU LOCA/ECCS (loss-of-coolant
accident/emergency core coolant system) thermalhydraulics, and to present
the results of preliminary investigations of two-phase natural circulation
in RD-14M.
Background
Many representative LOCA tests have been carried out in the RD-14
single-heated-channel per pass test facility at the Uhiteshell Nuclear
Research Establishment1 as part of the CANDU safety thermalhydraulics
research program. These tests include small and large breaks in the
primary heat transport loop, breaks in the secondary side steam line, and
two-phase natural circulation under conditions of depleting primary coolant inventory. The results from these tests have provided valuable
information on CANDU LOCA/ECCS thermalhydraulics and formed a database to
be used for verification of computer models used in safety analysis.
RD-14M Multiple-Channel Test Program
In 1988, the single-channel-per-pass RD-14 facility was modified
to include five heated channels in each pass2. A schematic of the new
multiple-channel RD-14M loop is shown in Figure 1.
RD-14M is a full-elevation model of the CANDU heat transport
system. It has ten 6-m-long, 1.1-MU horizontal heated channels connected
to end-fitting simulators representing two passes through a reactor core.
Each channel contains seven electrically heated fuel element simulators
(FES) with heat capacity characteristics similar to that of the reactor
fuel. The channels are arranged to cover the full range of elevation
differences in a reactor core.

Primary fluid circulation is provided by two high-head centrifugal
pumps that deliver reactor-typical flow rates. Heat is removed from the
primary circuit through two full-height (approximately 12 m) recirculating
U-tube-type steam generators equipped with internal preheaters, steam
separators and external downcomers. The heated channels are connected to
flow distribution manifolds (headers) by pipework (feeders) with reactortypical geometry. The channels, feeders, headers, pumps and steam
generators are arranged to give a full-elevation model typical of a CANDU
heat transport loop.
Two-Phase Natural Circulation Test Program
Experiments have been carried out to study channel cooling in the
absence of forced flow of the primary fluid. The purpose of these tests is
to investigate the effect of interaction between the channels connected to
the same headers during two-phase natural circulation and to investigate
the range of effectiveness of natural circulation as a method of decay heat
removal.
The experimental conditions investigated are listed in Table 1.
The channel powers represent reactor decay power levels. The high and low
secondary pressures represent reactor conditions following a loss-ofclass IV event and a design-basis earthquake or main steam line rupture
event, respectively. In this paper emphasis will be on high secondary side
pressure conditions.
Selected results from some of these tests will be presented in the
paper. In particular, thermalhydraulic interactions between parallel
channels and their effect on channel cooling will be described in detail.
The new results will also be compared with those of the single-channel per
pass experiments conducted previously2.
Conclusions
Natural circulation experiments in RD-14M, where two-phase is
present in the primary system, exhibit strong channel-to-channel interactions. However, as a method of decay heat removal, natural circulation
is effective even for significant amounts of primary inventory losses, in
some cases over 60%.
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SUMMARY
A methodology has been developed to assess fuel channel cooling
during stratified channel flow for the standing start phenomenon.
This phenomenon refers to a subcooled stagnant initial channel
condition. This condition may occur in a CANDU fuel channel if forced
circulation is lost during a small or large loss of coolant accident or
during shutdown cooling mode of operation or for other events in which
coolant density heads are balanced by header-to-header pressure
differences and other, such as break, forces.
Following the standing start condition, the channel coolant
heats up to the local saturation temperature, boils and stratifies,
exposing the upper fuel elements and parts of the pressure tube to steam.
These elements and parts of the pressure tube subsequently heat up. The
steam produced in the channel displaces some of the hot water in the
channel into the end fittings and flows to the end fittings where it
condenses. This condensation and the flow of hot water from the channel
heat up the end fitting metal and the coolant within. Eventually, the
steam reaches the vertical feeder section nearest one of the the end
fittings and vents. This produces a large difference in the gravity
head. This difference induces a flow which generally refills the
channel, thereby ending the duration of channel stagnation and restoring
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subcooled condition. The flow pattern following the standing start phase
steam venting is, in general, either subcooled single-phase or
intermittent.
An important parameter in the standing start phenomenon is the
duration of stratification of channel flow which is referred to as the
heatup time. This time is defined as the interval between the onset of
bulk boiling in the channel coolant and the arrival of void at the base
of the vertical section of one of the feeders. Channel heatup for
various standing start conditions in channel power and coolant subcooling
and pressure is studied using the models THERMOSS-III, HOTSPOT-ÇCL which
is the CANDU Operations version of HOTSPOT-II (1) , and EL0CA.Mk4(2;i.
THERMOSS-III is used to predict channel steam flow and water level
transients and channel heatup time. HOTSPOT-CO is used to predict
maximum fuel pellet, sheath and pressure tube temperatures and pressure
tube uniform transverse creep strain. EL0CA.Mk4 is used to predict fuel
thermo-mechanical behaviour. THERMOSS-III modifies the model T H E R M O S S ^
and generalizes the model THERMOSS-II1, ' to incorporate the following
effects:
i)
ii)

iii)
vi)
and
v)

cosine axial power shape,
the observed highly non-uniform temperature distribution in the
end fitting body, liner tube and the water within during end
fitting heatup,
steam superheating,
end fitting heatup by the hot water displaced from the channel,
complicated heat transfer paths within the liner tube and in
the end fitting body.

Except for (i), all of the above effects reduce significantly the channel
heatup time. Steam superheating is evaluated using the model AMFTRACT^ '
and the steam flowrate predicted by THERMOSS-III.
THERMOSS-III predictions are compared with the results of a
series of standing start tests conducted in the cold water injection test
facility at Stern Laboratories (formerly Westinghouse Canada) Inc.
HOTSPOT-CO predictions are used to model radiation from the
fuel sheath in the ELOCA.MkA code.
The above methodology is used to predict fuel channel heatup
and generate a sheath failure map over a range of standing start
conditions relevant to loss of coolant accident and other loss of flow
scenarios.
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1.0

Introduction

The genesis of ITER was the outcome of a Soviet proposal for international
cooperation in the development of nuclear fusion tabled at the 1985 Geneva
talks between the USA and the USSR. The following year in Reykjavik the two
leaders took up the theme and included the European Community and J a p a n to
design a thermolnuclear experimental reactor. The guidelines were struck and
a name selected, ITER which is latin for "the way".
This International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor project was created under the aegis of the
IAEA in Vienna. In addition to the four nations Canada was admitted in July
1988 under the sponsorship of the ECC and has a permanent chair on their
team. The joint design team consists of 40 members, 10 from each member
nation. There is a management committee consisting of four managing directors
one from each of the major partners who oversee operations at the design centre
in Garching West Germany. This committee reports quarterly to the ITER
council in Vienna who review progress.
2.0 Major Activities to Date
The Quadripartite Initiative Committee met in March 1987 and agreed on the
project. In October 1987 the objectives were established and in April 1988 the
ITER Council held it's first meeting. From May through September 1988 the
first work session was held at the Max Planck Plasma Physics Research
Institute in Garching by Munich. The most recent joint work session took place
in Gai-ching during February and March 1989. Homework tasks performed by
the major pai-tners were reviewed and critical design issues identified, to be
addressed through the balance of 1989. The following is a brief description of
the reference design concept which forms the basis of ongoing design activities.
3.0 Technical Basis for the ITER Concent
The baseline design for this machine has two operating modes for the
experimental progi'am (1). For technology experiments and tests, the device will
operate with an ohmic plasma current of 18 MA, with a major machine radius
of 5.5 m. A full tritium breeding blanket will be used during the technology
phase. However, this mode of operation will be preceded by plasma physics
experiments, using a thinner shield blanket allowing for a larger plasma crosssection, and having sufficient volt-seconds to achieve 22MA current by full
inductive operation.
Larger plasma currents are envisioned using external
current drive devices . There will be a full blanket change-out at the end of the

physics phase, which -will be a totally remote operation due to the activation
fields associated with the torus structure after the physics phase. To ensure
that the robotics are up to this task, representative parts of the machine will be
assembled initially using remote handling devices in a benign environment.
A set of 16 TF superconducting magnets will operate at 4-5 degrees K.
Centering forces on these coils will likely be taken by wedging of the inner legs
of the magnets, or a bucking cylinder concept. The set of six poloidal field coils
will also be superconducting, and will be situated outside the TF coils but
within a cryostat.
The centre solenoid portion of the P F coil set is self
supporting and contains three up-down symmetric coil sets.
While the basic design requirement for all torus systems is full remote
maintenance, provision for hands-on maintenance will be incoi~porated wherever
possible. This approach, which ensures some backup options for unforseen
failure modes, requires a bioshield around the machine cryostat. Vacuum vessel
shielding must be sufficient to protect the coil insulation from neutron and
gamma fields.
The driver blanket concepts have been narrowed to three options; aqueous
lithium salt, solid ceramic, and lead-lithium eutectic. In all cases the concepts
are meant to be low temperature low pressure systems using 316 L austenitic
stainless steel as the structural/coolant piping material of choice. The first wall
reference concept uses carbon-based armour tile, mechanically attached or
bonded to the water cooled heat sink. Device operation would expose this
material to wall loads of 1.4 MW/ra2 under ignition conditions, and appi-ox. 1.0
MW/nr'
during the technology phase.
The ITER engineering test mission
requires the time equivalent of one full reactor operating year at these fluence
levels.
Fuelling mechanisms would rely on gas puffing, with more advanced concepts
(such as pellet injection for density ramp-up and profile control) considered for
the latter part of the experimental program. Torus exhaust pumping speeds of
500 m/s or higher will be required, using compound cryopumps or banks of
turbomolcculcr pumps. Testing space will include four large equatorial ports
(approx. 4m x lm) for blanket test modules. These will be used to investigate
reactor-relevant blanket concepts, plus test the extraction of high-grade heat
arising from neutron interaction.
4.0 Canada's Design/R&D Contributions to ITER
Canada will contribute in five technology areas; Breeding blanket
Tritium related tasks, Remote maintenance, Safety, and First wall.

design,

We have been involved in the development of a ceramic driver blanket and in
support of this design work produced high quality ceramic spheres in the 2-5mm
size range.

Design tasks in the Tritium technologies include design of structures and air
handling systems to maintain tritium leak-tightness. In addition Canada is
involved in the preparation of design documents for an aqueous salt blanket
tritium extraction system.
Other Canadian activities include design of a
Tritium Isotopic separation system, and design and integration of Tritium
systems in general.
Canada's expertise in Tritium technology and fission plant design will be
employed in the development of atmospheric clean up and processing systems as
well as the handling and disposal of tritiated wastes. The influence of systems
containing tritium on plant arrangement and facility design will be another
opportunity area.
By hosting of atmospheric release studies with other nations Canada has taken
a lead role in the investigation of the environmental effects of Tritium. These
activities and our tritium dosimetry capability positions us to make useful
contributions to the safety studies associated with ITER.
Our CANDU experience in design and operation will be drawn on in areas of
engineering assessment, reliability, safety and costing studies.
The need for Remote maintenance skills on ITER assures Canada a role both in
robotics design and influencing the configui-ation of the Tokamak. We are
involved in the design concept of an in vessel vehicle which will perform insitu
repairs as well as remove components from the Tokamak for ex-vessel repair.
Canada will also contribute in the material science field with design
recommendations for first wall conditioning and impurities removal. The first
wall is the armour on the plasma facing surfaces which serves as a thermal
barrier between the plasma and the cryostat or vacuum chamber containing it.
The ITER project was conceived as a study with the design phase scheduled for
completion in 1990. It remains to be seen whether the four parties will proceed
with joint construction of ITER beyond 1990. The course of events will hinge on
both technical merit and the international political climate.
(1) ITER: Concept Definition; K. Tomabechi, ITER Management Committee
Chairman, presented at the 12th International Conference on Plasma Physics,
Nice, France; Oct. 88.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Canada is making significant contributions to the world-wide effort to develop
fusion as an energy source. The lead agency in the Canadian program is Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) through the National Fusion Program, and major
components are the Tokamak at Varennes, Quebec and the Canadian Fusion Fuels
Technology Project (CFFTP) in Toronto, Ontario.
A fusion-blanket program, cofunded by AECL and CFFTP, began at Chalk River
Nuclear Laboratories in 1983. It concentrates on fabrication development and
irradiation testing.
The ultimate aim is to have a fusion blanket concept
available for a commercial or test reactor.

2.

FABRICATION DEVELOPMENT

Canadian efforts to develop solid-breeder blankets are focused on the spherepac concept.
Sphere-pac blankets require large numbers of tritium-breeding
ceramic spheres, which are randomly packed into dense beds within blanket
modules. Because of their relatively small size, typically about a millimetre
in diameter, it takes many spheres to fill the required beds. For example, a
small-scale engineering test on a one-litre sphere bed would require over one
million, 1-mm diameter spheres; about 300 000 litres of spheres will be required
for a full-size breeder blanket. Work is in progress to develop technology for
producing high-quality lithium aluminate and lithium zirconate spheres. Emphasis
is placed on achieving the high production rates required. Pilot-scale equipment
capable of forming 250 000, 1-mm spheres per minute is currently being installed.
500 000 prototype lithium aluminate spheres have already been produced by this
process, which is based on extrusion. These spheres are strong, survive rapid
heating cycles, and have an average grain size of about one micrometre. The
thermal, mechanical and tritium-release performance of spheres prepared by this
process is being characterized in detail.

3.

IRRADIATION TESTING

Two types of blanket irradiation testing are performed: CREATE tests, in which
tritium-release information is obtained via post-irradiation annealing and CRITIC
tests, which permit on-line monitoring of tritium release as the irradiation
progresses. Eight CREATE tests have been performed on lithium oxide and lithium
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aluminate, examining the effects of temperature, microstructure, sweep-gas
composition and capsule material (oxygen potential) on the amount and form of
tritium release.
In the CRITIC-I vented capsule irradiation of Li20, a total lithium burnup of
1% was achieved, and 2000 curies of tritium was collected, over the 19-month
irradiation. The temperature was varied between 400 and 850°C, and the sweep
gas composition changed progressively from pure He to He-1% H2. The amount of
tritium recovered in the reduced form (HT) increased from an initial value of
approximately 50% with pure He sweep gas, to 99% with He-1% H2- The increasing
H 2 concentration in the sweep gas also reduced the time constants for tritium
release (tritium residence time in the Li 2 0).
Although the results indicate
tritium release is controlled by surface desorption, simple first-order
desorption theories do not explain all the observations. Most noticeably, for
temperature-increase tests, tritium release peak maxima can be delayed as long
as six hours, and inventory changes depend not only on the initial temperature,
but also on the time at the initial temperature.
We are also participating in the development of an aqueous lithium salt blanket
concept. The advantages of this blanket include its mechanical simplicity (the
water is both breeder and coolant), use of conventional materials and operating
conditions (e.g. water-cooled fission reactor technology), and the excellent
heat transfer properties of water.
Gamma-cell radiolysis of lithium salt
solutions has been completed in support of the concept, and lithium hydroxide
has been chosen for further in-reactor studies.

U.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

BEATRIX, the International Breeder Exchange Matrix under the auspices of the
International Energy Agency, has been a successful example of international
co-operation on solid blanket technology. Canada, via the Chalk River program,
is a full partner in BEATRIX; the US, EEC and Japan are other participants. A
recent matrix document showed 19 individual experiments within the matrix.
Canada was the first to carry out testing under BEATRIX, on lithium aluminate
from CEA (Saclay, France). Canada is now participating in BEATRIX-1I, advanced
testing of candidate blanket materials in FFTF, Hanford, with Japan and the US
as other partners.
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ABSTRACT
D e c o m m i s s i o n i n g is the p r o c e s s w h e r e b y n u c l e a r f a c i l i t i e s
w h i c h h a v e o u t l i v e d t h e i r e c o n o m i c u s e f u l n e s s are r e t i r e d
f r o m s e r v i c e in a m a n n e r w h i c h p r o v i d e s long terœ p r o t e c t i o n
for the e n v i r o n m e n t .
The decommissioning process which
involves decontaeination , dissantling, radiological
p r o t e c t i o n , p h y s i c a l s e c u r i t y , and w a s t e d i s p o s a l a c t i v i t i e s
must be funded by the u t i l i t i e s w h i c h h a v e o p e r a t e d t h e s e
facilities.
W h i l e t h e s e a c t i v i t i e s t y p i c a l l y occur at the
end of the 30 or 40 year o p e r a t i n g lives of t h e s e f a c i l i t i e s ,
the s u b s t a n t i a l s u s s of a o n e y r e q u i r e d n e c e s s i t a t e t h a t an
e s t i m a t e of the cost of d e c o m m i s s i o n i n g be m a d e e a r l y o n , and
that m e c h a n i s m s be put in p l a c e to a s s u r e the f u t u r e
a v a i l a b i l i t y of a d e q u a t e f u n d i n g .
S i n c e t h e s e f u n d s are to be c o l l e c t e d fro« the
u t i l i t i e s must h a v e in p l a c e a decoeraissioning
t h a t h a s been p r e p a r e d in a r e l i a b l e , c r e d i b l e
manner.
M o r e o v e r , as t h e s e cost e s t i m a t e s must
withstand regulatory authority scrutiny, there
a d d i t i o n a l i n c e n t i v e to p r e p a r e t h e s e e s t i m a t e s
and r i g o r o u s f a s h i o n .

rate p a y e r s ,
cost e s t i m a t e
and d e f e n s i b l e
also
is an
in a r a t i o n a l

i n c i d e n c e , high energy (>lO00 e V ) b o m b a r d m e n t .
In a fusion
r e a c t o r , h o w e v e r , the e n e r g i e s will typically be in the r a n g e
of 10 - 1000 eV, and often reactor c o m p o n e n t s are set at
grazing incidence to the m a g n e t i c field lines.
It has been
found that the usual drop-off in the sputtering yield at low
e n e r g i e s d o e s not seem to occur for carbon as it d o e s for
other
materials,
leading
to
speculation
that
chemical
reactions are occurring for low e n e r g y , low t e m p e r a t u r e (~room
temperature)
bombardment.
Also,
at
shallow
angles
of
i n c i d e n c e , physical s p u t t e r i n g y i e l d s are s o m e t i m e s found to
i n c r e a s e by more than an o r d e r of m a g n i t u d e compared to the
normal incidence c a s e , a l t h o u g h this is not likely to o c c u r
in a fusion reactor.
The chemical erosion of carbon has long been a m a j o r
concern in plasma impurity c o n t r o l , although it has not been
u n a m b i g u o u s l y identified in a r e a c t o r .
W h i l e most f o r m s of
c a r b o n , including g r a p h i t e , c a r b o n fibre c o m p o s i t e s and thin
carbon f i l m s , behave s i m i l a r l y in the 500 - 1000 K t e m p e r a t u r e
r a n g e , it has been found that c a r b i d e s , or even carbon with
a small content of impurity a t o m s , do not exhibit the e r o s i o n
yield temperature d e p e n d e n c e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of c a r b o n .
This
may not m e a n , however, that chemical reactions are not taking
p l a c e , but only that there is some other m e c h a n i s m w h i c h is
limiting the rate at which the
C + H reactions can p r o c e e d .
O n e of the reasons that the i m p o r t a n c e of chemical s p u t t e r i n g
a s an erosion mechanism in an actual reactor e n v i r o n m e n t is
still in some d o u b t , is because of d i f f e r e n c e s between fusion
plasma e x p o s u r e , and laboratory e x p e r i m e n t s .
The very large
flux d e n s i t i e s encountered on some s u r f a c e s in a reactor (10 1 0
to 1 0 " H* /em's) cannot easily be duplicated by wel 1-control 1 ed
ion b e a m s . Thus it is important to know how the erosion yield
c h a n g e s as a function of flux d e n s i t y . This aspect of erosion
has been one of our major r e s e a r c h t h r u s t s .
At temperatures above about 1300 K, a new erosion regime
is e n t e r e d , which is potentially far more s e r i o u s than the
lower temperature r e g i o n s .
In this r e g i m e , the erosion yield
begins to increase e x p o n e n t i a l l y with t e m p e r a t u r e , leading to
erosion yields at t e m p e r a t u r e s of 1800 to 2000 K w h i c h exceed
the maximum
chemical
erosion
yield,
and
occur
for
all
bombarding
species.
As
with
chemical
sputtering,
the
i m p o r t a n c e of this m e c h a n i s m in an actual reactor is not
c l e a r , and again flux density may be an important p a r a m e t e r .
We have studied this aspect of the e f f e c t , and have found only
a minor reduction in erosion y i e l d - a s the flux d e n s i t y w a s
increased over about three o r d e r s of m a g n i t u d e .
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DIFFUSION AND RETENTION OF TRITIUM IN GRAPHITE
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Graphite has become the surface-material of choice f o r many of the
components facing the plasma i n magnetically confined fusion reactors.
However, i t s many desireable properties notwithstanding, i t does
i n t e r a c t i n complicated and sometimes undesireable ways with the
hydrogen isotopes that fuel the reactor. One process of importance is
the d i f f u s i o n of t r i t i u m into graphite components, and i t s retention
there. Four d i f f e r e n t mechanisms have been i n d e n t i f i e d whereby t r i t i u m
can be retained i n graphite. 1 Two of these, retention on pore surfaces,
and trans-granular d i f f u s i o n , are often d i f f i c u l t to separate i n the
analysis of experimental r e s u l t s , and the l a t t e r is f u r t h e r complicated
by trapping phenomena.
In order to study d i f f u s i o n w i t h i n graphite c r y s t a l s , a set of
experiments was performed in which the d i s t r i b u t i o n of implanted
t r i t i u m in a pseudo-monocrystal graphite i s observed, using a nearsurface t r i t i u m imaging t e c h n i q u e . 2 ' 3 Despite an imaging resolution of
10 pm, no l a t e r a l movement of t r i t i u m , i e . along basal planes, could
be detected, even a f t e r annealing at temperatures of up to 2000 K for
times on the order of an hour. A d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t of less than
10"^ cmz/s can be i n f e r r e d , i n the a-b plane. This i s consistant
with several studies in the l i t e r a t u r e . A f t e r annealing at temperatures
> 1800 K, there i s a noticeable decrease i n image brightness which can
be i n t e r p r e t J as implying a d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t of ~10~ 1 3 cm z /s in
the c - d i r e c t i o n . I t i s generally accepted that d i f f u s i o n i n the
c - d i r e c t i o n may be several orders of magnitude smaller than in the
basal d i r e c t i o n s . Diffusion i n carbon may be complicated by trapping
phenomena. Results are compared to those of other researchers using
s i m i l a r techniques 4 , and to estimates of d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s based
on e n t i r e l y d i f f e r e n t methods. 5 ' 6
The second part of t h i s work describes experiments to determine the
retention of thermal atomic t r i t i u m on a p y r o l y t i c graphite surface as
a function of t r i t i u m fluence . A f 1 ux of atomic
tritium
and atomic protium was produced by contact dissociation of a
p r o t i u m / t r i t i u m b a c k f i l l on a hot tungsten filament located near the
sample. A f t e r exposure, the hydrogen r e t e n t i o n i n the sample was
measured by thermal desorption spectrometry. Protium and t r i t i u m were
retained in proportion to t h e i r incident fluences. For t o t a l fluences
of 3 xl0!8 to 10 2 0 H°/T°/cm J , retention was 1-4 x 10 1 5 /cm 2 , i n good
agreement with l i t e r a t u r e values f o r retained H° and D ° . 7 ' 8
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APPLICATION OF RISK ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES TO THE
JOINT EUROPEAN TORUS ACTIVE GAS HANDLING SYSTEM
C Gordon (OH), A Bell (JET), P Ballantyne (AECL)
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Summary
This paper describes the application of risk assessment techniques for the
safety analysis and licensing of the tritium handling system for a lai'ge,
experimental fusion device.
The methods used are described with
representative examples and results. Finally, the usefulness of applying
risk assessment techniques in this case are discussed.
The Joint European Torus (JET) located at Culham, UK is one of the
largest tokamak fusion devices in the world. The aim of the experiment
is to establish the physics parameters of controlled thermonuclear fusion
in magnetically confined plasmas. To investigate alpha particle heating,
J E T will operate with deuterium/tritium plasmas during its final phase,
beginning in 1991. The Active Gas Handling System (AGHS) will collect,
puiify, and separate hydrogen isotopes for recycling during this phase. A
tritium inventory of up to 90 g is anticipated.
The design criteria imposed by the authorities included a probabilistic
release guideline: the product of sequence frequency and magnitude of
tritium release should not exceed 0.37 TBq/a. To demonstrate compliance
and to demonstrate a thorough design review, a probabilistic safety
assessment is being carried out. The techniques employed include failure
modes and effects analysis to identify initiating events, and event tree
and fault tree modelling to determine release frequency and magnitude.
Representative examples and results will be presented based on the
assessments completed for individual subsystems.
The application of risk assessment techniques has demonstrated (within
the limits of data availability) that the release guideline is met. The
importance of secondary containment monitoring and operator training
have been highlighted. Testing requirements and frequencies have been
derived from the assessments. In summary, the process has contributed
to give confidence to both JET and the authorities that the plant can be
safely operated.

THE MCNT CODE, A HETEROGENEOUS MONTE CARLO NEUTRON TRANSPORT
CODE FOR FISSION AND FUSION REACTOR DESIGNS
AND NEUTRON SHIELDING CALCULATIONS
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
The Monte Carlo method has been a useful computational tool in solving neutron transport
problems for complex geometries. Discussed in the first part of this paper are Monte Carlo
algorithms for: 1) sampling direction cosines, isotropic and anisotropic scatterings, pathlength,
materials and reactions, 2) estimating the neutron flux through the use of the tracklength and the
collision density estimator, 3) evaluating the kinetic energy released in the material and if produced
4) determining the secondary neutron energy distribution.
MCNT is a Monte Carlo neutron transport code using a flexible number of energy groups
and cross-sections from the ENDF/B library that has been developed in order to calculate the
neutronic parameters of interest of heterogeneous multi-regioned reactors or shields. Figure 1 is
a computer flow diagram summarizing the sequence of events that can take place when a neutron
enters the reactor. The basic architecture of this code is based on generating random numbers and
calling table look-up values, stored in large arrays, in order to obtain the corresponding information
about the neutron. This approach provides very fast computer execution times but demands large
memory space allocation.
Multi-group cross-section and differential cross-section formulations will be described.
Reaction types include elastic, inelastic, charged particle break-up (with and without neutron
emission), radiative capture, (n,2n) and fission. Depending on the reaction, secondary neutron
energies can be determined from scattering kinematics, evaporation models or simple Maxwellian
fission spectrums. Theoretical models for calculating the total energy released in nuclear reactions
and the sampling of secondary neutron energy distributions will also be presented.
In Part 2, shielding calculations have been performed for the acquisition of a 14.1 MeV
neutron pulsed generator to be located in the HOT STORAGE AREA ROOM of the Nuclear
Reactor Building situated on the McMaster University campus. In order to license this facility,
radiation dose estimates were predicted as a function of concrete thickness. Figure 2 depicts the
total dose rate curve obtained. Such results will be presented along with other neutron flux and
neutron energy leakage spectrums.
The sensitivity of the cross-sections (including microscopic, differential and chemical binding
effects) on the tritium breeding ratio (TBR) and energy deposition distribution have been investigated
for conceptual fusion reactor blankets. It has been found that the total TBR is directly proportional
to the concentration of 7 Li and is fairly sensitive to its cross-sectional values. Changing the scattering
differential cross-sections did not alter the total TBR nor the energy multiplication factor (EMF)
but did change their radial deposition profile within the blanket. Neutronic calculations for fusion
reactors with various materials like Li, Pb, D 2 0 , H 2 0 , 3 He, Nb, and Fe were summarized in terms

of TBR, EMF and neutron leakage parameters. Spherical fusion reactors with a Lithium blanket
can adequately provide TBR's greater than unity, but in the case of 3 He a neutron multiplier like
Pb must be introduced. The cases of light and heavy water moderated spheres with Lithium breeder
and Fe or Nb structure were compared. H 2 0 was found to have a better thermalizing effect on
the neutrons resulting in fewer parasitic structural capture reactions and reduced neutron leakage.
On the other hand, D 2 0 had the advantage of greater neutron multiplication through its (n,2n)
reaction and can in addition, produce some tritium through its n(d,t) capture reaction. Figure 3 is
a sample case of a heavy water moderated blanket 100 cm in thickness. The numerical results for
the TBR and the number of (n,2n) reactions are expressed in Figures 4 and 5, respectively.
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RF CURRENT DRIVE AND HEATING ON
THE TOKAMAK DE VARENNES
Y. Deniers", R. Decoste", V. Glaude c , A. Hubbard"
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Varennes, Québec, Canada, JOL 2PO
The Tokamak de Varennes is a medium size machine presently operated
in a Ohmic regime with typical parameters R=0.86 m, a=0.25 m, BT=1.5 T, Ip=250
kA, ii c =3xl0 19 m"3 and T ^ O . 8 keV. The planned lower hybrid current drive (LHCD)
system should allow long pulse operation of the diverted plasma at nearly full machine parameters for about 30 s. The expected commissioning date is early 1992.
The LH system will use 2 klystrons for a total power of about 1 MW
for 30 s or 1.4 MW for 5 s. The 3.7 GHz frequency should be high enough to avoid
density limitations 1 . The antenna is designed to launch a narrow spectrum
(AN.=.4) with an N . adjustable between 2.3 and 3.7. Typical spectra, obtained from
simulations using a multijunction coupling code2 are shown in Fig. 1. With 1 MW
of RF power, a current drive efficiency'1 (iiLn=i\RmujI/PKK) of 0.35 (1019 m'2A/W) is
required in order to maintain 200 kA of plasma current at n c =2xl0' 9 m':1. Such an
efficiency is consistent with typical experimental results'* and simulations performed
with a modified version of the Bonoli-Englade code5. Other current drive scenarios
are considered for the 30s pulse duration. For example, alternating cycles of current
drive-enhanced ohmic operation (AN.=3.5, =5s) with low density transformer recharge
(AN„=2.3, =5s) will be examined experimentally.
A schematic view of the antenna is shown in Fig. 2 and an overview of
the complete RF system is presented in Fig. 3. One klystron drives 2 rows of 4
multijunctions, each via a WR-284 transmission line pressurized with SFG. Each
inultijunction is separated by 2 mm septa into 4 guides of inner dimensions 4.5x72
mm. The phase difference between these guides is fixed at 90°. The power density
at the grill mouth is about 4.5 kW/crrr. The antenna can be moved 14 cm radially
to optimize coupling to the plasma. Six high power motor-driven phase shifters can
be used to vary the relative phase between adjacent multijunctions from -90° to 70°
(2.3<N.<3.7) in less than 200ms if required.
The control and protection of the LH system is based on the use of
programmable logic controllers (PLC) and fast digital processors. The PLCs are used
mainly for local control, event sequencing, fault detection recording, slow monitoring and phase control of the mechanical high power shifters. The fast processors are
used for feedback and protection purposes (Fig.3). The power and phase feedback of
the klystrons and the protection of the RF equipment are based on continuous
measurements performed at various points in the system. These measurements are
processed every ~40 us by the fast processors which calculate PID algorithms and
a system power balance.
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CANADIAN NUCLEAR SAFETY PHILOSOPHY
-50 YEARS OF DEVELOPMENT

F. C. Boyd
Consultant
9 Sandwell Crescent
Kanata, Ontario, K2K 1 V2
Summary
Paralleling the development of indépendant theories and designs
that began with the Montreal Laboratory in the 1940's, Canadian
concepts of nuclear safety have evolved with an indigenous
philosophy.
Initially, safety, other than radiation protection, was not separated
from other requirements of design and operation. Following the NRX
accident of December 1952 nuclear safet, especially reactor safety,
blossomed as a distinct area of study. A Canadian safety philosophy
emerged and grew along with the evolution of the CANDU reactor.
An approach based on a mathematical expression of risk was proposed
by George Laurence in the 1950's and became the foundation of
Canadian reactor safety philosophy over the next two decades.
Inadequacies of data and methods militated against a full application
of the risk approach, resulting in the adoption of a number of
deterministic rules. In recent years developments in probabilistic
evaluation techniques and the growth of relevant data now offer
the opportunity to return to a primary emphasis on risk as the basis
for determining safety.
The paper will detail some of the steps in the evolution of Canadian
reactor safety philosophy and touch on some of the parallel
developments in radiation protection and the safety of other
nuclear facilities. Suggestions for future directions will be offered.
References :
1. Private papers of G. C. Laurence
2. "Canadian Approach to Nuclear Power Safety", by R. J. Atchison,
F. C. Boyd, Z. Domaratzki
"Nuclear Safety", Vol.24, 1983
3. Darlington Safety Report
4. Darlington Probabilistic Safety Evaluation
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Safety Considerations as a Determinant of Management Strategy
A Review of Models and Data

K.R. Weaver
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RECENT TRENDS IN NUCLEAR EMERGENCY PLANNING IN ONTARIO

F-13. Ali
Head, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness
Emergency Planning Ontario
Ministry of the Solicitor General
27 Carlton Street, 5th Floor
Toronto, Ontario
M5D 1L2

K.G. McNeill
Department of Physics
University of Toronto

A.A. Pilt
Nuclear Emergency Preparedness
Emergency Planning Ontario

In 1983, Provincial Working Group #3 set up guidelines for
off-site nuclear emergency planning in Ontario. Hnr^d on the
known properties of CANDU reactors and past operating
experience, it was suggested that the "maximum planning
accident" to be considered was one which would result in a
radiation dose of 25 rem to an individual at the assumed
boundary fence (taken to be 1km away). Detailed emergency
planning was not considered necessary for events with a
probability of less than 1.0 x 10 -6 /year. These two
considerations, then, were the basis for the then upper limit
for nuclear emergency planning.
In 1986, the Chernobyl accident occurred. At that time, an
Ontario Select Committee was reviewing Ontario Hydro's plans
for completion of the Darlington NGS, near Toronto. As a
result of the accident and general public concern re nuclear
safety, the Committee recommended a review be set up to
investigate further the safety of Ontario's nuclear reactors:
the result was the Ontario Nuclear Safety Review (ONSR) with
Commissioner Dr. F. Kenneth Hare. In addition, the Ontario
Government set up a working group (WG #8) to re-evnluate the
technical basis for nuclear emergency planning. The report
of this working group was completed in June 1988.
According to the Working Group's terms of reference, they
were to base their recommendations taking the following
factors into account:
(1)

Scientific assessments of the risk of different
types of accidents (in terms of estimated
probabilities and effects), and the validity of
such assessments.

(2)

Risks which cannot be systematically assessed (e.g.
those relating to hostile action).

(3)

Public perceptions of the danger from nuclear
accidents, and public expectations of consequence
mitigation.

(4)

The probable effectiveness of improvising emergency
response measures in areas beyond those for which
detailed plans and preparation have been made.

(5)

A safety margin, where not already incorporated, to
allow for the uncertainties involved.

(6)

Any other factors the Working Group can justify as
meriting consideration.

- 2 -

Based on these factors, new upper limits for detailed
emergency planning were proposed. The result was that two
tiers of emergency planning were recommended:
(i)

The first tier (termed the Maximum Planning
Accident or MPA) should provide for detailed
planning for accidents which can be quantitatively
determined to be as low as once in 10^ stationyears (about once in 10 6 reactor-years for Ontario
Hydro multi-unit sites). For this tier, planning
assures public exposure to radioactive doses be
kept less than the Protective Action Levels.

(ii) The second tier (termed the Worst Credible
Radiation Emission or WCRE) should provide for
planning for accident which are lower in frequency
or whose frequency cannot be quantified (e.g. gross
human error or hostile action). For this tier,
planning should protect against the onset of early
morbidity (sickness) and the onset of early
mortality (death) in a member of the public.
In the paper to be presented, we discuss in further detail
the rationale for the new approach, the possible radiological
consequences of both the MPA and the WCRE, and the
implications of such accidents for nuclear emergency
planning, including an extension of the current primary
planning zone from 10km to 13km from the plant.
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SUMMARY
An expert system is being developed for use in applying regulatory
requirements to the design, licensing and operation of CANDU power stations.
The prototype described in this paper has been developed to investigate
methods for incorporating the Canadian
regulatory requirements into a
practical expert system.
The regulatory requirement rule base cannot be set up as a simple set of
rules alone.
It has to be augmented by an interpretation and rule-making
precedence facility.
In ARIES, hypertext is used to augment the rule base
with both text and graphical information. The prototype system includes rules
for the design and operation of the special safety systems.
The nominal
design or operating configuration is included as the fact base and it can be
changed by the user to test the acceptability of design changes or the current
operating state of the station.
Operational requirements from a typical
operating policies and principles document are included in the rule base.
Thus, when the user enters an off-nominal operating state, ARIES will respond
with the constraints that are to be imposed on operation.
The hypertext
facility is used to provide explanations of the specific constraints.
A
limited graphical interface has been included for defining the system
configurations.
The prototype system includes knowledge
bases for shutdown-depth
requirements, safety system availability requirements and permitted operating
configurations with links to the other as yet undeveloped areas.
Rules for
the shutdown-depth margin are included as a mathematical formula that is
evaluated for the specific configuration of the reactor and reactivity
mechanisms that is input by the user.

CONCEPTUAL PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT
FOR CANDU 3
P.J. Allen, J.R. Fisher, S.V. Inamdar, S. Sahasranaman;
H.S. Shapiro

Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.
CANDU Operations
Sheridan Park Research Community
Mississauga, Ontario, L5K 1B2
(416) 823-9040
SUMMARY
The CANDU 3 project has recently completed the conceptual
design phase.
To give assurance that the conceptual design
has enough redundancy in systems and equipment and to show
that the design will meet the safety targets proposed to the
Atomic Energy Control Board, a review of the conceptual design
using probabilistic techniques was undertaken.
To summarize, the objectives of the
safety assessment (CPSA) were:

conceptual probabilistic

a)

To provide safety design assistance in
stages of the project to ensure that the
design includes adequate redundancy.

the early
conceptual

b)

To establish reliability
systems.

c)

To identify accident sequences
contributors to public risk.

d)

To provide input to the environmental qualification
program and
control
centre/emergency
operating
procedure design.

targets for safety
that could

related
be large

In this paper, we will discuss the methodology, initiating
events considered, the acceptance criteria and results of the
CANDU 3 CPSA.
The conclusions of the CPSA are that the
simplified acceptance criteria are met and that we are
confident that the conceptual design will meet the relevant
safety
and licensing requirements without further major
modifications.

CANDU 3 STANDARD PLANT LICENSING
A. Natalizio, M. Bonechi, E.S.Y. Tin
Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.
CANDU Operations
Sheridan Park Research Community
Mississauga, Ontario, L5K 1B2
(416) 823-9040

SUtMARY
In the summer of 1988 AECL obtained government support to
undertake the design of the CANDU 3 over a three year period
starting 88 April 1.
The objective of this three year
program is to complete the detailed design to the greatest
extent possible without getting into site specific design.
This standard plant design is intended to satisfy domestic as
well as export needs, hence, the design envelope has been
chosen to accommodate the characteristics of a large number
of sites around the world. Part of this objective is to
ensure that the standard plant design is licensable. The
licensing basis for the standard plant is "licensable in
Canada". IAEA standards are being applied where appropriate.
The CANDU 3 standard plant design will position AECL to react
quickly to marketing opportunities, both within Canada and
abroad and will help AECL to increase its global market share
of reactors.
Availability of a licensable product should
also help significantly in obtaining project financing for
both domestic and off-shore projects. A standard plant design
approval is also necessary to achieve a 35 month construction
schedule.
The focus of the first year, of the three year program, was
to fully document the conceptual design and the design
requirements so that detailed design can proceed in years two
and three with reduced risk of changes.

The licensing objectives for the first year were: the
establishment of a detailed licensing basis, which includes
the specification of all licensing requirements and safety
design requirements; and the preparation of a Conceptual
Safety Report, which summarizes the results of design assist
analysis for safety systems as well as results of preliminary
probabilistic analysis.
The AECB has been kept abreast of our plans and developments
on the CANDU 3 since the beginning of 1987 and has kept a
keen interest in this work. On the basis of a very limited
review, AECB staff made comments on certain aspects of the
design. These comments were taken into consideration in the
current design and analysis work. In the future, the AECB is
expected to have a far greater involvement and to take on a
formal licensing role on the CANDU 3. With the submission of
the Licensing Basis document and the Conceptual Safety Report
for the standard plant, the AECB will be asked to perform a
formal review to ensure that both the licensing basis
document and the conceptual design are acceptable.
In years two and three, the design and the safety analysis
will be completed. In the third year, the standard plant PSA
and Safety Report will be issued to the AECB for review and
comment. On the basis of these documents and other detailed
design documents, the AECB will identify the conditions, if
any, for acceptance of the standard plant design. Acceptance
will mean that if the design is not modified in a significant
way, it can be
referenced in a construction
licence
application for a specific site and only the site specific
characteristics of the design will need to be discussed, at
that time.
As a result of the extensive discussions held during 1983 to
1986, between AECL and the AECB on Point Lepreau 2, much of
the infrastructure required for the standard plant design
approval is already in place.
Also, many of the licensing
issues raised by the AECB on Point Lepreau 2 were resolved
and the same solutions have been applied to the CANDU 3.
Furthermore, because there have been very few changes to
licensing requirements since the Point Lepreau 2 up-front
licensing work, and because AECB staff have been involved in
CANDU 3 discussions, it is expected that the objectives of
the three year plan can be achieved.

Author's Note
At the time of writing of this Summary (89-01-11), the AECB
has been unable to respond as fully as they would have wanted
to. The problem has been a staff shortage, however, the AECB
has been active in trying to resolve this difficulty. It is
AECL'S expectation that the AECB will soon be able to respond
fully to the needs of the CANDU 3.
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RADIATION-INDUCED AIR/WATER PARTITIONING AND GAS PHASE SPECIATION
OF IODINE FROM IRRADIATED IODIDE SOLUTIONS
Sayed M. Mirbod & R.E. Jervis
Department of Chemical Engineering
and Applied Chemistry
University of Toronto
Toronto, Ontario
M5S 1A4
Extended Summary
Radioiodine is considered one of the most important fission
products in terms of reactor safety due to its high fission yield,
volatility, ease of ingestion and inhalation, and long biological
half-life.
Following reactor accidents radioiodine and other
fission products could be released from the fuel matrix and be
swept through the cooling system into the containment structure
surrounding the core. The high radiation fields present following
a severe reactor accident would have significant impact on
partitioning and speciation of radioiodine between the liquid and
gas phases.
In this paper some of the findings of an ongoing experimental
investigation of partitioning and speciation of radioiodine in the
presence of gamma radiation fields are presented. Cesium iodide
solutions of various concentrations (10"5 to 10"7 molar) and pH (5
to 9) were irradiated at different dose rates (0.003, 0.04 ,and 2
Mrad/h) and the partition coefficient (liquid to gas phase iodine
concentration ratio) and the gas phase composition were determined.
Radiochemical methods were used since these methods provided the
sensitivity
required
to deal with
the very
low
iodine
concentrations which in some cases were in the parts-per-trillion
range.
The partition coefficient was found to be strongly dependent
on pH, iodide concentration, and the total dose as well as the dose
rate of the gamma field. For example, for 10"5 M Csl solutions the
partition coefficient decreased from 106 to less than 103 at pH=5
and to less than 105 at pH=9. However it was discovered that the
decrease in partition coefficient was very much dose rate
dependent. That is, in case of 10"5 M solutions at pH=5,9 a certain
dose of gamma radiation delivered at a higher dose rate resulted
in a lower partition coefficient.
The accompanying graphs of
Partition Coefficient vs Dose illustrate some of the findings.
The results of this work which relate to conditions prevailing
following a reactor accident indicate that in presence of strong
radiation fields partition coefficients as low as 103 (under acidic
conditions) and 105 (under basic conditions) can be observed. The
composition of the gas phase is however very much dependent on the
pH of the solution and the strength of the radiation field.

Partition Coefficient vs. Dose
( 1 0 ~ 5 M Csl , pH = 9)
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SOME IMPLICATIONS OF ASSUMED TELLURIUM BEHAVIOUR IN CONTAINMENT
IN THE LONG TERM FOLLOWING A LOCA

K.R. Weaver

Shaftesbury Scientific Limited
Toronto, Ontario

Over approximately the past decade, the assumption has become common that
Csl is the dominant chemical form in which iodine is released from the
core to containment for a large class of LOCAs. This change in assumption
from I2 to Csl as the dominant species has implications for the
assumptions made concerning other physical and chemical factors which
affect fission product behaviour in containment.
This paper is concerned with the assumptions made regarding the behaviour
in containment of the iodine precursor, tellurium. A brief review of
current accident analysis assumptions on the behaviour of tellurium in
containment is given along with an account of how these assumptions came
to be made. A very brief indication of the overall importance of
tellurium for release of iodine from the station is also presented.
The linkages between tellurium behaviour, water aerosol behaviour and
iodine behaviour are then examined. Taking these linkages into account
becomes necessary when all the isotopes of interest, i.e. both precursors
and isotopes, are assumed to be in the water. In particular, water
aerosol behaviour becomes a limiting physical parameter and failing to
take account of this fact when formulating assumptions can lead to some
implicit conflicts.
Suggestions are made for making the licensing assumptions concerning the
behaviour of tellurium, water aerosols and iodine in containment more
consistent. These are based on criteria derived from several recent water
aerosol experiments and effectively limit the rates at which tellurium can
be assumed to become airborne. Gaps in the data and in analytical support
are also identified.

FISSION PRODUCT GRAIN BOUNDARY INVENTORY
F.C. IGLESIAS, C.E.L. HUNT and D.S. COX
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario
KOJ 1J0
CANADA

SUMMARY

During irradiation, the fission products generated inside the U0 2
matrix migrate to the grain boundaries by a process controlled by the
irradiation temperature. In the unlikely event of an accident, those
fission products which are stored on the grain boundaries will be the first
to be released. This release can occur by different mechanisms depending
on the accident sequence. The inventory available on the grain boundaries
thus is an important component of the source term and its release history.
Previous work has shown that exposure to air at low temperatures
causes separation of the U0 2 grains by a process of grain boundary
oxidation. On-line measurements of the fission product Xe and I evolution
during grain boundary separation gave a direct determination of the amount
of these elements located at the grain boundaries.
Since, during irradiation there is a radial temperature gradient
across the fuel pellet, the grain boundary inventory of fission products is
also expected to depend on the radial position. Small fragments of U0 2
were selected from different radial positions and annealed at low
temperature in air. The grain boundary inventories were measured and the
results compared with metallurgical measurements of the grain size as a
function of the fuel radius.
The grain boundary inventories showed a dependence on grain growth.
Areas of the pellet with measurable grain growth exhibited higher grain
boundary inventories than areas with no grain growth. The Xe and I
inventories were similar in the peripheral region of the pellet, but I
values were higher than Xe in the central region.
The results from this study are discussed in the context of determinations obtained by other techniques found in the literature.

EXAMINATION OF TMI-2 CORE SAMPLES
IN CANADA
D.S. Cox, P.J. Fehrenbach, R. Choubey,
G. Grant,* G. Delaney,* L. Brown,* D. Chen,*
D.A. Leach, D.J. Disney, F.C. Iglesias
Atomic Energy of Canada Research CompanyChalk River Nuclear Research Laboratories
Chalk River Ontario, KOJ 1J0
and
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment
Pinawa Manitoba, ROE 1L0

SUMMARY
The accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2), in March 1979, resulted
in severe fuel damage involving melting, interaction and relocation of reactor
core materials. To assist in understanding the mechanism and extent of fuel
damage and fission product release, Canada has participated as an OECD-NEA
member country in the TMI-2 Accident Evaluation Program conducted by the US DOE.
As part of this effort, samples from various regions of the damaged core were
subjected to detailed examination by metallography and SEM, including EDX and
WDX analyses, auto-radiography, gamma-scanning and radiochemical analysis. The
examination in Canada has been conducted jointly at Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories and the Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment, with funding
from the Candu Owners Group (COG).
The samples examined in this project range from fuel rod segments and
ceramic rocks to previously molten material from core locations as outlined in
Figure 1. The salient features of the end-state core configuration are the
large cavity in the upper grid region, the loose core debris and crust above the
previously molten material, standing rods surrounded by solidified core
material, and lower plenum debris. It is estimated1 that as much as 62 tonnes
of the original core melted and 20 tonnes relocated to the lower plenum region.
A total of four fuel rods were examined in this project. They originated from
the core perimeter, below the molten zone, and two rods from the upper grid
assembly. Other samples were examined from the upper crust region, the molten
ceramic zone, the lower crust, the lower transition zone between the fuel rods
and previously molten core, and samples of material which relocated to the lower
plenum region.
Fuel Rod Segments:
The
of damage
amount of
less than

fuel rod segment M2-4, from the core former wall, showed no evidence
to the fuel cladding, which appeared to be ductile with a moderate
hydriding (57 ppm H ) . The estimated temperature in this region was
500°C.

In contrast to M2-4, the upper grid fuel rods, Hl-11-3 and C7-3-61, showed
a significant amount of oxidation with outer layers of a-Zr(O) and ZrC>2 up to AO
and 80 microns thick respectively. Both of these rods showed extensive
hydriding, and analysis indicated hydrogen levels in excess of 500 ppm. The
probable temperatures were above 1050°C for Hl-11-3 and 1760°C for C7-3-61.
There was evidence of Zr-U02 interaction and desintering of UO2 into grain size
fragments. Rod C7-3-61 showed a previously molten layer of variable thickness
around the complete circumference, located between an inner layer of a-Zr(O) and
the 0-Zr. EDX. analysis showed the previously molten layer to be a U-Zr alloy
with dendrites rich in Cr and Fe.
Chemical analysis of La-139 indicated atom percent burnups of 0.05, 0.11,
and 0.15 for rods M2-4, Hl-11-3 and C7-3-61 respectively. These values are
generally consistent with calculated burnup for the core positions of each
sample.
The fuel rod segment G12-R8-8, from below the crust i'egion, showed a thin
(about 10 pm) Zr©2 layer, a fully prior beta structure, but no evidence of ZrUO2 interaction, indicating a maximum cladding temperature of about 1100°C.
The Cs-137 distribution in all the fuel rods showed the characteristic
neutron flux profiles and locations of individual fuel pellets and gaps, or
damage caused due to fuel pellet movement during shipment/handling. Significant
levels of Co-60 were observed in Hl-11-3, the Co-60 concentrated at the lower
end of the rod. In G12-R8-8, the Cs-137 distribution was very uniform,
indicating that this rod segment is from the centre region of the core.
Upper Crust:
The rock sample D8-P4-B, from the upper crust region, appeared to be an
agglomerate of the previously molten material and contained metallic inclusions.
Autoradiography of a section from this rock showed that most activity was
concentrated in the one half of the section which contained voids and metallic
inclusions. The other half showed much less activity. The interior region of
the metallic phase was mainly Sn, In, Ag and Cd and showed no activity, whereas
the surface region showed a two phase structure which had a high activity. One
phase contained Ni, Sn and small amount of Fe, and the other phase Ni, Sn and a
significant Fe content. The matrix phase surrounding the inclusions was
composed of mainly U, Zr and some Fe. Oxygen is also likely to be present but
was not analyzed. Inclusions inside the pores of this resolidified material
also contained activity.
Lower Crust:
Core bore section K9-P1-H, from the lower crust region, was composed of
UO2 pellets in a matrix of partially and totally oxidized Zircaloy cladding and
a number of unidentified alloys. The heavily oxidized fuel sheath appeared as
layered bands of ZrÛ2 surrounding the UO2 pellets. In some instances, ZrÛ2 was
located in wider radial cracks of the pellets. Oxidation of the UO2 was
observed near the pellet peripheries. In some cases, oxidation to phases
resembling U^Og and U4O9 was noted. The formation of U^Og in 15 MPa steam is
possible at temperatures of about 1600°K and lower. Autoradiography of the
section showed particles of alpha active material.possibly UÛ2, in the melt
region.

Gamma scanning of section K9-F1-H showed that the distributions of Cs-137,
Cs-134 and Eu-154 were similar. The Sb-125 activity was concentrated in the
melt region between the fuel pellets, although some activity was still in the
pellets. A similar distribution was seen for the Co-60 activity. The Ru-106/Rh
distribution was similar to Cs and Eu, although significant levels were also
found in the melt region.
Lower Transition Zone:
The core section • ?1-F from the lower transition zone between the fuel
rods and the previous . ^<->lten core region, contained several fuel pellets
embedded with the same orientation into the surrounding frozen melt. The
embedded pellets were clearly marked by autoradiography. The Cs and Eu activity
was concentrated in the pellet region while Sb, Co, and Rh/Rh activity existed
in both pellet and surrounding matrix. In this sample, the cladding had melted
and fully interacted with the UO2 on one side, and with the surrounding material
on the other side producing an intermediate interaction layer.
The results of this investigation have provided useful information about
maximum temperatures, fission product distributions and material interactions at
core positions for the samples examined. A comparison with results from other
international investigations will be made with the objective of contributing to
a consensus on material behaviour during the TMI-2 accident.
References:
1. J.M. Broughton, E.L. Tolman, P. Kuan, D.A. Petti, "A Scenario of the TMI-2
Accident", Transactions of the ANS and ENS 1988 International Conference on
Nuclear Fission and Topical Meeting on the TMI-2 Accident, October 30-November 4
1988, Washington D.C.
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INTERACTION OF ZIRCALOY WITH URANIUM DIOXIDE AND STEAM AT
TEMPERATURES BETWEEN 1O00 AND 170O-C.
VERIFICATION OF THE HITO CODE.

A.Denis

and

E.A.GarcSa
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In iîns
wcrK a c o d e a b l e t o d e s c r i b e t h e i n t e r a c t i o n b e tween t h e z i r c a i o y t u b e and i t s e n v i r o n m e n t d u r i n g
severe
accidents, is
developed.
I n a h y p o t h e t i c a l severe
f u e l d a m a g e <SF1>)
accident
the
zircaloy
(Zry) c l a d d i n g may r e a c t , on i t s i n t e r n a l
face,
w i t h t h e UOg f u e l a n d , on t h e e x t e r n a l f a c e , w i t h s t e a m .
T h e s e r e a c t i o n s r e s u l t m t h e f o r m a t i o n of Z r 0 2 , v a r i o u s
o x y g e n s t a b i l i z e d a-Zr(O) p h a s e s a n d a (U,Zr) a l l o y .
T h e i n t e r a c t i o n on t h e i n t e r n a l f a c e b e t w e e n UO^ a n d Z r y
becomes s i g n i f i c a n t
a b o v e lOOO-C i f a good s o l i d
contact
between cladding and fuel exists.
T h i s r e a c t i o n can be
c o n s i d e r e d a s o x i d a t i o n of Z r y b y r e a c t i o n w i t h a s o l i d
oxide
(U02).
T h e H1TÛ c o d e d e s c r i b e s b o t h i n t e r n a l a n d e x t e r n a l o x i d a tion
of
t h e Zry cladding.
The d i i f u s i o n
equations
od
o x y g e n i n t h e v a r i o u s r e a c t i o n l a y e r s a r e s o l v e d by t h e
finite differences
method in t h e implicit
version.
The
p o s i t i o n of m e t a s t a b l e e q u i l i b r i u m of o n e of t h e
interf a c e s i s d e t e r m i n e d b y t h e c o n d i t i o n of c o n s e r v a t i o n of
t h e u r a n i u m mass.
T h e c o n d i t i o n of c o n s e r v a t i o n of
the
z i r c o n i u m mass i s also employed t o t a k e i n t o a c c o u n t
the
r a d i u s d e c r e a s e observed d u r i n g e x p e r i m e n t s in i n e r t
atmosphere.

In t h i s work e x p e r i m e n t a l r e s u l t s of i s o t h e r m a l
experim e n t s a r e u s e d t o c h e c k t h e code. These e x p e r i m e n t s also
i n v o l v e t h e h e a t u p a n d cooldown t r a n s i e n t s . Comparison b e tween t h e e x p e r i m e n t a l d a t a a n d t h e r e s u l t s
calculated
w i t h t h e H1TÛ code shows a good a g r e e m e n t .

THE NRU BLOWDOWN TEST FACILITY COMMISSIONING PROGRAM
J.A. Walsworth, R.J. Zanatta and L.W. Dickson
Fuel Engineering Branch
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited Research Company
Chalk River, Ontario. KOJ 1J0.

A major experimental program has been established at the Chalk
River Nuclear Laboratories that will provide essential data on (i) the
thermal/mechanical behaviour of nuclear fuel under abnormal reactor
operating conditions and, (ii) the release, transport and deposition of
fission products from severely degraded nuclear fuel (1). A number of
severe fuel damage (SFD) experiments will be conducted in the Blowdown
Test Facility (BTF) located in the NRU experimental reactor (Figure 1 ) .
A series of experiments are being conducted to commission this new
facility prior to the SFD program.

Commissioning of the Blowdown Test Facility is being performed in
three phases :
1.

Out-reactor testing of the auxiliary systems to the BTF including
the calibration of facility instruments and quality assurance
checks of the data acquisition system and the Program Logic
Controller.

2.

Non-nuclear commissioning of the BTF with a fuel assembly
simulator. Thermalhydraulic data (flow, pressure, temperature and
coolant density) will be obtained during coolant depressurization
within the in-reactor test section. Also, the gamma spectrometers
on the facility, including their computer controlled collimators,
will be calibrated.

3.

In-reactor, nuclear commissioning with a fuel assembly containing
three stainless steel-clad fuel elements. An experimental fuel
assembly will be subjected to a number of coolant depressurization
transients with target fuel clad temperatures up to 1150°C.

This paper will describe details of the BTF Commissioning Program
and present available results from the first two phases of the program.
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A SYSTEM TO EXTEND THE ASSESSMENT OF THERMAL FUEL
BEHAVIOUR IN THE SLOWDOWN TEST FACILITY
H.E. Sills, D.B. Reeves, L.J. Watt, V.J. Langman
Idea Research, 8 Beamish Drive, Suite 200, Toronto, Ontario, M9B 3P3
J.A. Walsworth, L.W. Dickson, P.J. Fehrenbach
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited Research Company

To assess transient fuel behaviour, during high-temperature, in-reactor
experiments in the Blowdown Test Facility (BTF) (1) , and to relate this
behaviour to the timing and extent of fission product release, measurements
of fuel and sheath temperatures during the tests are required. BTF tests
will operate with sheath temperatures in the range 1100°C to sheath melting
(i.e. approximately 1850°C for oxygenated Zircaloy), and fuel temperatures
in the range 1300°C to 2500°C.
At the high end of these temperature
ranges, the continued integrity of the thermocouples cannot be assured for
the duration of a test (i.e. on the order of 100's of seconds or more at
maximum temperature).
A System to Extend the Assessment of Thermal Fuel Behaviour (SEATFB) in the
BTF is described which, after failure of the thermocouples in the higher
temperature region of a fuel element, enables the continued, on-line
estimation of temperatures in this region. SEATFB is based on:
i.

the measured temperatures in the lower-temperature regions, where
continued thermocouple survival is more probable; and/or

ii.

a fuel model which provides a progressive estimate of the thermal and
mechanical condition of the fuel elements during the test.

The SEATFB is also used to enhance the assessment of the axial and
circumferential temperature gradients, on the sheath and in the UO2 fuel,
that could develop auring a test. These gradients could have a significant
influence on the development of sheath strain and the timing and extent of
fission product release. Given the cost of the individual thermocouples,
and the potential effect that a large number of thermocouples would have on
the experimental results, it is impractical to instrument each of the fuel
elements in a test with the number of thermocouples necessary to provide a
direct, detailed measurement of all the temperature gradients. An approach
is adopted, whereby the gradients around each fuel element are established
using a combination of actual thermocouple measurements and "virtual
temperatures".
Virtual temperatures are those temperatures, at locations where thermocouples are not located, which are estimated from thermocouple measurements
at other locations in conjunction with relationships established between
the thermal behaviour at the locations of the actual thermocouple and the
location of the virtual thermocouple.

The SEATFB in the BTF experimental program operates on a separate microcomputer. Temperatures from selected thermocouple measurements are fed into
this micro-computer from the Keithley Data Acquisition System. The SEATFB :
i„

provides a flexible, multi-leveled colour graphics display to enhance
the visualization of thermal fuel behaviour during a test in the BTF.
The displayed temperatures and fuel temperature distributions are
updated as the test proceeds and colour-coded to reflect the level of
confidence in the information.

ii.

enhances the assessment of circumferential and axial temperature
gradients on the fuel elements. Virtual temperatures are used to
provide estimates of the circumferential temperature gradients on each
fuel element, at each axial plane of thermocouples. Virtual temperatures , and circumferential gradients based on virtual temperatures,
are displayed in a different colour than temperatures based on actual
thermocouple measurements.

iii. provides methods to estimate fuel element temperatures even though
some or all of the thermocouples on the fuel assembly may have failed.
One method involves the use of measurements from thermocouples that
are still operational, in conjunction with the relationships (i.e.
developed via linear regression) between the temperatures from these
operational thermocouples and the temperatures, measured prior to
thermocouple failure, at the locations where thermocouples are no
longer functioning. As the number of failed thermocouples increases
the confidence in the temperatures, estimated using this method,
decreases. This level of confidence is reflected in the display colour
of the temperatures. The second method tc estimate fuel temperatures,
after thermocouple failure(s), involves the on-line development/
calibration of a fuel thermal model during a test. Temperature
measurements and virtual temperatures are used to continually update,
in real time, a thermal model of the test fuel as the experiment
proceeds. At any time, the thermal model of the test fuel provides an
estimate of sheath-to-coolant heat transfer, sheath oxide thickness
and fuel and sheath temperatures as a function of the axial and
circumferential location on a test element.
Selected fuel, sheath, coolant and thermal shroud temperatures are stored
in the SEATFB micro-computer. If all the thermocouples are operational then
the virtual temperature method is used to estimate the circumferential
temperature gradients at all thermocouple plane axial locations. The
measured and virtual temperatures are also used to estimate the fuel
temperature distribution(s) of the test element(s) via a component of the
on-line, fuel thermal behaviour model. Any or all of this information is
then displayed in a manner which enhances the visualization of the thermal
fuel behaviour during a test.
If thermocouples start to fail, a method is in place to extend the
estimation of selected, or all the temperatures. This method requires
that the relationship between the failed thermocouple measurements and
those of other operative thermocouples be known prior to thermocouple
failure. This information is obtained via the stored thermocouple
measurements. If many of the thermocouples on the fuel assembly fail then

the predictions of the on-line, fuel thermal behaviour model may provide a
better estimate of the fuel temperatures. The predictions of the on-line
fuel thermal model are continuously compared to the results of the
"extended temperature method".
The SEATFB in the BTF i-? utilized prior to a test to assist in detailed
test planning, during a test to assist in on-line interpretation of the
test results, and after
a test to assist in post-test interpretation of the
test results.
A description of the SEATFB in the BTF will be presented in this paper.
Also, the details of how the SEATFB is utilized prior to, during, and after
a high temperature fuel test in the BTF will be discussed.
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PRIMARY HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM BLEED VALVE
EROSION AND REPAIRS AT
BRUCE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION "B"
S. ABERCROMBIE
Ontario Hydro
Bruce Nuclear Generating Station "B"
Box 4000
TIVERTON, Ontario
SUMMARY
This paper describes the PHT Bleed Valve erosion problem
encountered at BNGS"B" and the subsequent repair
procedures used to refurbish the valves.
BNGS"B" has 4 930 MW units. The 2 - 100% 2" bleed
valves are part of the PHT continuous Peed and Bleed
Control System. This system is an integral part of the
PHT inventory and pressure control scheme and also
provides a continuous flow of PHT water through
purification for chemistry control.
During a routine reactor vault shutdown survey a through
wall leak was identified in one of the PHT bleed
valves. This outlines the efforts made to establish and
implement a repair method; analyze and identify the
failure mechanism and provide a long-term solution.
Since spare components did not exist for these Nuclear
Class I valves, a weld repair had to be performed to
allow the unit to return to power. A weld procedure was
established for the repair which involved the
installation of a flush patch into the damaged portion
of the valve body. The paper expands on the
difficulties encountered in procuring similar, fully
documented material with which to do the repair. The
details of the weld procedure repair are also described.
A rigorous analysis of the problem was undertaken to
identify the failure mechanism. Although the exact
phenomenon causing the damage is very difficult to
isolate, it has been determined that the damage occurred
during the time a temporary commissioning valve trim was
installed. A combination of wet steam/particle
impingement erosion and cavitation contributed to the
valve body material loss.
The replacement of all bleed valves with the standard
trim is expected to provide a solution to the problem.
Inspections of the valves on a periodic basis by
radiography will verify the repair integrity and success
of the solution.

HEAVY WATER LEAK DUE TO FRETTING OF DN TUBE
by
Park, Jong-Won
Korea Electric Power Corporation
Wolsong Nuclear Power Plant
260, Naah-Ri Yangnam-Myun
Wolsung-Kun
Kyung Buk-Do
Republic of Korea
ABSTRACT
While operating at 100 percent full power at 12:00 on August 13,
1988, the routine sampling analysis result showed that the
tritium concentration in air in the boiler room was increased to
29 MPCA abruptly from 9 MPCA and so heavy water leak was
suspected.
Through the continued samplings and analyses for the tritium
concentration in air of various locations, heavy water leak area
was suspected in the West side fuelling machine vault which is
located just beneath the boiler room.
At 03:15 on August 16, the unit was shutdown manually and then
cooled down to confirm and repair the leak point.
As a result of survey, the leak was
fuelling machine vault as expected.

found

in

the

West

side

The exact leak point was a very small pin-hole on a 1/4 inch
stainless steel tube (W-ll) which was installed to monitor
delayed neutron in the reactor coolant. Close inspection showed
that the pin-hole was caused by wear attributed to vibration and
abrasion of the tube with the other tube contacted horizontally
for a long period.
After repair by swagelok, the unit was synchronized at 11:01 on
August 19, 1988, and power was raised in steps to 100 percent
full power at 00:30 on August 22, 1988.
Total heavy water
escaped from the system was assessed to be 1.94 tons. Among them
0.93 tons were recovered by the vapor recovery system.

IMPROVING RELIABILITY OF THE
UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY (UPS) INVERTERS
AT THE POINT LEPREAU NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION

GLENN GREENLAW
JOHN SHAW
New Brunswick Electric Power Commission
Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station
P. O. Box 10
Lepreau, New Brunswick
EOG 2H0

SUMMARY
In the past year, Pt. Lepreau Generating Station has
experienced several Class II 120 VAC channel B inverter
failures. Each of these events was followed by a
failure of the inverter transfer scheme which resulted
in the loss of power to the channel B 120 VAC bus. This
bus does not supply critical process systems or station
computers and therefore the effect to plant operation
was limited. There was a trip of one the triplicated
channels of the reactor safety shutdown systems. Had
these failures occurred when one of the other two safety
system channels been under test, a reactor trip would
have resulted. If the failures had taken place on either
of the other 120 VAC Class II channels A or C, which
supply critical process and computer loads, it would
have greatly increased the risk of a plant trip.
The initial failure analysis did not determine if the
problems were due to failing or bad control logic
design, failure of inverter hardware, changes in system
conditions, improper maintenance procedures or a
combination of the above. In order to determine the
cause(s) and take action to prevent these failures, a
design review of the inverter, transfer switch and
associated logic was undertaken by the plant technical

unit anr" the manufacturer of the equipment. Detailed
field investigation of each failure, coupled with the
design review analysis, revealed several design
deficiencies.
The analysis of the inverter failure revealed that the
inverter components such as SCR's, varistors and diodes
were being operated too close to their withstand limits
for design peak inverse voltage. Gradually, the filter
capacitors and surge supressors deteriorated to a level
at which they no longer provided the required
protection. This caused the solid state devices within
the inverter to fail. To eliminate inverter failures
caused by the above, two actions are required. First,
preventative maintenance procedures are to be put into
place for the routine replacement of components, which
deteriorate with time. The frequency of replacement will
depend on the type of component, the function within the
circuit and its normal life expectancy. Second, the
peak inverse voltage rating of the SCR's and diodes will
be upgraded to provide a greater margin of withstand
capability.
Analysis of the design for the inverter and bypass
transfer scheme, revealed that the transfer logic was
too complicated. This required a number of unnecessary
permissives to be met before the transfer could be
completed. The removal of the permissives did not
jeopardize the inverter or Class II 120 VAC loads, but
did significantly increase the reliability of the
transfer circuit.
To ensure the analysis was correct, an operational
test was set up to determine the actual cause of the
transfer failure. Review of the test results revealed
that the violent failure of the varistors in the
inverter commutating circuit, was generating noise
within the transfer logic. This was sufficient to cause
a solid state logic card to operate spuriously and block
the transfer from inverter to bypass supply. Operational
testing of the transfer scheme had not revealed this
problem and until Jan 88, there were no 120 VAC inverter
failures to highlight this problem.
Final review of the failures is now complete and
upgrading of all Class II 120VAC inverters and the
maintenance program has begun. This will continue into
1989, as outage time and replacement components become
available.

OPERATING AND COMMISSIONING

EXPERIENCE

THE DARLINGTON TRITIUM REMOVAL

WITH

EXPERIENCE

R.B. Davidson, J. Quelch, F. Guglielmi

Ontario Hydro
Darlington Nuclear Generating Station
P.O. Box 4000, Bowmanvilie, Ontario
L1C 3 Z 2
416-623-66.06

The Darlington Tritium Removal Facility (DTRF) commissioning has
progressed su-f f i ci ent 1 y to allow processing o-f heavy water with
an activity up to 34 Ci/Kg.
This paper presents the details of
the requirements met to allow the issuance o-f an operating
license and outlines early operating experience o-f the DTRF.
This updates a paper presented at the Third Tritium Symposium at
Toronto, May 198B ( 1 ) .
The DTRF process has been described previously at the 1980 CNA
Con-ference ( 2 ) . The main extraction process is a vapour phase
catalytic exchange where a tritium enriched heavy water vapour
stream is contacted with a tritium depleted deuterium gas stream.
The products ar& tritium depleted heavy water and a tritium
enriched deuterium.
The heavy water is returned to the nuclear
generating station -for recovery makeup and tritium is removed
•from the deuterium and concentrated using cryogenic distillation.
The tritium is then immobilized, as a tritide, on titanium beds.
Commissioning o-f the DTRF began in February 1987, when Ontario
Hydro Operations received complete turnover o-f the -facility -from
Ontario Hydro construction and ended on October 3 1 , 1988 when the
plant has declared in service.
As with any large scale prototype
plant, lack o-f operating experience and equipment unreliability
has lead to high incapabilities during the initial in service
period.
The details o-f commissioning and operation o-f the DTRF
are described using the -following guidelines:
1.

Description

o-f each process making up the DTRF.

2.

The commissioning

3.

Reliability

4.

Comparison o-f the actual
subunit to design.

philosophy.

and suitability o-f equipment used at the DTRF.
operation and performance of

each
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REACTOR SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS DURING
MAJOR SAFETY SYSTEM RETROFITS ON
A FUELLED PICKERING UNIT

U.A. Schwabe
Ontario Hydro, Pickering NGS
PO Box 160, Pickering, Ontario
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Pickering Unit 4 underwent a major rehabilitation outage from
November 1988 to April 1989. During this outage, modifications were
made to safety systems that required total disabling of the systems for
lengthy periods. These modifications included:
-

installation of a new high pressure emergency coolant injection system
installation of an additional 10 shut-off rods
installation of new computer annunciation systems
installation of a new pressure relief panel bulkhead connecting the
reactor building with the negative pressure containment relief duct.

in addition to the safety system work, there were major overhauls of
turbines, generator and condensers. These impacted on both the
complexity of scheduling and on reactor heat sink availability.
This is the first time modifications of this magnitude have been
performed on a fuelled reactor. Previous work of this type had been
performed on defuelled units during retubing outages.
Reactor safety considerations that had to be addressed included:
-

reactor shutdown guarantees required
heat sinks
work on channelized systems
availability of sufficient emergency core cooling capability
containment system considerations
commissioning and testing requirements.

The outage was completed successfully with all major milestones
achieved, no unforeseen reactor safety conflicts, no lost time
accidents, no unplanned dose and almost no rework. A similar system of
extensive preplanning by a dedicated outage team will be used for the
1990 vacuum building inspection during which time all eight Pickering
units will be shut down.

THE IMPACT OF FISSION PRODUCTS ON RADIATION FIELDS
IN ONTARIO HYDRO CANDU REACTORS

M.R. FLOYD* and J.R. LAMARRE

Ontario Hydro - Central Production Services Division
*Attached Staff - Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Fuel Materials Branch, Chalk. River, Ontario, K.0J 1JO

PAPER SUMMARY

One of the important aspects of limiting radiation dose expenditures in
a nuclear generating station is to understand and control the source of
radiation fields. Minimizing reactor face fields is of particular interest to
facilitate increasing needs for fuel channel inspection, maintenance and
replacement. This paper documents the contribution of fission products
(released from defective fuel) to fixed gamma radiaticn fields (associated
with the Heat Transport System).
During scheduled maintenance outages, fixed ga^ma radiation fields are
measured at the reactor face, feeder cabinets and boilers (Table 1 summarizes
the reactor face radiation field data measured at the Pickering and Bruce
Nuclear Generating Stations since 1986). In addition, gamma spectrometry
equipment is used to identify the radioisotope sources. The primary
contributors are Cobalt-60, Antimony-124, Zirconium/Niobium-95 and Lanthanum140. The Heat Transport System behaviour of activated corrosion products,
particularly Co-60, has been documented elsewhere (1) and is not discussed in
this paper. Zr/Nb-95 and La-140 are depositing fission products (2) which may
constitute a significant portion of the total field measured (Table 1 and
Figure 1 ) .
A significant difference in fission product contributions exist between
Pickering and Bruce reactors. Pickering reactors exhibit fission product
fields in the range of 50-225 mR/h constituting up to 80Z of the total
measured field. Bruce reactors exhibit fission product fields in the range of
5-30 mR/h which constitute less than 20% of the total measured field.
Although some of this difference may be due to design differences, the primary
reason for this difference is that Pickering reactors do not incorporate OnPower Defective Fuel Location Systems as do Bruce reactors (Delayed Neutron
Detection System). As a result, defective fuel may be left in-core for many
months in Pickering reactors releasing significant quantities of uranium and
depositing fission products. Defective fuel is generally removed from Bruce
reactors before significant core contamination can occur.
Pickering and Darlington reactors are equipped with a system which is
designed to locate defective fuel off-power, the Feeder Scanning System. At
best, this limits defect location efforts to scheduled extended reactor

2

outages which may only occur every 1 to 2 years between which time significant
core contamination can occur.
The results of this study support the following conclusions:
1.

The design of future CANDU nuclear generating stations should
incorporate a proven, reliable On-Power Defective Fuel Location
System. Presently, the Delayed Neutron Detection System is the
only system qualified for this role.

2.

CANDU stations which currently incorporate Delayed Neutron
Detection Systems (Bruce - A & B, Gentilly, Point Lepreau, Embalse
and Wolsung) should continue to operate and maintain the system to
minimize their fission product radiation fields.

3.

CANDU stations which currently incorporate Feeder Scanning Systems
(Pickering A & B and Darlington) should attempt to improve the use
of the system (currently a series of comprehensive tests to
investigate on-power feasibility is planned for Darlington).

A.

All stations should officially adopt and practice a Defective Fuel
Management Strategy which is tuned to each station's capabilities.
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TABLE 1

Summary of Fission Product Contribution to Reactor Face
Radiation Fields fRecent Measurements Since 1986")

STATION

UNIT

MEASUREMENT
DATE

PNGS-A
Apr 88
Jan 88

AVG REACTOR*
FACE FIELD CmR/h)

N/A
N/A
395
440

2 FISSION
PRODUCTS

FISSION PRODUCT
FIELD (mR/h)

13
11

50
50

PNGS-B

Sep 86
Oct 87
May 86

270
115
270
N/A

79
52
83

215
60
225

BNGS-A

Sep
May
May
May

86
87
87
87

260
100
160
125

10
12
20
15

25
10
30
20

BNGS-B

May
May
May
May

88
88
88
88

370
205
125
80

6
11
3
13

20
20
5
10

'^ Average values of selected lattice positions covering the reactor face.
Measurements made 1 m from the reactor face.

FIGURE 1
CONTRIBUTION OF FISSION PRODUCTS TO STATION RADIATION FIELDS
(MOST RECENT MEASUREMENTS SINCE 1986)
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DEAERATOR TRANSIENT AT BRUCE NGS "B" UNIT 8
H. Braul, Assistant Technical Supervisor, Computers, Regulating and
Protection Unit; G. Paquin, Assistant Technical Supervisor, Turbine
Generator Unit.
Bruce Nuclear Generating Station "B" Operations, Box 4000, Tiverton,
Ontario, NOG 2T0. Telephone: (519) 368-7031. CANNET: BNGS.B

Summary
On April 25, 1987 during a planned 800 MW(e) load rejection test
on Unit 8, a violent transient occurred in the deaerator/deaerator
storage tank which caused the 500 ton vessel-piping network to tear
away from its supports and move approximately three inches in an
axial direction.
Considerable effort was brought to bear and
within one week the unit was returned to service.
This paper
describes the physical nature of the event and the role of the
Bruce NGS "B" training simulator in developing and testing control
modifications to prevent its recurrence.
The overall task was broken down into the following main steps:
1;

Gain a theoretical understanding of the physical/thermodynamic
processes contributing to the event.

2)

Develop a mathematical model that could realistically account
for the above processes, and incorporate this in the training
simulator model.

3i

Develop modifications to the control system.

4)

Test the modifications on the simulator.

5)

Install the modifications at the station, and conduct a full
load rejection test to prove their effectiveness.

This work required the combined effort and co-ordination of process
designers, instrumentation and control designers, simulation support staff, and operations staff.
A key element in the work was the extensive use of the training
simulator.
Its usefulness as a powerful engineering tool for
developing and testing design modifications to solve major
operational problems was clearly demonstrated.
Since installation of the control changes, there have been no
further deaerator transients of any significance even though there
have been numerous load rejections.
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SUMMARY
Morpholine (CiHgNO) is widely used to control two-phase erosion-corrosion in the steamwater cycles of fossil and nuclear power plants. At high temperatures and pressures, however,
it is expected to decompose and the breakdown products may be corrosive for the system
components, which may lead to premature equipment failure. Depending on their nature,
the breakdown products could also be responsible for increased cation conductivity in steamgenerator blowdowns.
The thermal stability of morpholine in liquid-steam systems at temperatures and pressures
close to CANDU-PHW thermal cycle operating conditions was investigated using a laboratory
high-pressure reactor. The reaction kinetics was studied, and the breakdown products were
identified. A decomposition route is proposed.
The measured decomposition rate constants are 2.67, 8.73 and 21.25 x 1 0 - ' s - 1 at 260,
280 and 300°C respectively. The reaction kinetics are first-order and the E a is 131.9 kJ/mol.
Ammonia, ethanolamine, 2-(2-aminoothoxy) ethanol, methylamine, cthylamine, ethylene glycol, and acetic and glycolic acids axe the major breakdown products identified. Their concentrations are reported in Table 1.
The decomposition route proposed was validated in the field by tracking these breakdown
products in water samples taken at different locations of the thermal cycle of Gentilly 2.
Table 2 reports the analytical results. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate a typical chromatogram
of the volatile amines and organic acids analysed by high-pressure liquid chromatography
(HPLC) and high-performance ion chromatography (HPIC) respectively.
Laboratory and field results have shown that morpholine is not totally stable under the
thermal-cycle operating conditions of CANDU power plants (260°C and 4.8 MPa.) and leads
to the formation of small amounts of amines and organic acids, of which ammonia, glycolic
and acetic acids could be detrimental to the material components. Sufficient evidence exists to
confirm that C^H^NO decomposition could be responsible for most of the organic impurities
present in these systems.

Table 1
D e t e r m i n a t i o n of M o r p h o l i n e " a n d its Breakdown P r o d u c t s in Laboratory Degraded Solutions
- Concentrations Expressed in mg/L

Temperature

°C
260

280

300

Test duration
days
3
5
7

Morpholine

Glycolate

Acetate

140.1
133.6
127.6

5.93
6.69
10.80

2.26
2.67
4
6

129.8
122.6
116.1
94.9

7.98
9.27
11.17
5.77

0.66
o
3.2
5

136.3
103.8
86.3
60.8

2.51
2.58
6.76
11.93

'Trace
150 mg/L of morplioline initially

Ammonia

Ethanolamine

*

+

0.42
0.48

0.19
0.70

4.33
9.70
10.98

0.48
0.72
1.08
1.50

1.12
1.75
2.41
2.97

7.20
7.62
8.54
10.43

0.18
5.10
2.82
9.60

1.53
2.82
4.78
11.17

7.62
7.50
6.46
6.04

2-(2-aminoethoxy)
cthanol
2.83
2.94
3.04

Methylamine

Ethylanu'ne

Ethylene glycol

0.09
0.12
0.28

*
*
*

•

2.79

*
*
*

0.28
0.46
0.50
0.43

*
*
*
*

2.61
4.52
5.46
11.47

0.59
0.43
1.15
1.40

*
0.05
0.22
0.16

2.36
11.78
19.96
35.34

4.50
9.30
4.30

*
7.87

*

Table 2
D e t e r m i n a t i o n of Organic Acids a n d Volatile Amines Present a t
Different Locations of the T h e r m a l Cycle of Gentilly 2 - Concentrations expressed in tig/L

Process sampling
points
Combined steamgenerator blowdown

Melhylamine

Morpholine

51

2- (2- nminoe tlioxy)
ethano 1
198

24

4790

40

14

192

56

5260

114

50

81

157

32

6020

*

11

45

7

178

66

5410

*

*

21

15

10

157

39

5520

*

*

*

Glycolate

Formate

Acetate

Ammoniac

Ethanolamine

69

10

15

11

Main steam

+

*

19

Separator drains

4

6

Condensate
pump discharge

*

High-pressure
heater outlet
Makeup water

'Trace < 2/iy/L

20

30

Retention time (min)

Fig. 1

Chromatogram of HPLC separation of the dabsyl derivatives of
volatile amines present in the combined steam-generator blowdown water
sample of the Gentilly 2 thermal cycle: 1) ammonia, 2) ethanolamine,
3) 2-(2-aminoethoxy) ethanol, 4) unknown, 5) methylamine and 6) morpholine.

20

40

60

80

100

Retention time (min)

Fig. 2

Chromatogram of HPIC separation of organic acids present in the
combined steam-generator blowdown water sample of the Gentilly 2
thermal cycle: 1) glycolate, 2) formate and 3) acetate.

INSPECTION PLANNING TO ADDRESS EROSION-CORROSION
V. K. Chexal, EPRI (3412 Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304 USA);
E. B. Dietrich, EPRI; J. S. Horowitz, Consultant;
G. A. Randall, Consultant; V. C. Shevde, Consultant
On December 9, 1986, a pipe rupture occurred at a U.S. nuclear plant due to
corrosion from flowing water. This phenomenon, known as erosion-corrosion, is
a complex interrelationship of the water temperature, water chemistry, the
alloy content of the steel, the flow velocity, and the geometry of the flow
path. Pipe ruptures due to this erosion-corrosion phenomena have occurred
under similar conditions at fossil fueled power plants in 1982 and 1988.
In light of the seriousness of pipe rupture and the potential for it to occur
in any plant, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) established an
industry program to address erosion-corrosion, initially for single-phase
systems but since expanded to include two-phase. The program incorporates
analysis, plant inspection, and engineering guidelines to properly marry the
three. This paper describes that program.
EPRI used the extensive EPRI sponsored research, data from experiments
conducted by other institutions in Europe and North America and results of
numerous inspections of piping in U.S. nuclear power plants. The program
provides technology in each of the four decision areas facing a power plant
owner in addressing erosion-corrosion.
1. Where to inspect: Includes how to predict the most susceptible locations,
thereby minimizing the number of inspections as well as the frequency of
subsequent inspections.
2. How to inspect: Includes guidelines on inspection methods to employ,
including mockups for RT inspections and guidelines for the extent and size of
UT inspection grids for various piping components.
3. What to do: Includes guidelines for remedial options for components
thinned to the point where repair or replacement is required, methods that may
be employed to prevent further degradation and tools for performing design
studies to extend piping life.
4. When to do: Includes acceptance criteria for thinned piping and tools to
predict the level of wall thinning and the time remaining to reach that
thickness. Used to plan inspection intervals and eliminate unplanned outages.
The key elements in the program involve the EPRI developed CHEC and CHECMATE
PC based computer codes. Utilizing the plant design and operating parameters,
these codes predict the erosion-corrosion rates in single and two-phase flow
piping system components.
CHEC was first released in July 1987. Fifty-six utilities and engineering
companies in the U.S., Europe and Asia are now licensed to use the code. In
comparison with measurements taken on piping components in nine different
power plants, CHEC has been demonstrated to be able to predict wall thickness
with an accuracy in the range of ± 20% (Figure 1 ) . CHECMATE, the code for
predicting two-phase erosion-corrosion, will be released in April 1989.

CHEC 1.2 - Predicted Thickness vs Measured Thickness
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOPHT CODE AND
COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH THE FIREBIRD CODE
FOR A PRIMARY LOSS-OF-COOLANT
by
Jean-Claude Amrouni and serge chapados
Energie & Analyses Enaq du Québec Ltée
Guy Delorme and Hong M. Huynh
Hydro-Québec, Centrale Nucléaire de Gentilly-2

Summary
This paper has two parts. First, we present the work done
at Enaq to produce a new version of the SOPHT-G2 code from a
Ontario Hydro version dated from 1980.
The code which is available at Hydro-Québec has been made
functionnal for the simulation o£ primary loss-of-coolant
accidents. Initially, it did not allow for the simulation
of primary loss-of-coolant accidents and a few improvements
had to be made to the software itself and a detailed model
for the emergency core cooling system had to be developed.
In the second part, we compare the SOPHT results with a
simulation done with the Firebird code for a large break in
the primary system of the Gentilly-2 reactor.
This work has been financed by Hydro-Québec.

I,

improvement? to the code

Given the high pressure gradients which are present during a
primary loss-of-coolant, the flow rate may be higher than the
speed of sound. A control of this limit has been programmed
and is done for each time step. When a supersonic link is
detected, its speed is limited to the speed of sound speed
dictated by the local thermodynamic conditions.

The various correlations on pressure losses and heat transfer
have been reviewed and adapted in order to be applied to
wider conditions such as those prevailing during a loss-ofcoolant accident. Particularly, we had to verify and expand
the quality ranges.
In order to avoid or minimize the numerical disturbances
affecting the computation, the major disturbances of the
system (particularly the movement of the valves), which can
be initially detected, are taken into account in the
algorithm used to compute the time step.
We modified the code entry data base and we programmed all
of the controls for the emergency core cooling system
(opening of the valves, emergency cooling, loop isolation).
All the changes made to the SOPHT code have been verified
first on a simplified loop, then on a loss-of-coolant
scenario on the Gentilly-2 primary system.
2. Comparison of results between SOPHT and Firebird
The results of the two programs have been compared for the
simulation of the same loss-of-coolant accident, le. a
guillotine break on the outlet header with class IV power
available.
We show that the two softwares agree quite well, particularly
in regard to the pressure transients at the headers and the
stagnation and rewetting periods. Moreover, the model for
the emergency core cooling system has the same behaviour.
3. Conclusion
We have showed that the SOPHT-G2 model can now be used to
simulate loss-of-coolant scenarios. The control of the time
step and its acceleration is such that the response time is
very short, considering the scenarios under study.

An Improved Dynamic Simulation of a
CANDU Pressurizer
by
J. S. Pitre and D. A. Meneley
University of New Brunswick
Department of Chemical Engineering
Fredericton, New Brunswick E3B 5A3
(506) 453-5138
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
To simulate the transients within a CANDU reactor, a project has
been undertaken to use the Dynamic Simulator for Nuclear Power
Plants, or DSNP, to create a simple environment for modelling a wide
variety of configurations on microcomputers. As DSNP was originally
intended for simulating LMFBR reactors, it has become necessary to
modify, and in some cases completely rewrite, the models
representing various components of the heat transport system.
The
pressurizer of the 600MW reactor at Pt. Lepreau has now been
successfully modelled.
The pressurizer model consists of three main components:
1 ) The conservation equations for mass and enthalpy.
2) The logic and implementation of the pressurizer control
system.
3) The routines for the calculation of the thermodynamic
properties of heavy water.
This model is a thorough revision
model 1 , specifically in the following areas:

of the Tezel

Pressurizer

1 ) Calculation of the flow into or out of the pressurizer is
dependent on the difference in the pressurizer and outlet
header pressures, as opposed to a dependence on the
derivatives within the pressurizer.

2

2) The allowance for all cases of condensation and flashing with
the case determined within the pressurizer routine itself, not
externally.
3 ) An improved model of the pressurizer controller logic, based
on the most recent data from Pt. Lepreau.
4) Changes of previous miscalculations in the heavy water
property routines.
5) Tolerances, originally applied to speed up calculations, have
been largely removed for the sake of accuracy in determining
the states of the liquid and vapor in the pressurizer.
2. Conservation

Equations

Several assumptions are made in the modelling of the
pressurizer. The heavy water in the pressurizer is assumed to exist in
two homogeneous phases only, with no thermal interaction except
through condensation and flashing. The two nodes are not assumed to
be in equilibrium thermally, and the pressurizer is assumed to be
perfectly thermally insulated. A single pressure applies to both the
liquid and vapor phases in the pressurizer.
The presence of the condensation and flashing terms is
determined by the relationship between the enthalpies of the liquid
and vapor, and the pressure dependent saturation enthalpy. T h e
model determines which of these terms are applicable and applies the
conservation equations for both mass and energy. The total volume of
the pressurizer is fixed, thus having calculated the specific volume
and mass of the liquid and vapor, the solution of the equations for the
pressurizer is:
A[Mass Liquid * Sp. Volume Liquid + Mass Vapor * Sp. Volume Vapor] = 0

3. Control

Logic

The control logic used
Pt. Lepreau pressurizer control
the user definable bleed valve
bleed valve is calculated. The

in the model emulates that of the
scheme. If the pressure error exceeds
setpoint, then a demand value for the
flow rate through the bleed valve is a

3

choked flow and therefore is dependent on the pressurizer
and on the magnitude of the valve opening.

pressure

If the value of the pressure error trends lower than another
user definable setpoint, then the variable heater is activated.
In
addition to the variable heater, the four ON/OFF heaters are modelled.
These are activated to full power when individual pressure error
setpoints are reached, and are deactivated at different individual
setpoints. Each of the five pressurizer heaters has a maximum output
of 200kW.

4. T h e r m o d y n a m i c

Properties

Calculations

Calculation of the thermodynamic properties of heavy water is
performed by modified versions of the support routines from D S N P 2 - 4 .
These equations have been recently included in the DSNP support
library, and calculate the Helmholtz free energy and its derivatives.

5. R e s u l t s
The model is written in standardized Fortran 77 such that it may
be run in any computer environment with minimal modifications.
The
model runs approximately 10% faster than real time on a 68020
Macintosh microcomputer, although modifications under development
are expected to improve upon this.
For initial testing of the model the pressurizer is acted upon by
arbitrary functions
of pressure and t e m p e r a t u r e , to tesi all
possibilities of condensation, flashing and pressure loss and gain.
In
the example shown, the reactor outlet header pressure is set to a
decaying sine wave function with a period of one minute and a
duration of two minutes, after which a function which moves the
outlet pressure to the pressurizer pressure is invoked.
The model is
then allowed to continue to steady state.
Two points are notable from the
bleed valves are not controlled by the
but by the reactor outlet pressure. If
heater setpoints, there will continue to

graph below. The heaters and
pressure within the pressurizer,
this pressure is lower than the
be heat applied by the heaters
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to the pressurizer, regardless of the pressure in the pressurizer itself.
Secondly, there is not a large amount of correlation between the two
pressures until the end of the 120 second function duration.
This is a
result of the pressurizer being tested in isolation from a dynamic
system from which feedback can be obtained.
The reactor outlet
header is independent of the pressurizer pressure except for arbitrary
feedback functions which are applied in lieu of an actual system.
Further testing is currently being undertaken to evaluate the
correspondence between the model and the actual Pt. Lepreau
pressurizer, as well as the interaction between the pressurizer and an
active heat transport system.
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THERMOHYDRAULICS OF MODERATOR EXPULSION
FROM A CANDU CALANDRIA UNDER
SEVERE ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
J.T. Rogers
Dept. of Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering
Carleton University
Ottawa, Ontario
K1S 5B6
SUMMARY

The digital computer program MODBOILu has been developed to predict the
thermohydraulic behavior of CANDU reactor cores under severe, beyond design-basis
accidents involving the loss of the moderator cooling system (LOMCS) following, for
example, a large loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) which is accompanied by a loss of
emergency coolant injection (LOECI). MODBOIL has been used in studies for the
AECB on severe accidents in a Bruce reactor unit2-3 and in a probabilistic risk analysis
by AECL for a 600 MW CANDU reactor4.
MODBOIL uses a drift-flux model to characterize the behavior of the
moderator under sub-cooled and bulk-boiling conditions in such severe accidents. Under
bulk-boiling conditions, the two-phase flow pattern is assumed to be churn-turbulent,
based on the experimental results of Ginsberg, et al, for volume-heated boiling poolss.
MODBOIL predicts that there will be rapid expulsion of the moderator from
the calandria as bulk boiling begins at the top of the calandria and quickly propagates
downward until it is fully-developed throughout the calandria. Typical results, for a
LOMCS following a large LOCA and a LOECI, are shown in Figure 1, for a Brace-A
reactor unit, where it can be seen that about 61% of the moderator mass has been
expelled from the calandria in a period of less than 2 minutes during the onset of bulk
boiling, which starts at about 16 minutes into this accident sequence. The model also
predicts that the moderator will be expelled in surges during this period. Following this
period, moderator is expelled much more slowly under quasi-steady-state bulk boiling
conditions until calandria tube uncovery begins.

The drift-flux model requires specification of appropriate values of the void
distribution parameter, Q , and the weighted-mean drift velocity, Vtà. for the existing twophase flow regime. The values used for the case shown in Figure 1, are Q, = 1.2 and
Vjj = u_, where u_ is the isolated-bubble rise velocity for chum-turbulent flow conditions.
The choice of these values was based on the experimental results of Ginsberg, et al, for
volume heated boiling pools3. Other experimental data on volume-heated boiling pools
suggest that Q,, may lie in the range 1.5 to 2.0 and that V^ = C,u„, where C, may be
as large as 2.06-7.
During a study undertaken for AECL CANDU Operations, the sensitivity of
the rate of moderator expulsion from the calandria, as bulk boiling begins and propagates
down through the moderator, to the values of the drift flux parameters Q> and C, was
investigated. Typical results are shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2, for C, = 1.0, shows that the moderator mass remaining in the
calandria after bulk boiling is fully developed increases significantly with Q. For Q,
= 2.0, about 60% of the moderator remains in the calandria at the end of the bulkboiling onset period compared to about 39% for Q> = 1.2. Similarly, it was found that
the moderator mass remaining in the calandria after bulk-boiling is fully developed
increased slightly with C,. In addition, the flow rate surges which occur during this
period become much milder as C0 and C, increase.
Obviously, the less the mass of moderator expelled from the calandria during
this period, the longer the time following this period before calandria tubes begin to
uncover and fuel channels begin to overheat and disintegrate and the longer the period
for possible operator intervention to arrest the progress of the accident. Of course, the
actual values of C0 and C, which would be most appropriate for the CANDU calandria
geometry must eventually be established by experimental means.
In conclusion, the work described in the paper helps to provide more
confidence in the MODBOIL program and better insights into moderator behavior in
severe accidents in CANDU reactors.
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SUMMARY
Most thermalhydraulic analysis of postulated loss-of-coolant
accidents (LOCAs) for the CANDU™ reactor, performed to date, has utilized
computer codes employing a homogeneous assumption for fluid flow.
Recently, advanced two-fluid codes have become available for such
analysis. This paper describes a comparison of a homogeneous simulation
(FIREBIRD) with a two-fluid simulation (CATHENA) for a postulated largebreak LOCA scenario in a CANDU™ 600 reactor - a 100% reactor outlet
header break, with pumps running, and the emergency core cooling (ECC)
system available.
The FIREBIRD1 code solves the one-dimensional, homogeneous,
thermal equilibrium fluid flow conservation equations. This is expected
to give accurate results when phase velocities are nearly equal and both
phases are well mixed, and when the local temperature differences between
the liquid and vapour phases are small. This is not the case in most LOCA
scenarios, especially when cold ECC water is injected into a steam-filled
system. Although FIREBIRD includes features to address these nonequilibrium effects (slip/drift for unequal velocity effects, and
"smoothing" of steam-water properties for unequal temperature effects),
there are uncertainties in the predictive capabilities of these models for
certain circumstances.
CATHENA2 uses a full two fluid representation of fluid flow in a
piping network, or circuit. This results in a model in which the liquid
and vapour phases may have different pressures, velocities, and
temperatures. Interphase mass, energy, and momentum transfer (e.g.,
condensation, boiling, friction ) are specified using constitutive
relations. These relationships have been validated against separate
effects, component, and integral experimental tests3.

A CATHENA input model was generated to resemble an existing
FIREBIRD model of a CANDU™ 600. The two loops of the reactor were
modelled, along with the interconnecting piping. Steam generator
secondary-side performance was also simulated. Plant-control logic was
modelled to isolate the two-loop transport system, initiate ECC system
injection, as well as initiate crash cooldown. Because of the similarity
of the models, differences in model predictions could be attributed to the
different treatment of non-equilibrium effects in fluid flow.
The two transient simulations were extended until all core passes
were refilled, and results compared. Most differences were found due to
the different method of modelling non-equilibrium effects between the two
codes, especially temperature. For example, Figure 1 shows the pressure
in the inlet header, downstream of the break and Figure 2 shows the ECC
injection into this header. Differences are noted in both the pressure of
this header and injection flow to it during the major portion of the
transient, although overall trends are predicted to be similar. The
differences may be directly attributable to the modelling the nonequilibrium effect of the injection of cold water into steam.
One of the major objectives of such a simulation is to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the ECC system in refilling the channels,
especially in the "critical" core pass. The void in the centre of this
"critical" core pass is shown in Figure 3- Although the two-fluid
simulation shows liquid in the channel during the entire transient, and
the homogeneous calculation shows the channel voided until about 60 s,
total refill is predicted to be very similar.
This comparison has shown that, even for a very fast transient,
differences exist between a homogeneous and two-fluid calculation.
However, overall system behaviour is similar, especially refilling of the
channels. For slower transient.?, where phase-separation effects dominate,
more differences would be evident.
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FIGURE 1: Pressure, Inlet Header 4
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FIGURE 2: Injection Flow, Inlet Header 4
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FIGURE 3: Void, Centre of "Critical" Pass Core

